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vII

I came to this project through two related paths: via the women’s and 
gender studies classroom and exploring how best to invite students to 
shift toward and practice “matrix” or intersectional analytics, expec-
tations, and imaginations, and via many years of research on Anna 
Julia Cooper, a nineteenth-century Black feminist intellectual, educa-
tor, and activist. In exploring Cooper’s life and work, and noting how 
frequently her perceptive ideas have been misunderstood, I began to 
consider how intersectionality, a concept Cooper anticipated in many 
ways, is often similarly misconstrued.

In other words, not only does intersectionality have a longer his-
tory than usually is recognized: systematic resistance to intersectional 
premises and outlooks has been equally long-standing. Intersectional-
ity seems, for many, hard to grasp or hold on to—the force of conven-
tional ways of thinking (via categorical, either/or logics, for instance) 
keeps it just out of reach. What critical race and feminist philosophers 
have come to call “epistemologies of ignorance” thus play a significant 
role in curbing its social, philosophical, and political impact.

Thinking through how intersectionality has repeatedly been 
“checked” has, in turn, impacted how I approach teaching intersec-
tional texts and politics—a question that many colleagues, in various 
disciplines and interdisciplines, also wrestle with. Intersectionality is 
meant to be applied to real-world problems, to unsettle oppressive 
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logics, to plumb gaps or silences for suppressed meanings and implica-
tions, and to rethink how we approach liberation politics. This requires 
examining intersectionality not merely as a content area, fixed idea, 
or historical moment, but as a sustained and ongoing practice, a way 
of perceiving and engaging the world that runs against the grain of 
established (and oppressive) imaginaries. For example, an intersec-
tional orientation is particularly useful for pinpointing hidden forms 
of collusion between resistance and dominance, or for showing the 
relational nature of privilege and oppression. It entails problem solv-
ing, recognizing how prevailing worldviews may not be as compre-
hensive or accurate as they may first appear, and keeping a razor-sharp 
focus on eradicating inequity via coalitional and collective means.

Because “matrix” logics can seem illogical in a “single-axis” world, 
or can readily slip away (even when one’s intent is to engage inter-
sectionality), I invite students at all levels to read (and to enter the 
historical contexts and follow the nuanced meanings of ) primary 
intersectionality texts from across Black and women of color feminist 
intellectual/political history (texts often cited in contemporary inter-
sectionality literatures though not necessarily engaged with care). As 
students, researchers, or activists, we must not only learn to employ an 
intersectional lens in our own applied, creative, and analytic work but 
also notice, in the work of others, when intersectional aims or goals 
seem to slip away or fall short. Across the book, then, several examples 
of this problem of “slippage,” or of intersectionality’s disappearance in 
well-intentioned contexts, derive, in part, from an array of rich (and 
sometimes thorny) classroom discussions and research questions.

Throughout this project, I emphasize the degree to which intersec-
tionality’s roots in women of color politics and ideas, and its histor-
ical moorings in Black feminist theorizing and politics in particular,  
matter—materially, philosophically, and politically. From these par-
ticular contexts, lived conditions, and sociopolitical horizons, intersec-
tionality offers a deep critique of a range of established ideas, normative 
political strategies, and ingrained habits of mind that have long impeded 
both feminist and anti-racist thought and politics. However, too often, 
intersectionality critiques (e.g., charges of essentialism, of repetition with-
out innovation, or of ‘parsimony’—meaning ever-smaller, fragmented 
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constituencies) attribute its ostensible shortcomings to its moorings 
in Black and women of color feminist theorizing and political action. 
Subtle and overt forms of delegitimizing intersectionality (or, alterna-
tively, legitimizing it by making it more ‘universal’ via deracialization 
and depoliticization, such that its deep focus on critical race theorizing 
and on inclusive social justice are ignored) are commonplace and need 
to be addressed.

A persistent inability to take up intersectionality’s alternative log-
ics and expectations, even by those who advocate intersectional views 
and aim to apply them meaningfully, suggests the need to examine 
both how and why intersectional, multidimensional ideas are regularly 
(and readily) set aside. By synthesizing diverse intersectionality liter-
atures, across time and discipline, I illustrate a troubling paradox: in 
order to follow many of the arguments or practices offered in intersec-
tionality’s name, one must drop its most central premises and dismiss 
its radical history and transformative vision. Furthermore, reductive 
ideas about Black womanhood, cursory readings of Black women’s 
ideas (as descriptively rich but theoretically dilute, for instance), and 
reductionist notions of intersectionality often go hand in hand: inter-
pretive distortions are often read onto the concept, but also ascribed 
(via an ever-tightening circular logic) to intersectionality itself as an 
internal flaw.

We must question why intersectionality is misconstrued as endors-
ing essentialist identity models or political approaches, caricatured as a 
narrow lens focused “only” on Black women and solely on “oppression” 
(the two are often homogenized and conflated), or used by practition-
ers in ways that uphold single-axis thinking, rather than align with its 
matrix orientation (wherein lived identities are treated as interlaced 
and systems of oppression as enmeshed and mutually reinforcing: one 
form of identity or inequality is not seen as separable or superordi-
nate). From an intersectional orientation, no one factor is necessarily 
given explanatory or political priority: multiple factors are treated as 
enmeshed. Yet many intersectionality critiques and applications alike 
reinforce anti-intersectional assumptions (e.g., by upholding a hier-
archy of oppressions model, or by bolstering rather than contesting 
transparent privilege).
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This book thus takes up a range of troubling interpretive politics, 
methodological norms, and philosophical distortions facing intersec-
tional work and ideas. Though intersectionality infuses much of con-
temporary feminist studies, several of the power moves and structural 
dynamics it has long critiqued continue on, suggesting it has not been 
adequately engaged with even as it has been widely cited or celebrated. 
Uses of intersectionality in feminist research, theory, or policy, for 
instance, are frequently superficial: it is often employed merely as a 
demographic factor, descriptive device, or “diversity” tool. Claiming 
intersectionality as a key feminist lens, without meaningfully engaging 
its analytical and political implications, is problematic.

Thus while intersectionality is regularly referenced and taught, and 
several of its key ideas are viewed as axiomatic in feminist studies, 
critical race studies, and in many other fields of inquiry (e.g., that there 
are multiple and enmeshed forms of both identity and oppression that 
need to be addressed simultaneously), basic intersectional insights 
are also regularly distorted or flattened. For instance, intersectional 
approaches clearly demand recognition of how multidimensional-
ity and heterogeneity (of bodies, lives, ideas, experiences, harms, and 
possibilities) are rendered inadmissible, unimaginable, or invisible by 
 single-axis categories (and gender-first or race-first politics): so, why 
do gender-first logics or gender-primary political expectations prevail 
in much feminist theorizing and practice?

Intersectionality is both recognized far and wide and commonly 
construed in ways that deny its nuances, violate its central premises, 
ignore its historical literatures, or dismiss its antisubordination poli-
tics. Perhaps even more unnerving is how frequently it is undermined 
in contexts where one might least expect it: in much contemporary 
feminist and anti-racist work, for example, an intersectional lens is 
often deployed in ways that buttress settler–colonial mindsets and 
histories. These more subtle forms of derailment need far more con-
sideration: we must ask what it means, philosophically and politically, 
if intersectionality is undone in the ways it is applied or interpreted, 
especially when such distortions are enacted by those who aim to 
realize its promise and potential. Furthermore, while intersectionality 
does not come with any political guarantees, it does place interpretive 
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and political demands on us: I therefore illustrate and delineate several 
strategies for bracketing dominant logics and taking up intersectional 
approaches more adequately.

Intersectionality is a form of resistant knowledge developed to 
unsettle conventional mindsets, challenge oppressive power, think 
through the full architecture of structural inequalities and asymmet-
rical life opportunities, and seek a more just world. It has been forged 
in the context of struggles for social justice as a means to challenge 
dominance, foster critical imaginaries, and craft collective models for 
change. In the end, my goal is to underscore the degree to which inter-
sectionality’s historical and intellectual origins, diverse philosophical 
premises, and range of political nuances need to be attended to more 
rigorously and with far more care. This book is offered as an invitation 
both to actively orient toward an intersectional political/intellectual 
disposition and to depart from a host of (interrelated) oppressive log-
ics that uphold inequality and rationalize violation and harm.
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Introduction
The Case for Intersectionality  

and the Question of  
Intersectionality Backlash

This book starts from the premise that intersectionality is important 
for what it has already made possible and for what it can still help to 
achieve: it offers a compelling vision of a more just world and should 
not be considered an intellectual or political relic, to be put on the shelf. 
Without question, intersectionality has set in motion considerable 
innovations in critical theory, research, policy formation, and activist 
practice: it has substantially shifted how we conceptualize individual 
and group identities, craft and sustain political alliances, and examine 
and transform systems of inequality. In short, it remains germane for 
analyzing and contesting systemic inequality and for reimagining how 
we think about agency, resistance, and subjectivity.

While intersectionality has been widely influential, its approach to 
subjectivity, knowledge, power, and social systems has also encountered 
quite a degree of resistance and continues to do so. This is not neces-
sarily surprising, in that counterhegemonic ideas and political orien-
tations generally face opposition since they challenge the status quo. 
Intersectionality, for instance, contests several taken-for-granted ideas 
about personhood, power, and social change: in particular, its mul-
tidimensional “matrix” orientation is often at odds with “single-axis” 
sociopolitical realities, knowledge norms, and justice frameworks.
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However, it is the relatively subtle and indirect ways of resisting 
or undermining intersectionality that have called my attention, rather 
than overt forms of opposition. Via a variety of mechanisms, intersec-
tionality is often undermined or even violated by its supporters and 
practitioners. In other words, it is regularly dismissed, contained, or 
undone in contexts where one might least anticipate it. These less obvi-
ous forms of epistemic pushback need far more consideration: they 
have significant philosophical and political implications and present 
a considerable obstacle to realizing intersectionality’s wider potential.

For instance, feminist scholars who espouse a deep commitment 
to thinking more complexly about gender, and about feminist and 
anti-racist politics, often critique or apply intersectionality in ways 
that reinforce the kinds of single-axis, gender-first thinking (and thus 
erasures and hierarchies) that intersectionality opposes. Likewise, 
practitioners clearly committed to intersectionality in principle fre-
quently engage it via methods that fundamentally undermine some of 
its core precepts and principles, whether by depoliticizing the concept 
or by narrowing its scope (seeing it as an equity instrument for “race” 
or “ethnicity” but not for “gender,” for instance). In many respects, 
intersectionality is regularly treated in ways that suggest it is not really 
understood, though in fields like women’s and gender studies, for 
example, it seems to be assumed that everyone already “knows” what 
it is and is about.

A review of a range of intersectionality literatures, debates, and 
applications readily substantiates that these occurrences (i.e., dis-
torting or falling away from intersectionality) are not uncommon: in 
fact, they are ubiquitous. Since intersectionality has its roots in radi-
cal resistance politics, particularly in Black feminist, critical race, and 
women of color theorizing and praxis, these origins and histories are 
relevant, rather than immaterial, to how intersectionality, as a dispo-
sition, has been (mis)read, resisted, and (mis)used, whether overtly or 
inadvertently. In other words, the degree of sustained resistance faced 
by intersectional ideas should not be seen as inconsequential or inci-
dental but as connected to its origins in collective social movements to 
contest hegemonic logics and systems of dominance.

If we remain dedicated to intersectionality, not just as an abstract 
idea (or as a theoretical/intellectual tradition simply ripe for the ‘taking’ 
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or for instrumentalizing), but as a set of active and ongoing intellectual 
and political commitments that are fundamentally oriented toward 
antisubordination and social transformation, then we must think more 
about what these puzzling dynamics (i.e., patterns of marginalizing, 
undermining, or even negating intersectionality, as a critical/political 
orientation, even by its supporters) signify and identify strategies for 
addressing them. I therefore trace sites of intersectionality’s undoing 
across various contexts, examine their meanings and implications, and 
think through what those of us committed to realizing intersectional 
forms of justice and social change might do, collectively, to shift the 
terms of its interpretation and use. However, before introducing the 
book’s larger scope in more detail, a brief overview of intersectionality 
is in order, for those newer to the concept.

What Is Intersectionality?1 What Can It Help Us “Do”?2

Intersectionality is an analytical and political orientation that brings 
together a number of insights and practices developed largely in the 
context of Black feminist and women of color theoretical and political 
traditions. First, it approaches lived identities as interlaced and sys-
tems of oppression as enmeshed and mutually reinforcing: one aspect 
of identity and/or form of inequality is not treated as separable or as 
superordinate. This “matrix” worldview contests “single-axis” forms of 
thinking about subjectivity and power (Crenshaw 1989) and rejects 
hierarchies of identity or oppression (Combahee 1983; Lorde 1984; 
B. Smith 1983). An intersectional justice orientation is thus wide in 
scope and inclusive: it repudiates additive notions of identity, assim-
ilationist models of civil rights, and one-dimensional views of power.

Focusing on the interplay of identities and the push–pull of mul-
tiple forms of power, intersectionality highlights the workings of rac-
ist sexism: for instance, its matrix model changes the terms of what 
“counts” as a gender, race, sexuality, disability, nation, and/or class issue 
or framework. Intersectionality also approaches lived identities, and 
systemic patterns of asymmetrical life opportunities and harms, from 
their interstices, from the nodal points where they hinge or touch. As 
Alison Bailey explains, “Race and gender should be conceptualized 
not as ‘race + gender,’ instead they should be thought of in terms of 
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‘gendered racism’ or how ‘gender is racialized.’ It makes sense [from an 
intersectional approach] to talk about capitalist patriarchies rather than 
capitalism and patriarchy” (Bailey 2009, 17). This nodal approach, in 
turn, leads to an understanding that what is needed, to effect change, is 
a politics of coalition: to contest shared logics across systems of domi-
nation, solidarities need to be forged via mutual commitments, not via 
principles of homogeneity or sameness.

Thus an intersectional orientation (to assessing social reality, ques-
tioning established mindsets, examining the impact of past practices 
on the present day, and imagining and fighting for a transformed 
future) is intrinsically multidimensional. However, intersectionality 
was not devised simply to achieve rich description and contextualiza-
tion. Developed in the context of struggles for social justice, intersec-
tionality offers a means to question and to challenge dominant logics, 
to further antisubordination efforts, and to forge collective models 
for social transformation that do not replicate or reinforce the ine-
qualities, erasures, and distortions animated and buttressed by either/
or logics, or what Audre Lorde characterizes as “divide and conquer” 
thinking (Lorde 1984, 112).

Rather than a fixed method with set boundaries, hard-and-fast ten-
ets, or predetermined subjects and schematics, intersectionality can be 
best understood as an interpretive orientation that leaves these fac-
tors as open questions to be taken up, to help expose how subjection 
and dominance operate, sometimes subtly. Oppressive practices can be 
hidden in plain view or subtly embedded in liberatory frameworks or 
political strategies: central to intersectional analyses and applications, 
then, is pursuing its invitation to think beyond (or against the grain 
of ) familiar boundaries or categories, to perceive sites of omission, and 
to consider their meanings and implications.

In examining power’s multiple domains, and drawing on a “both/
and” worldview, intersectionality contests conventional ways of think-
ing about domination, subordination, and resistance: it approaches 
privilege and oppression as concurrent and relational and attends to 
within-group differences and inequities, not just between-group power 
asymmetries.3 This matric, relational model underscores how we can 
participate in forms of dominance, harm, and subordination even as 
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we also fight hegemonic relations and pursue justice. Consequently, 
intersectional approaches to social transformation aim to account for 
multiple forms of power and inequality simultaneously, instead of in 
single-issue or sequential ways.

Karen Soldatic and Lucy Fiske, for example, highlight how race 
and disability must be understood as intersecting factors in their anal-
ysis of detention and incarceration rates in Australia. Studying race 
and disability from an either/or model impedes an understanding  
of these compounding relationships and patterns. Additionally, 
protesting incarceration via single-axis frames can leave wider carceral 
logics in place: their underlying, interconnected rationales slip from 
view. Such models of protest may also normalize (or justify) incar-
ceration as a practice of subjection or serve to mitigate harm for one 
group while increasing harm for (or ignoring carceral effects upon) 
other populations, especially those in the “gaps” or interstices between 
the usual categories of analysis (Soldatic and Fiske 2009; see also 
Ben-Moshe 2013).

By focusing on how patterns and logics interact, and how systems 
of oppression interrelate, intersectionality highlights various ways in 
which, unwittingly, we can be engaged in upholding the very forms 
of coercion or domination we seek to dismantle. It is thus indispen-
sable for identifying paradoxical outcomes (as meaningful and not 
just as anomalous or accidental) and for revealing unexpected or hid-
den points of contact between the liberatory and the coercive. Via 
its matrix orientation, and attention to relational power and privilege, 
simultaneity, and underlying shared logics, intersectionality needs to 
be understood to have explanatory power, analytical capacity, and a 
normative political component, one focused on eradicating inequality 
and exploitation.

Finally, intersectional concepts of liberation approach the world’s 
possibilities pragmatically, in the here and now, and idealistically, with 
an eye toward more utopian goals of eradicating inequity, exploita-
tion, and supremacy, both at the micropolitical level of everyday life 
and at the macropolitical level of social structures, material practices, 
and cultural norms. Its radical roots offer a transformative vision, one 
that calls for dismantling systemic oppression (in its myriad forms 
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and guises) so that, to echo Audre Lorde (1984), we can all flourish 
equally.

In a world rife with persistent forms (and new iterations) of exploita-
tion, inequality, and violence, intersectionality remains indispensable, 
politically and philosophically. An interrogative, antisubordination 
impetus informs its approach to tracing shared logics across seem-
ingly disparate domains and contexts. By illuminating how structural, 
philosophical, and material factors interact, it offers a vital means of 
contesting domination. In particular, intersectionality provides tools 
for questioning default explanations about status quo reality and for 
probing the everyday logics that sustain and rationalize inequality; it 
is equally useful for identifying gaps between stated goals and actual 
practices, including unexpected sites of collusion between dominance 
and resistance.

What Is Intersectionality Backlash?

While some attention has begun to be paid to the interpretive dynam-
ics that shape intersectionality’s reception and circulation, and to the 
politics of its use,4 more focus on these issues is needed because, 
when looked at comprehensively (across the bounds of discipline, 
time period, and nation), what emerges is a portrait of a deep-seated 
(though not necessarily conscious) resistance to intersectional ideas 
and politics. To better illustrate how widespread the problem of dis-
torting and/or slipping away from intersectionality is, I analyze exam-
ples from across diverse intersectionality literatures5 and historicize its 
development (and ongoing resistance to its vision) over time. Beyond 
simply demonstrating the ubiquity of this dynamic, I contend we must 
consider subtle and overt forms of intersectionality “backlash” to be 
both philosophically meaningful and politically significant.

As a critical orientation, intersectionality is forward-looking and 
historically focused. It asks that we imagine future possibilities and 
reconsider omissions, past and present, from a “matrix” mindset: it 
also helps to expose historical silences and to understand oppres-
sion and privilege as lived experiences and processes situated in and 
shaped by material, political, and social conditions. For instance, in 
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nineteenth- and twentieth-century contexts, to challenge the limits 
of one-dimensional political and philosophical frames, Black femi-
nist scholars and activists used intersectional lenses6 to render visible 
assumptions of whiteness embedded in ideas about womanhood and 
feminism and to lay bare the androcentrism at work in ideas about 
race and civil rights. They developed models of power, personhood, 
and justice that traverse categorical logics and account for complexity: 
at the same time, they contested either/or approaches that misconstrue 
subjectivity, occlude interlocking power dynamics, and distort how 
domination and subordination (or privilege and oppression) operate. 
Today, intersectionality continues to be used to contest exclusionary, 
one-dimensional models of personhood, groups, rights, and power.

Unfortunately, binary logics and hierarchical practices endure, 
despite their clear role in maintaining inequity and rationalizing harm. 
The ongoing impact and power of single-axis mindsets also shapes 
how intersectional ideas are regularly contained and resisted, in ways 
subtle and overt. In other words, though it is widely cited and exten-
sively applied, and as such would not seem in need of much further 
explanation or justification, the fact is that many uses and common 
understandings of intersectionality regularly: circumscribe its analyt-
ical and political vision, turn away from its radical roots, or flatten its 
capacity in other ways. Even in contexts where the stated goals are to 
meaningfully take up the concept, the ways in which it is engaged often 
contravene core intersectional premises, philosophically and politically.

Any approach that contests prevailing mindsets and seeks to lay the 
ground for social transformation does (naturally) face outright opposi-
tion. But what I have found more compelling (and in some ways more 
troubling) are what might be characterized as indirect, inadvertent, or 
unintentional forms of resisting, even refusing intersectionality: it is 
often disciplined or dropped in the very ways it is taken up. For instance, 
it frequently is discussed or applied without much apparent grounding 
in its present literatures or longer histories: in fact, scholarly norms 
of reading and studying a tradition with care and rigor do not always 
seem to apply when it comes to referencing, debating, or operational-
izing intersectionality (Bilge 2014; Bowleg 2014). In many ways, this 
mirrors a heedlessness that has faced Black feminist intellectual and  
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political traditions at large and evokes the kinds of dismissal and disre-
gard faced by Black women knowers over time.

As Cho, Crenshaw, and McCall (2013) observe, much of “what 
circulates as critical debate about what intersectionality is or does 
reflects a lack of engagement with both originating and contempo-
rary literatures on intersectionality” (788). It is not uncommon to find 
it treated as a gesture or catchphrase, for example, used in a token 
manner to account for a nebulous, depoliticized, and hollow notion 
of “difference.” In both intersectionality debates and applications, an 
odd disconnect emerges, one that is remarkably consistent whether 
the approach is critical or favorable: it is often acknowledged but then 
simultaneously put aside. If not dropped entirely, intersectionality may 
be absorbed into conventional practices—it is frequently misrecog-
nized, or even violated, in the terms and conditions of its uptake.

In other words, intersectionality seems to face a remarkable degree 
of epistemic intolerance, though much of its undermining takes place 
via indirect rather than outright forms of dismissal. Rather than 
approach intersectionality intersectionally, scholars frequently rely on 
non-intersectional (or even anti-intersectional) methods and thereby 
evacuate intersectionality of its history, meanings, and promise. Its 
analytics frequently are divvied up, for example, as if its call to attend 
to the interfaces of context, structure, identity, power, and privilege, on 
multiple scales, was optional rather than intrinsic. Critics and practi-
tioners alike also often ignore an intersectionality fundamental: the 
need to analyze, as meaningful factors (and not just as descriptive 
elements), the interconnections (of different aspects of identity, vari-
ous forms of domination [and also liberation], and micropolitical and 
macropolitical scales). Instead, intersectionality is read as a rationale 
for atomization and hierarchy. Some thus argue that intersectional-
ity should attend primarily to structure rather than identity (placing 
these in opposition and as separable) or that class should be viewed as 
prior to other factors since it is most crucial (because ostensibly more 
structural, material, or universally experienced), thereby positing one 
form of identity and structure of oppression not only as separate from 
others but also as primary.

The very terms of reading, discussing, and applying intersec-
tionality can therefore distort, whether by breaching fundamental 
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precepts, artificially dividing up its multifaceted analytics, taking up 
the concept ahistorically (and with little accountability to its origins), 
or even by using intersectional insights that have radical aims and ori-
gins, but in ways that reinforce or merely “manage” status quo ine-
quality. Insidiously, to follow the logics of many of these arguments or 
practices, offered in intersectionality’s name, one must actually relin-
quish many of its most basic ideas and commitments and dismiss its 
radical history and transformative vision.

In the tradition of intersectional thought and practice, I  take up 
such contradictions as politically and epistemically significant and 
as instructive about the workings of power. This lack of meaningful 
engagement cannot simply be due to the fact that intersectionality 
is “complex” or in need of a more precise or rigorous definition. In 
other words, though this book includes in-depth discussions of inter-
sectionality’s meanings, the troubling interpretive patterns that have 
materialized across sites of its application are not simply “definitional” 
in nature. While the various examples of resistance discussed may be 
subtle, indirect, or unintended, they should be understood, neverthe-
less, to constitute forms of epistemological “backlash” with real politi-
cal and material outcomes.

Philosophical intransigence and long-standing structural inequal-
ities seem to join forces to prevent intersectionality from being fully 
realized (meaning our collective quests for inclusive justice models 
and for eradicating inequality on intersectional terms also are sty-
mied). Such distortions delimit the full potential of intersectionality 
as a politic, an analytic, and a justice orientation. More attention must 
be paid to the means by which it is constantly sidestepped, why this 
might be so, and what this might indicate—not only for intersection-
ality scholars and practitioners but also for understanding the politics 
of knowledge more widely and for developing and enacting nuanced 
interpretive methods and strategies for social change.

History Lessons

Intersectionality is interdisciplinary in orientation and draws on mul-
tiple sites of knowing, from the micropolitical scale of lived experi-
ence and personal reflection to the macropolitical scale of structural, 
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political, philosophical, and representational inequities (such an 
impetus is clear, for instance, in Kimberlé Crenshaw’s body of work: 
it is equally evident in nineteenth-century iterations of intersectional 
thought). This multiscale interdisciplinary legacy is an important part 
of intersectionality’s usefulness for identifying gaps in conventional 
logics, pinpointing distortions, and introducing alternatives by think-
ing across ways of knowing: therefore, whenever possible, and to align 
analytic form with intersectional content, I follow this impulse.

Throughout this volume, I  explore a series of interrelated issues. 
Since some confusion seems to persist with regard to its meanings 
and implications, I first aim to answer a basic question: what are cen-
tral intersectionality ideas and orientations? Given my wider interests 
in tracing Black feminist intellectual histories, and in examining the 
politics of the reception and use of Black feminist ideas, in answering 
this question, I not only reference some earlier iterations of the con-
cept but also ask why curtailed or cursory genealogies of intersectional 
thought seem so readily accepted. As I have argued, the

notion that intersectionality is a recent development in feminist thought 
relies upon a truncated theoretical genealogy. While the late 20th cen-
tury certainly marks the emergence in the critical lexicon of the term 
“intersectionality” by [Kimberlé] Crenshaw, and while the 1970s and 
1980s were shaped by wide-ranging discussions of the interplay among 
systems of race, gender, class, and sexuality, it is inaccurate to suggest 
that the last forty years constitute the only historical moment in which 
the examination of intersections among systems, identities, and politics 
has been pivotal in the history of feminist thought in general and within 
black feminist thought in particular. (May 2012a, 18)

In other words, intersectionality’s full complexity cannot be adequately 
understood if one attends only to its most recent examples, or even to 
its late twentieth-century formations: as an orientation, it has a history 
and thus, to echo Toni Morrison’s discussion of African American lit-
erary history, it, too, has pivotal “structures,” “moorings,” and “anchors” 
(Morrison, in McKay and Morrison 1994, 151) that need to be more 
adequately recognized and drawn on.

However, more than simply render visible intersectionality’s 
longevity, a historicized approach illuminates patterns of ongoing 
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resistance (meaning, here, prolonged efforts to transform structural 
inequality as well as tenacious resistance to those struggles and repeated 
dismissal of contestatory ideas like intersectionality). A historicized 
approach helps demonstrate that intersectionality is longer-lived than 
many acknowledge and that it has also been long misunderstood or 
resisted. Just as the concept is not ‘new,’ its undertheorization and 
distortion are not, either. By undertheorization, I do not mean inter-
sectionality is theoretically weak, focused on a naïve and essentialist 
identity framework, or too metaphorical or ambiguous to be viable 
(these assertions are out there, and shall be taken up, but this is not my 
meaning here).

When one accounts for historical Black feminist writings that 
introduce matrix thinking, and examines their reception, what 
becomes clear is that, whether presently or historically, intersectional 
ideas have repeatedly been misconstrued or treated reductively. Efforts 
to conceptualize personhood and agency in ways that acknowledge 
the multifaceted nature of subjectivity as well as the complexity of 
multiple social structures have not always been received well or even 
understood: intersectional ideas have been accompanied all along by 
overt and indirect forms of political and philosophical resistance. This 
dynamic may well help explain why key intersectionality concepts 
(e.g., matrix of oppressions, intertwined identities/positionalities, or 
coalition politics) have had to be reiterated for well over a century: 
furthermore, it has been largely Black and women of color feminists 
who have taken up this rearticulation and who have insisted on the 
meaningfulness and relevance of these ideas.

Since simplistic understandings of intersectionality are not inevi-
table, even if they may be commonplace, it is necessary to ask what 
a repeated inability to take up intersectional ideas might signify. This 
ongoing misconstrual and interpretive distortion deserve exploration, 
particularly as intersectionality is currently being mobilized in a variety 
of ways, some of which could well be considered anti-intersectional. 
Intersectionality runs against the grain of dominant logics, challenges 
accepted political models, and contests conventional ideas about sub-
jectivity and agency: however, it is also subjected to the very hegem-
onic practices and divisive logics it contests. Furthermore, much of this 
absorption, assimilation, or flattening is taking place within discourses, 
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research models, and policy contexts characterized as feminist. It is 
essential to explore more fully how intersectionality has been inter-
preted, translated, and/or applied and to examine what notion(s) of 
justice, subjectivity, and knowledge have been animated in its name. 
(On the flip side, it is equally imperative to ask what gets discarded or 
relinquished if we set aside intersectionality or treat it as something to 
supplant or move “beyond.”)

Schematics: A Synopsis of the Book’s Structure

Since any in-depth review of the considerable literatures (in theo-
retical, methodological, activist, and policy work) readily shows that 
many intersectionality “basics” frequently are ignored, if not violated, 
I begin (in Chapter 1) by delineating and contextualizing its central 
premises and orientations. I proceed from the perspective that, while 
intersectionality is not “one” homogenous concept with set practices or 
fixed assumptions, it does have a historical trajectory that needs to be 
accounted for meaningfully and a set of commitments that, likewise, 
need to be engaged substantively (not nominally or via empty gestures).

I suggest intersectionality has several key qualities that must be 
kept in mind, together: it is an orientation for engagement or praxis; it 
entails matrix thinking (in terms of identities, knowledges, inequalities, 
and forms of power); it is relevant to and “about” all of us; and it is not 
neutral. Instead, it is concerned with eradicating injustice and skeptical 
of claims that we have fully disaffiliated from pathologizing mindsets 
or wholly broken from past discriminatory practices that have served 
to rationalize and buttress systemic harm and inequality. I then map 
out four additional intersectionality “facets” to flesh out its implica-
tions. I explain how intersectionality is an epistemological project that 
contests dominant mindsets; an ontological approach that accounts for 
complex subjectivity and offers different notions of agency; a radical 
political orientation grounded in solidarity, rather than sameness, as an 
organizing principle; and a resistant imaginary useful for intervening 
in conventional historical memory and prevailing social imaginaries. 
A multilevel, antisubordination impetus is at the heart of all of these 
characteristics.
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Though I offer a sustained analysis of its meanings, I also contend, 
whether in the context of forming equity policies, crafting feminist 
theories and methods, or engaging in forms of social action, that dis-
cussions about intersectionality must shift beyond a definitional impe-
tus. Undue focus on the definitional can draw attention away from 
wider political dynamics, ongoing issues of cognitive authority and 
power, and persistent patterns of co-optation and distortion: further-
more, it can imply that all “problems” or “issues” with intersectionality 
are internal to itself, replicating a victim-blaming, pathologizing logic.

Since intersectionality is an analytic meant to be applied with an 
eye toward justice, we must examine how it has been interpreted and 
instrumentalized, understand how it has (or has not) been realized as 
a practice, and identify what obstacles it faces. In Chapter 2, I begin 
to flesh out the surprisingly intractable nature of the “either/or” phil-
osophical norms and “single-axis” political practices intersectionality 
has long contested: myriad forms of binary thinking (mindsets that 
rationalize inequality and uphold hierarchy) remain entrenched. At the 
same time, I offer some concrete examples of the ways in which inter-
sectionality can be misrecognized or distorted to begin to show how 
frequently it is avoided, even when seemingly engaged with, exten-
sively invoked, but then absorbed and made deferential to normativity.

How can this be so? How can a concept that is widely taught, fre-
quently cited, and even referenced by some supranational governing 
bodies on one hand be so regularly misunderstood or misrepresented 
on the other? Unpacking this dynamic helps to illuminate how estab-
lished frameworks and dominant imaginaries continue to impede 
intersectionality’s reception and application. Because interpretive 
discourses are sites where material and epistemic power play out, the 
terms of how intersectionality is taken up (i.e., how it is read, written 
about, circulated, and applied) matter. In the context of women’s and 
gender studies, for instance, interpretive politics play a part in estab-
lishing (or reinforcing) feminist theoretical norms and in delineating 
the bounds of political relevance and analytical significance (Tomlin-
son 2013b).

Consequently, in Chapter 3, I  trace patterns of intersectional-
ity’s interpretation and examine feminist critiques of the concept as 
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one central site of its disciplining and even dismissal. Oddly, critics 
often use nonintersectional lenses, or even anti-intersectional logics, 
to assess its alternative vision: via an either/or interpretive approach, 
intersectional both/and analyses are rendered illogical or dispensa-
ble, for example. Likewise, by using norms and measures that begin 
from an additive notion of identity or inequality, critics frequently 
obliterate its matrix thinking and cross-cutting vision of change. To 
illustrate, I examine several common critical motifs: intersectionality 
is just “Black feminism” recycled; intersectionality’s approach to identity is 
unsophisticated; intersectionality is disadvantaged by its focus on disad-
vantage; and intersectionality is destructive to feminism (“Sapphire” rises, 
beware!).

I then analyze some proposed solutions or “cures” for what “ails” 
intersectionality and discuss how many suggested improvements vio-
late, rather than engage, its premises and politics. For instance, some 
seem (indirectly) to advocate deracializing or “whitening” intersec-
tionality to make it more universal or usable,7 while others support a 
return to single-axis logics and politics as the way forward (especially 
common are class-first or gender-first solutions). Throughout, I dis-
cuss how the stories we tell about intersectionality “matter” (Hem-
mings 2011): how it is portrayed or rendered, the citational practices 
used, the affects drawn upon, the analytic frames applied, and the 
“plots” it is made to fit are all important considerations.

In Chapter  4, I  turn to intersectionality’s operationalization (as 
method, theory, and policy) to illustrate how well-intentioned appli-
cations can be equally problematic. In addition to offering an overview 
of how intersectionality is being applied across a range of contexts, 
I  examine whether applications claiming intersectionality are ade-
quately intersectional. This “mapping” of applications is crucial because 
most discussions do not take up intersectional activism, policy forma-
tion, research methods, and theorizing together: furthermore, many 
discussions are bound by disciplinary (and national) borders that can 
obscure wider patterns and shared logics. I thus examine several sites 
of intersectionality’s current application (in the twenty-first-century 
university, in research methodologies, and in state-level and suprana-
tional equity policies) to highlight various kinds of “slippages.”
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What becomes clear is that, even as practitioners may aim to use 
intersectionality meaningfully, how it is practiced or instituted fre-
quently departs from or even undermines intersectional aims. For 
instance, researchers may set out to do an intersectional study, but will 
not use intersectionality as an analytic lens to shape questions, design 
research models, or interpret data: it will, instead, be used only as a 
demographic or descriptive device (see Choo and Ferree 2010; Har-
nois 2013; Shields 2008). In this way, its explanatory, political, and 
analytical capacities are abandoned: intersectionality is transmogrified 
into a descriptor of “difference,” with no apparent utility for unpacking 
normative logics or challenging the workings of power and privilege 
therein. In fact, the sheer number of “slippages” away from intersec-
tionality is fairly astounding, whether in critical or applied contexts.

Furthermore, the distortions and departures to be found in numer-
ous intersectionality applications are, in many ways, not all that dif-
ferent from the forms of flattening found in many intersectionality 
critiques. In both contexts, it can be rendered amenable to prevailing 
analytical/political norms. For example, practitioners and critics alike 
may approach intersectionality as a form of binary thinking (not as a 
deep critique of this logic’s harmful outcomes); disarticulate its inter-
connected precepts; interpret it via frameworks that buttress, rather 
than contest, normative/deviant binaries; or engage intersectionality in 
ways that rank identities and place forms of oppression in a hierarchy.

In short, normative frames and expectations are often imposed onto 
intersectionality: rather than continue to slip away from intersection-
ality, we must find ways to more adequately depart from dominant logics 
and approach, interpret, and utilize it more intersectionally and in line 
with its multifaceted justice orientation. In the end, this book aims 
to do more than pinpoint different means by which, paradoxically, as 
we engage with intersectionality, we may continue to uphold the very 
mindsets it contests and seeks to change. Once such practices and 
habits of mind become more discernible, we must also ask what to do 
about it. How can we intervene in this containment, distortion, and 
slippage? What are some strategies for taking it up more adequately?

In Chapter  5, I  discuss the problem of the sheer force of domi-
nant logics, and the correlative question of how to counter them, as 
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they play a considerable role in making intersectionality perpetually 
“unheard,” even as it is widely referenced and reiterated. Since many of 
the practices and norms intersectionality has long contested continue 
to hold sway, I take inspiration from feminist and anti-racist philos-
ophers interested in issues of testimonial injustice, unequal rhetorical 
space, and epistemologies of ignorance8 and suggest the need for a 
twofold practice: that of actively bracketing dominant logics while also 
being vigorously biased toward intersectionality’s alternative world-
views. Drawing on a range of methodological and philosophical dis-
cussions, I  begin to outline what practicing “bias” and “bracketing,” 
with regard to intersectionality, might entail.

Given that intersectionality places interpretive and political 
demands on us, I conclude with some strategies for orienting toward 
intersectionality, once the first and pivotal step of bracketing/bias is 
under way. Rather than employ intersectionality in ways that assim-
ilate it to conventional logics and dominant norms, we must identify 
how to better align intersectional aims, form, and content. This is not 
to suggest that our practices must be flawless; rather, it is a call to 
continually think about what it means to imagine and to practice an 
intersectional philosophy and politic by actively turning away from 
hegemonic expectations.

Norm emulation, assimilation to the status quo, and reinforcement 
of oppressive logics and processes are not intersectional dispositions or 
goals. To go about “doing” intersectionality more adequately, in ways 
that are more commensurate with its principles, aims, and histories, 
we must not make it deferential to dominant (and anti-intersectional) 
ways of thinking.

Notes
 1. Chapter 1 provides a more comprehensive overview of the concept’s key ideas, the 

importance of its historical origins, and its wider political relevance and philosophical 
scope.

 2. Recently, quite a bit of focus has been placed on intersectionality definitions (as if to 
pin down its complex parameters once and for all, rather than appreciate the value of 
unruly concepts or narrative logics as philosophically and politically meaningful, as 
Barbara Christian (1990) might have suggested). However, less attention has been 
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paid to illuminating what it can do, as Crenshaw (2011c) recently argued (see also Cho, 
Crenshaw, and McCall 2013).

 3. See Brah and Phoenix (2004), Collins (1990, 1998), Mingus and Talley (2013), Parent, 
DeBlaere, and Moradi (2013), and Zinn and Dill (1996).

 4. See, for example, Bilge (2013), Carastathis (2013b), Carbado (2013), Cho (2013), 
Crenshaw (2011c), and Tomlinson (2013a, 2013b).

 5. I occasionally engage in close readings of particular uses of intersectionality or of 
common interpretations of intersectionality. The intent is not to single out an author, 
debate, or context of application but to: help illustrate patterns and dynamics across 
contexts that may not usually be examined together (due to disciplinary bounds, for 
instance); facilitate thinking about using intersectionality as a lens for pinpointing 
collusion between hegemony and resistance; and underscore the need to use intersec-
tionality to analyze and assess the concept’s own use and interpretation (i.e., to think 
about how to interpret and apply intersectionality intersectionally).

 6. As many scholars have documented, intersectional ideas can be found in Black fem-
inist intellectual/political history, well back into the early nineteenth century. For 
instance, see Carby (1987), Crenshaw (1989), Giddings (1984), Gines (2011, 2014), 
Guy-Sheftall (1995), May (2007, 2012a), Moody-Turner (2013), and Waters (2007).

 7. This dynamic has also recently discussed by Bilge (2013), Carbado (2013), Crenshaw 
(2011c), and Tomlinson (2013a).

 8. For example, Babbitt (2001, 2005), Campbell (1999), Code (1995, 2011), Fricker 
(2007), Lugones (1987, 1994), Mills (1997), Narayan (1997), Ortega (2006), Pohlhaus 
(2012), Schutte (2000), and Wylie (2011).
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1
what Is InterseCtIonalIty?

Matrix Thinking in a Single-Axis World

On the cusp of discussing intersectionality definitions, I  hesitate. 
Since intersectionality is a complex concept with growing impact 
across disciplines, policy formulations, and sites of political struggle, 
much time has been spent defining the concept or delineating typol-
ogies (e.g., McCall 2005). Yet while definitional work might clarify, 
it can also distort by disarticulating key intersectionality ideas that 
fundamentally link. Definitions can flatten in other ways as well. For 
instance, mapping out intersectionality via linear time can treat its 
political/intellectual origins, in Black and women of color feminisms, 
as (implicitly or explicitly) passé or naïve. Even if cited, earlier inter-
sectionality texts may not be given nuanced readings but treated cas-
ually or deemed theoretically underwhelming.1 This dynamic can also 
be relatively subtle: today, for instance, the secondary intersectionality 
literatures often are more widely referenced and taught than are many 
foundational writings and practices.

Time spent defining or classifying intersectionality can also draw 
critical energies away from asking key questions, such as: Are the exam-
ples at hand adequately “intersectional” in nature? Are intersectional-
ity’s groundings and histories, crafted within Black feminist, critical 
race, and women of color politics/theorizing, attended to meaningfully 
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(and not just nominally)? Does the form align, in terms of philosophy 
and practice, with intersectionality’s key insights and inclusive social 
justice objectives? Does the analytical approach or classification system 
artificially compartmentalize intersectionality’s interrelated premises?

Laying out intersectionality definitions clearly has potential pitfalls, 
so why embark on this chapter? Though widely recognized, intersec-
tionality also is regularly used or talked about in ways that flatten its 
complexity, ignore its historical literatures, or depoliticize its approach. 
Many applications let intersectionality drop or systematize it in ways 
that may render it more usable as an instrument, but in so doing also 
obviate key premises. This suggests intersectionality might not in fact 
be so fully or easily understood. Intersectionality invites us to bracket 
hegemonic mindsets and resist the lure(s) of oppressive power so as 
to achieve a more just world: are any of us so fully “liberated” from 
conventional ways of thinking and being that we need not engage in 
any further thought about intersectional meanings, practices, and his-
tories? Instead of presuming everyone knows what intersectionality is,  
(re)turning to its central ideas and orientations is an apt place to begin.

Intersectionality as a Form of Social Action

My approach to intersectionality is oriented toward what it does or 
can do, not simply toward its definitional status as a noun. This is in 
keeping with Kimberlé Crenshaw’s emphasis that intersectionality 
is heuristic in nature: it is akin to a “prism” to be used to “amplify” 
and highlight specific problems, particularly by drawing attention to 
dynamics that are “constitutive” but generally overlooked or silenced 
(Crenshaw 2011c, 229–232). She explains her sensibility thusly: “My 
own take on how to know intersectionality has been to do intersec-
tionality” (222; see also Guidroz and Berger 2009). A heuristic orien-
tation accentuates its problem-solving capacity, one that is contextual, 
concerned with eradicating inequity, oriented toward unrecognized 
knowers and overlooked forms of meaning, attentive to experience as 
a fund of knowledge, and interrogative (focused on asking questions, 
incrementally and continuously).

Approaching intersectionality in this way also taps into its longer 
history. For instance, in the late nineteenth century, Black feminist 
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educator and intellectual Anna Julia Cooper insisted that our work 
must never just be about “ratiocination,” or knowledge merely for 
knowledge’s sake: thought and action must be linked to do away 
with inequality (Cooper 1988, 285–303). During this same era, Ida 
B. Wells engaged in intersectional journalism and political activism 
to challenge lynching. Highlighting how hetero-patriarchy and white 
supremacy functioned together, to rationalize lynching as a tool of 
nationalist terror and containment during the Progressive era, Wells 
used a matrix lens to debunk the nation’s claims to democracy (and to 
lay bare practices of injustice founded in racist gender nationalism, i.e., 
in the name of “protecting” white womanhood).2

Thinking about intersectionality as a heuristic orientation or dis-
position also echoes Barbara Christian’s (1990) assertion that Black 
feminist theorizing, as a larger set of practices, should be conceived 
of as akin to an active verb, thereby allowing for flexible, nonessen-
tialist understandings both of Black women and of Black feminisms 
(whereas an object/noun approach suggests stasis as well as commod-
ity status). Many Black feminists have a deep suspicion of objects’ 
supposed neutrality, since enslaved Black women, for instance, were 
categorized by the state as nonpersons/as property: the legal desig-
nation of raced and gendered property created, in turn, white mas-
culinity as an invisible but nevertheless powerful form of accrued 
rights and privileges, or property, to be protected by the law (see 
Harris 1993).

Rather than emulate or animate the subject/object divide used 
historically to rank persons, Patricia J. Williams (1991) and Bar-
bara Christian (1990) instead emphasize the value of nonlinear and 
narrative ways of knowing that are difficult to “control” and require 
interpretive engagement, such as riddles, hieroglyphs, and parables. 
Black feminist theorizing, they argue, rejects treating knowledge (par-
ticularly knowledge forged in and by marginalized communities) as 
a commodity to be extracted and traded. Approaching theorizing 
as active, and as engaged in by (variously) situated (and subjugated) 
knowers, is also a long-standing impetus in Latina and Indigenous 
feminisms:3 intersectionality connects to (but does not stand in for the 
whole of ) these traditions.
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To contest false binaries, reveal links among systems of oppression, 
and forge political coalitions, intersectionality attends to patterns that 
cut across scales, focuses on unstated assumptions, and explores the 
meanings of gaps and absences. By accounting for multiple registers 
of existence, entangled forms of domination, and the simultaneity of 
identities, it is “applicable to both the structural level of analysis, and 
individual-level phenomena, via its domains of power thesis, which 
recognizes the various terrains on which politics plays out—structural 
and interpersonal” (Hancock 2007b, 74; see also Collins 1998). This 
focus on power’s different formations across scales is not simply diag-
nostic or descriptive: it is oriented toward dismantling oppressive 
practices and forging a more just world for us all.

In other words, intersectionality is political, philosophical, and 
pedagogical in nature: it invites us to think from “both/and” spaces 
and to seek justice in crosscutting ways by identifying and address-
ing the (often hidden) workings of privilege and oppression. Weav-
ing the structural and the personal, the particular and the universal, 
intersectional approaches offer a means to think against the grain and 
bridge false divides. In turn, this leads to asking new questions about 
power, inequality, and marginalization: intersectionality can be used to 
disrupt conventional philosophical frames, dislodge the usual expla-
nations, and question default analytic categories. Intersectionality’s 
interrogatory, antisubordination impetus is crucial and stems from its 
origins as a form of resistant knowing, one interested in seeking liber-
ation on new terms and in eradicating epistemological, material, and 
structural inequality.

Intersectionality Is about Matrix Thinking

Intersectionality highlights how lived identities, structural sys-
tems, sites of marginalization, forms of power, and modes of resist-
ance “intersect” in dynamic, shifting ways. As Audre Lorde explains, 
“there is no such thing as a single-issue struggle because we do not 
lead single-issue lives” (Lorde 1984, 183). Likewise, Pauli Murray 
aptly notes that “the lesson of history [is] that all human rights are 
indivisible and that the failure to adhere to this principle jeopardizes 
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the rights of all” (Murray 1995, 197). Over a century prior, in 1866, 
Frances Ellen Watkins Harper offered a similar vision at the inaugu-
ral meeting of the American Equal Rights Association: “The white 
women all go for sex,” she remarked, “letting race occupy a minor posi-
tion.” Instead, we must remember (and act upon the fact that) “we are 
all bound up together in one great bundle of humanity” (Harper, in 
Foster 1990, 217–219).

This matrix philosophy has several important implications. First, 
it dispenses with “add and stir” political strategies, analytical prem-
ises, or research methodologies: assimilative strategies are problematic 
because they simply tinker within status quo frameworks (Mingus and 
Talley 2013), reinforce the “notion of the dominant group as standard,” 
presume underlying sameness, and ignore “norm-constructing opera-
tions of power” (Choo and Ferree 2010, 137). Intersectionality also 
is not a cumulative or arithmetical identity formula (race + gender +  
class + sexuality + disability + citizenship status, and so on, as if these 
were sequential, separate factors).4 Instead, it focuses on simultaneity, 
attends to within-group differences, and rejects “single-axis” categories 
that falsely universalize the experiences or needs of a select few as rep-
resentative of all group members.

Thinking in terms of enmeshed multiplicities (of identity and 
power), or what Deborah K. King described as “multiple jeopardy,” 
challenges the premise that “each discrimination has a single, direct 
and independent effect on status, wherein the relative contribution 
of each is readily apparent.” It also rejects “non-productive assertions 
that one factor can and should supplant the other” (King 1988, 47). As 
Nira Yuval-Davis explains, “social divisions [are] constituted by each 
other in concrete ways, enmeshed in each other, although they . . . are 
also irreducible to each other” (Yuval-Davis, in Guidroz and Berger 
2009, 65). In research, a “matrix” approach considers how inequalities 
intermingle and “span and transform structures and activities at all 
levels and in all institutional contexts”: this, in turn, “makes it harder to 
imagine any social process as a singular ‘main effect’ for anyone” (Choo 
and Ferree 2010, 135). In philosophical terms, matrix logics attend 
to “thick” members of a group and reject “split-separation” mindsets, 
instead using “curdled” logics to conceive of, and achieve, liberation on 
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multiple fronts (Lugones 1994). Intersectionality thus aims to account 
for relationships, collusions, and disjunctures among forms and sites 
of power.

Linking the structural and experiential, and the material and dis-
cursive, it does not approach different identities or systems of power as 
“non-interactive” or independent (Harnois 2005, 810): instead, inter-
sectionality examines how power and privilege operate on several lev-
els at once (experiential, epistemological, political, and structural) and 
across (and within) categories of experience and personhood (includ-
ing race, gender, sexuality, disability, social class, and citizenship). 
In turn, this requires exploring how we occupy social positions and 
engage in knowledge practices that, because entwined and interactive, 
can be understood as sites where both marginalization and privilege 
play out simultaneously. However, which structures and institutional 
formations need to be analyzed, which categories are relevant, and 
how or whether they translate across cultural and historical contexts 
are not predetermined but are open-ended questions.

Intersectionality’s Matrix Thinking Is “about” All of  Us

Though its focus on the (hidden but considerable) “wages” of priv-
ilege is often overlooked,5 intersectionality scholars and activists 
repeatedly have shown that privilege and oppression are experienced 
and structured simultaneously: this means that addressing underpriv-
ilege requires identifying and dismantling overprivilege, within and 
between groups. Overprivilege and underprivilege are relational and 
are reinforced by social practices, philosophical norms, and structural 
inequalities. Intersectionality thus invites a complex view of power as 
multipronged and shifting, operating across different sites and scales 
simultaneously.

A matrix philosophy also requires studying “unmarked” or trans-
parent categories, where power and privilege constellate on their 
own terms and in relation to “marked” ones.6 This is why Crenshaw 
emphasizes that no one exists outside of matrices/relations of power, 
and everyone is socially located in multiple, overlapping ways. In con-
cert with Collins (2008), who underscores that intersectionality is 
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not a fixed analytic, Crenshaw explains that the “implications of this 
matrix—when certain features are activated and relevant and when 
they are not—are contextual,” meaning they are not fixed, foreor-
dained, or tied to any one particular group (Crenshaw 2011c, 230).

Uma Narayan, for instance, views intersectionality as pertinent to 
transnational feminist politics because it offers strategies for thinking 
“within and across communities” to address the needs of a “range of 
differently situated women” (Narayan 1997, 153). Narayan does not 
claim intersectionality, as it moves across worlds, does so without any 
“baggage” or that it is inherently liberatory due to its radical origins. 
However, by approaching it as a cross-border, cross-categorical mind-
set, she creates space for asking why this potential relevance is so often 
curtailed by binary logics that erroneously pit the transnational against 
the intersectional and that suppress intersectionality’s both/and, same/
different philosophical–political impetus.

In other words, despite its call to attend to privilege and disen-
franchisement simultaneously, and notwithstanding its rejection of 
essentialist group or individual identities, intersectionality frequently 
is portrayed as narrowly conceived. For instance, it has been seen as 
focusing only on “oppression” or understood as relevant only to the 
particular forms of oppression faced by Black women (as if these 
could be predetermined and as if Black women were an undifferenti-
ated group).7 Thus, while McCall rightly underscores how analyzing 
simultaneous privilege and oppression is fundamental to intersection-
ality, she risks glossing its historical attention to heterogeneity within 
and between groups when asserting, “in its emphasis on black wom-
en’s experiences of subjectivity and oppression, intersectional theory 
has obscured the question whether all identities are intersectional” 
(McCall 2005, 1774).

There is no reason that an emphasis on Black women’s subjectivity 
should be seen to curtail intersectionality’s relevance or applicability 
when it comes to insights about simultaneous privilege and oppres-
sion, multiplicity, and complex subjectivity, for instance. So, why is a 
focus on Black women as illustrative of wider dynamics often read as a 
fairly significant limitation of intersectionality’s foundational writings, 
or interpreted as an assertion that Black womanhood is the only (or 
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essential, or “paradigmatic”)8 intersectional identity (or, further, that no 
other identities are intersectional)? The implication is that attending 
to Black womanhood entails some inherent narrowness: it is as if only 
some parts of intersectionality’s insights about simultaneous privilege 
and oppression and about the limits and distortions of “single-axis” 
logics are perceived or taken up.

For instance, many who find Crenshaw’s notion of intersectional-
ity overly “narrow,” overlook how, in “Demarginalizing,” she argues 
in part that white women, or Black men, are as unrepresentative of 
the larger groups “Women” or “Blacks” as are Black Women (or, con-
versely, Black women are equally representative). Everyone has inter-
secting identities and all of us live within interlocking structures of 
raced and gendered social stratification. Everyone “has” race and gen-
der, though only Black women are perceived by the courts as embod-
ying “both.” White women’s gender comes to the fore while their race 
falls from view as transparent, making them seem, from single-axis 
thinking, ideal representatives or case examples of sexism: their inter-
sectionality is denied, though, as Crenshaw (1989) underscores, it is 
fully operative.9

The courts seem to recognize, implicitly, that identities intersect, but 
only for litigants who make claims about more than one nontranspar-
ent identity (e.g., in the cases Crenshaw discusses, for Black women) 
and only in a limited sense—“their” intersectionality (in this instance, 
Black womanhood) is seen as detrimental or confusing to the law 
because neither “their” race nor gender can be disarticulated (though, 
according to the court’s logics, apparently others’ can be when one fac-
tor matches the unstated, privileged transparency norm [whiteness for 
white women; masculinity for Black men]). However, the courts do 
not take up questions of injustice, oppression, or redress intersectionally: 
factors that would allow for analyzing and addressing asymmetrical, 
structured patterns of harm (and privilege) are treated as epistemolog-
ically irrelevant, even harmful, within single-axis frameworks.

The courts thus reinforce transparent race and gender privilege, 
willfully ignoring the unstated intersectionality of litigants charac-
terized as representative of just one identity and, correlatively, nor-
mative benchmarks for understanding harm and discrimination, 
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singularly conceived (e.g., sexism or racism) (Crenshaw 1989; see also 
Carbado 2013). Here, then, a thorny question arises in terms of inter-
sectionality’s wider reception and interpretation. As with the courts’ 
reinforcement of transparency norms, reliance on privilege to address 
inequality, and rejection of intersectional analyses of systemic harm, is 
it the case that intersectionality’s readership has engaged in a parallel, 
willfully narrow reading of its logics, its same/different thesis, its tes-
timony regarding simultaneous privilege and oppression, and its wider 
applicability?

Again, intersectionality scholars repeatedly have shown that inter-
sectionality is “for” and “about” everyone and that “Black womanhood” 
is neither singular nor monolithic, though age-old stereotypes and 
racist–sexist ideologies have portrayed it to be, whether in notions of 
“monstrous,” long-breasted Black females in the sixteenth, seventeenth, 
and eighteenth centuries (Morgan 2004) or in more contemporary 
controlling images of Sapphire and Mammy.10 Intersectionality, how-
ever, rejects these ideological legacies, de-homogenizes Black woman-
hood, insists on the need to attend to within-group differences, and 
uses “both/and” thinking to underscore how Black women’s experi-
ences are not delimited in their relevance only to Black women, via 
some kind of “special case” closed logic.

In fact, this both/and approach has a long and significant his-
tory in Black feminist thought. For instance, Kristin Waters iden-
tifies the development of “matrix” thinking in the work of many 
nineteenth-century Black feminists, from Maria Stewart early in the 
century to Cooper later on: both women “succeed in ‘fracturing’ the 
conceptions of race and gender while at the same time employing 
them, obliquely addressing concerns about essentializing that were 
not even to be officially raised until a century later” (Waters 2007, 
382). Likewise, Hazel Carby contends Cooper and her peers “exposed 
the historical and ideological framework within which white women 
defended their own class and racial interests” (Carby 1987, 102–103, 
105). She demonstrates how “the texts of black women from ex-slave 
Harriet Jacobs to educator Anna Julia Cooper are testaments to the 
racist practices of the suffrage and temperance movements and indict-
ments of the ways in which white women allied themselves . . . with a 
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racist patriarchal order” (6). This longer intellectual/political genealogy 
should not be ignored, as Crenshaw and others have argued.11

To return to the example of “Demarginalizing,” Crenshaw references 
legal cases, historical examples, and personal experiences that, when 
considered together, do not suggest homogenous social class experi-
ences among Black women. She neither presents a uniform portrait of 
Black womanhood, nor suggests Black women are to be understood as 
intersectionality archetypes. However, she does insist Black women’s 
(collective yet divergent) experiences, lives, and insights should be seen 
as instructive with regard to wider patterns in the law (and in the his-
torical archive)—that is, they have universal implications. At the same 
time, the particularities that emerge across Black women’s lives must 
not be erased, collapsed, or abandoned (Crenshaw 1989).

Unfortunately, reductive readings of Black womanhood and of inter-
sectionality texts and practices frequently go hand in hand. In discuss-
ing intersectionality and transnational stratification, for example, Nira 
Yuval-Davis has questioned simplistic readings of “black womanhood” 
that often accompany simplistic interpretations of intersectionality. 
She maintains that “social stratification . . . relates to the differential 
hierarchical locations of individual and groupings of people on soci-
ety’s grids of power. I find it problematic . . . that the construction of 
‘black woman’ is automatically assumed, unless otherwise specified, to 
be that of a minority black woman living in white Western societies. 
The majority of black women in today’s world are black women in 
black societies. This has major implications for a global intersectional 
stratification analysis” (Yuval-Davis 2011a, 162).

In fact, when one takes an historical view that accounts for inter-
sectionality’s precursors, the sheer tenacity of reductive ideas about 
Black womanhood, the persistent dismissals of Black women’s ideas 
and analyses, and the tenacious single-axis logics that helps sustain 
them become far more obvious.12 In other words, despite the longevity 
of intersectional premises and orientations, intersectionality’s same/
different premise or both/and approach (i.e., that Black women’s lives 
and knowledges are particular and universal, highly divergent and 
characterized by within-group differences) cannot seem to be fully 
taken up.
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Furthermore, an historical focus upon Black women (given inter-
sectionality’s origins, to a great extent, in Black feminist theorizing 
and political organizing) is often intimated (if not directly charged) 
with being “too particular”—and conflated with being only about 
oppression, if not super-exploitation. Devon Carbado persuasively 
argues, however, that conceiving of intersectionality simply as a “race 
to the bottom” (Carbado 2001) is unfounded since it aims to map 
out and address the full architecture of inequality, from the top to 
the base (and even to the substructure) of social hierarchies, as well 
as across them. Nevertheless, many interpretations of intersectionality 
ignore its call to attend to structural power and privilege and overlook 
its same/different thesis. Evidently, to a world used to operating on 
either/or logics, intersectional matrix views continue to seem illogical 
(Crenshaw 1989; Spade 2013).

Intersectionality Is Not “Neutral”

Intersectionality is not (and does not aim to be) neutral. In fact, it 
invites us to focus on unsettling conventional categories, analytic con-
cepts, and political imaginaries because it is politically and socially 
interested: intersectionality stems from histories of political strug-
gle and is oriented toward pursuing multifaceted forms of justice. 
Emphasizing context and the relevance of lived experience, it helps 
to expose erasures in ways of knowing and to identify forms of resist-
ance, whether individual or collective. Being accountable to this polit-
ical vision of contesting and addressing multiple forms of inequality 
means acknowledging simultaneous privilege and oppression within 
our different communities and changing the terms of how we concep-
tualize, and struggle for, justice and change.

Furthermore, intersectionality exposes how norms and practices 
declared to be impartial are often applied and enforced in (biased) 
ways that perpetuate systemic inequality. Part of its “bias” toward 
justice, then, means rejecting limited definitions of what counts as 
oppressive, questioning everyday assumptions that rationalize domi-
nation, and directing our attention to overlooked patterns of structural 
inequality. More than simply describe multiplicity, intersectional work 
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takes a stand against inequality and harm and overtly aims for social 
transformation and meaningful change.

In other words, intersectionality’s heuristic qualities combine with 
its political interests to direct attention to gaps in dominant logics or in 
conventional understandings of how oppression and privilege operate. 
This is why it is useful on many levels: intersectionality “identifies the 
hegemonic (ideas, cultures, and ideologies), structural (social institu-
tions), disciplinary (bureaucratic hierarchies and administrative prac-
tices), and interpersonal (routinized interactions among individuals) 
playing fields upon which race, gender, class, and other categories or 
traditions of difference interact to produce society” (Hancock 2007b, 
74) and to uphold asymmetrical life opportunities (Spade 2013).

Intersectionality also invites us to pry open and contest these 
asymmetries, enter the “cracks” (Springer 1999), pursue the meanings 
of ellipses or anomalies (May 2009), and remember  that the spaces 
between or alongside systems of power can also be sites of knowl-
edge and resistance.13 This requires approaching marginalization as an 
ongoing, non-totalizing process (that is both structural and experien-
tial), rather than a fixed state of being: marginality is also considered a 
“potential source of strength,” not just “tragedy” (Collins 1998, 12; see 
also hooks 1990).

Unfortunately, this twofold engagement (with intersectionali-
ty’s matrix mandate and its antisubordination legacy) is not always 
retained. For instance, consider Keisha Lindsay’s recent work showing 
how intersectionality has an openness or “indeterminacy” with regard 
to its categories and emphases, even as certain groups have histor-
ically been its focus (Lindsay 2013, 450). Lindsay aims, in part, to 
add nuance to intersectionality’s analytics and to show how it can be 
co-opted, but in building her argument about the need to attend to 
coercive power, she ends up offering a fairly depoliticized portrait of 
intersectionality.14 She contends intersectionality’s “un-specificity” 
means it should be understood to be a “normatively malleable heu-
ristic” that can be used for hegemonic aims: social conservatives, in 
dominant and in marginalized communities alike, she argues, “are 
increasingly appropriating intersectionality for anti-feminist, racist, or 
heterosexist ends” (447).
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To illustrate, Lindsay explores how conservative Black Christians 
in her study shore up heteronormative privilege to address raced ine-
qualities and marginalization (Lindsay 2013, 451): several partici-
pants, invested in respectability politics, recognize that “how blacks are 
racially subordinated is a function of their status as heterosexuals,” that 
is, historically characterized as pathologically or excessively heterosex-
ual (452). The point that intersectionality is malleable and may be used 
oppressively is well taken: Lindsay offers a useful reminder that radical 
origins cannot ensure corresponding outcomes. Moreover, she rightly 
treats intersectionality as open to critique, not as beyond reproach or 
outside the contexts of oppressive power it seeks to address.

So, what is the objection? As a politic and heuristic, intersectional-
ity is about more than describing or capturing “how identities, social 
categories, or processes of identification and categorization gain 
meaning from each other” (Lindsay 2013, 447). This characterization 
is too apolitical and detaches intersectionality from its antisubordina-
tion moorings (which include contesting both homophobia and het-
eronormative respectability politics). For instance, Lindsay maintains 
that “while black Christian critics of gay marriage do not explicitly 
acknowledge or deploy intersectionality,” how they conceptualize their 
disadvantage is clearly premised on a “nonadditive way of understand-
ing social inequality” that “strikingly mirrors the logic of intersection-
ality” (451). “Nonadditivity” is indeed pivotal to intersectional work, 
but so is attending to systemic power asymmetries and to simultane-
ous privilege and oppression (within and between groups). More than 
a “nonadditive way of understanding social inequality,” intersectional-
ity emphasizes how hierarchies of social and human value are indefen-
sible, as is shoring up privilege or seeking access to oppressive power.

Intersectionality arose out of specific historical contexts and con-
ditions: its Black feminist origins and politics are not optional even 
as they are not determinist or beyond interrogation. Because intersec-
tionality has a normative interest in eradicating interlocking forms of 
inequality, an intersectional reading of relational power and privilege 
requires more than documenting interaction. In other words, Lind-
say’s astute insights about how the politics of respectability and hom-
ophobia intertwine to enforce exclusionary norms of blackness and 
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narrow measures of what counts as racial subordination would not be 
presented as outside intersectional analysis and politics if her working 
definition of intersectionality approached it as an analytic device fun-
damentally committed to broad-based justice.

I would argue that intersectionality’s matrix, relational approach (to 
power and to identity) reveals how heteronormativity is part of what 
reinforces racism (both share ascriptions of sexual deviance—racism 
relies on an ascribed primitivist hyper-heterosexuality and homo-
phobia relies on notions of non(re)productive hyper-homosexuality 
[Collins 2004]): shared logics of deviance rationalize and foster inter-
locking forms of inequality. However, Lindsay characterizes such 
abuses of power and patterns of privilege and oppression as beyond 
intersectionality’s scope: intersectionality seems to have no role for ana-
lyzing or contesting power. In other words, she could more overtly 
take up as part of intersectional analysis misuses of power in the name 
of securing rights.

While the church has been an important site for political resist-
ance in Black civil rights struggles, it has also been a place where 
hetero-patriarchal forms of power have reigned in pernicious ways, 
as Mark Anthony Neal (2005) provocatively argues.15 Again, Lindsay 
does critique this legacy, and deservedly so, but not under the rubric 
of “intersectional” analysis. Instead, she advocates a “critical theory 
of power,” one that is focused on “domination within social groups 
as self-defeating and unjust and is attentive to these groups’ capacity 
to be simultaneously advantaged and disadvantaged” (Lindsay 2013, 
448): a critical approach to relative privilege and oppression is thus 
located as outside of or beyond intersectionality.

What problems intersectionality can help expose, what its objects 
of analysis are, who its subjects are, and which dynamics are operating 
at any given time in a formative way are not set in stone. Intersection-
ality is not predetermined in focus or only relevant to one group: it 
is open-ended and particular and requires attending to simultaneous 
privilege and oppression and working within and across differences 
for change. However, it does not mean co-opting its language and 
insights to shore up bits of privilege and power while seeking redress 
and rights on other fronts, thereby retaining the exclusionary logics, 
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unequal life opportunities, and partitioned social ontologies that are 
part of the problem in the first place.

My larger objection, then, is to how intersectionality’s political 
genealogy and justice orientation are often put aside, whether in the 
contexts of critique or application: it is not used analytically to iden-
tify or address misuses of power. Furthermore, I  think it is impor-
tant to ask, should engagements with intersectionality that employ 
its matrix logics to characterize complex social dynamics, or describe 
interacting identity formations, yet leave out (or even actively under-
mine) its antisubordination legacy and liberation politics, be char-
acterized as “intersectional” (particularly when the intent is starkly 
discriminatory or makes intersectionality deferential to normative/
deviant, worthy/unworthy human hierarchies)? I  think not. Using 
intersectionality entails, ideally, some expectation of accountability 
to its roots in, and ongoing connections to, Black feminist liberation 
politics that have “no use” for hierarchies of oppression, grabbing at 
privilege, or reinforcing hegemonic power when convenient, even 
within systemically disenfranchised communities (Combahee 1983; 
Reagon 1983; Smith 1983).

Intersectionality’s interest in dismantling oppressive structures on 
multiple fronts, and its related vision of a more just world, are not 
optional. It places a range of epistemological and political demands 
on us, one of which is to actively depart from the comforts of con-
ferred dominance and unpack the “blank spots” (Anzaldúa 1990a, xxi) 
of privilege, not just in “dominant” locations but also “marginal” ones. 
Intersectionality has a distinct history forged by critical thinking at 
the intersections of struggles for race and gender justice. More than 
a complexity tool, it has been developed to help identify harms and 
injustices, locate and explain their sources and logics, and propose 
directions for change.

Again, in response to common questions—“What structures or 
analytics does intersectionality disrupt, for whom is it relevant, and 
who are its ‘subjects’?”—there are not fixed answers. Intersection-
ality’s possibilities vary and its origins are shaped by Black feminist 
and women of color theorizing and politics: this historical trajectory 
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should not be treated nominally. To conceive of intersectionality as 
unchanging, homogenous, or beyond critique is problematic: I  do 
not suggest otherwise. Intersectionality has resonances, dissonances, 
and differing iterations (though there has been a heavier emphasis on 
naming flaws and less emphasis on noting distorting uses and inter-
pretations). However, approaching it as so malleable and unspecific 
as to be usable for overtly discriminatory or harmful ends and still be 
characterized as “intersectionality” would mean the contexts of its use 
and history of its emergence are immaterial (when they are pertinent) 
and that manipulations of coercive power and furthering oppression 
in its name are fitting (when they are objectionable).

Intersectionality Is Multifaceted

So far, I  have approached intersectionality as a form of action that 
starts from a “matrix” philosophy informed by its historical legacy in 
Black feminisms, that is widely applicable, and that is “biased” toward 
eradicating multiple forms of inequality. In the next sections, I discuss 
four additional qualities or “facets,” though these are not wholly dif-
ferent impetuses or types of intersectionality. I use the “facets” meta-
phor because intersectionality is often characterized as “multifaceted” 
and because facets are different aspects of one thing. Every facet on 
a prism or gem, for instance, interacts with light variously, making a 
stone appear different from each angle, even as each facet, or angle of 
light, cannot be disarticulated: the facets work together as part of the 
whole. However, this metaphor is not perfect by any stretch (it sug-
gests an object, when I want to emphasize intersectionality as an active 
orientation, for one, and it also references gemstones, most of which 
have been mined historically and presently in conditions of exploited 
labor, material expropriation, and environmental degradation).

The point is that these qualities are correlated, interconnected, 
and concurrent. The boundaries between them are not absolute: they 
interact in important ways and need to be animated simultaneously in 
intersectional work. With such caveats in mind, these characteristics 
can be useful to think about as parts of a composite whole (especially 
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as it is intersectionality’s multifaceted quality that often seems to fall 
from view):

1. Intersectionality is an epistemological practice that contests domi-
nant imaginaries: drawing on different foundational premises, it 
is useful for interrogating conventional knowledge practices and 
for unpacking gaps and silences therein.

2. Intersectionality is an ontological project that accounts for mul-
tiplicity and complex subjectivity, reconceptualizes agency, and 
attends to simultaneous privilege and oppression.

3. Intersectionality invites us to take up a radical coalitional political 
orientation grounded in solidarity, rather than sameness, as a basis 
for working collectively to eradicate inequalities.

4. Finally, intersectionality functions as a kind of resistant 
imaginary—a way of intervening in historical memory or inter-
rupting the dominant social imagination by thinking ‘otherwise.’ 
Certainly, a contestatory quality runs through intersectionality as 
a whole, but examining this aspect of intersectional practice on 
its own terms is important.

Again, each facet fundamentally interlinks. Emerging from a legacy 
of political struggle, a resistant imagination and interrogatory impulse 
undergird an intersectional orientation toward knowing as a socially 
located, political practice. This, in turn, connects to and informs our 
understanding of complex subjectivity, wherein a capacity to resist 
exists alongside or within contexts of dominance—this both/and 
vision then shapes intersectional coalitional political philosophies and 
practices. Together, these factors acknowledge multiplicity and inter-
action, account for power’s various formations, and seek to address 
inequality on multiple levels.

Intersectionality as an Epistemological Orientation

Intersectionality can be understood as epistemological in several ways. 
First, it attends to knowers’ social location on an intimate or personal 
level and within wider, macropolitical frames. It also approaches lived 
experience as philosophically relevant: as such, it is an important critical 
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resource for approaching the familiar in new ways (Dill and Zambrana 
2009, xi). As Collins explains, intersectionality “jettisons the implicit 
assumption of a normative center” (Collins 1998, 152) and invokes lived 
experience to do so (48). Simultaneously, it presses us to account for 
wider contexts of knowledge production and reception and to question 
received logics or methods by drawing on “both/and” thinking to exam-
ine underlying assumptions. As both Anzaldúa (1990b) and Narayan 
(1997) underscore, if hegemonic frames and categories remain natural-
ized and unquestioned, changing the content therein can only achieve 
so much: tinkering within the logics of domination is not really the 
goal. No matter the philosophical practice or methodological norm in 
question, the objective, from an intersectional perspective, is to identify, 
unpack, and contest the (various and varied) workings of dominance.

Operating from the notion that all knowers are situated in sys-
tems of power, intersectionality also highlights the inherently political 
nature of knowledge production and reception. Since many ways of 
knowing, particularly those generated by marginalized groups, have 
been overlooked or denigrated as inferior,16 intersectional work entails 
accounting for unequal cognitive authority, epistemic inequality, and 
distortion within and between groups. By unmasking knowledge 
claims purported to be neutral and universal, it raises questions about 
who has been perceived to be an authoritative knower, whose claims 
have been heard, which forms of knowledge have received recognition 
(and been recorded, archived, and passed down), and who has had 
access to the means of knowledge production and training (including 
access to education, the academy, and publishing).

In other words, intersectionality shifts the terms of what it means 
to know and to be considered knowledgeable, which means it also 
changes what counts as evidence, fact, or knowledge: importantly, 
this introduces questions of provenance into the heart of the philo-
sophical (e.g., where do various social norms, methodological rules, 
or philosophical expectations come from, by whom are they author-
ized, and who do they best serve?). It also rejects mind vs. body, rea-
son vs. emotion binaries which undergird positivist legacies in the 
sciences and social sciences and that have been used to devalue and 
disauthorize ways of knowing from disenfranchised groups.17 Many 
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factors intersectionality finds philosophically relevant, even central, 
then, often are considered liabilities, including: lived experience, social 
location, embodiment, and contexts of power or inequality.

Intersectionality thus helps to expose how conventional antidis-
crimination doctrine, though seemingly neutral, relies on bias and 
privilege to operate (see, e.g., Carbado 2013; Crenshaw 1989; Spade 
2013). It is equally useful for showing how ostensibly objective meth-
ods of observation, information gathering, and dissemination are 
often inadequate for addressing socially sanctioned bias or for unpack-
ing oppressive habits of mind (Fusco 1995; Narayan 1997; Spelman 
1988). For instance, as Spelman explains, while observations about 
‘women’ and our commonalities or differences may seem to be “matters 
of simple observation” that draw on “unproblematic” categories and 
descriptors, these very categories, and their logics, are often part of the 
problem at hand. The descriptors distort via “pop-bead” or single-axis 
notions of the categories’ ostensibly neat separability and supposed 
internal homogeneity (Spelman 1988, 15, 136).

Moreover, those who historically have had access to (more) power 
tend to be granted greater rhetorical or cognitive authority and are 
thus better able to assert “their” prerogative to tell the larger story 
(i.e., to be the narrator of “women’s experiences” at large), thereby pre-
serving the right to be the observer (not the observed). Intersection-
ality interrupts these narrative norms and disrupts easy male/female 
binaries about “men telling women’s stories,” for instance, to expose 
how structural power asymmetries also play out among “women” (and 
among “men”)—some of whom have historically had more symbolic 
power as knowers (Spelman 1988, 152; see also Babbitt 2005).

Furthermore, an intersectional approach exposes how impartiality 
can be more partial than it seems, often requiring erasures to function, 
though we are taught to ignore these absences or to see them as natu-
ral, not as forms of enforced bias. To clarify, it is not that intersection-
ality abandons the pursuit of empiricism or objectivity, since part of 
its aim is to make normative claims about injustice. However, it uses 
different measures of philosophical adequacy and offers alternative 
notions of the empirical. Its attention to multiplicity is particularly 
significant in this regard: multiplicity, from an intersectional approach, 
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is seen to have its own coherence, logic, and validity. Multiplicity is not 
viewed as inherently contradictory or as lacking coherence and thus in 
need of parsing via either/or schematics.

This impetus toward the multiple as logical, which has been 
described as a “multiplex” epistemological quality (Phoenix and Pat-
tynama 2006, 187), stems in great part from intersectional “both/
and” analytics forged in women of color and Black feminist contexts. 
Rather than emphasize convergence or unification of differences as 
necessary grounds for political or philosophical coherence, “diver-
gent thinking, characterized by movement away from set patterns 
and goals” (Anzaldúa 1999, 101), is not just considered possible from 
within intersectional frameworks but valuable for its insights and 
potential, particularly as a countermeasure to the distortions resulting 
from either/or binary logics that emphasize sameness, are attached 
to the logics of oneness (Alarcón 1990; Lugones 1994) and therefore 
are “deadly” (Maracle 1994). Intersectionality asks that we note how 
sameness, as a concept, has a history, one forged at the nexus of colo-
niality, patriarchy, capitalism, and Western modernity: monological 
norms are fundamental to crafting (and staying within the bounds of ) 
Western reason.18

The monological, for instance, informs “single-axis” logics of anti-
discrimination doctrine and conventional models of liberation politics. 
With an emphasis on the universal and the generalizable as ideals (and 
the particular and different often characterized as corrupting ‘true’ 
knowledge), ‘mono’-logics have both philosophical legacies (e.g., oth-
ering, dehumanization) and structural ones (e.g., systemic, enforced 
subordination). In other words, the “idea of encountering and dealing 
with the ‘other’ presupposes ‘a same’ who enjoys epistemic and dis-
cursive privileges. . . .—that is, the invention of the other was and is 
always an imperial construct of the same” (Tlostanova and Mignolo 
2009, 15). It is this legacy of enforced sameness that Crenshaw (1989) 
contests in arguing that Black women’s claims should be acknowl-
edged both as the same as and as different from other groups’ claims.

This same/different logic, that contests the singular, has been 
derived in great part from (consciously engaging with and inhabit-
ing) multiplicity, a complex positionality. Lugones describes how 
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“the oppressed create a clear sense of standing in a dual reality, one in 
which we use double perception and double praxis. One eye sees the 
oppressed reality, the other sees the resistant one” (Lugones 2006, 78). 
Intersectionality thus invites us to approach knowledge and knowers 
as located within multiple interpretive locations or horizons. To clar-
ify, this is not a romanticized view of multiplicity, since the different 
angles of vision one takes up, and the many “worlds” one occupies, can 
be in tension or even opposition since they operate from different cog-
nitive norms, have divergent analytic expectation and goals, or draw 
on worldviews that cannot be merged (Lugones 1987). As Norma 
Alarcón explains, if one’s personhood is displaced or denied in myriad 
discourses and across several contexts, then one can end up “speaking 
from a position in conflict” because there is a “struggle of multiple 
antagonisms” (Alarcón 1990, 356, 366). Consequently, thinking about 
form, and stretching the parameters of genre and voice one examines 
(and approaches as meaningful and relevant), is important.

By widening the scope of what ‘counts’ as knowledge, and who 
‘counts’ as a knower, and in pushing for strategies that can accommo-
date what Gloria Anzaldúa (1999, 77) has characterized as speaking 
in a “forked tongue,” intersectionality also entails (and requires) cog-
nitive flexibility and skill, as Sandoval’s (2000) metaphor of a car’s 
clutch implies. Holding contradictions in tension, exposing unstated 
assumptions, and attending to sites of collusion that, on the surface 
seem unrelated, entails a type of “hybrid knowledge” (Barvosa 2008, 
55), a form of “conjoint attention” (Narayan 1997, 153), “multiple con-
sciousness” (King 1988; Matsuda 1989), or what was described in the 
early 1900s as double or split consciousness (see Adell 1994).

In addition, intersectionality has long had an interdisciplinary orien-
tation in large part because critical interdisciplinarity not only requires 
crossing knowledge divides and navigating disciplinary boundaries, 
but also broadening spheres of accountability—it expands the com-
munities and groups to whom we hold our work accountable (Har-
nois 2013, 140). Furthermore, thinking beyond disciplinary borders is 
essential if one is interested in political/philosophical dissent. As Nel-
son Maldonado-Torres writes, “heresy needs to take an interdiscipli-
nary and comparative approach” to draw connections across a range of 
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identities, “knowledges, histories, and struggles” usually treated as unre-
lated (Maldonado-Torres 2012, 204). In this way, intersectionality can be 
understood as a cross-categorical counterlogic grounded in multiplicity.

Finally, because it is practice-oriented and has a social justice 
mission, intersectionality approaches analysis and advocacy (or the-
ory and practice) as necessarily linked, even though philosophical 
work and political action are often conceived of as ideally separate 
(to blend them, conventionally, is thought to undermine, or impede, 
knowledge-making at its “best”). To draw on a metaphor from Anza-
ldúa (1999, 102), intersectionality might well be understood as a way 
of “straddling” the intellectual and the political: one can imagine 
physically stretching across domains to bring them together. She also 
characterizes bridging work in more integrative ways, where different 
“ingredients” combine and interact to form something new, thanks 
to the labor of “kneading” (103). In using verbs like “to straddle” and 
“to knead,” Anzaldúa emphasizes the skill and effort involved: this is 
an achieved philosophical and political consciousness that has been 
forged, developed, and passed down over time.

Ontological Multiplicity, “Survival-Rich Ambiguity,” and Agency

Just as intersectionality is useful for approaching knowledge as con-
textual and multiple, for showing how the social world can be dis-
torted via single-axis logics, and for shifting the terms of what counts 
as knowledge and who counts as a knower, it also entails a funda-
mental reconceptualization of the citizen–subject. As Chela Sand-
oval explains, though often interpreted reductively as advocating an 
essentialist identity politics, the wider philosophical–political tradi-
tion crafted by women of color within which intersectionality lies 
should be understood as a form of “critical theory for political action 
that allows for no single conceptualization of our position” as subjects 
(Sandoval 1990, 66). Intersectionality understands people as ontolog-
ically plural, not only in terms of multiple identities, but also in terms 
of locational and relational power. We are situated in, constrained by, 
and able to resist within, myriad forms of power: at the same time, we 
are capable of complicity with dominance on various fronts.
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This attention to multiplicity at the level of the subject is important. 
For instance, intersectionality rejects “pop-bead metaphysics,” or the 
notion that each identity is sequential, homogeneous, and separable, 
like pull-apart beads on plastic toy necklaces (Spelman 1988, 15, 136). 
This also has implications for politics (as I shall discuss more fully in 
the next section), as demonstrated by Linda LaRue’s denunciation, in 
1970, of “common oppression” frames that impose an either/or ontol-
ogy. Refuting that Black liberation, on androcentric terms, must come 
“first,” she underscores how such logics suggest “black women will be 
able to separate their femaleness from their blackness, and thus they 
will be able to be free as blacks, if not free as women; or, that male free-
dom ought to come first; or, finally, that the freedom of black women 
and men and the freedom of black people as a whole are not one and 
the same” (LaRue 1995, 169).

This insistence on recognizing ontological plurality in ways that do 
not slip into primary and secondary identities, or primary and second-
ary forms of subordination (see Cohen 1997, 1999), is long-standing. 
Consider Cooper’s nineteenth-century anecdote about entering a train 
station in the Jim Crow South. To illustrate the limits of binary cat-
egories (also known as the “ampersand” problem in feminist thought; 
see Spelman 1988), Cooper describes a waiting room with “two dingy 
little rooms with [a sign] ‘FOR LADIES’ swinging over one and 
‘FOR COLORED PEOPLE’ over the other.” She then finds herself 
“wondering under which head I come?” Cooper sees herself as belong-
ing to both, yet recognizes that these categories are falsely presented 
as separate then violently enforced as distinct so as to uphold white 
supremacy via the specter of white femininity, the “LADIES” (Cooper 
1988, 96, capitals original).

Furthermore, intersectional approaches treat subjectivity as “medi-
ated,” not as given or static. Embodiment, lived experience, social loca-
tion, and historical context are all relevant factors: intersectionality 
“foreground[s] the social dynamics and relations that constitute sub-
jects, displacing the emphasis on the subjects (and categories) them-
selves as the starting point of inquiry” (Cho, Crenshaw, and McCall 
2013, 796). Conceiving of identities as “schemes” and not as fixed 
essences allows us to approach them as salient frames “in and through 
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which the subject thinks, feels, judges, and acts in the world” (Barvosa 
2008, 62). As “interpretive horizons” (see Alcoff 2006b), identities are 
understood to interact with and to be shaped by macropolitical ideol-
ogies and social structures.

This is why Irene Gedalof underscores how, from an intersec-
tional model, identity categories are not conceived as “straightforward 
descriptions of pre-existing realities but are discursive constructs that 
continually produce the realities they claim to describe; . . . they oper-
ate at both structural and subjective levels; and . . . must be understood 
as intersecting and mutually constitutive” (Gedalof 2012, 3). Moreover, 
Gedalof ’s discussion points to an often-overlooked aspect of intersec-
tionality: its vision of subjectivity is not just multiple, but coalitional.19 
As Anna Carastathis explains, intersectionality highlights how identi-
ties are inseparably intermeshed, and “internally heterogeneous, com-
plex unities constituted by their internal differences and dissonances 
and by internal as well as external relations of power” (Carastathis 
2013a, 942). A coalitional model entails a both/and philosophy of the 
self as “at once diverse and self-contradictory in its identities, and yet 
also a cohesive whole capable of shifting its social identifications from 
context to context” (Barvosa 2008, 11).

Groups, and not just individuals, are also understood as internally 
heterogeneous from an intersectional model. Using both/and, same/
different thinking, groups can be characterized by their potential to 
organize around “heterogeneous commonality” rather than homoge-
neity (Collins 2003, 221). Lugones thus advocates taking up “curdled” 
logics that allow for the multiplicity of the subject as nonfragmentable 
and that conceive of coalescing, politically, not as homogeneity (since 
homogenization requires the breaking down of molecules to create 
oneness), but as more akin to an “emulsion,” wherein the suspended 
molecules are understood as both separate and linked, one and many 
simultaneously (Lugones 1994).

Yet this coalitional approach to subjectivity (whether individ-
ual or collective) runs against the grain of conventional ideas about 
identity (and political organizing), which tend toward singular, 
“common-denominator” logics (Alarcón 1990). Intersectionality con-
tests ideals of the allegedly universal subject of human rights doctrine, 
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policy, and advocacy and exposes the limitations, and exclusions, of the 
universal by focusing on the hierarchical nature of single-axis models 
of personhood and rights infused throughout the law and political 
organizing (Crenshaw 1989). As Spade explains, “the purportedly 
universal subject of rights is actually a specific and narrow category of 
persons. The ability to avail oneself of supposedly universal rights in 
fact often requires whiteness, wealth, citizenship, the status of being 
a settler rather than Indigenous, and/or conformity to body, health, 
gender, sexuality, and family norms” (Spade 2013, 1039).

Certainly, liberal notions of sameness (we are all the “same” under-
neath due to our common humanity) are persuasive, and not just 
because they are ubiquitous: such ideas can appeal because they seem 
to offer a path to equality that many yearn to see realized and struggle 
for (suggesting if we can identify our underlying sameness, our differ-
ences will be resolved). In discussing contemporary equity policies in 
the United Kingdom, Gedalof (2012) argues:

The liberal notion of equality that underpins contemporary policy is 
premised on valuing sameness over difference. It does this in its taking 
of the autonomous, undifferentiated and universal individual as the basic 
unit of analysis, stripping away particularistic ties of kinship, sub-national 
community or “culture,” personal belief and tradition to reveal an essential 
sameness that we can all share as moral, economic or political actors. . . . 
When applied to the question of how best to manage the social diversity 
that nevertheless persists, this liberal perspective assumes that recogniz-
ing and respecting difference needs to start by identifying some underly-
ing shared perspectives or commonality. (4)

Though they may pull at the heartstrings, such frames undermine 
intersectional premises and stymie a multifaceted approach to social 
change. Insisting, instead, we are the same and different, simultaneously, 
intersectional models do not discard differences for some underlying 
essence, or focus solely on our similarities, in terms of oppression, yet 
overlook complicity in forms of dominance.

In many instances, however, “common-denominator” logics pre-
vail (Alarcón 1990, 358), suggesting we are the “same underneath.” 
For instance, treating gender as foundational to the feminist subject 
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can imply that, beyond our differences, we all “have gender,” unmit-
igated and separable from other factors. This ignores that “nobody 
experiences themselves as solely gendered. Instead, gender is config-
ured through cross-cutting forms of difference that carry deep social 
and economic consequences” (Zinn, Hondagneu-Sotelo, and Messner 
2007, 153).20 It also erases power asymmetries among women, which 
poet Pat Parker (1999, 76) emphasized in 1978, stating: “SISTER! . . . 
your foot’s smaller, / but it’s still on my neck.” In refusing the idea that 
gender (or any other identity) is primary, intersectionality emphasizes 
a “relational position to a multiplicity of others, not just white men” 
and, at the same time, acknowledges “multiple registers of existence” 
(Alarcón 1990, 359, 365).

By conceiving of multiplicity as nonfragmentable (Lugones 1994), 
an intersectional view of subjectivity roundly critiques ideas about 
feminist subjectivity wherein gender is treated as the “foundational 
moment” of differentiation. In contrast, a hierarchy of identity model 
erases complex subjectivity and undermines social change by artifi-
cially dividing up interrelated factors (Combahee 1983; Smith 1983), 
a violent process Anzaldúa describes as akin to being chopped into 
“little fragments” and “split” by labels (Anzaldúa 1983, 205). Lorde 
similarly objects to “constantly being encouraged to pluck out some 
aspect of [herself ] and present this as the meaningful whole, eclipsing 
and denying the other parts of the self ” (Lorde 1984, 120). Just as 
Nellie McKay discusses the pain of being asked to “take sides against 
the self ” (McKay 1992, 277) among friends or in one’s communities 
of belonging, Evelyn Alsultany explains that to be recognized, even 
by others who are also marginalized, she must often fragment herself, 
hide “los intersticios” (the interstices), and contain her “moving” selves 
(Alsultany 2002, 107–108). Ontological complexity, then, can also be 
(painfully) denied within one’s “home” spaces (Lugones 1994; Martin 
and Mohanty 1986; Reagon 1983).

As discussed earlier, intersectionality’s matrix philosophy means 
one may perceive the world in ways that are more than simply plural: 
they may be in conflict. There may be no “resolving” the differences, as 
doing so could require erasing differences or denying important dis-
connects. Such disjunctures matter and hold meaning, so one retains 
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the tension, using “both/and” logics to keep open the “fissures” between 
perceptions. Likewise, intersectionality does not approach ontological 
complexity merely as plurality: here, too, one can “be” in opposition, 
be “selves” that cannot mesh without distortion, harm, or erasure. This 
has implications for how we conceive of subjectivity (as complex and 
in tension) but also for how we identify forms of feminist agency and 
resistance, as Conny Roggeband’s discussion of the “victim–agent 
dilemma” illustrates, for instance (Roggeband 2010).

Analyzing strategies used by “migrant women’s organizations” in 
the Netherlands,21 Roggeband explores how migrant women navi-
gate state assumptions and norms. To be recognized as agentic by the 
Dutch state, they are asked to self-present as victims of patriarchal 
cultures (from elsewhere) willing to become modern subjects (women) 
in accord with a white European sense of gendered agency (as moth-
ers and educators, primarily) and of state belonging (even as many do 
not agree with the state’s given terms of agency, gender, and culture). 
Given these parameters, several organizations refuse state funding 
altogether, but others seek to reframe and “contest negative policy and 
public discourses about their religion and culture” (Roggeband 2010, 
946). To disrupt the state’s dualist frame and its pathologizing gaze at 
“other” cultures (and to shift the gaze back upon structural inequal-
ities in Dutch society), retaining a sense of multiplicity as meaning-
ful (and as possibly agentic, not inherently tragic) is pivotal. Holding 
on to their various “selves” is politically and personally strategic and 
affords room, in the interstices, to “criticize the government for setting 
migrant women apart as a problem category, and . . . [to] oppose the 
culturalization of their problems” (Roggeband 2010, 962).

To further understand how intersectional approaches to knowledge 
and subjectivity intertwine, consider Lugones’ discussion of “worlds” 
and “selves.” The cognitive shift toward multiplicity permits one to 
perceive and keep hold of divergent premises: it also reveals gaps in 
conventional logics, allowing one to understand dominant worldviews 
as non-totalizing, even as incorrect. This, in turn, Lugones explains, 
creates space to inhabit more than one “world” and to “be” more than 
one self, at once—a self who exceeds what those with conferred dom-
inance may perceive or imagine (Lugones 1987, 2010). Depending on 
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structural factors and contexts as a Latina lesbian decolonial feminist 
philosopher, Lugones, for instance, is and is not “playful”—she is and 
is not at “ease” in the world: she exceeds the binary and is both, some-
times simultaneously, though this claim can seem implausible accord-
ing to notions of a singular, coherent self in a singular (or monological) 
world (Lugones 1987).

The way out of this conundrum should not be seen to lie with 
Lugones individually: she is not the source of damage or locus of the 
needed structural/systemic repairs (though she does not deny inter-
nalized oppression or the lived wounds of injustice). Her ability to “be” 
more than one self, to retain contradictions, is an achievement, a form 
of “survival-rich” ambiguity, not brokenness (Lugones 1987). Never-
theless, her plurality and ambiguity are likely to be (mis)perceived as 
evidence of ontological fragmentation that needs mending, as deficits 
that need addressing, even though to approach multiplicity as “frag-
mentable” is to not understand it intersectionally. In other words, to do 
so is an error of the imagination that lets go of the logic of the multiple 
and returns to the harmful logics of atomization and false homogeni-
zation (Lugones 1987).

So, the intersectional solution, as Lugones delineates it, is not to 
work, individually, on “her” being or discomfort: this would require 
that she become more psychologically “at ease” with oppression by 
adhering (or conforming) to oneness, making herself amenable to 
dominant logics. To become (or be) at ease, she would have to let 
go of ontological multiplicity and survival-rich ambiguity: to become 
“one,” she would need to self-violate and conform her “selves” to the 
logics that deny, distort, or cannot perceive her multiplicity in the first 
place. The intersectional subject is constantly invited to break apart, to 
become “fragmented,” to be recognized or to receive redress in terms 
that align with and support a single-axis world. Instead, the world(s) 
in which she is not “at ease” would have to change (Lugones 1987).

Lugones’ discussion helps illuminate (and contest) a common mis-
conception of intersectionality’s emphasis on lived multiplicity—that 
it is a naïve theory of identity with inadequate attention to socio-
political and epistemological structures.22 More than a rich account 
of multiple-category demographics (Bowleg 2008; Shields 2008), an 
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intersectional approach to subjectivity focuses on how subjects are sys-
temically constrained (or advantaged) and fragmented (or, in terms of 
systemically conferred privilege, made to seem whole, seamless, and 
agentic). In this vein, intersectionality calls for structural transforma-
tion, but again, this fundamental aspect of its approach is often over-
looked. Epistemological and ontological binds are not just individual 
problems with individual solutions but are structural—though they 
are also personal (which is why lived experience is philosophically and 
politically salient to intersectional analysis). Intersectionality’s focus 
on ontological complexity highlights how many of the problems faced 
by subjects who speak and think from a “matrix” place, and insist on 
justice on these terms, require collective organizing and macrolevel 
transformations.

Furthermore, the “survival-rich ambiguity” Lugones points to, in 
delineating experiences of multiplicity, helps explain why intersectional 
models reconceptualize subjectivity away from the unified liberal sub-
ject and common-denominator frames but also reframe agency away 
from the default framework of a liberal, autonomous self (Alarcón 
1990). As Sirma Bilge demonstrates, “agency is a deeply liberal con-
cept in its philosophical sense, closely linked to the transcendental 
humanist subject, a rational, free-willed, choosing agent”: it is no 
accident, moreover, that “women, non-whites, minors and the insane 
were historically excluded from this liberal account of agentic subjects” 
(Bilge 2010, 11). A liberal model of agency (both classically liberal and 
neoliberal) also “orders responsibility toward ready-made choices,” 
toward choosing among options that, even if numerous, all tend to be 
relatively “congruent with domination.” As Lugones explains, many 
of these “choices” take for granted “ready-made hierarchical worlds of 
sense in which individuals form intentions, make choices, carry out 
actions in the terms of that world/s” (Lugones 2005, 86).

In contrast, intersectionality highlights how one can be a resist-
ant subject yet unable to “act” or resist in a conventional sense, 
since all readily available means of action or agency entail forms of 
self-annihilation, on some level—a signature aspect of systemic oppres-
sion.23 Intersectionality thus involves rethinking either/or notions 
of freedom versus coercion and a “breaking with the attachment to 
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agency as autonomy . . . as a self-evident ground of feminist solidarity” 
(Hutchings 2013, 26). To clarify, the goal here is not merely to stretch 
the parameters of modernist subjectivity to “include” ontological com-
plexity but to alter the possibilities for selfhood and action by trans-
forming the contexts and structures in which we live. Intersectionality 
can thus be used to question the usual frames of resistance and sub-
jectivity and even for “shattering” established notions of agency (see 
Bassel 2012).24

This is not to say an intersectional approach downplays how peo-
ple negotiate and play an “active role  .  .  . in asserting their identi-
ties” (Warner and Shields 2012, 208; see also Choo and Ferree, 2010). 
Intersectional identity research, for instance, highlights how subjects 
navigate, and deploy, multiple overlapping identities as a way to nego-
tiate with multiple forms of power and inequality (to varying degrees 
of success and often at great cost) (e.g., Bowleg 2013). Linking the 
ontological and epistemological, Sandoval, for instance, describes a 
matric “topography of consciousness,” one comprising points around 
which individuals constitute themselves as oppositional subjects. 
Rather than fixed positions, these are orientations (toward the world 
and the self ) developed to seek “subjective forms of resistance other 
than those determined by the social order itself ” (Sandoval 2000, 54).

Illustrating the “survival-rich ambiguity” Lugones discusses, and 
the consciousness articulated by Sandoval, Anneliese Singh describes 
how transgender youth of color strategically modify and adjust 
their gender-racial-ethnic self-definitions as one way to cope with 
and manage racist transprejudice. She highlights different forms of 
resiliency but does not suggest a resilient sense of self is inherent or 
guaranteed—it is both a developed skill and a stance that can be a 
struggle to maintain (particularly in the face of what can seem to be 
insuperable structural and social obstacles to becoming one’s complex, 
full self ) (Singh 2013). Via its “both/and” approach to subjectivity, an 
intersectional orientation accounts for our ability to act within oppres-
sion yet also emphasizes how we can be impeded by systemic struc-
tures of possibility and constraint.

Intersectionality seeks to shift the terms of agency and personhood 
by transforming social reality. Its larger point is to insist that the world 
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change, that our basic assumptions about knowledge and the self 
transform by departing from the singular to the plural. Intersectional 
approaches to identity as not just multiple but also coalitional (Cole 
2008; Greenwood 2008) thus help illuminate possibilities for forging 
coalitional justice agendas. Intersectionality, then, is inherently a polit-
ical orientation grounded in solidarity and collective contestation, as 
much as it is an epistemological practice and ontological framework.

Intersectional Politics: “You Do Not Have to Be Me . . . for  
Us to Fight Alongside Each Other”25

Intersectionality’s political genealogy connects to larger struggles to 
eradicate inequality and emphasizes the degree to which meaning-
ful contestation requires collective action (Collins 2000; Combahee 
1983; Reagon 1983). Intersectionality entails more than integrationist 
“demands for inclusion within the logics of sameness and difference”: 
it accounts for “ideological structures” that shape everyday practices 
and assumptions (Cho, Crenshaw, and McCall 2013, 791) and offers a 
lens for analyzing and contesting the workings of power across multi-
ple domains (Collins 1990, 1998; Spade 2013; Yuval-Davis 2011b).26 
By attending to lived experience, and to how identities are shaped 
by social structures, an intersectional approach examines how poli-
tics play out on both structural and personal levels (Hancock 2007a, 
2007b; Yuval-Davis 2011b). Intersectionality also defines the polit-
ical, and political action, inclusively: intervening in dominant logics 
is understood as politically necessary, as is departing from narrow 
notions of personhood and agency—in other words, what “counts” as 
political action or coalitional work is broadly conceived.27 In this way, 
its philosophical, ontological, and political qualities intertwine: inter-
sectionality’s multipronged models of subjectivity, knowledge, and 
justice require political practices constellated around solidarity, not 
sameness or single identities.

For example, in the early 1970s, the Combahee Collective28 insisted 
on “the development of an integrated analysis and practice based upon 
the fact that the major systems of oppression are interlocking” since 
“the synthesis of these oppressions creates the condition of our lives” 
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(Combahee 1983, 261; see also Reagon 1983; Smith 1983). A similar 
outlook lay beneath Lorde’s pointed question, “Can any one of us here 
still afford to believe that the pursuit of liberation can be the sole and 
particular province of any one particular race, or sex, or age, or religion, 
or sexuality, or class?” (Lorde 1984, 140). Likewise, a century prior, in 
her 1893 speech at the Columbian Exposition in Chicago before an 
audience of white women, Cooper insisted that all women “take our 
stand on the solidarity of humanity, the oneness of life, and the unnat-
uralness and injustice of all special favoritisms, whether of sex, race, 
country, or condition” (Cooper 1998a, 204).29

Yet coalitional visions can be controversial and made to seem the 
cause of schisms. Ironically, though single-axis thinking enforces split-
ting and divisiveness (of the subject and of political aims), intersec-
tional logics and hybrid strategies are often perceived as unwieldy and 
unrealistic, or worse, as ruinous or traitorous. For instance, forty years 
prior to Cooper’s 1893 Columbian Exposition speech, the American 
and Foreign Anti-Slavery Society (AFASS)30 was founded by a group 
of men who protested the inclusive vision of the AASS (American 
Anti-Slavery Society). As “A  Colored Man” explained in his 1841 
letter to the editor of The Liberator,31 the AASS seemed too radical 
because “too leveling in principles: it places us all on a common plat-
form, without regard to age, sex, color, or condition” (cited in Jones 
2007, 53). A coalitional, “leveling,” multipronged philosophy is pre-
sented as divisive, whereas a hierarchical, single-axis one is seen as 
unifying (though, of course, it is only cohesive for some members of 
the group, the “thick” members [Lugones 1994]—those with access to 
normative power and privilege “but for” one quality [Crenshaw 1989]).

Such rifts are not unique to anti-slavery movements: several exam-
ples can be found in the history of U.S. feminist organizing also. At 
the 1925 meeting of the International Council of Women (ICW) in 
Washington, D.C., “because Afro-Americans would be in attend-
ance, the Daughters of the American Revolution refused to allow the 
ICW to use the auditorium of Memorial Continental Hall. When it 
was agreed among the whites that Afro-Americans would not have 
open seating but would be required to sit in a segregated gallery, the 
members of the NACW [National Association of Colored Women] 
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walked out” (Neverdon-Morton 1989, 201). Such actions by white 
feminists constitute a pattern that early Black feminists had previ-
ously critiqued. Nevertheless, in 1903, the National American Women 
Suffrage Association (NAWSA) board “endorsed the organization’s 
state’s rights position, which was tantamount to an endorsement of 
white supremacy in most states.” Moreover, “Despite endorsement of 
black suffrage, Anna Howard Shaw [president of NAWSA from 1901 
to 1915] had been accused of refusing to allow a black female delegate 
at the Louisville suffrage convention in 1911 to make an antidiscrim-
ination resolution” (Terborg-Penn 1997, 24).

An unconscious “common platform” approach to social justice 
would also turn out to be an internal obstacle to political organizing 
for the Combahee River Collective in the 1970s. Despite a deep com-
mitment to eradicating multiple oppressions, and despite the group’s 
matrix-oriented aims and radical philosophies, questions of sexuality 
and global capitalism served at times to fracture or impede coalitional 
ideals. Learning from their own internal contestations, they would 
come to more overtly identify both capitalist exploitation as well as 
homophobia (and the conferred privileges of heteronormativity), for 
instance, as core issues to be addressed among and between Black 
women (see Combahee 1983), as would others.32

Coalitional models of social change, grounded in an intersectional 
vision of personhood and justice, have historically faced resistance, 
internally and externally, in part because they attend to privilege and 
oppression as relational and simultaneous. This both/and coalitional 
logic seems, at times, too great to take up or retain. Even as single-axis 
politics have repeatedly proved ruinous to social change organizing 
and activism (Spade 2013), and although such divisive hierarchi-
cal principles uphold hegemonic inequality, notions of intersectional 
approaches as fractious (because they break up false universals and reject 
single-axis political and philosophical norms) continue today, in vari-
ous iterations.33

Those interested in intersectional approaches to rethinking political 
organizing and group membership must, therefore, often rearticulate 
why a coalitional mindset focused on solidarity, not sameness, is essen-
tial. In this vein, Alison Kafer examines three sites of coalition (trans/
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disability bathroom politics, environmental justice, and reproductive 
justice) which entail contestations and contradictions “that are not eas-
ily resolvable.” She contends it is essential to remember that coalition 
politics do not mean the mere bringing together of discrete groups 
and issues (“women as a discrete group working with disabled people 
as a discrete group,” for instance): instead, intersectional politics entail 
“a process in which the interests and identities themselves are always 
open” and understood as in relation and potential contestation (Kafer 
2013, 150). As Chandra Talpade Mohanty explains, solidarity requires 
thinking in terms of mutuality and accountability as the political basis 
for relationships. Rather than assume a commonality of oppression or 
of identity, defined singularly within the logics of sameness, “the prac-
tice of solidarity foregrounds communities of people who have chosen 
to work and fight together. . . . [It] is always an achievement, the result 
of active struggle” (Mohanty 2003, 78).

By grounding its philosophy of liberation in multiplicity, inter-
sectionality aims to unpack mindsets that not only conceal injustice 
but inhibit political organizing (Doetsch-Kidder 2012; Mingus and 
Talley 2013; Spade 2013). Intersectionality’s “polyvocal” (Harris 1999, 
16) social-justice orientation focuses on how issues that seem singular 
actually cut across multiple contexts. Defining “commonality in terms 
of shared interests rather than shared identity” (Cole 2008, 447) also 
means that some loss (of systemically conferred unearned privilege, for 
instance) may be required, as James Baldwin eloquently put it in 1954: 
“Any real change implies the breakup of the world as one has always 
known it, the loss of all that gave one an identity, the end of safety” 
(Baldwin 1993, 117). Anna Julia Cooper’s sarcastic analysis, in 1892, 
of the conferred advantages of whiteness that many women’s rights 
advocates at the time counted on (and sought to protect), also points 
to this thorny issue (Cooper 1988, 80–81).

Whether in nineteenth, twentieth, or twenty-first-century contexts, 
intersectional analyses have exposed how redress strategies intended 
to facilitate alliances and foster change can be so singular in focus 
that they reinforce social hierarchies or maintain structural inequal-
ities. For instance, feminist reproductive rights models have histori-
cally been formed around a gender-first, common-denominator logic 
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as the basis for advocacy, drawing on narrow ideas of womanhood 
and reproductive politics. However, an intersectional reproductive jus-
tice agenda shifts what “counts” as reproductive politics. It also directs 
attention to systemic patterns and practices the state has long been 
involved in, such as population control, usually presented as salvific 
(e.g., proposals to sterilize women who receive public assistance [see 
Roberts 1997], or involuntary sterilization of Native women, incar-
cerated women, and women with disabilities34). Intersectional “repro-
ductive justice for women of color [thus] requires interventions into 
criminalization, child welfare, environmental regulation, immigration, 
and other arenas of administrative violence” (Spade 2013, 1032).

In other words, intersectional models account for multiple and 
interacting sites of power and also the role the state plays in maintain-
ing inequality, even as it tends to self-present as neutral, protective, or 
redemptive in its future intent, present practices, and historical origins. 
The Women of Color Resource Center’s approach to organizing (in 
the San Francisco Bay area) has amply illustrated this justice model, 
for instance (see Brown and Sánchez, 1994), as does the work of Somos 
Hermanas/We Are Sisters as part of the AAWO/alliance against wom-
en’s oppression, also in the Bay area.35 Once the state is thus under-
stood, via intersectional analytics, as fully capable of harm and violation 
(even as one also fights for state recognition of one’s personhood and 
rights on new terms, not just on terms that tinker with the state’s hier-
archical “but-for” norms of settler-class citizenship), addressing the 
state’s practices of “administrative violence” (including incarceration 
and criminalization, immigration and citizenship, and child and fam-
ily welfare) is understood as integral to reproductive justice agendas.

Spade spells out how this crosscutting political vision requires prac-
ticing “articulation” as a means of pivoting away from the atomized 
logics of liberal individualism:

The articulation of reproductive justice as concerned with population 
control turns away from the individual-rights narrative that centers 
the question of whether the government is affirmatively and explic-
itly blocking a given woman from accessing abortion or contraception. 
Instead, it argues that all of the conditions that determine reproductive 
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possibilities—subjection to criminalization, displacement, immigration 
enforcement, and environmental destruction; the unequal distribution of 
wealth and access to health care; and more—are the terrain of contesta-
tion about the politics of reproduction. This shift toward conceptualizing 
harm at the population level generates an analysis of the relationship 
between multiple vectors of harm and of how systems of meaning and 
control like sexism, racism, and ableism might interact in particular ways 
to affect the various populations managed through their articulation. 
(Spade 2013, 1036–1037)

Pivotal to intersectionality’s justice orientation and political capacity, 
then, is its adeptness at pinpointing and unpacking overlooked forms 
of partnership between the radical and the coercive, and the resistant 
and the dominant, whether those alliances occur within and between 
grassroots communities or within state and social service structures 
that appear (and may even intend to be) beneficial yet can also be sites 
of perpetuating harm.

Intersectionality as a Resistant Imaginary  
and Historical Intervention

Intersectionality’s attention to multiplicity is key to its invitation to 
intervene in historical memory and to unlearn prevailing social imag-
inaries: it directs our attention to alternative worldviews and focuses 
attention on “disremembered subjects” (Foreman 2013, 316). These 
landscapes of memory, and the “disremembered” who inhabit and 
inherit them, are often erased in conventional frames or are missing 
from the usual historical timelines. However, because intersection-
ality is interested in identifying omissions and approaching them as 
meaningful, gaps or interstices must be engaged politically and phil-
osophically rather than viewed as incidental ( Jordan-Zachery 2007; 
Springer 2005). Attending to multiple historical realities and to inter-
nal heterogeneities is also significant because doing so can render visi-
ble diverse forms of resistance (and not just readily recognizable forms 
of resisting), allowing for their particulars to be examined across time, 
place, and circumstance (Schueller 2005, 53).
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To clarify, intersectional memory work is not “nostalgic” (hooks 
1990, 147; see also Mann 2011) but a form of countermemory 
that reads existing archives and historical narratives against the 
grain—unpacking assumptions, noting gaps, and questioning offi-
cial versions of events. As Maldonado-Torres explains, in discuss-
ing Anzaldúa’s body of work, she does more than model a “critical” 
form of memory: he finds, for example, that “in Borderlands/La fron-
tera, history is part of a decolonial form of traveling through time”36 
(Maldonado-Torres 2012, 197)—a form of thinking/moving/being 
that, in a different context, Black lesbian poet Cheryl Clarke (2008) 
has named a legacy of “itinerancy” in Black feminist histories. In this 
vein, Maylie Blackwell discusses the importance of “retrofitted mem-
ory.” She writes, “Retrofitted memory is a practice whereby social 
actors read the interstices, gaps, and silences of existing historical nar-
ratives in order to retrofit, rework, and refashion older narratives to 
create new historical openings, political possibilities, and genealogies 
of resistance” (Blackwell 2011, 102).

History, on intersectional terms, entails journeying to other possi-
bilities, unearthing past potential as a means of crafting a different path 
ahead. In Cooper’s nineteenth-century version of this notion, inter-
sectional thought, such as her own, is at once “retrospective,” “intro-
spective,” and “prospective” (Cooper 1988, 26–27; see also May 2009). 
The Combahee River Collective, for instance, clearly tapped into col-
lective historical struggles via their choice of name (Combahee 1983; 
Harris 1999). Barbara Smith describes how they chose it not only to 
recall past group actions but also to engage others in learning about 
this forgotten past. She explains, “People looked at their conditions 
and they fought back, they took great risks to change their situation; 
and for us to call ourselves the Combahee River Collective, that was 
an educational [tool] both for ourselves and for anybody who asked, 
‘So what does that mean. I never heard of that?’ It was a way of talking 
about ourselves being on a continuum of . . . Black women’s struggle” 
(Smith, in Harris 1999, 10).

In examining intersectional interventions in historical memory, 
what becomes clear is that history cannot be told in the singular voice 
or via the lone, iconic figure (see May 2014b). This is why, for instance, 
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Bonnie Thornton Dill and Ruth Zambrana (2009, 3) lay “claim to 
a U.S. scholarly tradition that began in the nineteenth century with 
women like Maria Stewart and men like W.E.B. DuBois.” Similarly, 
in discussing why race–gender must always be understood as inter-
linked, Valerie Smith references a range of nineteenth-century U.S. 
Black women, including Sojourner Truth, Harriet Jacobs, and Anna 
Julia Cooper, who all approached race and gender as co-constituted 
categories of experience and analysis (Smith 1998, xii–4). She likewise 
points to Ida B. Wells, who debunked the myth of the Black rapist and 
documented how gender relations were used to propel and facilitate 
racial oppression (see Giddings 2009).

This retrospective technique, as a means to locate one’s ideas (and 
self ) in legacies of struggle, is not a new rhetorical or political phe-
nomenon. In 1892, to highlight how women’s contributions had been 
left out of history, to question what these absences signified, and to 
place her Black female self squarely inside the category “woman,” 
rather than at its periphery (or outside its bounds), Cooper queried, 
“who shall recount the name and fame of the women?” and referenced 
women often forgotten or dismissed across history, from Ruth to the 
Amazons, Sappho to Madame de Staël (Cooper 1988, 129, 48–49). 
She also invoked a range of Black women artists and activists who 
were her contemporaries, but who remained overlooked “sisters in the 
service” despite their substantial work for social change, among them 
Frances Watkins Harper, Sojourner Truth, Charlotte Grimke, and 
Hallie Quinn Brown (140–142).

Citational practices in intersectional work are thus especially 
important: they offer a way to mark collectivity, delineate histori-
cal precedence, and claim legacies of struggle. For instance, in 1951, 
Claudia Jones referenced Harriet Tubman to chart a longer history 
of insurgent Black women intervening in capitalism’s exploits: via an 
intersectional race-gender-class analytic, Jones rejects a class-primary 
Marxist approach and androcentric notions of Blackness and Black 
liberation (Davies 2008, 152; see also Weigand 2001, 186). The Com-
bahee Collective also remind us that their non-hierarchical model 
of race-gender-sexuality-class politics has a history: they mention a 
host of nineteenth-century Black women, including Sojourner Truth, 
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Harriet Tubman, Frances Harper, Ida B. Wells-Barnett, and Mary 
Church Terrell—who, despite their marked differences, nevertheless 
had a “shared awareness of how their sexual identity combined with 
their racial identity” (Combahee 1983, 211).

Similarly, in 1972, Angela Davis demonstrated why a gender- 
differentiated analysis of slavery is requisite: de-homogenizing Black-
ness and the lived geographies of enslavement means that notions of 
resistance need to account for domestic spaces as political sites and 
render visible enslaved women who led “household[s] of resistance” 
(Davis 1972, 90). Likewise, analyses of (and political organizing 
around) rape must account for its racially differentiated politics. Davis 
reminds us that Ida B. Wells and Frederick Douglass cogently illus-
trated this in the nineteenth century: their insights offer antecedents 
to her own critique of how systemic violence (e.g., slavery and rape) 
and liberation politics were being narrowly conceptualized in the late 
twentieth century (Davis 1983). In challenging the limits of contem-
porary and historical rape discourses and modes of activism, when 
arguing for the need to turn away from single-axis logics, Crenshaw 
(1989) also underscores this longer genealogy.

Intersectional historical contestation, as a means of refusing to for-
get alternative landscapes and geographies of memory, is both individ-
ual and collective. Intersectional reinterpretations (or interruptions) 
of history have what Lugones would characterize as a “sociality”—
they are a means of situating oneself, or one’s group, within histories 
of resistance. Acknowledging this wider trajectory effects an impor-
tant “rupture” in collective and individual consciousness: it opens up 
possibilities, past and present, by denaturalizing oppression and pre-
senting it as an ongoing process, not an accomplished (and implicitly 
unchangeable) fact (Lugones 2005, 93–96). Consequently, in asking 
whose voices have been heard, documented, or recognized, intersec-
tionality not only raises questions about who “counts” as a knower, but 
also what counts as evidence of resistance or insurgency: in so doing, it 
entails a redefinition of the past, a rethinking of the archive.

As an interpretive tool, intersectionality offers a “lens through 
which to lay bare issues of power and inequality and to question con-
ventional historical terms, timelines, and values. . . . [It] is invaluable 
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for plumbing history’s silences; for understanding oppression as hav-
ing a history and as existing within a set of cultural, political, and 
social conditions; and for unearthing a vision of historical agency for 
those whose personhood and agency have been denied” (May 2012a, 
19). Furthermore, I  suggest Anna Julia Cooper did just this, in her 
1925 Sorbonne dissertation, where she opens her history of the Age 
of Revolution by pivoting time frames to discuss, first, the emergence 
of chattel slavery: she also inserts resistant Black subjectivity (that is 
not merely mimetic) into the archive. Examining race, class, and cap-
ital as intertwined, Cooper illustrates that the periphery (Haiti) was 
central to and shaped politics in the metropole (France) and shows 
how supremacist mindsets permeated the political imaginary, both 
in France and in St.  Domingue (see Cooper 2006 [trans. Keller]; 
May 2007).

Certainly, then, intersectionality refuses an inclination toward era-
sure or forgetting that progress narratives tend to encourage: it disrupts 
(and distrusts) celebratory “narratives that declare that the US legal 
system has broken from the founding violences of slavery, genocide, 
and heteropatriarchy” (Spade 2013, 1033). Intersectional approaches 
help to rupture stories of the nation’s evolution and to unsettle its 
settler logics in great part because their both/and approach is amena-
ble to “apposition,” a flexible and destabilizing interpretive method 
capable of reading time periods and multiple identities concurrently, 
in syntactical relation (Smith 1994, 671–672). As a critical heuristic, 
intersectionality could thus also be useful for tracing systematic pat-
terns of “precarity,” a “politically induced condition in which certain 
populations suffer from failing social and economic networks of sup-
port and become differentially exposed to injury, violence, and death” 
(Butler 2009, 25).

Thus because an intersectional approach helps to trace how 
“state-making, racializing, and gendering functions of founding vio-
lences like enslavement and settler colonialism continue in new forms” 
(Spade 2013, 1033), it invites us to understand that many “declared 
breaks [from the past] are fictions,” as prison abolitionists have per-
suasively argued. For instance, intersectional juxtaposition reveals how 
the contemporary “criminal punishment system” in the United States 
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can be viewed as “an extension of the racial control of slavery” (Spade 
2013, 1043; see also Davis 2003). Its cross-cutting analytics expose 
how the nation’s carceral logics extend to: using biomedical ration-
ales for institutionalizing people with disabilities (Ben-Moshe 2013), 
criminalizing immigration, engaging in violent deportation practices, 
and using Islamophobic justifications for secret “detainments” and tri-
als in the name of protecting the state (Razack 2008).

In a similar vein, both Joy James (1996, 2002) and Andrea Smith 
(2004, 2012) (differently) contend that gender violence and racial 
genocide, historically interlinked phenomena, were not aberrations 
in the genesis of the U.S. state but foundational. Likewise, in think-
ing through instances of contemporary racism across the European 
Union, which “entangle” with gender, class, empire, and sexuality, Gail 
Lewis finds they “derive their power and pertinence from the histori-
cal sediments of colonial modernity that was so central to the forma-
tion of Europe as an idea and a collective identity” in the first place, 
though official EU narratives pronounce a definitive departure from 
this past (Lewis 2013, 878).

In short, intersectionality is useful for tracing continuities, for 
showing how old logics take new forms. It offers tools for develop-
ing “counterhistories” and “counternarratives” (Dill and Zambrana 
2009, 6) in great part because drawing on multiple categories of anal-
ysis at once is fundamental to reimagining the past and “re-writing” 
history (Anzaldúa 1990a, xxv). This interpretive (re)orientation rejects 
singular views (of history, time, place, and subjectivity): furthermore, 
the methods required to animate lost memories, or to excavate his-
tory’s missing subjects, are often not conventional. Thus while some 
intersectional historical techniques may be fairly traditional, as in 
seeking to unearth and reference forgotten facts/actions (such as the 
Combahee Collective’s referencing the Combahee River uprising, or 
Cooper’s analysis of the Haitian and French revolutions), others may 
not adhere to the “facts” because these often are so partial, or biased, as 
to be unusable. The documented or archived facts must sometimes be 
doubted, or set aside, to pursue history adequately and intersectionally.

Consequently, the creative has often been an important way to 
analyze (or even create) the missing archive, to reimagine the past, 
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to reconsider what counts as adequate evidence or knowledge, and 
who counts as a knower or an historical agent. As writer Alice Walker 
(1983) and filmmaker Cheryl Dunye (1996) both suggest, when it 
comes to Black women’s history, whether in terms of folklore tradi-
tions (Walker) or queer subjectivity (Dunye), when confronted with 
a patently racist, sexist, and homophobic intellectual, narrative, and 
visual archive, sometimes one has to craft the stories and histories one 
should have been able to access, and study, but could not. Similarly, 
in examining novels by Toni Morrison, Sherley Anne Williams, and 
J. California Cooper, Elizabeth Ann Beaulieu argues that a contem-
porary genre such as the neo-slave narrative “opens up a new way of 
reading and re-reading America’s slave past”: the enslaved mothers’ 
perspectives interject a raced-gendered understanding of slavery as 
lived experience into the larger social imaginary. Moreover, these nov-
elists invoke women of resistance in their works (though the forms of 
resistance do not necessarily align with conventional ideas about what 
opposition or struggle might entail) (Beaulieu 1999, 21).

Intersectionality insists that submerged histories, disregarded forms 
of knowing, and long-forgotten or misinterpreted examples of agency 
and resiliency be acknowledged: memory is politicized (or, rather, its 
inherently political nature is tapped into). This helps draw our atten-
tion to examples of the “resistant oppressed” (Lugones 2006, 78) but 
also to sites of contact between the dominant and the resistant, the 
coercive and the insurgent, and the past and present. This plumbing 
of history, which unearths legacies of violence as ongoing and rejects 
“postracial” or “postfeminist” progress narratives, is not cynical. Rather, 
intersectionality is both critical and hopeful: it taps into our collective 
yearnings for the possibility that such “breaks” from systemic oppres-
sion, coercive exploitation, and endemic violence are possible, even if 
not (yet) fully achieved or guaranteed.

Unearthing evidence of past resistance, and tapping into the collec-
tive, to history’s sociality and multiplicity, suggests that some of us, in 
some ways, some of the time, have “broken” from dominance—have 
viewed other possibilities, caught glimpses of other worlds, selves, and 
mindsets, and have willfully pursued them, contrary to conventional 
wisdom or against the grain of dominant logics. Intersectionality is 
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fundamentally committed to the potential that change is possible, 
meaning that it is conceivable and feasible, though not guaranteed.
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1863, led by Harriet Tubman, which freed around 750 enslaved persons. For more on 
the Collective and its history, see Harris (1999), Roth (2004), and Springer (2005).

 29. The other Black women who spoke were Hallie Quinn Brown, Frances Ellen Watkins 
Harper, Fannie Barrier Williams, Fanny Jackson Coppin, and Sarah J. Early (for all 
six speeches, see Sewall 1894). Notably, Ida B. Wells did not speak: she protested 
by handing out a booklet, The Reason Why the Colored American Is Not in the World’s 
Columbian Exposition. It contains five essays, including one by Frederick Douglass (see 
Wells 1893).

 30. On the AFASS, the AASS, and their ideological differences, see Jones (2007, 44–57).
 31. An abolitionist newspaper founded in 1831 by William Lloyd Garrison and Isaac 

Knapp.
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 32. See Clarke (1983a, 1983b), Harris (1999), Lorde (1984), Roth (2004), Smith (1983), 
Springer (2005).

 33. Chapter 3 takes up critiques charging intersectionality with ruining cohesive feminist 
politics (or subjects, or logics). Drawing inspiration from Gwendolyn Pough’s work 
in progress (see Pough 2012) on new iterations of Sapphire, I explore how tales of 
intersectionality’s destructive force reinforce the Sapphire stereotype and animate a 
kind of reverse-racism logic, placing causative blame on the “both/and” thinkers who 
have dared to point out that the cohesion feminist theory and/or politics has claimed 
(or mourned) was always exclusionary and thus only possible in the first place via 
fragmentation (which favored rather than contested privilege).

 34. See Asch and Fine (1988), Kluchin (2009), Largent (2008), and Saxton (2013).
 35. See Carastathis (2013a) for an in-depth analysis spanning six years of this group’s 

multiracial, transnational work.
 36. Here Maldonado-Torres builds on Lugones’ conception of a “pilgrimage” as a particu-

lar type of decolonial journey that Anzaldúa pursues and performs (Maldonado-Torres 
2012, 196–197). I would argue that other contestatory journeys, as in Harriet Tub-
man’s, for example, could be thought of in this way as well—as crossing borders, as 
requiring a changed consciousness, and as reliant on collective knowledge and coali-
tions to be enacted (see May 2014b).
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2
InterseCtIonalIty’s Call to Break 

from sIngle-axIs thInkIng

Still Unheard, Still Unanswered?

Given intersectionality’s widespread use in academic, policy, and 
activist contexts, my suggestion, in this chapter’s title, that its call 
to take up matric logics and forms of justice has not (yet) been ade-
quately answered may seem counterintuitive. Certainly, intersectional 
approaches have had a marked influence on feminist and anti-racist 
practices, in a range of institutional contexts (from the classroom to 
the courtroom, from research  to policy) and beyond formal institu-
tional contexts (even anti-institutional ones, as in prison abolition 
activism [Spade 2013]). Intersectionality studies is also emerging as 
a field in its own right, one that encompasses “three loosely defined 
sets of engagements: the first consisting of applications of an inter-
sectional framework or investigations of intersectional dynamics, the 
second consisting of discursive debates about the scope and content 
of intersectionality as a theoretical and methodological paradigm, and 
the third consisting of political interventions employing an intersec-
tional lens” (Cho, Crenshaw, and McCall 2013, 785).

At the same time, however, its philosophical and political nuances 
are not always sufficiently understood: in turn, intersectional ideas 
and practices are often inadequately taken up. While many champion 
intersectionality’s ongoing possibilities, others suggest it has “peaked” 
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or is “outmoded”—its potential exhausted (e.g., Conaghan 2009; 
Kwan 1997; Taylor, Hines, and Casey 2011). Intersectionality could 
thus be described as existing in a somewhat contested state: unpack-
ing this contradiction offers important insights into how hegemonic 
mindsets (in this case, the subtle workings of single-axis logics) exert 
power, often in unexpected ways.

The chapters that follow highlight specific patterns of intersection-
ality’s interpretive distortion and examine instances of its nominal 
use across different contexts. Here, I  introduce more generally how 
ubiquitous reference to, or widespread application of, intersectionality 
does not necessarily translate into contextualized understandings of 
the concept. Even when we are committed to eradicating injustice, 
invested in social change, and seek to transform our practices, we can 
also pick up and wield “the master’s tools” (Lorde 1984) often unwit-
tingly. An intersectional orientation thus emphasizes the need to pin-
point and contest the unconscious workings of oppressive power, even 
within resistance projects and liberation struggles.

Yet, when it comes to interpreting and applying intersectional-
ity, acknowledging the capacity to distort, even in “loving” contexts 
(Ortega 2006), often seems forgotten. As feminist scholars, educators, 
researchers, policymakers, and activists, we must think about how to 
more adequately take up intersectional ideas and justice orientations. 
Understanding some of the nuances of intersectional orientations, his-
tories, and commitments is only a first step: if the terms of applying 
or interpreting intersectionality fundamentally undermine its central 
premises, we must think through this paradox. This chapter begins this 
project.

Intersectionality Is Employed Widely  
and Frequently Misunderstood?

Imagine being asked to answer a survey question about intersection-
ality’s current status: Which statement is correct? “Intersectionality has 
‘arrived:’ it is firmly established, widely recognized, and broadly utilized,” 
or “Intersectionality remains misunderstood and its time is still yet to come: 
despite its longevity and impact, it is often treated carelessly.” Should one 
follow the line of reasoning, answer the question as posed, and select 
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the most accurate statement via an either/or evaluation? Or should 
one respond by setting aside the question’s binary lens and draw on 
intersectional both/and thinking to answer?

Certainly, the first way of responding is more (conventionally) “log-
ical”: it aligns with the question’s given structure and produces less 
ambiguous outcomes. The forced-choice tactic seems to offer precision 
and clarity (though it does so in part by hiding complications from 
view). Conversely, the second approach leads to a messier place: it 
departs from the question’s either/or sensibilities and affords the seem-
ingly contradictory conclusion that both assessments are accurate. “Both/
and” conclusions are not easily understood without contextual analysis: 
they require more explanatory work. However, by opening up space for 
thinking beyond the question’s parameters, the second approach also 
allows for paradoxes to be considered potentially meaningful.

In a nutshell, the either/or approach, while straightforward, can 
suppress contradictions and alternative possibilities: by adhering to 
a dichotomous view, it may also create conflict or enforce divisions 
where there may, in fact, be none. The both/and lens, though a less 
tidy, more difficult place to begin (and end), offers ways to evaluate a 
situation from multiple standpoints, creates room to identify shared 
logics while accounting for differences, and can be used to approach 
tensions or contradictions as having logics and implications of their 
own, rather than treating them primarily as problems to smooth over.

In my view, an intersectional, layered approach to interrogating 
and unsettling dominant ways of thinking remains generative: its 
“time” has not passed us by, but has been deferred or delimited in 
various ways. It thus seems unlikely that intersectionality could be 
outdated if it has not yet been fully understood. To qualify as passé, 
it would need to have been engaged with more adequately in the first 
place. In other words, I find both conclusions to be accurate: intersec-
tionality has arrived, but not yet come. On one hand, it is referenced 
and used widely (suggesting it is readily understood). On the other 
hand, if one looks beyond the mere fact of its frequent citation or 
widespread use and examines how it is interpreted and applied, it 
becomes clear that intersectionality is also commonly misconstrued 
and used in ways that depart from and even abrogate its key premises. 
How can this be so?
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To start, bell hooks’ insights about the politics of language and 
interpretation are useful. hooks reminds us that being widely talked 
about does not necessarily signal transformed social, philosophical, 
or institutional relations: she remarks, “Often this speech about the 
‘Other’ is also a mask, an oppressive talk hiding gaps, absences, that 
space where our words would be if we were speaking” (hooks 1990, 
151). For marginalized groups, interpretation can involve simultane-
ous recognition and violation: dominant ways of reading or under-
standing can perpetuate co-optation, avoidance, and even suppression 
of Black women’s work and words. Drawing on hooks’ observations, 
it just must mean something that intersectionality is so widely cited 
yet so unevenly applied. In fact, some of the ways in which it has been 
interpreted and implemented are surprisingly reductive: beyond being 
unsophisticated, they depart from (and even undermine) its premises 
and goals.

This current (and historical) contradiction needs more attention: 
the sheer array of slippages away from intersectional logics, as if basic 
intersectionality premises remain intangible, and the frequent trivi-
alization or disappearing of key intersectionality concepts, ideas, and 
arguments, should not be brushed aside.1 What does it mean if inter-
sectionality is often erased in the very ways it is recognized—that 
it disappears or becomes flattened (and often unrecognizable, even 
nonintersectional) in how it is used or interpreted? Why are central 
intersectional premises and insights (e.g., simultaneous privilege and 
oppression, complex subjectivity, multilevel and contextual analysis, 
contestation of categorical logics) so often approached as optional or 
discardable, such that “intersectionality” becomes reconfigured as a 
mere demographic device in research modeling2 or a simplistic diver-
sity management tool (see Ahmed 2012; Mohanty 2013)? We must 
be more curious about these peculiar dynamics and explore why inter-
sectional worldviews seem, for many, difficult to grasp or hold on to, 
easy to ignore or discount, or, perhaps, viewed as ripe for extraction or 
expropriation.

These interpretive patterns suggest a kind of incapacity (and/or 
willful refusal) to fully engage intersectional logics: it is as if its mul-
tifaceted view of subjectivity, power, knowledge, and social change 
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cannot (or will not) be retained. How does intersectionality slip away, 
even as it is reached for? How do its alternative orientations get so 
quickly distorted? Normative ideas (including either/or thinking, 
gender-first models of feminism, and hierarchies of oppression) seem 
to have a kind of magnetic force that keeps intersectionality just out 
of reach, even as intersectionality seeks to render visible the deep vio-
lations built into these very same mindsets and invites us to pull away 
from them, even to divest from them. As Barbara Tomlinson has dis-
cussed, “societal and disciplinary power relations give utterances that 
are friendly to prevailing power relations an overdetermined reason-
ableness while rendering most oppositional arguments automatically 
suspect” (Tomlinson 2013b, 994).

Asymmetrical cognitive authority is thus another impediment: not 
all knowers are granted the same degree or kind of political, phil-
osophical, or experiential authority. Subjugated knowers are often 
denied equal (or any) cognitive authority, in part because “marked” 
embodiments are seen as a “drag” on rationality (though ‘unmarked’ or 
transparent bodies do not undergo this same epistemic indictment—in 
fact, ‘transparent’ bodies are accorded invisible epistemic privilege).3 
As María Lugones argues, “legitimacy, authority, voice, sense, and vis-
ibility are denied to resistant subjectivity”: this means that resistant 
speech or actions often take unconventional forms (Lugones 2010, 
746). However, too often, critics and practitioners alike use modes 
of interpretation or application that cannot “meet” intersectionality’s 
alternative visions, unconventional approaches, and different forms of 
knowing: instead, as I shall illustrate, many of the methods used can 
suppress or even violate intersectionality.

In sum, dominant logics tend not only to “make sense” without 
much cognitive effort, but we, too, are more likely to be perceived as 
making sense when keeping to the usual rules of analysis or argument. 
Ironically, this is a fundamental intersectionality insight: power oper-
ates to continually deny complexity and delay social transformation, 
both at individual and structural levels. However, whether in debates 
about intersectionality, or in applications of it, what we may not have 
accounted for adequately is how we are regularly invited to adhere to 
and think within the confines of existing and established frameworks. 
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“Single-axis” mindsets continue to hold sway: they consistently seem 
more logical or plausible and those who use them, or adhere to their 
norms, are more likely to be perceived as rational or as making rea-
soned claims. This is what intersectionality, in great part, has to teach 
us: and this is also, in great part, how it gets dropped or distorted.

Echoes across a Century: The Problem of Speaking  
“Into the Void”4 Is Not New

I came to this project in large part through my body of work on Anna 
Julia Cooper, an early Black feminist intellectual, educator, and activ-
ist.5 In exploring Cooper’s life and work, and in examining how her 
prescient ideas have been undertheorized and distorted, in her own 
time and thereafter, I began to think more fully about how intersec-
tionality, a concept she anticipated to a great degree, likewise seems 
regularly misunderstood, read simplistically, and even carelessly dis-
missed. Whether in Cooper’s more widely known 1892 volume, A 
Voice from the South by a Black Woman of the South (the first book-length 
articulation of U.S. Black feminist thought; see Cooper 1988), or in 
her nearly forgotten 1925 Sorbonne dissertation on the Haitian and 
French revolutions (see Cooper 2006), her writings (and speeches) 
offer some of the clearest examples of intersectional scholarship from 
the period.6 Her analytical and political vision lies at the foundation of 
contemporary intersectional work.7 Though nearly a century spans the 
period between Cooper’s A Voice and intersectionality’s emergence in 
the lexicon (by Crenshaw [1989] in “Demarginalizing”), the remarka-
bly similar ways in which their analyses and political visions have (and 
have not) been taken up stood out and called for more attention.

Of course, Crenshaw herself draws on this longer history of Black 
feminist theorizing to support her line of reasoning: she also crafts 
alternative genealogies to interrupt conventional historical memory. 
For example, when delineating intersectionality’s utility for unpacking 
exclusions embedded in the law’s binary logics and models of redress 
and rights, Crenshaw (1989) underscores that her analysis builds on 
ideas from nineteenth-century Black feminists, including Anna Julia 
Cooper and Sojourner Truth. She populates her arguments with 
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previous voices: more than documenting a collective intellectual and 
political impetus, Crenshaw shows precedence for her claims (in the 
tradition of legal argument, but rather than reference case law alone, 
she cites alternative intellectual histories and archives, including the 
archive of personal experience).

Indeed, Cooper employed similar tactics in her own writings: refer-
encing numerous other Black women thinkers and activists to paint a 
more collective view, she refused individualist norms of authority and 
refuted potential charges that her ideas were merely her own opinion 
or singular standpoint (Cooper 1988, 140–142). She also combined 
established forms of theological, philosophical, literary, and sociopo-
litical analysis with more personal forms of reflection to illustrate key 
problems. For instance, when naming the issue of internalized oppres-
sion, Cooper recalled how she had accommodated herself to living in 
constraint and fear, like a beaten dog (88–89). Delineating the related 
issue of internalized dominance, she reprimanded Black men for sexist 
practices and adhering to patriarchy (32, 78), protested white feminists’ 
following the logics of white supremacy and xenophobia (117–126), 
and censured white men for their ignorance, egotism, and unbridled 
violence, condemning white mob rule (Cooper 1998a, 210) and the 
problem of “Angry Saxons” (Cooper 1998b, 259).

Also notable is the fact that the silencing and elision Crenshaw 
critiques in contemporary feminist theory and in civil rights doctrine’s 
either/or analytics, which foster testimonial inequality and impede 
meaningful social change (Crenshaw 1989), are not that different in 
kind from the biases and obstacles preventing an “equal hearing at the 
bar of the nation” that Cooper anticipated as a writer, educator, and 
activist a century prior (Cooper 1998a, 202). Cooper was unsure as 
to whether her “voice” would be heard or taken up as legitimate, due 
to outright epistemic and material inequalities she faced as a Black 
woman knower. However, she forged ahead and underscored that 
the “colored woman of to-day occupies . . . a unique position in this 
country. . . . She is confronted by both a woman question and a race 
problem, and is as yet an unknown or an unacknowledged factor in 
both” (Cooper 1988, 134). Sojourner Truth’s memorable 1851 ques-
tion, “Aren’t I a woman?” (Truth 1995), likewise pinpoints, and rejects, 
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such erasures and elisions. Using the rhetorical form of a question, 
Truth invites her audience to take up her point of view, at the nexus of 
race-gender-class, not only shifting the terms of feminism’s dominant 
logic, but also alluding to new (intersectional) terms of accountability 
for its exclusions.

More than simply point out how Black women’s ideas and voices 
have been ignored, Cooper added that much of what Black women 
had to say was unspeakable in conventional terms—as when she elo-
quently references (but does not elaborate on) the “Black Woman’s . . . 
unnamable burden inside” (Cooper 1988, 90, ellipses in original). This 
insight is echoed in Crenshaw’s referencing the “untellable” nature of 
Black women’s experience and knowledge, due in part to the court’s 
refusal of both/and race-gender logics (Crenshaw 1991). Cooper, 
Truth, and Crenshaw, in different contexts and eras, and from dif-
ferent lived experiences as Black women, assert their right to speak 
and be heard as Black feminist knowers. Simultaneously, they under-
score how Black women (collectively) have had to confront indiffer-
ence, ignorance, and silence, due to their social locations: a nexus of 
compounding structures of privilege and oppression have resulted in 
patently asymmetrical (between-group and within-group) patterns of 
opportunity, material disparity, and epistemological inequality.

In retrospect, much of what has not been adequately understood 
about Cooper’s and Truth’s intellectual and political contributions 
can be tied to an inability or even an active refusal to take up their 
fundamentally different logics and expectations—ideas that, to a 
large degree, would now be characterized as “intersectional” in nature. 
Whether the context was religion, education, economics, literature, or 
history, Cooper refused to homogenize race or gender, or to treat any 
one factor as singular or primary. Instead, she insisted on recasting the 
contours of analysis and of liberation politics to account for race and 
gender together.8 At the same time, she knew that using these differ-
ent ways of thinking could readily lead to charges of illogic.

Crenshaw discusses this dynamic as well. In “Demarginalizing,” she 
demonstrates how the U.S. courts cannot engage with both/and logics 
when it comes to civil rights claims. The notion that Black women 
are both “unique” and “central,” that is, the same as and different from 
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White women and/or Black men when it comes to group claims, 
rights, and redress, seems to lie outside the realm of the possible in the 
law’s conventional imagination (Crenshaw 1989, 150). Black woman-
hood, as a lived and structural conjunction (and not as a mathematical 
addition of separate factors, race + gender), has no place, other than to 
be subsumed under race or gender.

Reflecting on these constraints, Crenshaw writes, “Perhaps it 
appears to some that I  have offered inconsistent criticisms of how 
Black women are treated in antidiscrimination law. . . . It seems that 
I have to say that Black women are the same [as White women or 
Black men] and harmed by being treated differently or that they are 
different and harmed by being treated the same. But I  cannot say 
both” (148–149). She can and does say both—and asserts the ration-
ality of her analysis, but the question she raises is: can her both/and 
statements, as with those of countless Black women in the justice sys-
tem, be heard? Refusing the charge that her analysis lacks reason and 
merit, Crenshaw identifies the court’s either/or “single-axis” logic as 
sorely lacking, not her own. She concludes, “This apparent contradic-
tion is but another manifestation of the conceptual limitations of the 
single-axis analysis that intersectionality challenges” (149).

Cooper and Truth knew they might not be heard: likewise, Cren-
shaw anticipated she would likely be perceived as engaging in unsound 
arguments, due to her insistence on using a both/and approach to 
critique the law’s either/or governing imaginary. Being compelled to 
arrive at such conclusions—that one may not be heard (or, if heard, 
likely in a way that distorts, so that even the ‘hearing’ one garners can 
be a form of misrecognition)—has been an ongoing consideration for, 
and context of, Black feminist intersectional work. Truth’s, Cooper’s, 
and Crenshaw’s multidimensional analyses and premises have, indeed, 
been both recognized and misrecognized, often in the same instance.

In other words, epistemic differences, when combined with asym-
metrical power relations, can lead to interpretive violence. As Ofelia 
Schutte explains, “To the culturally dominant speaker, the subaltern 
speaker’s discourse may appear to be a string of fragmented obser-
vations rather than a unified whole. The actual problem may not be 
incoherence but the lack of cultural translatability of the signifiers 
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for coherence from one set of cultural presuppositions to the other” 
(Schutte 2000, 56; see also Narayan 1997). Thus merely offering more 
“information” about intersectional Black feminist analyses, or more 
detailed definitions, cannot, alone, ameliorate the situation: fine-tuning 
intersectionality definition(s) does not adequately address these larger 
interpretive politics and dynamics. This is why Uma Narayan argues 
that “historically constituted discursive inequalities  .  .  . need to be 
dealt with and cannot be wished away” (Narayan 1997, 135).

The abyss into which intersectionality scholars (particularly women 
of color scholars/activists engaging in intersectional work) continue 
to find their words descending (or disappearing) is politically and 
philosophically significant. Even as intersectionality highlights the 
problem of testimonial inequality in terms of exclusions in the courts’ 
logics, gaps in the historical archive, or narrow (but ostensibly univer-
sal) notions of the citizen-subject embedded in rights discourses, as a 
body of work, intersectionality likewise (and paradoxically) faces sub-
stantial, and sustained, testimonial injustice (see Fricker 2007).9 This 
rhetorical/political chasm has sometimes led to the reiteration of basic 
intersectional ideas: in turn, such rearticulation often leads to charges 
that intersectionality is stagnant or merely repetitive. Unfortunately, it 
rarely sparks exploration of how epistemological resistance or backlash 
may continually leave intersectionality “unheard” even as it is repeated 
(May 2014a).10

How and why has it come to pass that those who employ intersec-
tional analytics often confront being dismissed or perceived as insuf-
ficiently coherent, particularly, I would argue, Black feminist thinkers 
and activists? For example, is it simply coincidental that many earlier 
intersectionality texts, the majority of which were crafted by Black 
women and women of color, are frequently read reductively? More 
than simply document that superficial notions of intersectionality 
are common, it is important to ask why intersectionality frequently 
is interpreted as if it were monolithic or merely descriptive—and not 
understood as a dynamic form of inquiry with normative commit-
ments, internal tensions and differences, and analytical and political 
capacities. I would suggest that this asymmetrical treatment, in terms 
of interpretive and discursive politics, can be explained in part by 
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intersectionality’s fundamentally different worldview, one that chal-
lenges dominant mindsets by drawing on alternative logics. It can 
also likely be traced to its genealogy within radical women of color 
theorizing.

Race versus Gender Binaries and the Enduring Power  
of Single-Axis Mindsets

In addition to helping to trace how intersectional ideas have been 
read reductively across time, and to consider what this signifies, an 
historicized approach also reveals that many of the narrow-minded 
yet widely condoned ways of thinking contested by Black feminists 
in the nineteenth century continue to this day, sometimes practi-
cally unmodified in terms of their underlying premises (meaning, the 
contexts have changed, but the underlying logics have a certain con-
stancy). I do not mean that there have been no substantial material, 
structural, legal, and philosophical changes that have occurred thanks 
to collective struggles over the past century. However, the tenacity of 
mindsets that Anna Julia Cooper and others in her time identified as 
patently violent and distorting is striking and worth thinking about, 
since intersectionality has long sought to intervene in and eliminate 
many of these ways of thinking.

For example, the 2008 and the 2012 presidential elections in the 
United States were saturated with simplistic (and distorting) “race ver-
sus gender” logics, ones largely indistinguishable, in terms of underly-
ing premises, from those Cooper decried over a century prior. Patricia 
J. Williams, for example, noted countless “media depictions of white 
women as sole inheritors of the feminist movement and black men 
as the sole beneficiaries of the civil rights movement”; she also asked, 
poignantly, “What happened . . . to the last four decades [or, I might 
add, the last century’s worth] of discussion about tokenism and mul-
tiple identities and the complex intersections of race, gender, sexuality, 
ethnicity, and class?” (Williams 2010, 29).

As Tracy A. Thomas persuasively argues, the 2008 campaign “con-
tinue[d] the false dichotomy between race and sex” in ways that 
virtually mirror arguments and rhetorics proffered in acrimonious 
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nineteenth-century deliberations over suffrage, abolition, and civil 
rights. Many such debates pitted ‘women’s suffrage’ against civil rights 
(e.g., the Fourteenth and Fifteenth amendments to the U.S. consti-
tution) (Thomas 2010, 33–35), dropping from view (and also from 
coordinated/coalitional political struggle) the rights of “women” who 
were Black and “Blacks” who were women. Crenshaw also pinpointed 
“troubling polemics that bore discomforting connections to the argu-
ments of suffrage-feminists such as [Susan B.] Anthony and [Eliz-
abeth Cady] Stanton” (Crenshaw 2011a, 228). Numerous “Hillary 
versus Barack” controversies showed the degree to which ideas about 
group coherence, based on (falsely universalized) singular identities 
(e.g., gender-primary frameworks or common-denominator racial 
logics), are still presumed necessary for effective advocacy and viable 
politics, even as women of color feminists have contested these divi-
sive political strategies for at least two hundred years.

It is not as if these tired “race versus gender” mindsets went unchal-
lenged, as Williams’ (2010) and Thomas’ (2010) discussions illustrate, 
for instance. Yet, even in many critical assessments of the elections, 
aimed at unpacking the ongoing legacies of racism and sexism, one 
can find substantial reliance on binary analytics (or slippages away 
from intersectional ones). Consider as illustrative Jane Caputi’s pro-
vocative reading of political cartoons, rhetorics, and media images 
from the 2008 election. Caputi documents prejudice and hatred 
expressed in election paraphernalia and public rhetoric. She creates 
a valuable archive of such ephemera and identifies and contests an 
array of “smear techniques” (including othering, demonization, threats 
to the nation, “pornification,” gay-baiting, and dehumanization) that 
connect to more overt lies, threats, and stereotypes also in circulation 
at the time. However, though she explicitly aims to take up the “inter-
secting meanings of race, sex, age, class, gender, religion, and sexuality” 
(Caputi 2010, 122), she falls away from these intersectional goals in a 
variety of (subtle) ways.

Sometimes this departure occurs via mismatches between analyti-
cal intent, interpretive methodology, and organizational structure. In 
examples that could be drawn on to illustrate how multiple vectors of 
power are deeply imbricated, for instance, Caputi tends to highlight 
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only particular aspects (in part because she divides the essay into the-
matic sections). Referencing a bumper sticker invoking O. J. Simpson 
(“Obama loves America like O. J. loved Nicole” [cited in Caputi 2010, 
126]), she discusses how “Alien/Nation” works to position Obama as 
an outsider, a stranger, but also a sham and perhaps an otherworldly or 
monstrous (inhuman) figure.

Yet, Caputi does not take up many of the simultaneous race–gender 
notions at work here, though they function to increase the affect of 
impending national threat (to render it more palpably menacing): the 
phrase analogizes the nation to a White female body (Nicole) who, 
in the event of Obama’s election, might risk harm, and perhaps death 
(he may seem heroic, but could be capable of violent harm). Another 
lost opportunity is tracing these rhetorics and stereotypes back to 
nineteenth-century justifications of white mob rule with impunity. 
The bumper-sticker analogy trades in similar “logics” of patriarchal, 
white supremacist fear-mongering that Ida B. Wells took on in the 
1890s, for instance, to contest racist–sexist rationales for lynching as 
a means to “protect” the national body politic. Wells carefully docu-
mented how lynching was an explicit tool of social control used in a 
widespread effort to eradicate civil rights and dismantle reconstruction 
(e.g., Wells-Barnett 2014; see also Carbado 1999a; Giddings 2008).

At other times, Caputi uses an implicitly gender-first (and patriar-
chy as primary) mode of analysis to explain the workings of systemic 
prejudice. Discussing “Mind-Body Splitting,” she asserts, “patriarchal 
culture conceptually severs the mind from the body and elevates the 
mind over the body, associating the male with the mind and culture, 
and the female, as well as exploited and marginalized groups, with the 
body and with what we come to think of as an external ‘Nature,’ con-
sisting of wilderness, animals, and the elements” (Caputi 2010, 133). 
Here, her syntax lumps together all “women” and divides them from 
other “exploited and marginalized groups.” Patriarchy is identified as 
the root source of this mind/body splitting—that is, it does impact 
other groups, but patriarchy is the origin and cause of this objecti-
fication that justifies domination. Multiple other historical factors, 
including racism, coloniality, and what Lugones describes as the “het-
erosexualism” of the “colonial/modern race/gender system” (Lugones 
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2007, 2010), are invisible as causal and thus implicitly secondary or 
ancillary.

This invites a hierarchy of oppressions model of thinking, though 
Caputi aims to take up intersectional analysis. In this same section, she 
homogenizes gender in other ways, reinforcing a gender-primary lens. 
For example, she remarks, “Women, paradigmatically, are reduced by 
sexists to their specifically female body parts and powers. Hillary was 
not only repeatedly labeled a cunt, but also, more euphemistically, ‘the 
vajority choice’ ” (Caputi 2010, 133, italics in original). However, as crit-
ical analysis of the life of Sarah Baartman amply illustrates (including 
the politics of her capture as a Khoikhoi in what is now the Eastern 
Cape of South Africa, her forced display as a curiosity in England and 
France, and, later, the dissection of and display of Baartman’s genitalia 
and brain by French naturalist and anatomist George Cuvier), which 
“parts” of a woman’s body are her “female body parts” (to be objecti-
fied and maligned) are not the same for all “women”: furthermore, 
the medicalization, cataloguing, and objectification of “female” parts 
is heavily racialized.11

A third means by which Caputi departs from intersectional analysis 
occurs when she artificially divides up “racist” and “sexist” stereotypes. 
Notions of Michelle Obama as “Obama’s Baby Mama” (cited in Caputi 
2010, 138) are characterized as racist, though this phrase is also deeply 
gendered, classed, and heteronormative. (Furthermore, intersectional-
ity demands that we not rely on “respectability” tactics for rebutting 
such notions: simply arguing the “Baby Mama” charge is inaccurate 
because the Obamas are married, respectable, and family-oriented, 
for example, would not disrupt the underlying hierarchy of worthy/
unworthy persons at work here.)

Conversely, denunciations of Michelle Obama’s alleged rage (e.g., 
as an “angry black Harridan” [cited in Caputi 2010, 140]) are cate-
gorized as sexist, despite a long history of the trope of angry Black 
womanhood used to disparage Black women and to reinforce ideals 
of white, middle-class norms of gender and family formation. Notions 
of uncontrollable, irrational (and even emasculating) anger are not solely 
(or primarily) misogynist:12 here, race interweaves with gender to char-
acterize a particular vision of a wrathful hag (or uncontrollable worn-out 
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horse,13 or irate, sexually loose woman, all etymological possibilities 
for a “Harridan”). Inadvertently, Caputi reinforces an atomized logic 
of race and gender as separate factors, even as her aim is to raise aware-
ness about the poisonous intersections of these enduring mindsets. 
Minimally, these examples are both racist and sexist and draw on 
notions of a monstrous, oversexed, and (in)human (primitivist, even 
bestial) nature to create lines of distinction between the normative 
and the perverse.

Simplistic (and distorting) race versus gender binaries emerged in 
other contexts as well during these U.S. presidential election cycles. 
For instance, much of what was (or was not) considered to be a 
“women’s” issue, or considered illustrative of endemic sexism, was still 
based, to a large degree, on the apparent representativeness of white, 
middle-class, heterosexual women for all women (Russo and Spatz 
2010; Simmons 2010). In 2012, proposals by some states (e.g., Vir-
ginia) for vaginal probes (via handheld wands for transvaginal ultra-
sound imaging) to be compulsory for women seeking an abortion were 
fairly readily understood by much of the wider public and by national 
feminist organizations to be a “women’s issue.”

Yet matters tied to intersectional reproductive justice agendas were 
generally overlooked or, if acknowledged, treated as distinct from 
“women’s” issues or feminist political agendas. These issues include 
widespread poverty and an ever-increasing wage gap; environmental 
hazards and pollution in poor rural and urban areas; increased dispari-
ties in access to health care and in life span and rates of illness; immi-
gration and citizenship policies which unduly impact women; ongoing 
anti-natalist policies and practices with regard to disability, race, pov-
erty, and citizenship; endemic and escalating forms of violence against 
women, much of which remains underreported and unaddressed; and 
intensified rates and forms of incarceration and their gendered politics 
and implications.

While misogyny certainly underlay efforts to formally require an 
invasive and medically unnecessary vaginal probe to access and undergo 
a legal medical procedure, hyperfocus on this proposal, almost in iso-
lation from violent factors presently in practice that already dispro-
portionately and negatively impact many women’s lives, can serve to 
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replicate old exclusions in reproductive politics, particularly an over-
emphasis on issues of choice and pro-natalism, with underattention to 
anti-natalism in its various guises and histories. What is recognizable 
as “sexist” still tends to be limited to issues that fit neatly or obviously 
within gender-primary, common-denominator logics—the imaginary 
for what is “feminist” or who “women” are, and the affective sites of 
coalesced energy and protest, remain relatively single axis, in other 
words, and not intersectional.

“Race versus gender” binaries were omnipresent in other public 
debates and popular discourses during the 2012 election cycle as well. 
Consider an editorial cartoon (by Mike Lester) that portrays Presi-
dent Obama as a pimp (shown wearing a flashy fur coat and oversized 
accessories) and that suggests Sandra Fluke14 is (akin to) a prostitute.15 
Part of how this image functions, and indeed underlying the entire 
incident, is deep misogyny and racism. Fluke faced excruciating criti-
cism and had to deflect what could be described as a misogynist frenzy 
in the halls of Congress and in print, social, and televisual media. But 
part of the outrage against how Fluke was publicly maligned ties into 
the “wages” of class and race privilege and the politics of respectability. 
The “offense” of the comments was seen as greater or more contempt-
ible in part because Fluke is a “nice,” white, middle-class, educated, 
eloquent woman—not only a top student at Georgetown Law (at the 
time) but also a minister’s daughter.

More than “racist” logics are also in play in the depiction of Presi-
dent Obama: stereotypes of hyper-heterosexual (and criminal) Black 
masculinity have long saturated the American social imaginary. Por-
traying the president as a crass, buffoonish pimp is objectionable, but 
not just in terms of “race.” Race is imbricated by gender, class, and sex-
uality simultaneously, by norms of national belonging, and by unspo-
ken but powerful codes of worthy versus contemptuous personhood. 
No one factor alone offers an adequate lens for unpacking the highly 
racialized, hyper-heterosexual, yet clownish (and thus implicitly impo-
tent) “thug” masculinity portrayed. The image paints President Obama 
as a felonious fool (a representation/stereotype that fits squarely in the 
minstrelsy tradition [see Riggs 1983]), and an intersectional approach 
would highlight how these racist ideologies and visual rhetorics rely 
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on heterosexist, middle-class, and white gender norms of nationhood 
and citizenship simultaneously.

The stereotype of deviance or pathology attributed to Black mascu-
linity at large, and, in this case to the president in particular, is a form 
of racism that requires sexist, heterocentric, and middle-class norms 
(and hierarchies of human worth and value) to play out—they can-
not be disarticulated and monocausal analyses are not up to the task 
of evaluating and addressing these notions (Carbado 1999a, 1999b; 
Collins 2004; McWhorter 2009). Attending to simultaneous privilege 
and oppression, across sites of power and within-group, illuminates far 
more about the image, the debates it references, and the stereotypes 
and assumptions they trade in, than thinking about sexism or racism 
in isolation. Multiple power vectors and various sites of representa-
tion, discourse, and institutionalized oppression are already present and 
in play.

To clarify, there is no predetermined list of factors to be addressed 
by intersectionality: rather, the aim is to identify the many forms of 
power at work, to show how they constellate, interrelate, and inter-
mingle, and to then address how these intersections maintain subor-
dination and inequality (and also uphold power and privilege). From 
a single-axis perspective, what is explicitly at work, or even intended, 
can appear to be one factor alone, or at least one as primary (with other 
factors posited as secondary, or following from the most causal factor). 
However, since intersectionality attends to and interrogates normativ-
ity, the invisible effects and workings of privilege, and transparent sites 
of power and subjectivity, it also highlights logics that are implicit, 
unstated, and unsaid—yet still operative and formative.

This detour into recent U.S. presidential elections16 illustrates how 
either/or race versus gender logics prevail and continue to operate in 
detrimental ways. While intersectionality starts from the premise that 
our various identities and the many structures of power we live within 
and navigate should be understood as interconnected and enmeshed, 
conventional ways of conceptualizing identity or examining inequal-
ity tend to rely on either/or thinking and be “single-axis”—meaning 
that we are asked to examine (and address) race or class separately, 
or perhaps think about disability and sexuality, but insist that one 
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factor be “primary” (they are still conceived of as separate, since one 
must be first or more significant). Unfortunately, despite the fact that 
single-axis thinking distorts and dehumanizes, it still saturates the 
collective social imaginary. Certainly, part of its perversion lies in the 
stereotypes and biases it trades in: it is just as pernicious in how it 
invites us to engage in simplistic strategies for redress and rights and 
to overlook how inequalities and privileges can be about race, gender, 
class, disability, citizenship status, and sexuality simultaneously.

That such mentalities persist is not necessarily surprising, since 
contemporary identity (and group) categories and logics were forged 
within historical contexts of domination and violation, from chattel 
slavery to settler colonialism, systems which relied on stark binaries 
and comparative differentiation between groups.17 Since these logics 
connect to long-standing structural forces and institutional practices, 
that they endure is not unexpected, and that we fall prey to their nor-
mative force is not either. As Crenshaw explains,

Owing to the unique history of the mutual construction of racism and 
patriarchy in the American state, the intertwining of both has been a 
profoundly salient feature of American life. Yet despite these structural 
features, the dynamic interface between these systems was rarely polit-
icized or contested either within anti-discrimination law or within the 
political formations organized to contest patriarchy and racism. Black 
feminist theory and advocacy sought from its earliest iterations to draw 
attention to this interface, not simply as a demand for self-recognition, 
but as a critique of the limitations of feminism and anti-racism and as a 
demand for accountability. (Crenshaw 2011c, 227)

As Crenshaw suggests, there is ample evidence of repeated and 
ongoing insistence, particularly (but not exclusively) from Black fem-
inists, for the need to attend to the “interfaces” of multiple sites of 
power and, likewise, to develop terms of accountability and politics 
for social change from this viewpoint. Beverly Guy-Sheftall’s (1995) 
volume Words of Fire documents, for instance, nearly two hundred 
years of Black feminist analysis starting at and asserting the need to 
examine the nexus of race–gender–class as a way to develop more ade-
quate models of personhood, politics, and liberation. Yet, at the same 
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time, there is equally abundant evidence of a repeated inability to hear, 
recognize, or answer this demand, which is why Crenshaw recently 
wondered if Black feminists shall continue to speak “into the void” 
(Crenshaw 2011c, 228). Single-axis thinking perpetuates systemic 
privilege, obscures the interplay of systems of inequality, and masks 
within-group differences via homogenization: it rationalizes inequal-
ity and fractures or impedes cross-categorical coalitions for social 
change. For these reasons and more, we must take up more adequately 
intersectionality’s call to divest of these logics.

Why Turning Away from Single-Axis Logics Is Imperative

As I  have suggested, single-axis imaginaries continue to permeate 
political organizing, policy formation, research modeling, and philo-
sophical and theoretical work: they also emerge in new forms all the 
time. Rejecting either/or mindsets (philosophically, politically, and 
ethically) is thus an ongoing (and not a one-off ) project, as new iter-
ations of either/or politics emerge, even under the guise of progress 
and positive social change. For example, intersectionality scholars and 
practitioners must be wary of, and voice our criticism of, moments 
when one set of rights is (implicitly or explicitly) pitted against another, 
as in 2013, when the U.S. Supreme Court effectively eviscerated the 
Voting Rights Act and, simultaneously, struck down the Defense of 
Marriage Act (DOMA) and California’s Proposition 8 (that state’s 
ban on same-sex marriage).

Moreover, an ongoing inclination toward the singular and the 
tenacity of binary thinking constitute more than theoretical curiosi-
ties or abstract academic problems: these logics have real, detrimental 
consequences when it comes to our collective yearnings and efforts 
to abolish unjust practices and systemic inequality. As intersectional 
thinkers and activists have long underscored, conceptualizing group 
identity or the workings of oppression via “common denominator” 
(Alarcón 1990) or “but-for” (Crenshaw 1989) frameworks leads to 
inadequate and distorted understandings of discrimination and often 
leaves the operative logics (and existing systems of privilege and ine-
quality) in place.
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When single-axis models are relied on, the experiences and knowl-
edge of some are often (falsely) universalized as if they could ade-
quately represent the experiences, needs, and claims of all group 
members: this obscures within-group differences, the relationality of 
power, and interactions among and permeability between categories. 
Likewise, single-axis forms of redress adhere to, rather than challenge, 
the conceptual “building blocks” of domination—they leave the foun-
dations of inequality intact and also reinforce them. Intersectionality 
is thus especially useful for unpacking how it is that many equality 
strategies paradoxically legitimize and even expand the forms of vio-
lence or harm they seek to dismantle, in large part because they do not 
depart from the binary logics and hierarchical processes that under-
gird inequality.

Crenshaw illustrates, for example, how conventional antidiscrim-
ination frameworks require conferred advantage to function. Those 
with access to the most privilege within oppressed group(s) are most 
likely to benefit from the court’s single-axis approach to inequality and 
more likely to have their claims recognized and seen as “representative” 
(Crenshaw 1989, 151). She highlights the court’s historic inability and 
outright “refusal to acknowledge compound discrimination” (149) and 
exposes how other forms of antidiscrimination practice, including civil 
rights and feminist organizing, likewise rely on and reinforce systemic 
privilege. Single-axis models of redress may seem clearer, more logical, 
and more workable than intersectional ones: however, they are highly 
distorting and unable to adequately account for or address the inter-
acting nature of systems of oppression.

Intersectionality thus helps unpack how advocacy tactics and redress 
models can be misleading in their promise of equality, since they may 
reinforce structural inequality. Dean Spade shows, for instance, how 
intersectionality is useful for thinking through the implications of 
law-enforcement models of antiviolence advocacy. Though a common 
(and widely accepted) strategy, a law-enforcement approach can serve 
to increase (and rationalize) criminalization, reinforce a culture of vio-
lence at large, and buttress the state’s paternalistic power, even if it 
offers a degree of justice or protection for some (Spade 2013, 1037; 
see also Williams 2009). This contemporary discussion echoes, and 
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builds on, long-standing insights from Black feminist thought and 
politics that have used a “both/and” analytic, at the intersection of 
race, gender, and class, to show how a law-enforcement response to the 
crime of rape was an inadequate tactic, particularly when pursued via 
a gender-first lens that erased the (gendered) politics of class and race 
(and the raced and classed politics of gender).

For instance, Ida B. Wells,18 in the late nineteenth century, and 
Angela Davis (1983), in the late twentieth century, both questioned 
single-axis approaches to rights and redress. They also asked us to be 
wary of seeking (and furthering) paternalistic state protection. Such 
strategies can perpetuate harm by: justifying an increased (and unwar-
ranted) criminalization of Black men, rationalizing white men’s vio-
lence against Black women as reasonable and not as criminal, ignoring 
how Black women suffer from sexual violence as a form of racial terror, 
and reanimating the carceral logics of enslavement and of the prison 
via the specter of the Black rapist. The problems resulting from leaving 
a single-axis approach unquestioned and from adhering to the state’s 
operative logics (which are just two key intersectionality insights, not 
its sum total) can be both tangible and significant.

Intersectionality’s critical utility for identifying gaps and erasures 
in conventional social justice models, theoretical frames, and politi-
cal practices, continues to hold much promise. For instance, Menah 
Pratt-Clarke uses an intersectional approach to document how health 
disparities, asymmetrical life expectancies, economic inequities, and 
differing rates of incarceration intertwine: a multisystem analysis 
of economics, politics, health, educational access, and prisons, com-
bined with a multiple/interacting identity model, is fundamental to 
understanding these dynamics. The usual frames used to define and 
understand inequality, assess health, measure economic disparity, or 
think about incarceration must shift, for without attending to multi-
ple processes and forms of inequality (via intersectionality), significant 
interactions, like those delineated by Pratt-Clarke, fall from view and 
our capacity to identify and intervene in structural disenfranchisement 
likewise slips away (Pratt-Clarke 2013, 105).

Many also draw on intersectionality’s same/different thesis and 
both/and logics to combat within-group disparities, such as differential 
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patterns of economic inequality among women, while simultaneously 
challenging collective patterns, such as women’s and girls’ increasing 
rates (and lengths) of incarceration. Naming and addressing a group 
pattern (e.g., women’s and girls’ incarceration rates) requires attention 
to in-group differences among women, but also within other catego-
ries that are already “within” gender, in particular race, disability, class, 
and sexuality. In this vein, Monique Morris uses intersectionality to 
question the adequacy of a framework used to expose and dispute the 
endemic incarceration of youth of color: the “school to prison pipe-
line” metaphor (Morris 2012). Certainly, this metaphor highlights the 
enmeshment of two public institutions with ostensibly different aims 
and roles: the school and the prison. It also emphasizes the correlation 
between “the securitization and privatization of public schools and 
local prison systems” (Isoke 2013, 3). So, how is the “pipeline” meta-
phor a single-axis concept? It obscures girls’ educational conduits to 
prison.

Morris suggests the metaphor, in its conception and in terms of 
how it has been used to protest carceral logics, has been fundamentally 
androcentric and overly homogenous in terms of underlying assump-
tions about race, education, and prison. Much research on the “pipe-
line” dynamic fails to encapsulate “the education-system pathways to 
incarceration for Black girls” because, to a great degree, “the behaviors 
for which Black females routinely experience disciplinary response are 
related to their nonconformity with notions of white, middle class 
femininity, for example, by their dress, their profanity, or by having 
tantrums in the classroom” (Morris 2012, 6). Likewise, Priscilla Ocen 
contends that conventional analyses of incarceration capture nei-
ther the prison’s massive social impact nor the interconnected raced 
and gendered logics buttressing its power. Much scholarship thereby 
masks the significance of Black women’s gender by focusing primar-
ily on Black men. Instead, “Mass incarceration and imprisonment . . . 
should be better understood as mechanisms of racial control that trade 
on gendered logics” and that function “through the policing of racial-
ized gender norms” (Ocen 2013, 479–480).

An intersectional focus on within-group differences is also valua-
ble for identifying intensifying economic disparities among women. 
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Without it, Julianne Malveaux suggests it would be far more difficult 
to name and to protest the fact that, according to a 2010 study by 
the Insight Center for Community Economic Development, in the 
United States, “the average net worth of single middle aged (36 to 
49) Black women (including those who head households and have 
children) is just $5, compared to $42,600 for single white women of 
the same age” (Malveaux 2013, 16).19 In examining the last twenty 
years of Critical Race Theory, Crenshaw also documents persistent, 
if not worsening, raced asymmetries that are clearly structural. She 
references a continuing wealth gap, an increasing health gap (e.g., 
asymmetrical access to health care, life expectancy, rates of illness and 
treatment), intensified incarceration, and underscores the dispropor-
tionate impact of the recent mortgage and foreclosure crisis on peo-
ple of color. Attending to within-group racial differences, Crenshaw 
notes that the wealth gap is particularly prominent for women of color 
(Crenshaw 2011b, 1337–1340, n255–258).20

As these few examples illustrate, intersectional, multilevel analyt-
ics, which attend to several systems and structures of power at once, 
remain invaluable for identifying overlooked or undertheorized sites 
of injustice and harm and for developing cross-categorical ways of 
thinking about redress and social change. Intersectionality’s time is 
not “over.” The fact that its promise may not (yet) have been entirely 
realized, or that it has sometimes been co-opted or distorted, should 
not serve as a rationale for letting go of its vision: intersectionality 
remains a fruitful means of identifying hidden workings of power, 
unpacking structures of oppression, and calling for social transforma-
tion to address endemic inequities.

Intersectionality Does Not Come with a Political  
or Liberatory Guarantee

Unquestionably, intersectionality taps into our collective desires for 
a changed, more just world. It has been developed as a tool of pro-
test, to communicate outrage against the fact that many of the means 
and mechanisms for recognition of one’s personhood and claiming of 
one’s rights often rely upon exclusionary logics and hierarchical norms 
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of justice that maintain, rather than dismantle, privilege and inequal-
ity. Since it is meant to be applied, and not just theorized about as a 
hypothetical, many have sought to instrumentalize it—to turn it into a 
readily usable method, policy model, equity norm, or rights framework.

However, in thinking about how to apply intersectionality, reflex-
ivity about the terms of its uptake is necessary. For instance, while 
many groups interested in social transformation seek recognition (by 
the state, for instance) as one means to enact change, acquiring leg-
ibility in this way can have its perils (Ferguson 2012; Spade 2013): 
it can require self-violation and abandoning a comprehensive justice 
orientation to gain any traction within given systemic constraints 
(Crenshaw 1989). Intersectionality’s status has also risen to such a 
degree that some characterize it as an obligatory, if not hegemonic, 
tool of feminist “Occidentalism”: as Julia Roth discusses, for example, 
it can seem requisite as a referent or framework if one hopes, from the 
Global South, to be acknowledged as having anything of import to say 
by feminists (and publishers, organizations, and funders) in the Global 
North (Roth 2013).

Likewise, Jasbir Puar has pushed for recognition that liberatory 
ideas or frameworks for social change cannot be presumed to be incon-
trovertibly progressive (due to their origins in struggles for civil rights 
and social change): furthermore, the contexts and modalities of their 
use matter. As Puar argues, both queer liberation and intersectionality, 
as concepts and political impetuses, can be wielded as emblems of 
Western reason or used as weapons of religious “modernity,” which is 
why she finds troubling forms of intersectionality or of queer politics 
that do not account for Islamophobia within structures of inequality 
and the workings of the nation, for instance (Puar 2005, 2007).

Thus, more attention must be paid to how intersectionality can be 
used coercively, as in contexts of nationality and settler-colonial nation 
building. At the same time, we should not (re)enact a false binary 
between women of color feminisms, as if these were “domestic” or 
bound by nation, and transnational feminist practices (Lewis 2013; 
Patil 2013): doing so erases the substantial history of Black wom-
en’s (radical) transnational activism (Coogan-Gehr 2011; Tomlin-
son 2013b). Furthermore, intersectionality can be used to contest 
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powerful state rationales and ideologies because, as Spade argues, it 
highlights how “legal reforms can expand violent systems by mobi-
lizing the rhetoric of saving women combined with frameworks of 
deservingness that reify racist, ableist, antipoor, and colonial relations” 
(Spade 2013, 1032).

Just as the need for intersectional analyses continues, concomitantly, 
so does the need for thoughtful attention to how it is used, in what 
contexts, by whom, and to what ends. Rather than drop intersectional-
ity because some have engaged it in ways that buttress oppressive prac-
tices and logics, I would argue intersectionality (used reflexively, not 
as a lens with a liberatory guarantee) has continued political relevancy 
and efficacy, whether one seeks to intervene in state-level debates over 
multiple inequalities or to question sexualized and gendered ration-
ales for engaging in war.21 An intersectional analysis can help unpack 
how Islamophobia has been utilized to justify state violence and war 
transnationally (Razack 2008; Riley 2013) or to govern religious dress 
codes and police women’s bodies within national boundaries, as Sirma 
Bilge discusses regarding France’s debates over the meaning of head-
scarves, which rely on unstated norms of secularism, feminism, and 
democracy (Bilge 2010; see also Rottman and Ferree 2008).

Intersectionality can, in other words, be used as a tool of resistance 
and change. Van der Hoogte and Kingma (2004) find much promise 
in intersectionality for critical NGO and development contexts since 
it is context-specific and can be useful for dismantling coloniality and 
paternalism. In the context of CEECs (Central and Eastern European 
Countries), Koldinská raises the question of coercive or forced sterili-
zations of Roma women as an instance of discrimination that can bet-
ter be understood and addressed via intersectionality (Koldinská 2009, 
556–560).22 In fact, intersectionality has been employed across various 
scales, at local levels (e.g., to change domestic violence response poli-
cies [Crenshaw 1991; Sokoloff 2008; Sokoloff and Dupont 2005]) and 
supranational ones as well. At the 2001 United Nations Conference 
on Racism, the NGO forum declaration invoked intersectionality as 
a fundamental (see Van der Hoogte and Kingma 2004; see also Zam-
brana and Dill 2009, 12). In Canada, intersectionality is being used to 
address structural health disparities and inequalities (see Hankivsky 
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2011). And, in Europe, the “GENDERRACE” project addresses the 
lack of research about intersectionality and multiple discrimination in 
EU juridical contexts (Burri and Schiek 2009, 5, 22).

Intersectionality has been equally generative when it comes to 
grassroots politics. Mia Mingus, for example, articulates how a rad-
ical intersectional disability justice orientation both helps to account 
for relational differences within the category/politic of disability and 
to forge complex affinities with queer, anti-racist, and feminist strug-
gles (Mingus and Talley 2013). Anna Carastathis (2013a) also offers 
a snapshot of intersectionality’s promise to engage in political action 
and community organizing in ways that are “bottom-up.” Likewise, 
Jennifer Jihye Chun, George Lipsitz, and Young Shin examine the 
history of AIWA (Asian Immigrant Women Activists, in the San 
Francisco Bay area) to highlight “social movement intersectionality” 
as a key tool of political organizing, a central means of exposing multi-
ple sites of oppression, and as an essential way “for immigrant women 
workers to become active and visible leaders in movements for social 
and economic justice” (Chun, Lipsitz, and Shin 2013, 917).

At the same time, intersectionality applications can fall short, or, 
worse, buttress state violence in the name of protection (whether these 
uses should be characterized as, in fact, “intersectional” is another key 
question). For instance, Emily Grabham worries the state’s approach 
to (or appropriation of ) intersectionality shall result in an increase of 
the state’s “scopic” power while appearing to be an inclusive or eman-
cipatory effort (Grabham 2009). Similarly, Toni Williams documents 
how formally instituting intersectionality can exacerbate the state’s  
oppression of Indigenous communities (Williams 2009).23 Since inter-
sectionality may be employed in liberatory and coercive ways (even  
both simultaneously), the circumstances and modes of its use matter 
and are relevant. Attending to contexts and outcomes can help gauge 
whether applications claiming intersectionality as their paradigm are, 
in fact, adequately or equally intersectional, and whether there are 
slippages at work, or forms of co-optation involved.

In this vein, Marta Cruells and Gerard Coll-Planas show how inter-
sectionality has been distorted in some EU equity initiatives, used as 
a “strategy for assigning less funding to equality policies” rather than 
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transforming notions of equity and changing the processes for achiev-
ing it (Cruells and Coll-Planas 2013, 135). The logics here nearly mir-
ror some forms of repackaging intersectionality in the contemporary 
(and increasingly corporatized) academy as a tool for maximized effi-
ciency (not as a critical heuristic), such that in the name (though not 
the spirit) of intersectionality, it can be invoked as a rationale to down-
size or eradicate ethnic studies, women’s and gender studies, Black 
studies, and so on (Dill and Zambrana 2009, xiii).

For instance, in the United Kingdom and in Ireland, the govern-
ment has closed some women’s studies units, citing both the success 
and the failure of feminism as the rationale (Hemmings 2011, 10). 
Clare Hemmings’ (2011) provocative analysis of the state’s rhetorical 
maneuverings with regard to women’s studies suggests intersectional-
ity, too, could be narrowly interpreted as an efficiency technique, and 
lauded as such (its multiplicity a value-added factor for cash-strapped 
governments or institutions), but, then, eliminated, either for “failing” 
to be as efficient as it was supposed to be or for “succeeding” and thus 
claimed to be no longer needed after “consolidation” has been achieved.

Moreover, “efficiency” models for restructuring knowledge prac-
tices in the academy are often accompanied by the restructuring 
of economic and material realities in the wider society, frequently 
by co-opting the language and rhetorics of feminism while further 
policing and constraining women’s lives. Toni Williams thus sounds a 
warning regarding intersectionality’s increased popularity in academic 
and policy sectors, paralleling it to feminist theory’s prior successes. 
She writes, “As feminist theory consolidated its place in universities 
and as references to women’s equality started to appear in policy dis-
courses and decision-making fora of national and international insti-
tutions, changes associated with neo-liberal economic restructuring 
began to make the conditions of life for most women harder and less 
secure” (Williams 2009, 79).

The Need to Interpret Intersectionality Intersectionally

Clearly, intersectionality is at an interesting historical juncture. Its rec-
ognition and use have increased exponentially, in the academy and 
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beyond: however, as it “travels,”24 it is engaged with unevenly or in 
ways that blunt its multifaceted vision of justice. Rather than dismiss 
these issues as an unfortunate, inevitable “cost” of popularity, or as 
trifling examples of sloppy or inconsistent scholarship, we must take 
intersectionality’s being regularly misrecognized as meaningful, as hav-
ing something to teach us. In so doing, we can better identify some 
of the interpretive barriers or constraints that make such slippages 
and disciplinings possible and plausible. Since social justice origins 
cannot guarantee intersectionality will be used for radical, resistant, or 
liberatory ends, questions of its uncritical adoption or assimilation in 
academic or policy contexts, as a methodological lens, or as a political 
organizing tool, need careful consideration.

It is time to further explore the different ways in which intersec-
tionality is being normed, depoliticized, regulated, or assimilated to 
the needs of the state or of supranational governance, for instance. 
Intersectionality may be corporatized, used rhetorically to invoke 
“good feeling” or manage institutional or national image, but not to 
address inequality (Ahmed 2007, 2008). In the academy and beyond, 
is it being invoked as a means to allow “business as usual” to go 
forward—ignoring its social justice origins and imperatives (Zam-
brana and Dill 2009, 275)? Both Sara Ahmed (2012) and Chandra 
Talpade Mohanty (2013) note intersectionality applications that 
“manage” diversity or assimilate difference to sameness, in ways anti-
thetical to its impulses.

This, then, leads to another pivotal question: are all intersectionality 
applications equally (or at all) intersectional ? Without becoming deter-
minist, and without policing intersectionality, so to speak, it is still 
possible to consider whether there are some basic qualities or requisite 
factors for something to “count” as an adequate use of intersectionality. 
Though it can be tempting simply to celebrate intersectionality’s wide 
deployment, more questions must be raised about how it is being used. 
In so doing, we must also remember that intersectionality does have a 
history, one that it is oriented toward eradicating inequality: it thus 
seeks to make normative claims. Merely descriptive, demographic, 
rhetorical, or otherwise nominal uses of intersectionality are not, in 
my book, adequately intersectional.
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Since intersectionality has been developed as a means to intervene 
in and to resist oppressive mindsets, structures, and processes, it does 
more than draw on different logics, ones that are “matric” in nature: it 
is expressly interested in eradicating inequality. It has long had a “lib-
eration framework” as part of its driving force ( Jordan-Zachery 2007, 
256), one that seeks to identify and eradicate inequalities, be they rhe-
torical, epistemological, ontological, and/or structural. Unfortunately, 
many descriptions or applications of intersectionality set aside this 
legacy. As if intersectional political aims and orientations were hap-
penstance, it is often treated as a depoliticized “complexity” descriptor 
without much history and without normative commitments to eradi-
cating injustice or exposing the workings of privilege.

Indeed, there has been quite a bit of debate about the cause of inter-
sectionality’s uneven application and about the root of such confusion 
about its meanings and aims. Unfortunately, many such discussions do 
not draw on intersectional analytics or insights to think through these 
questions and dynamics. Instead, its apparent shortcomings are some-
times intimated to be traceable to its origins in Black feminist theo-
rizing (itself also homogenized, approached as static and unchanging, 
and suggested to be insufficiently generalizable for feminist praxis 
writ large [see Lewis 2009, 2013]). Bilge also discusses examples of 
“genealogical recalibration” (e.g., Lykke 2010) that add in a host of 
white feminist thinkers to the intersectionality canon, oddly displac-
ing Black feminist work in intersectionality’s name (Bilge 2013, 417). 
Whether via a critical “diagnosis” of intersectionality’s limits or via 
more seemingly positive discussions about developing a “wider” and 
more inclusive scope or future (despite a ‘narrower’ past), such dis-
cursive moves can invite readers to take up a kind of raced paranoia 
(or eugenic diagnostics) and to disregard several key intersectionality 
premises at once.

First, the idea that intersectionality is constrained, or too narrow, 
due to its moorings in Black feminist theorizing, seems both to sup-
port and deploy the either/or logics of sameness versus difference that 
intersectionality challenges. In addition, rather than a principle with 
a fixed set of subjects or applications, intersectionality is flexible in 
its applicability and tied to its history in Black feminist theorizing. 
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Moreover, Black women are not intersectionality’s only, or essentialist 
subjects (despite Nash’s [2008a] critique). Rather, as Crenshaw, for 
instance, argues, Black women’s (varied) experiences of refusal in the 
courts and erasure in social justice movements are illustrative of wider 
patterns: these particulars help pinpoint insidious structural dynam-
ics and underlying logics that must be addressed (Crenshaw 1989). 
In addition to implying that intersectionality is held back (or over-
determined) by its origins in Black feminist theorizing, this line of 
critique implies that other forms or genealogies of feminist theorizing 
and research are not dragged down by any such ‘particularity’ or deter-
minist, overbearing quality: it indirectly reinforces the “but-for” ways 
of thinking intersectionality seeks to dismantle.

Others suggest intersectionality’s uneven applications and interpre-
tations are due primarily to flaws in intersectionality theorizing itself, 
particularly the intersection metaphor, where cars meet or crash (ref-
erenced by Crenshaw 1989). Intersectionality has thus been critiqued 
as too rigid in its geospatial imaginings, as instituting notions of fixity 
on a grid (in terms of space/place), and as implicitly requiring separa-
bility both of vectors of power and of categories of identity (in terms of 
separate roads and cars).25 Oddly, Crenshaw’s other metaphors intro-
duced across her writings are rarely discussed. For instance, even in 
“Demarginalizing,” where the “intersection” metaphor appears, Cren-
shaw also uses the metaphor of a basement with a small (single-axis) 
trap-door opening.

It is rather surprising how rarely the trap-door/basement metaphor 
is discussed (given critics’ seeming preoccupation with Crenshaw’s 
metaphors), as it helps to emphasize the law’s hand in maintaining 
structural stratification and to show how the logics of sameness play 
out, in that those who “but for” one aspect of their identity tend to rep-
resent (or be seen as representative of ) a marginalized group, since they 
most closely approximate the “transparent” universal citizen-subject, a 
constraint that erases within-group differences, denies compound sub-
jectivity, and renders impossible intersectional justice claims (Cren-
shaw 1989). Yet, this metaphor is generally ignored (for an unusual, 
extended discussion, see Carastathis 2013b).
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Furthermore, few if any critics have noted that Crenshaw’s spatial 
imaginary of the trapdoor can be read as alluding to a host of other 
spaces of containment—and resistance—in the African American 
intellectual tradition, such as Ralph Ellison’s basement apartment in 
his 1952 novel, Invisible Man (Ellison 1995), which functions as an 
architectural manifestation both of existential invisibility and social 
containment. There is also Harriet Jacobs’ attic, described in her 1861 
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl ( Jacobs 1987), wherein concealment 
takes on a resistant (and collective) form—it is a space of withdrawal 
from exploitation and physical coercion: it is also an open secret which 
the enslaved community keeps, helping Jacobs survive for years before 
she can escape. Crenshaw’s basement and Jacobs’ attic also call to mind 
Katherine McKittrick’s discussion of “garrets”: spaces for political 
organizing and resistance that are crafted, and hiding, within unrecep-
tive institutions (McKittrick 2006; see also Isoke 2013).

In the case of the metaphor debates, beyond overattention to the 
intersection metaphor, as if it were intended or offered literally (e.g., 
scrutinizing its static geospatial imaginary without discussing the con-
doned asymmetrical violence implied by crashing vehicles and drivers 
who leave the scene, unharmed and unaccountable), and underatten-
tion to the metaphor of the basement trapdoor, Crenshaw’s scholar-
ship frequently is treated as if it were static and as if she had only ever 
written one or two essays twenty-five years ago. How many bother to 
read (and not just hastily reference) her larger and rather extensive 
body of work, attend to how she has shifted (and used various) met-
aphors over time, or consider how she has further explicated what it 
means to think of intersectionality as a heuristic, for example?

Certainly, devising adequate metaphors has importance, since they 
help convey a concept’s meaning. My point is not to resolve these 
metaphor debates, per se: rather, this factor alone (adequate vs. inade-
quate metaphor) cannot sufficiently explain why many applications or 
interpretations of intersectionality fall short. While metaphors offer 
powerful snapshots of sociopolitical imaginaries and worlds, and thus 
must be thought through in terms of their possible sites of distortion 
or mismatch in terms of philosophical and political aims, they are not 
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so powerful as to wholly cause a concept’s cavalier use, co-optation, 
or distortion across disciplines, contexts, and scales. The metaphor 
of the intersection, for instance, cannot be both the origin of inter-
sectionality’s apparent shortcomings and the cause of its interpretive 
distortion.

Given my interest in discursive politics, I neither suggest metaphors 
are immaterial or unimportant nor dismiss out of hand dialogue about 
the implications of intersectionality’s origins in Black feminisms and 
women of color theorizing more widely and what this might mean 
as intersectionality continues forward as a form of inquiry and “trav-
els” across geopolitical and disciplinary boundaries. However, I concur 
with Carastathis, who argues that “detaching the concept of intersec-
tionality from its context in the existential conditions of Black women 
and the theoretical concerns of Black feminist thought, and harness-
ing it to diametrically opposed representational purposes. . . . [is] eth-
ically and intellectually indefensible” (Carastathis 2013b, 14; see also 
Bilge 2013).

Furthermore, attributing widespread interpretive distortion of 
intersectionality’s key insights solely to its own shortcomings in isola-
tion is too akin to a pathologizing diagnostic approach. Such models 
narrow the analytic scope to such a degree that wider contexts and 
practices fall from view and whereby a determinist (and internalist) 
explanation for any failings seems reasonable. Pathologizing diagnos-
tics have also long been used in service to domination. Instead of rely-
ing primarily on a deficit model of analysis both to assess and interpret 
intersectionality, it is vital to widen the analytic gaze.

Intensive focus on the definitional has also served as a distraction 
from these broader patterns and dynamics that must be noted, and 
addressed, if we are committed to realizing intersectionality’s vision 
and promise. To clarify, thinking through what constitutes an inter-
sectional approach is useful (and not necessarily an easy or straight-
forward endeavor). However, in so doing, we should not overlook 
interpretive models that fragment or distort intersectionality to ani-
mate an argument or operationalize it as a practice. “Disciplinings” of 
intersectionality that assimilate it to hegemonic norms and let go of its 
alternative logics, or applications (in theoretical, policy, research, and 
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political contexts) that aim to take up intersectionality, but are lacking 
in some significant ways, cannot just be brushed aside.

Intersectionality seems to risk misrecognition on nearly every front, 
whether co-opted by the state, corporatized in the neoliberal academy, 
or regulated by feminists committed to intersectionality but who inad-
vertently norm it to disciplinary logics, methodological conventions, 
or gender-primary theoretical premises. Intersectionality can be used 
in interrogative, creative, and visionary ways, not just as a descriptive 
or demographic factor, as is too often the case. Yet, too many portray-
als of intersectionality in the wider literature are frankly facile: near 
caricatures of its central insights and careless readings of its founding 
literatures (if they are read or referenced at all) seem regularly to pass 
muster. It is time to examine how intersectionality’s alternative log-
ics and multifaceted vision of justice and personhood go unheard, are 
undertheorized, or are set aside.

In other words, these constitute more than misreadings: they violate 
basic intersectional insights and normative commitments. The epis-
temic violence involved (or animated) in intersectionality’s deployment 
and/or interpretation cannot solely be attributed to intersectionality 
itself, in a kind of acontextual vacuum in which it is both the origin 
and cause of its own misapplication or distortion. Those of us who uti-
lize and interpret intersectionality also have (and have had) an impact 
on its meanings, implications, and discursive and political life: we have 
both responsibility and power as communities of knowers.

Beyond identifying troubling patterns, then, it is equally imperative 
to think about what to do about them. As practitioners committed 
to social change and transformation, we must consider how inter-
sectionality places interpretive and political demands on us: not just a 
mere commodity or tool, it is, in other words, an achieved imaginary 
(hooks 1990; Sandoval 2000), one that may need to be struggled for, 
worked through, and, also, continually reexamined. In short, there is 
a need to draw more fully on intersectional analytics and insights to 
better understand, interpret, and apply intersectionality. Rather than 
simply integrate intersectionality into “business as usual,” whether in 
policy, research, theoretical, or political contexts, conventional logics 
and practices need to be actively set aside. Simultaneously, engaging in 
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a kind of focused orientation toward intersectionality is also needed. 
Otherwise, we risk norming intersectionality to hegemonic practices, 
making it deferential to dominance.
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3
why are InterseCtIonalIty  

CrItIques all the rage?

Intersectionality critiques have become something of their own genre—a 
form so flourishing, at times it seems critique has become a primary 
means of taking up the concept and its literatures. Certainly, in the acad-
emy, as in political and public spheres, engaging an idea via debate and 
argumentation is not unusual.1 In fact, one way a theoretical or political 
framework evolves is to have its premises questioned and puzzled over:2 
critiques can signal heightened regard for a concept and be a key means 
by which an idea endures. At face value, then, the mushrooming inter-
sectionality critique industry may be nothing to worry about.

Yet, there is something about the sheer number of critiques as well 
as their nature that deserves consideration: how intersectionality is 
read and portrayed (and not) can be troubling, particularly when basic 
intersectional premises (about ‘both/and’ thinking, relational power 
and privilege, ontological multiplicity, and intermeshed oppressions, 
for instance) are violated by a critic’s operative assumptions and inter-
pretive methods. What might this mean—that a critic’s approach, or 
terms of assessment, may animate the very logics (and approaches to 
self, reason, and inequality) intersectionality contests?

I am not alone in my concerns. Devon Carbado has mapped out 
several common intersectionality critiques that circumscribe its longer 
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history, inclusive scope, and wider possibilities.3 In reviewing the 
turn from intersectionality to multidimensionality theory, in criti-
cal race legal scholarship, Sumi Cho questions reductive portraits of 
intersectionality’s “categorical hegemony” with regard to race and sex 
as a means to critique its limits and to present multidimensionality 
theory as avoiding intersectionality’s ostensible errors (e.g., uphold-
ing single-axis logics of identity or the dominance of race [meaning 
Blackness] and sex [meaning women] as analytic/identity frames, to 
the exclusion of others, such as sexuality) (Cho 2013).4 Gail Lewis 
(2013), Sirma Bilge (2013), and Barbara Tomlinson (2013a, 2013b) 
question another form of presenting intersectionality reductively: the 
“whitening” of intersectionality, particularly (though not exclusively) 
in European debates. The patterns they identify echo the philosoph-
ical border-patrol tactics Cynthia Saavedra and Ellen Nymark also 
critique, in discussing the epistemological policing of feminist theo-
ry’s parameters more widely, wherein “hegemonic feminist scholars act 
like the migra of feminist praxis, building parades to keep the ilegales 
and illegitimate out” (Saavedra and Nymark 2008, 261).

In short, interpretive frames exert a normative force, epistemo-
logically and politically. In examining U.K. equality policies, Irene 
Gedalof demonstrates that “how an issue is framed, how social life 
and subjects are figured in such documents, establishes limits on what 
counts as meaningful” (Gedalof 2012, 2). Likewise, I contend that how 
intersectionality is critiqued, and how its ideas about power, subjec-
tivity, knowledge, and oppression are interpretively represented, also 
“establishes limits on what counts as meaningful.” Furthermore, since 
feminist and anti-racist scholars have long challenged research norms 
(and philosophical ideals) wherein the contexts of discovery are con-
sidered analytically irrelevant or even sites of bias (also known as 
the “fact/value” distinction),5 the contexts in which we do our work 
should be considered germane for crafting feminist analysis and for 
assessing feminist interpretation itself. In other words, intersection-
ality researchers have repeatedly asserted that context is relevant to 
knowing (including contexts of structural inequality, affective econ-
omies, ideological forces, history, social location, material structures, 
philosophical norms, and more): these same contexts are, in turn, 
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relevant to assessing how intersectionality is (and is not) being read 
or debated.

Karla Holloway has persuasively shown that “inquiry is not empty 
of social histories” and institutionalized knowledge practices have 
“regulatory heft” (Holloway 2011, xv). Since (feminist) critical knowl-
edge practices are not immune from functioning as forms of “social-
izing pedagogies” (Wiegman 2010, 83), and because interpretation is 
a crucial epistemic (and political) practice, we must consider whether 
(and how) intersectionality critiques may invite us to take up assump-
tions or reinforce premises that are profoundly anti-intersectional. 
Though intersectionality, as a theoretical and political concept, has 
been crafted, in part, to render visible and address systemic epistemic 
distortion and social injustice, it also faces ongoing forms of epistemic 
misrecognition.

To clarify, I am not suggesting intersectionality is beyond debate. 
Rather, the terms of critique, the forms of rhetorical containment 
used, the politics of plausibility in play, and the wider implications 
of discursive practices all “matter”6 (i.e., they are both philosophically 
significant and have material consequences). As Gail Lewis persua-
sively argues, how intersectionality circulates as a concept and a prac-
tice holds weight: since “inequalities of opportunity and recognition 
tied to structures of race, class, and gender remain, questions of prov-
enance also remain central to the politics of knowledge production” 
(Lewis 2013, 872).

In light of the politics of intersectionality’s circulation and inter-
pretation, we need to ask more questions, including: What are the 
diagnostic strategies commonly used, and the kinds of conclusions 
reached about intersectionality, that then pass as consensus beliefs 
or are cited as accurate assessments? What solutions are offered to 
improve (or go beyond) intersectionality? When examining rhetorical 
tactics, affective states, and analytical politics, it is also important to 
ask why certain critiques seem more readily plausible, persuasive, and 
ideologically intelligible: is it because they rely on (or return to) logics 
that are familiar, even if these same logics are, from an intersectional 
viewpoint, part of the problem at hand?
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Remedial Approaches to Reading Intersectionality

Pinpointing flaws in an idea’s conceptualization then offering alter-
natives is common academic practice and not unique to intersection-
ality debates. Nonetheless, a critical race-disability studies lens would 
contest the ready acceptance of interpretive norms that pivot on wider 
cultural “fantasies” of measurement and assessment (Samuels 2014) 
and that aim, analytically, to identify deficits or pathologies so as to 
“cure” them.7 Furthermore, many intersectionality critiques also rely 
upon, and invite readers to take up, forms of white solipsism (Rich 
1979) to understand and to apply intersectionality in more “compre-
hensive” ways.8 Many critiques can thus feel remedial in nature, even 
quasi-Eugenic (particularly when the means offered to improve inter-
sectionality deracialize its history and constrain its political reach to 
render it more robust and universally applicable).

In this vein, Tomlinson examines European critiques of intersec-
tionality (in particular, portrayals of its U.S. women of color origins 
and writings) and highlights several analytic strategies that mirror 
the logics and rhetorics of colonial racism in the name of further-
ing and strengthening intersectionality, which is seen to lack rigor. 
She notes how critics “deploy rhetorics of racial hierarchy that depict 
a gulf between what they present as their own perspicacious think-
ing and the collectivized and caricatured thinking that they attribute 
to intersectionality’s originating black feminist scholars in the U.S.” 
Moreover, she contends, “these rhetorics map closely to structures of 
thinking described by Albert Memmi in his analysis of colonial rac-
ism” (Tomlinson 2013a, 255).

The repositioning of intersectionality as a problem to surmount can 
be quite subtle. Stephanie Shields discusses, for instance, how discipli-
nary norms can quietly aid in this reframing: in social science research, 
“intersectionality frequently becomes redefined as a methodological 
challenge.  .  .  . Psychological scientists have typically responded to 
the question of intersectionality in one of three ways: excluding the 
question; deferring the question; limiting the question” (Shields 2008, 
304). These insights about how researchers evade intersectionality 
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by treating it as a problem parallel Audre Lorde’s incisive observa-
tions about how differences generally are approached. Lorde explains, 
“We have all been programmed to respond to the human differences 
between us with fear and loathing and to handle that difference in one 
of three ways: ignore it, and if that is not possible, copy it if we think 
it is dominant, or destroy it if we think it is subordinate” (Lorde 1984, 
115). Likewise, Alarcón discusses how “difference” is dealt with, at the 
level of the feminist subject: it tends to be appropriated, negated, or 
subsumed via a common-denominator logic (Alarcón 1990, 358).

Whether implicit or overt, many such containment practices (phil-
osophical and physical) stem from a longer history of minoritized 
groups being characterized as problems, often via an individualizing 
gaze that turns attention away from systems of oppression and the 
institutionalized social structures and cognitive norms that rational-
ize and maintain them. Early in the twentieth century, both W.E.B. 
Du Bois (2007, 7–32) and Anna Julia Cooper (1988, 299–300; 
1998a) discussed the implications of being perceived as an ontologi-
cal and political problem: they delineated how the “Negro Problem,” 
for instance, was an ideological distortion invented to distract from 
the maintenance of brute supremacy and demonstrable, systematic 
white privilege. Furthermore, argued Cooper, the real problems at 
hand (including white arrogance, mob terror, and supremacist mind-
sets) are rendered invisible by a pathologizing gaze: remedial diag-
nostics and (white) racial panics distract from and obscure the actual 
distortions and violations at work (Cooper 1998a). More recently, 
Eli Clare has described how “dominant paradigms of disability—the 
medical, charity, supercrip, and moral models—all turn disability 
into problems faced by individual people, locate those problems in 
our bodies, and define those bodies as wrong” (Clare 2001, 359–360). 
Via individualizing logics, the problem of the “problem body” can 
seem to be solved not by political and structural transformation, but 
by means of individual cure/intervention or by (medicalized) erad-
ication strategies like eugenics targeted at specific “problem” bodies 
or groups.

Turning a critical lens back onto the anxieties and underlying 
assumptions that surface in many intersectionality critiques, and 
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pointing to a range of control mechanisms frequently used to curb 
intersectionality’s reach and potential, Crenshaw notes that “intersec-
tionality has engendered some of the same disciplining moves among 
feminists that have also been deployed against feminism” (Crenshaw 
2011c, 223, italics added). In fact, many of the discursive tactics ques-
tioned by Bilge (2013), Carbado (2013), Cho (2013), Crenshaw 
(2011c), May  (2014a), and Tomlinson (2013a, 2013b) evoke the 
hyper-surveillance and micro-aggressions faced by women of color in 
the culture at large but also in the academy.

Heidi Mirza describes how women of color regularly find they are 
viewed “suspiciously” for being in the academy, with any “mistakes 
made along the way” (even minor ones) zeroed in on and paraded 
about as evidence of one’s “misplaced authority” or inauthenticity as a 
knower (Mirza 2006, 106). Certainly, Mirza is discussing how Black 
women in the academy are read, observed, and discounted—but it can 
be instructive to trace parallels between how particular bodies (here, 
Black women) are engaged with and how bodies of thought associ-
ated with those bodies (i.e., intersectionality) are treated. For example, 
intersectionality texts, particularly writings/practices developed in the 
context of Black feminist politics and theorizing, are often read hastily 
if not inaccurately (e.g., merely as a demographic diversity mandate 
or a naïve identity model), then critiqued for conceptual provinciality 
or political narrowness, as if in a “straw (wo)man” argument. This, too, 
could be considered a form of discursive surveillance or scrutiny: the 
ongoing misrecognition of intersectionality as an idea is not unlike the 
institutionalized micro-aggressions and systematic dismissals faced by 
women of color in the academy and in society at large.

In addition, it cannot be considered irrelevant when critics fall 
back on norms of theoretical, political, or methodological adequacy 
that have been identified by intersectionality scholars as flawed but 
also as profoundly tied to dominance and traceable to violent ways of 
thinking about, and treating, disenfranchised populations and groups. 
For example, as I  shall discuss more fully, many worry intersection-
ality undermines feminism’s philosophical and political coherence 
by splintering gender. To resolve this alleged fragmentation (or pro-
liferation of genders), some call for a renaissance of gender-first or 
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gender-universal approaches (e.g., Gunnarsson 2011), while others 
see social class as primary (Conaghan 2009; Giminez 2001; Valentine 
2007) and push for a (return to a) materialist, class-first political and 
analytical model. Both lines of critique (and types of remedies) seem 
to downplay, if not ignore, that intersectionality scholars have repeat-
edly shown the deep violence of (false) coherence9 and downplay how 
single-axis approaches, in fact, require fragmentation to function.

That intersectionality is debated, or its premises, aims, and impli-
cations contested, is not the issue: it is the means and mechanisms 
of scrutiny, the terms of reading and characterizing intersectionality, 
that need to be examined more fully. What does it mean, for instance, 
when critics render intersectionality as the fixed ground against which 
more viable ideas or practices are mobilized—a figure/ground rhe-
torical move that is often also accompanied by relatively superficial 
portraits of intersectionality (or of particular essays or well-known 
theorists), rather than close readings? As I  shall discuss, co-opting 
intersectional ideas, then (re)introducing them as new and improved 
concepts, is another common analytical maneuver: critics frequently 
draw on views crafted largely in the contexts of intersectionality but 
without attribution. The allegedly missing insights are often ones elu-
cidated time and again by intersectionality scholars: however, their 
voices, contributions, and texts are rendered invisible.

This leads to some rather odd assertions. Apparently, for example, 
intersectionality could be improved upon, or advanced, by taking into 
consideration its very own insights (e.g., a “both/and” approach to 
understanding and addressing oppression that is both structural and 
individual, macropolitical and micropolitical, in scope).10 Since the 
“new” insights often are not connected to intersectionality’s history 
or meaningfully tied to its literatures, the circular reasoning, and the 
extraction and violation of the (past and ongoing) intellectual labors of 
women of color, tend to be occluded. The improved concepts are thus 
often presented in contrast to (or as the answers to fixing) an unso-
phisticated version of intersectionality. Gloria Anzaldúa has suggested 
that such interpretive practices signal a “collector’s mentality” (Anza-
ldúa 1990a, xxi) of expropriation, a mindset attached to (and framed 
by) legacies of settler colonial rule.
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Mobilizing affect, even indirectly or subtly, is another common 
means of rhetorical persuasion, and intersectionality critiques are no 
exception. As Clare Hemmings underscores, affect tends to be drawn 
on in ways that invite readers to go along with an interpretive account. 
Rhetorical glosses, as a “textual mechanism” (Hemmings 2011, 17), 
have affective effects that help to generate agreement between the 
author and reader of an argument. Hemmings explains, “glosses appeal 
to the common sense of their reader without detailed discussion. . . . 
through the mobilization of affect” (20). These affective strategies 
tend to position the knower(s) wielding them (and the readers invited 
to follow the critique) as rational and knowledgeable. Furthermore, 
I  would argue, emotions and ideas that feel “common sense” often 
align with hegemonic norms and assumptions.

As shall become clear in discussions of different intersectionality 
critiques throughout this chapter, at least three forms of affect are 
commonly invoked. One is pity or condescension (as in, Isn’t it a shame 
intersectionality is so naïve and narrow when it could have paid attention 
to structural inequality and more ‘universal  ’ groups/issues?).11 Another 
is fear or horror (as in, Beware! Intersectionality causes social/political/
philosophical ruination via fragmentation).12 Finally, there is the affect 
of mature reason and responsibility, in contrast to intersectionality’s 
rendering of the social world, which is seen as underdeveloped, hazy, 
or too romantic (as in, Intersectionality needs to mature and become more 
rigorous and systematized ).13 These affective states, in turn, align with 
roles ubiquitously ascribed to intersectionality—roles that are quite 
telling in terms of expectations and underlying assumptions.

For example, intersectionality is sometimes painted as a villainous 
destroyer of a once-coherent (and ostensibly more viable) feminist 
project (e.g., Gunnarsson 2011; Zack 2005). However, if intersec-
tionality, as a praxis rooted in large part in Black feminist intellectual 
genealogies, political histories, and justice orientations, is portrayed 
(even implicitly) as akin to an angry, disruptive “Sapphire” figure, 
ruining feminist philosophical and policy worlds, this characteriza-
tion cannot be meaningless. Intersectionality is also often suggested 
to be unimaginative, short on epistemic competence, and theoretically 
unsophisticated (even if its experiential value or descriptive capacity 
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may be acknowledged as important) (see Bilge 2013). For instance, 
Gines (2011) critiques Gunnarsson (2011) for characterizing (women 
of color) intersectionality theory as “rhetorical,” as opposed to more 
nuanced feminist analyses described by Gunnarsson as “theoretical.”

Underlying assumptions that intersectionality is simplistic also 
emerge in the seemingly opposite critique: that it is harder to take up 
than anticipated.14 Why is it surprising that intersectionality requires 
a substantial cognitive shift, some “world-travelling” (Lugones 1987), 
and achieved craft or skill (Sandoval 2000)? Does such incredulity 
suggest intersectional analytics are presumed unsophisticated from 
the start? As Crenshaw recently argued, “That it is easier to call for 
intersectional analysis rather than to perform it is not a failing of the 
concept but a recognition that performing intersectional analysis is 
neither a simplistic symbolic signifier nor is it a paint-by-numbers 
analytic enterprise” (Crenshaw 2011c, 231).

In sum, schematically, intersectionality turns up regularly in the 
critical literatures as akin to: a destructive, unruly Sapphire fig-
ure  (who needs to be tamed/taken down); a theoretically unsophis-
ticated concept (while, at the same time, often lauded as experience’s 
poster child); a dated idea in need of a makeover; or a deficient body 
of thought in need of a remedial/eugenic cure. These clichés have long 
distorted the bodies, and bodies of thought, of women of color: they 
are neither random nor innocuous. Such roles and interpretive frames 
impact the discursive field, shape interpretive possibilities, and have 
bearing on cognitive authority (Narayan 1997). Moreover, these nar-
rative arcs, while tired, should not necessarily surprise, if one recalls 
that ignorance about, and dismissal of, Black women’s ideas and cre-
ativity is deeply connected to being viewed and characterized as “a 
discredited people” (Christian 1990, 338).

Again, I do not object to differing philosophies of identity, vary-
ing analyses of oppression, or conflicting ideas about how best to go 
about transforming inequitable social practices and structures: in fact, 
in line with Anna Julia Cooper’s early philosophy of the generative 
nature of differences (Cooper 1988, 285–303), debate and divergence 
are important and potentially fruitful. However, forms of epistemic 
violation or backlash at work in intersectionality debates should be 
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noted and challenged: how feminist critics deploy “technologies of 
power” in discursive contexts matters (Tomlinson 2013b, 994). Given 
the widespread nature of intersectionality’s discursive containment, it 
also seems a bit overstated to characterize it as enjoying “theoretical 
monarchy” (Nash 2011, 448, italics added), suggesting dominion and 
ascendancy. Its cavalier treatment in the critical literatures suggests, 
instead, that its power and authority are fairly “checked.”

In far too many readings, intersectional ideas (e.g., about the prob-
lems inherent in hierarchy of oppressions thinking) cannot really be 
taken up because hierarchical approaches to identity and structural 
oppression prevail as interpretive norms and political measures. Rather 
than engage intersectional thinking and its counterlogics, critics often 
impose dominant logics onto the concept, such as gender-primary 
lenses, “pop-bead metaphysics,” or either/or thinking. What does 
it mean if intersectionality is rendered illegible by a critic’s reliance 
on (and readers’ implicit recruitment into) “interpretive templates” 
(Crenshaw 2011c, 228) that contravene its basic premises? What does 
it mean if, by the terms of critique offered, we are invited to take up 
affective states and follow storylines or plots that essentially rely on 
racist–sexist stereotypes?

Intersectionality Is Just Black Feminism “Recycled”

This line of critique has a tendency to characterize intersectionality as 
a tired if not static body of thought that offers nothing “new.” Some 
critics affirm intersectionality, at one time, offered innovation, but 
find it now mostly rehashes “old” Black feminist ideas and has run its 
course (Conaghan 2009). Nash, for instance, claims: “intersectional-
ity recycles black feminism without demonstrating what new tools it 
brings to black feminism to help it fashion a more complex theory of 
identity” (Nash 2008a, 9). Some suggest intersectionality lacked inno-
vation from the start. Early intersectionality theorists (usually mean-
ing from the late 1980s/early 1990s—the decades of work prior to this 
era are rarely discussed) are cast as simply having reiterated or mim-
icked existing concepts already developed by women of color feminists 
in the 1970s, such as Frances Beale’s “double jeopardy” (Beale 1970) or 
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Triple Jeopardy (the name of the Third World Women’s Alliance news-
letter addressing sexism, imperialism, and racism simultaneously),15 
but without advancing these ideas further, politically or intellectually 
(e.g., Aguilar 2012). Essentially, intersectionality is presented as deriv-
ative and as gutted of (or as never really having had) radical political 
potential.

Others acknowledge intersectionality’s contributions as having 
been important, in their (bygone) era, but suggest the time has come 
for a new term to more adequately capture what intersectionality 
may have aimed to encompass, but failed, ultimately, to accomplish 
(either due to internal flaws [e.g., its ostensible fixation on separate 
strands of identity, inattention to structure, or failure to attend ade-
quately to flows or interwovenness] and/or external constraints [e.g., 
it has been distorted/misused to such a degree the term has become 
meaningless and needs replacing]). One can find a long list of sug-
gested alternatives, including: configurations (Bhavnani and Bywater 
2009),16 assemblages (Puar 2007),17 cosynthesis (Kwan 1997),18 symbiosis 
(Ehrenreich 2002),19 interdependency (to emphasize interrelatedness 
rather than separability) (Walgenbach 2007), social dynamics (Cooper 
2004, 2009),20 interactions (Dhamoon 2011),21 multidimensionality 
(Hutchinson 2000; Mutua 2006, 2013), or interconnectivity (to account 
for “situational commonalities”) (Valdes 1995), to name a few.22

However, like Carbado (2013), Cho (2013), and Yuval-Davis 
(2012), I remain in favor of retaining the term “intersectionality,” not 
for sentimental purposes or adulatory motivations, but for political, 
historical, and epistemological reasons. First, too often, in narrat-
ing feminist histories and in thinking about feminist futures, linear 
notions of time and progress are relied on, such that “black and lesbian 
feminist engagements become firmly identified with the past, become 
anachronistic, as do their presumed subjects” (Hemmings 2011, 6). 
Second, “thresholds of disappearance” can operate as a silencing 
tactic, even in practices intended to be inclusive. As Coogan-Gehr 
explains, “A threshold of disappearance is not the same as disappear-
ance tout court. In the case of a threshold of disappearance, one con-
ceptual framework is subsumed under another emerging conceptual 
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framework, which provides new explanatory concepts, ideas, and 
theories to account for related phenomena. Complex relationships 
among concepts, ideas, and theories central to the disappearing frame-
work come to be understood in the language of the new framework” 
(Coogan-Gehr 2011, 90).

Offering new or substitute metaphors can be taken to signal that 
intersectionality is tragically out of date or politically defunct, even as 
countless other approaches or concepts would not be (and have not 
been) cast aside in this same way. One insinuation, then, is that inter-
sectionality itself (and the legacy/history it names and derives from) 
is disposable. Dropping the term ‘intersectionality’ can thus play into a 
wider politics of dismissal and reinforce forms of presentism or futur-
ism that (mis)treat earlier scholars of intersectionality (predominantly 
women of color) as just old hat or unsophisticated. Even when schol-
ars are (rightly) frustrated with constant misreadings and misuses of 
intersectionality (e.g., Puar et al 2008), I would argue that abandoning 
the term can, in effect, leave such distortions alone and even allow 
them to flourish.

Moreover, too many critics dispense with intersectionality by 
employing a figure/ground strategy,23 meaning an “over-and-against 
stand” (Cho 2013, 395), a “rhetoric of rejection and replacement” 
(Tomlinson 2013b, 1001) that tends to portray intersectionality as 
stagnant or stuck (in the past or in clunky frameworks) as a means 
to introduce and animate an alternative metaphor or lens.24 As Car-
bado notes, “wittingly or not, proponents of the [new] frameworks 
artificially circumscribe the theoretical reach of intersectionality as 
a predicate to staging their own intervention” (Carbado 2013, 816). 
Many critics inadequately address the broader politics of supplanting 
or going “beyond” the term, a move that can easily be taken up in the 
wider discourse as a rationale for extraction or amelioration that is 
deeply racialized and tied to the logics of both of development and 
dominion.

“Intersectionality is recycled/passé” critiques can thus be used to 
justify expropriating the intellectual labors of women of color, as if 
their ideas were “raw materials” to be further developed (or refined) 
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and made amenable to/usable for more ‘universal’ purposes (and com-
moditized for wider markets). Tomlinson, for example, finds that

many European social scientists and philosophers . . . appear to find val-
uable a ‘purified’ intersectionality, quarantined from its exposure to race. 
Establishing the Black feminist scholars who originated intersectionality 
as ‘unworthy,’ parochial, ‘race-bound,’ incapable of ‘theorizing,’ justifies 
extracting from them the valuable tool of intersectionality. Such justifi-
cation also reinforces the self-conceptions of racial Europeanization and 
its construction of its own innocence with regard to its colonial histories 
and contemporary racisms. (Tomlinson 2013a, 266; see also Bilge 2013)

Replacing or superseding an ‘outmoded’ intersectionality can also 
inadvertently solidify notions of linear time tied to legacies of con-
quest (Allen 1986), enforce “chrono-normativity” (Freeman 2010), 
and invoke progress narratives that deny temporal (and ontological 
and epistemological) co-evalness. This, in turn, occludes an endur-
ing “coloniality of being” as well as an equally persistent resistance to 
coloniality (Lugones 2010). Furthermore, what many critics implicitly 
drop, when supplanting the term intersectionality, is an insistence that 
its meanings (and histories) be read more adequately, including its 
vision of collective justice and social change. Too frequently, this con-
testatory impetus is ignored in critiques of intersectionality as “passé.”

However, “to re-retrieve forgotten, unarchived meanings is an act 
of memorial consciousness” (Gillman 2007, 107). Resignifying the 
meanings of existing categories, offering counterhistories and coun-
ternarratives, confronting omissions, and addressing enforced silences 
and gaps are all pivotal to intersectionality’s interrogative impulses 
(Dill and Zambrana 2009; Hancock 2007b; Jordan-Zachery 2007), 
though this seems quickly forgotten when it comes to charging inter-
sectionality with repetitiveness. In the face of ongoing resistance to 
intersectional ideas and politics, repetition of key/basic concepts might 
well signal the re-retrieval Gillman highlights.

Sometimes, it seems, we have so busied ourselves offering “cures” 
for what ails intersectionality, or devising new terminology so as to 
better interrupt hegemony’s workings via linguistic perfection, that 
a key question remains largely unasked and unanswered: “why this 
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recurrence?” Rather than use intersectionality’s repetition as a rationale 
for its dismissal or replacement, we need to ask, “What larger dynamics 
are at work such that intersectional analyses bear repeating, time and 
again?” The answer simply cannot be that intersectionality theorists 
have had no innovative ideas as of late or are so devoted to unwieldy 
categories (e.g., monolithic Black womanhood) as to have forgotten 
about simultaneous privilege and oppression and within-group dif-
ferences (and, thus, forsaken their own basic ideas and assertions). 
Exploring the question “why repetition?” requires examining wider 
contexts, including unyielding philosophical norms and ongoing 
social inequality.

Too few critics seem interested in thinking about the costs imposed, 
largely on women of color, to have to repeat the same analyses, time 
and again, though Anne DuCille already named some of the history 
of this labor and asserted, twenty years ago, “this is not a new dilemma” 
(DuCille 1994, 597). In assuming nothing analytical, innovative or 
resistant lies in repetition, many seem also to have forgotten Audre 
Lorde’s keen observation about how intransigent forms of power 
drain our energies and distract us from moving ahead, collectively. 
She remarked, “We find ourselves having to repeat and relearn the 
same old lessons over and over.” Lorde then asked, pointedly, “how 
many times has this all been said before?” (Lorde 1984, 117). From 
the angles of vision offered by DuCille and Lorde, restating intersec-
tionality “basics” could be read to signal indignation at being continu-
ally misunderstood, not intellectual stagnation. Repetition could well 
indicate the degree to which the logics of “purity” (Lugones 1994), 
“single-axis” thinking (Crenshaw 1989), and “monolithic” reason 
(Christian 1990) prevail—that is, sets of assumptions and worldviews 
that render intersectionality unrecognizable, unhearable, and illogical.

Examining repetition intersectionally requires shifting critical ener-
gies toward analyzing wider material conditions and epistemic struc-
tures, asking questions (e.g., “why might something need repeating, 
time and again?”), and looking to larger social contexts for answers. 
By acknowledging the constancy of structural inequality, the “chang-
ing same” (McDowell 1987) of dominance can emerge as analytically 
relevant. In turn, intersectionality’s repetition can be interpreted as 
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having a different impetus and origin (i.e., other than intellectual clod-
dishness or political stagnation). An intersectional approach to asking, 
and answering, “why repetition?” requires recognizing how one state of 
obduracy can necessitate that another, equally persistent worldview be 
continually rearticulated. Repetition needs to be approached as having 
potential meaningfulness (i.e., being open to the possibility that these 
dynamics represent more than mechanical reiteration). Rather than 
signal intellectual/political inertia or stuck-ness, repetition could sym-
bolize rearticulation as a form of steadfast defiance, a way to confront 
being persistently refused, silenced, and ignored.

As a form of interstitial thinking aimed at social critique and trans-
formation, it seems logical for intersectionality to have been (and have 
to have been) re-uttered, rearticulated, and repeated. It is this history 
of intersectionality as a means of political intervention and inter-
pretive resistance (and the accompanying persistence of hegemonic 
mindsets that repeatedly render it illegible/illogical) which the name 
helps keep visible, as an epistemological and political problem to be 
addressed (not dropped or put aside). I am in favor of retaining “inter-
sectionality” as a term in part to insist that we recall, and tap into, this 
genealogy: furthermore, perhaps insipid, apolitical, one-dimensional, 
anodyne, and even coercive uses of intersectionality should be called 
out (or called something else).

Intersectionality’s Approach to Identity and Power Lacks Nuance

As Gail Lewis (2013) discusses, intersectionality is often imputed 
to be short on theoretical sophistication and political robustness 
due to its apparent over-attention to identity in ways that are rigid, 
lack depth and nuance, and are not fine-tuned (e.g., Staunaes 2003). 
By extension, it is also seen to engage in equally simplistic views of 
power and inequality (e.g., Prins 2006). Practitioners and critics of 
intersectionality alike often “intimate a certain parochialism in its 
origins that compromises its theoretical comprehensiveness” (Cren-
shaw 2011c, 224). As Collins (2014), Hancock (2007a, 2007b), and 
Jordan-Zachery (2007) argue, critics also erroneously present intersec-
tional approaches as removed from sustained antisubordination efforts, 
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some even going so far as to equate intersectionality with an apolit-
ical, positivist approach. Gunnarsson, for example, asserts we must 
distance ourselves from intersectionality’s unsophisticated ideas about 
identity, particularly its “empiricist fixation with physical appearances 
and directly accessible entities” (Gunnarsson 2011, 27). In addition to 
ascribing a naïve understanding of identity onto intersectionality, she 
suggests it unquestioningly assents to and actively relies on “technolo-
gies of surveillance” used by the state to pathologize and contain Black 
women’s bodies (Collins 2008, 75).

Such claims abound and often persuade by glossing the intersec-
tionality literatures. One would hardly know that intersectionality 
illuminates how inequalities play out “institutionally, intersubjec-
tively, representationally as well as in the subjective constructions of 
identities” (Yuval-Davis 2006, 205). Likewise, such glosses tend to 
ignore how doing intersectional research  requires asking “what role 
inequality plays”: this question, in turn, “draws attention to the ways 
that multiple category memberships position individuals and groups 
in asymmetrical relation to one another, affecting their perceptions, 
experiences, and outcomes. This question helps psychologists to view 
constructs such as race and gender as structural categories and social 
processes rather than primarily as characteristics of individuals” (Cole 
2009, 173). In other words, although an intersectional approach to 
identity can be taken up with a phenomenological and hermeneu-
tic orientation (e.g., Alcoff 2006b), and understood as a way to think 
about identities as ideologically powerful, experientially salient (but 
not essentialist), and as fluid (Dhamoon 2011), it is more frequently 
read as a “static list of structural locations” (Ferree 2009, 87) that 
reinforces simplistic notions of atomized, additive identities and that 
either ignores structural/institutional power altogether or relies on an 
elementary understanding of power.25

Furthermore, to solve intersectionality’s supposedly reductive either/
or modeling, and imbalanced analysis, some call for intersectionality to 
attend both to contexts of lived experience and to structural constraints 
and power relations, rather than one (identity) or the other (structure) 
(Arya 2009; Hunter and de Simone 2009; Smooth 2013), as, it is implied, 
intersectionality has (foolishly) advocated (at least in its less nuanced, 
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past iterations—i.e., when first elaborated by women of color fem-
inists and critical race scholars). Reading these critiques, one would 
hardly know that the earliest intersectionality writings called for lived 
experience to be examined in the context of structural oppression and 
vice versa (as part of intersectionality’s “both/and” multilevel polit-
ical and analytical approach). Instead, intersectionality frequently is 
portrayed as accepting (and promoting) an “alleged elementary con-
ceptualization of power that leads to a framing of problems at an 
individual or identity level” (Cho 2013, 393). Its same/different thesis 
(to bridge the particular and the universal) is also read as a call for 
particularism (Rahman 2009). Furthermore, Cho remarks, “What is 
perplexing about this  .  .  . claim is that intersectionality was explic-
itly about systems and structures” (Cho 2013, 393). A more thorough 
reading of intersectionality literatures would reveal that a both/and 
approach to (multiple) identities contextualized within myriad social 
structures and attendant to the relational nature of power and privi-
lege within and between groups is (and has long been) fundamental 
to intersectionality.

In addition to overlooking much of intersectionality’s genealogy 
and literatures, to render a more persuasive portrait of its philosophical 
and political naïveté, critics often deploy either/or interpretive prac-
tices. Some critics assert that intersectionality has, in error, decoupled 
identity from structural power relations and has thereby promoted 
reductive identity formulations that need correcting. Intersectionality 
is also commonly presented not only as adopting identity categories 
(without questioning their history, ideological function, or bounda-
ries) but also as delving into the experiential at the expense of the 
“bigger” picture (i.e., empirical, material, and structural issues). To its 
detriment, the argument goes, intersectionality has focused too much 
on identity and undertheorized categories, social structures, and insti-
tutions (Conaghan 2009; Yuval-Davis 2006).

For instance, Kerri Froc identifies “multidimensionality theory” 
as an (enhanced) outcome of intersectionality: multidimensional-
ity is distinct from intersectionality since it focuses on contexts and 
systems of oppression, unlike (apparently) intersectionality (Froc 
2010, 25). Trapped in retrograde notions of experience and identity, 
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intersectionality is portrayed as unequipped to attend meaningfully to 
structural inequality, discursive politics, or materialist analysis. Sim-
ilarly, Rosemary Hunter and Tracey de Simone, in examining how 
best to understand subordination, present intersectional and contextual 
analysis as separate choices—one focused on identity, the other on 
structure. Intersectionality falls short because it focuses on “identity” 
or “experience in categorical terms,” whereas their model entails “pay-
ing attention to context, institutional dynamics and local practices” 
(Hunter and de Simone 2009, 177). This portrait of intersectional-
ity erases repeated assertions by intersectionality theorists about the 
need to start from the very type of multivalent, multilevel analysis26 
they identify instead as their own contribution, one that adds to or 
improves intersectionality.

Many scholars also read intersectionality as affirming (or uncrit-
ically adopting) a sequential ontology which leads to additive mod-
els of identity and inequality (Barvosa 2008) and a simplistic identity 
politics (Yuval-Davis 2007) that overstates agency and undertheorizes 
power (Valentine 2007). That intersectionality aims to challenge the 
limits of such reductive ontological frameworks and roundly critiques 
a “logic of separation” (Bassel and Emejulu 2010), whether at mic-
ropolitical or macropolitical levels, disappears. Instead, intersectional 
approaches are portrayed as accepting categorical identity logics at 
face value, undertheorizing classification as a process, and offering lit-
tle to no consideration of the categories’ sedimentation, deployment, 
and wider implications.27

Ironically, many critics locate rigid, ahistorical, single-axis iden-
tity formulations within intersectionality so as to introduce the value 
of focusing on heterogeneity, complexity, and fluidity. Thus even as 
intersectionality rejects views of identity categories (at individual or 
group levels) as internally coherent, separable, and rankable, Grabham 
asserts, “There is a foundational assumption that the categories are 
distinct” (Grabham 2009, 191), and Nash finds intersectionality the-
ory reifies categories as mutually exclusive and as internally homog-
enous or monolithic (Nash 2008a, 6, 8, 12). Likewise, though many 
intersectionality scholars have emphasized lived identities as inter-
meshed, inseparable, and inextricably shaped by structures of power, 
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Puar remarks that “an intersectional model of identity . . . presumes 
components—race, class, gender, sexuality, nation, age, religion—are 
separable analytics and can be thus disassembled, [whereas] an assem-
blage is more attuned to interwoven forces that merge and dissipate 
time, space, and body against linearity, coherence, and permanency” 
(Puar 2005, 127–128).

Thus although “attention to intersecting identities has the potential 
to create solidarity” (Roberts and Jesudason 2013, 313), intersectional 
approaches are often critiqued for causing rifts and ruptures. Inter-
sectionality’s atomizing effects are traced to its apparent “ontological 
fallacy,” wherein each axis of identity or oppression is assumed a priori 
to “have an existence apart from the ways in which they combine” 
(Cooper 2004, 48). In this vein, though her recent work illuminates 
how intersectional identities are deeply coalitional in nature, and 
not fragmentable (Carastathis 2013a), in her earlier work Carasta-
this asserted that the “mutual exclusivity of the categories of race and 
gender is the condition for the possibility of their intersecting.  .  .  . 
[T]he intersectional model of identity essentially inherits the ontol-
ogy that its predecessors, the unitary conception of “woman” and the 
“additive” model of identity, were criticized for assuming” (Carastathis 
2008, 28).

Yet numerous foundational intersectionality texts approach identi-
ties as multiple and enmeshed: furthermore, they overtly consider cat-
egorization as a complex social process tied to domains of power, a 
dynamic that entails both hegemonic ascription and, in turn, continual 
resistance. Take, for instance, Crenshaw’s (1991) discussion in “Map-
ping the Margins.” She clearly recognizes “the process of categoriza-
tion is itself an exercise of power” and explains,

First, the process of categorizing—or, in identity terms, naming—is not 
unilateral. Subordinated people can and do participate, sometimes even 
subverting the naming process in empowering ways. One need only 
think about the historical subversion of the category ‘Black’ or the cur-
rent transformation of ‘queer’ to understand that categorization is not a 
one-way street. Clearly, there is unequal power, but there is nonetheless 
some degree of agency that people can and do exert in the politics of 
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naming. And it is important to note that identity continues to be a site 
of resistance for members of different subordinated groups. (Crenshaw 
1991, 1297)

Using a both/and approach to subjectivity, Crenshaw suggests catego-
ries can be employed in ways that disrupt their hegemonic structures 
and that shift their meaning toward different frames of rationality, 
personhood, agency, and justice.

In addition to acknowledging the doctrinal erasure or denial of mar-
ginalized claims and claimants, she also takes on testimonial injustice 
and ontological asymmetry in calling for the law to acknowledge its 
hidden subjectivities, structured absences, and historicity. As Cren-
shaw reiterated nearly twenty years later, critical race legal scholars did 
not have a romantic or naïve idea about the law: they knew it “was an 
indeterminate and sometimes counterproductive tool in social strug-
gle.” A both/and approach to its workings, including an intervention 
into the law’s simplistic (and reductive) categorical logics, was requi-
site, and required “acknowledging that law was obviously a discourse 
of domination, but at the same time, it constituted an arena through 
which the rules of racial subordination might be engaged,” contested, 
and transformed (Crenshaw 2011c, 227).

How is it, then, that intersectional contestations are read as indi-
cating a naïve view of identity and as promulgating an unquestion-
ing faith in the law’s categories? For instance, Conaghan contends 
that because intersectionality has “its roots in law”28 it is profoundly 
constrained, even determined, by law’s logics, which cannot capture 
“complex multiplicity” and “cannot unpick or unravel the many ways 
in which inequality is produced and sustained” (Conaghan 2009, 22). 
Furthermore, she claims intersectionality thoughtlessly adheres to a 
“grid-like aesthetic” (22) and this “grid with perpendicular vectors 
whose coordinates can be neatly plotted” cannot match the realities of 
inequality, which are fluid and interactive (26; see also Staunaes and 
Sondergaard 2010).

Using a central intersectionality precept (about multiple forms of 
oppression operating simultaneously and in a relational dynamic), 
Conaghan reads an impetus toward separability and a faith in static 
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mappings of power onto intersectionality as a crude grid (contra its 
claims). With regard to transsexuality, she then finds intersectionality 
deficient as it “directs our focus to points of intersection, to places 
where separate strands of inequality cross.” Instead, what is requisite, 
“in the case of transsexuality and sexual orientation, . . . is a conception 
of inequality in which strands never operate separately; indeed, are 
always in some form, working together” (Conaghan 2009, 22). Here, 
she draws on a pivotal intersectionality insight—the simultaneity of 
identities and of systems of inequality—to pinpoint its failings.

Not only does this critical maneuver co-opt, it obscures how inter-
sectionality pushes for reconceiving subjectivity at the intersection. 
Echoing Crenshaw’s critique of antidiscrimination doctrine’s inability 
to account for within-group differences and power dynamics, Lugones 
finds that, despite a deep understanding of the politics and structures 
of difference, Iris Marion Young’s (1990) philosophy of difference, in 
its vision of group politics and representation, “lacks a conception of a 
multiple subject who is not fragmented” (Lugones 1994, 473). Like-
wise, I would argue that in reading the logics of fragmentation onto 
intersectionality, Conaghan erases its different approach to subjectiv-
ity, consciousness, and power (as multiple, relational, and shifting) and 
instead introduces fluidity and multiplicity as her own correctives to 
an intersectionality weak spot.

Yet implied in Crenshaw’s (1989) assertion of  “irreducibility,”29 and 
overt in Lugones’ (1994) notion of “curdling,” is that simultaneity is 
about more than multiple identity strands added or woven together. 
Lugones explains, contrary to the either/or “logic of purity,” which 
perceives the multiple as fragmentable, “according to the logic of cur-
dling, the social world is complex and heterogeneous and each person 
is multiple, nonfragmented, embodied” (Lugones 1994, 463) with the 
potential to resist (133). “Curdled” logics/approaches have political 
and analytical utility for foregrounding, and addressing, intersected 
oppressions: furthermore, “unification and homogeneity  .  .  . [are] 
related principles of ordering the social world” which erase multiplic-
ity and fragment the identities (and lived realities) of women of color 
(Lugones 1994, 463).
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Intersectionality Is Disadvantaged by Its Focus on Disadvantage

Another common critique is that intersectionality is merely about 
“Black women,” only focuses on (and is only about) “the oppressed,” 
or over-attends to the “multiply oppressed” (suggesting these group-
ings are homogenous). Often, such critiques deploy a series of 
conflations—that intersectionality is ‘about’ Black women exclusively, 
that Black womanhood is monolithic, and that Black women are sym-
bolic stand-ins for super-exploitation. Alluding to how this oversimpli-
fication of intersectionality functions in neoliberal academic and policy 
settings, Crenshaw underscores how, increasingly, “there is a sense that 
efforts to repackage intersectionality for universal consumption require 
a re-marginalising of black women” (Crenshaw 2011c, 224). Likewise, 
Bilge confronts “European disciplinary feminism” for downplaying 
“the importance of race in intersectional thought—for instance, by 
declaring race an irrelevant category for Europe” (Bilge 2013, 414).

Ignoring altogether its same/different thesis and both/and think-
ing, intersectionality’s (ostensibly narrow) origins in Black feminism 
and (alleged) focus exclusively on the multiply oppressed are seen as 
reductive and as curbing its potential scope, usability, and relevance. 
Challenging the “predictable” oversimplification of power and identity 
that intersectionality has apparently promulgated, Baukje Prins argues 
that the origins for this problem stem from research that “focuses on 
groups who are positioned on the fringes of society, for whom mech-
anisms of social power have indeed become reified. But it is highly 
questionable to base one’s general framework of identity upon such 
‘extreme’ cases in which power works in a near totalitarian way” (Prins 
2006, 282). Focusing on the margins is presented as a unidirectional 
endeavor that undermines intersectionality’s wider applicability and 
relevance (apparently, knowledge crafted in and about the margins 
offers no insights about hegemony): furthermore, the margins, at their 
outermost “fringes,” are presented as hopeless sites where domination 
succeeds fully and oppression is totalizing.

Notably, “narrowness” critiques are far from new: intersectional 
Black feminist analyses have long been charged with needing to 
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become more refined, robust, and universal. In answer to such notions, 
Barbara Smith explained, “I  have often wished I  could spread the 
word that a movement committed to fighting sexual, racial, economic 
and heterosexist oppression, not to mention one which opposes impe-
rialism, anti-Semitism, the oppressions visited upon the physically 
disabled, the old and the young, at the same time that it challenges 
militarism and imminent nuclear destruction, is the very opposite of 
narrow” (Smith 1983, xxxi).

Just because “much of the literature on intersectionality has been 
theorized from the standpoint of those who experience multiple 
dimensions of disadvantage” does not mean intersectionality is unable 
to “also inform how privileged groups are understood” and to under-
stand how privilege operates across scales (Cole 2009, 171). Unfortu-
nately, intersectionality’s same/different thesis is often dispensed with. 
Furthermore, “framing intersectionality as only about women of color 
gives masculinity, whiteness, and maleness an intersectional pass.” 
This, then, leaves what Carbado calls “colorblind [sic] intersectionality 
and gender-blind [sic] intersectionality unnamed and uninterrogated, 
further naturalizing white male heterosexuality as the normative base-
line against which the rest of us are intersectionally differentiated” 
(Carbado 2013, 841).30

Also embedded in many of these critiques is the inference that 
intersectionality’s focus on “the disadvantaged” is just too unhappy a 
place, one not invested enough in progress or moving forward: inter-
sectionality does not perform or invoke the right affect, and spe-
cifically it fails to comply with the onus to be “happy.” (I find this 
insinuation rather ironic, in that a deep commitment to contesting 
and transforming systemic inequality runs through intersectionali-
ty’s history—revealing an underlying yearning and hope for a better 
world.) In thinking through how happiness politics inform racialized, 
gender-normative, imperialist governmentality, Sara Ahmed describes 
how “bad feelings are seen as orientated towards the past; as a kind of 
stubbornness that ‘stops’ the subject from embracing the future.” Fur-
thermore, she suggests, “it is the very assumption that good feelings 
are open and bad feelings are closed that allows historical forms of 
injustice to disappear. The demand for happiness is what makes those 
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histories disappear by reading them as a form of melancholia (as if you 
are holding onto something that is already gone). These histories have 
not gone” (Ahmed 2008, 12).

Not only is intersectionality too particular, and perhaps too depress-
ing, but an ostensible over-attention to marginalized groups and inat-
tention to members of dominant groups means, apparently, that it has 
undertheorized power to such a degree that it hinders and even under-
mines important empirical, materialist, and justice-oriented work that 
is wider in scope and applicability (e.g., Valentine 2007; Staunæs and 
Søndergaard 2011). As Carbado has suggested, it seems “the genesis 
of intersectionality in Black feminist theory limits the ability of some 
scholars both to imagine the potential domains to which intersection-
ality might travel and to see the theory in places in which it is already 
doing work” (Carbado 2013, 815).

Using rhetorics of improvement, many advocate a “majority-inclusive 
principle” (Staunes 2003, 105), suggesting majority populations 
(and their conferred advantages and access to power) have been 
overlooked (Hulko 2009). Some critics call for more “complexity” 
and argue that both whiteness and masculinity should be accounted 
for more fully by intersectionality.31 This line of critique often calls 
for intersectionality to address simultaneous privilege and oppres-
sion, focus on within-group differences, and unmask transparent 
sites of power, suggesting these ideas are missing in intersectionality 
theories/applications (even though they are central intersectional 
insights).

Introducing these ideas as “improvements” overlooks how intersec-
tionality has always, of necessity, accounted for systematic, structural 
privilege, in part by attending to within-group differences and relational 
power (Alarcón 1990; Anzaldúa 1990a; Dill and Zambrana 2009; 
Zinn and Dill 1996). An intersectional focus on between-group and 
within-group asymmetries, and on multiple social positionings, means 
that simultaneous privilege and oppression—for all involved—must 
be considered. However, these key premises are rarely understood as 
having already been presented by intersectionality scholars or are pos-
ited as an unacknowledged or unresolved dilemma for intersectional-
ity research and practice.
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In raising the question of “how to conceptualize the intersections 
so that bringing the agency of the disadvantaged into focus does not 
leave the actions of the powerful out of sight,” Walby, Armstrong, and 
Strid suggest, for example, that Crenshaw “loses sight of the actions of 
the powerful and the racist structures” and that, in fact, “much of the 
work that uses concepts of ‘category’ and ‘strand’ tends to obscure the 
powerful within them” (Walby, Armstrong, and Strid 2012, 228). But, 
if one returns to Crenshaw’s earliest writings, including “Demarginal-
izing,” it is clear that she does focus on the powerful, lays bare trans-
parent sites of privilege, and highlights how within-group relational 
power is situated within, and impacted by, structures of dominance. 
Her writings offer clear examples of how to pierce dominant ideol-
ogies and reveal the workings of power within categorical logics and 
strands. Furthermore, she models how to begin to show transparency 
is an artifice used to maintain status quo power relations: in other 
words, hegemonic or “representative” identities are also intersectional, 
even if their intersectionality is unarticulated (and in fact, actively hid-
den and denied).

Certainly, Crenshaw insists that we stop using the most privileged 
members of any group as representative, as the measure and referent 
for justice, personhood, and knowledge: she illustrates, for example, 
that a doctrinal focus on the most privileged marginalizes those who 
are multiply burdened and obscures claims that cannot be understood 
as resulting from discrete sources of discrimination (Crenshaw 1989, 
140). Crenshaw shows how the law repeatedly focuses on and serves 
the powerful, even when it seems not to be. Furthermore, by focusing 
both on masculinity and whiteness, she illustrates how the law takes 
privilege as a given in discrimination claims, paradoxically requiring 
that one already have access to power and privilege on some counts to 
seek redress for discrimination on others.

More recently, Carbado has analyzed racialized gender normative 
expectations at work in the Jesperson employment discrimination lit-
igation ( Jesperson v. Harrahs, 2006) to underscore how “whiteness is 
doing racially constitutive work in the case but is unarticulated and 
racially invisible as an intersectional subject position.” Carbado finds 
Jesperson’s whiteness to be a pivotal but unnamed factor in Harrah’s 
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efforts to require Jesperson, as an employee, to adhere to middle-class, 
heteronormative, binary gender performance standards in terms of 
comportment, dress, hairstyle, and makeup. Likewise, he demonstrates 
that whiteness is a silenced but central factor in the framework of 
Jesperson’s sex discrimination suit since, “throughout the litigation, 
whiteness anchors the intelligibility of Jesperson as a woman and the 
intelligibility of her claim as an alleged instance of sex discrimina-
tion. Thus, gender is intersectionally but invisibly constituted as white” 
(Carbado 2013, 823–824). Again, an intersectional reading reveals 
how false universals operate to safeguard power: here, gender-universal 
logics function as a repository for white privilege which in turn makes 
Jesperson’s claim of sex discrimination both legible and intelligible.

Earlier examples in the intersectionality literatures also demon-
strate the merits of focusing “up” and “down” social hierarchies at once, 
from a matrix view. Consider Anna Julia Cooper’s analysis, in 1892, 
of a (white) women’s art and culture club. Her sharp assessment of 
“Wimodaughsis (.  .  . a woman’s culture club whose name was cre-
ated using the first few letters of wives, mothers, daughters, and sis-
ters)” offers a criticism of white solipsism, false gender universalism, 
and overt adherence to status quo power relations (in terms of race 
and class). Sarcastically, she describes how “Pandora’s box is opened 
in the ideal harmony of this modern Eden without an Adam when a 
colored lady, a teacher in one of our schools, applies for admission to 
its privileges and opportunities.” Cooper astutely retains the phonetic 
sound of the club’s name, but changes the spelling to “Whimodaughsis” 
to reveal and to discredit the workings of white supremacy (Cooper 
1988, 80–81, italics in original).

As an aside, I find it interesting that Cooper references “Pandora’s  
box” springing open when Wimodaughsis/Whimodaughsis denied a 
“colored lady” entrance to their club, just as the courts, a century later, 
would deny Black women’s right to claim gender discrimination under 
Title VII in the 1976 decision De Graffenreid v. General Motors (see 
Crenshaw 1989). In both instances Pandora’s box is opened by those 
in power when the pretense of inclusivity and representativeness of 
single-axis, gender-first logics is exposed. When ‘universal’ gender 
is revealed, by the applicant or plaintiff, to be narrow and particular, 
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Pandora’s box is opened by the members of the Club (or the Court) to 
maintain status quo power relations.

Cooper also employed an intersectional lens in public debates about 
personhood, citizenship, civil rights, and freedoms. As her remarks 
before an audience of white feminists at the 1893 Chicago World’s 
Exposition illustrate, the Black feminist worldview she drew upon was 
collective, grounded in a vision of solidarity, and pivoted on a same/
different thesis. Cooper stated, “We take our stand on the solidarity 
of humanity. . . . The colored woman feels that woman’s cause is. . . . 
not the white woman’s, nor the black woman’s, nor the red woman’s, 
but the cause of every man and of every woman who has writhed 
silently under a mighty wrong” (Cooper 1998a, 205). Starting from 
the premise of the indivisibility of all aspects of the self and from the 
insight that systems of oppression are interlocking, Cooper advocated 
a matric model of rights and activism.

Additionally, when critics suggest intersectionality’s sole focus has 
been a unidirectional (and simplistic) margin-to-center politics, with 
inadequate attention to the “center,” what gets suppressed is how inter-
sectional approaches focus on relational and shifting power but also 
margin-to-margin hostilities and possibilities. Again, this is evident 
in its long-standing call for coalition politics and equally persistent 
criticism of false universals and internal hierarchies within resistance 
movements and intellectual traditions. Assertions that intersectionality 
“only” focuses on “the oppressed” do more than distort intersectional 
histories and premises: they treat “the oppressed” and “the powerful” 
as neatly bifurcated (not as positionalities sometimes occupied simul-
taneously) and imply that “the oppressed” (or the privileged) are fully 
(and only) so. Not only do intersectional questions of relative power 
and inequality fall away, so do pivotal concerns about ongoing resist-
ance to subordination in the face of persistent, structural inequality.

In sum, this line of critique can distort intersectionality’s history and 
literatures in multiple ways. Intersectionality theory, from its earliest 
writings, has focused on debunking “transparent” power and has con-
tested privilege, both within and between groups. It not only theorizes 
“up” and “down” structural, political, epistemological, and ontologi-
cal hierarchies (Carbado 2013, 814), but highlights how transparent 
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privilege insidiously functions to render dominance, and dominant 
subjectivities, invisible yet also normative. In refuting transparency, 
intersectional approaches underscore that everyone (differently) occu-
pies intersectional locations, even as the multiplicity of the powerful 
is denied and rendered invisible via pretenses to unified subjectivity 
(Lugones 1994). To take up these assertions, then, one must ignore 
key intersectionality arguments about domains of power, relative priv-
ilege and oppression, both/and analyses of sameness/difference, sim-
ultaneity, and matric approaches to subjectivity.

Intersectionality Is Destructive to Feminism  
(“Sapphire” Is Rising, Beware!)

Though intersectionality is multilevel, matrix-focused, and both/
and oriented, it is often critiqued for having a splintering effect. As a 
“wedge” (Nash 2008a), it is charged with fragmenting feminism and/
or gender: again, this assertion seems somewhat ironic, in that part of 
intersectionality’s central analysis is to reveal how either/or logics and 
single-axis models of identity and forms of political action fragment 
because they rely on hierarchy and division. In other words, internal 
differences “within” gender have always been present but denied (as 
Cooper’s exposé of “Whimodaughsis” suggested): certainly, intersec-
tionality exposes internal wedges, but is it accurate to say it creates and 
wields them?

Thus while some find ambiguity might well be intersectionality’s 
deepest value (Davis 2008), it is frequently attributed with an immense 
power to irreparably split apart gender and/or feminism, leaving no 
meaningful political ground to work from (or on) together (Gunnars-
son 2011).32 In methodological debates, for instance, it is often seen 
to violate the “rule of parsimony” because it proliferates categories of 
analysis without apparently adding any meaningful explanatory power 
or analytical insight to empirical research  (Hancock 2007b, 66). In 
political contexts, intersectionality’s speciation is seen to thwart collec-
tive action (Arya 2009, 334–344). In philosophical debates, the “parsi-
mony objection” emerges in charges that intersectionality creates “too 
many genders” or makes gender, as a category of analysis, meaningless 
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because too varied and unstable (suggesting this variability, instability, 
and multiplicity are new and not always already present within gen-
der[s]) (see Bailey 2009). (I would add that trans* feminisms are also 
seen, differently, to violate gender parsimony, and treated as a threat 
for this reason: this only adds to my prior assertion [May 2014a] that 
gender needs to be further troubled as feminism’s go-to governing 
imaginary.)

In other words, even as intersectionality advocates coalition, its 
detractors worry instead about what they see as its fragmenting capac-
ity to create “vanishingly small constituencies” (Carasthathis 2008, 
447). Many scholars have documented how intersectionality offers 
paths to alliance and solidarity, not separatist fragmentation,33 but it 
is often misconstrued as an identity model and political approach that 
both creates and focuses on smaller and smaller (and relatively mean-
ingless) groups. Intersectionality also is seen to waste energies that, it 
is implied, could be used for real, meaningful change. Conaghan, for 
instance, finds it to be “a project of limitless scope and limited prom-
ise. Not only does it preclude the deployment of equality categories 
in other ways, for example, to explain or elaborate structures, relations 
and/or processes of inequality, it ensures that the focus of intellectual, 
political and legal energy is directed towards the infinite elaboration 
of inequality subgroups, engendering a slow but steady march towards 
conceptual fragmentation and, ultimately, dissolution” (Conaghan 
2009, 31).

Similarly, Naomi Zack suggests intersectionality “lends to a frag-
mentation of women that precludes common goals as well as basic 
empathy” (Zack 2005, 7) because it reinforces incommensurability 
among women by focusing on differences, not shared relations and 
goals (8–18). Furthermore, it promotes “the view that race, class, sexual 
preference, ethnicity, religion, nationality, ableness, and anything else 
combine in individuals or groups to result in distinct women’s gen-
ders” (73). In contrast to this disquieting ontological proliferation, she 
advocates an “egalitarian discourse of duties and practical exchange.” 
Zack contends, “Assistance based on duties and claims constitutes real 
membership in a world that is unevenly advantaged.  .  .  . The bene-
factors may be able to learn from those they assist, once they are able 
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to relate to them as equals on the ground of shared relations of being 
women” (9).

Once again, the (historical and ongoing) call by Black feminists to 
acknowledge that gender is always already differentiated, because it 
is fundamentally inseparable from and shaped by myriad other fac-
tors, seems inadequately engaged with. For example, consider Frances 
Beale’s analysis from 1970 of how the powerful illusion of univer-
sal “womanhood” can be ruptured by drawing on knowledge gleaned 
from lived experiences of structural inequality. Beale highlights the 
connected workings of capitalist, race, and gender ideologies, and con-
tends, “Though we [Black women] have been browbeaten with this 
white image, the reality of the degrading and dehumanizing jobs that 
were relegated to us quickly dissipated this mirage of ‘womanhood’  ” 
(Beale 1970, 91).

Moreover, just as Alison Bailey mistrusts Zack’s implicit support of 
noblesse oblige as grounds for feminism and for women’s actions on behalf 
of other women (Bailey 2009, 30), I am skeptical of a faith in posi-
tive duty and an impetus to “help” others that pivots on self-interest 
as a motivator. Ahmed’s discussion of the United Kingdom’s “ ‘new 
equality regime’ premised on the redefinition of equality as a positive 
duty” is illuminating here. She finds, within a positive duty framework,  
“a set of processes that maintain what is supposedly being redressed”—a 
racist “inequality regime given a new form” (Ahmed 2012, 8). Zack 
does not offer enough detail to explain what tactics and ethics must be 
taken up so that positive duty does not devolve into boomerang per-
ception (Spelman 1988) or pity (Code 1995) as the basis for privileged 
women “seeing” (themselves in) less privileged women’s lives (see also 
Boler 1999; Narayan 1997).

Many intersectionality crisis narratives/critiques also seem to 
adhere to a (neo)liberal notion of difference and suggest an underly-
ing sameness, of one kind or another, remains a necessary foundation 
for social cohesion, philosophical consistency, and political viability. 
Irene Gedalof sums up this philosophy thusly: “Difference can only 
be accommodated if, first, there is a secure and stable ground of same-
ness upon which our differences can be allowed to flower” (Gedalof 
2012, 6). Mourning the loss of a “group unity equals group uniformity 
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logic” (Hancock 2007b, 65), even as these forms of unity frequently 
require secondary marginalization to cohere (Cohen 1999), discus-
sions of intersectionality’s destructive force can indirectly reinforce the 
very logics of sameness it contests. As Gedalof explains, “The privileg-
ing of sameness over difference results, not in the production of uni-
versal values, but rather in the effective universalizing of the particular 
interests and perspectives of dominant groups. In a context of inequal-
ity, assuming a common good as the shared desired end point can end 
up perpetuating the existing privilege of some, as their perspective on 
the common good is likely to dominate” (Gedalof 2012, 4).

In various versions of this “Sapphire” threat, intersectional 
approaches are portrayed as both shortsighted and aggressive, char-
acterized as harmful to feminism because they abandon (and impede 
the possibility for) commonality and unity among women due to an 
excessive focus on multiplicity and an overpropagation of “distinct and 
incommensurable identities” (Zack 2005, 18). However, the language 
of proliferation relied on in many such critiques echoes long-standing 
and inflammatory rhetorics of (over)breeding and excess used to vilify 
Black women (and to justify an array of state practices of containing 
and/or exploiting Black women, from slavery to anti-natalist policy 
and healthcare, to incarceration). These rhetorics also parallel those 
used to disparage faculty of color in the academy, as Sara Ahmed dis-
cusses: she writes, “If only we had the power we are imagined to pos-
sess, if only our proximity could be such a force. If only our arrival was 
their undoing” (Ahmed 2009, 41).

As the villainous destroyer of a once-coherent, more viable, and 
potentially (re)unified gender-primary feminist project, intersec-
tionality has also been charged with being “against feminist theory” 
(Gunnarsson 2011, 25) or presented as in favor of race and class (but 
not as strongly in favor of gender) (Lykke 2006). These discussions 
discursively mobilize gender, race, and class in atomized ways and 
ignore how an intersectional ontology is complex, compound, and 
coalitional.34 In other words, intersectionality is portrayed (and then 
critiqued for) being a form of pop-bead thinking (“for” class and race, 
but “against” feminist theory or gender): furthermore, single-axis log-
ics are required to follow these arguments.
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Such critiques also imply that intersectionality, as a body of thought 
and as a political impetus, is another kind of “killjoy” (Ahmed 2010; 
Rollock 2012), one that is insufficiently deferential to gender-primary 
feminism, and/or whiteness, or, more generally, inadequately deferen-
tial to dominance (Carbado 2013; DuCille 1994; Tomlinson 2013b). 
Lamentation over lost opportunities and a shattered feminism often 
combines with an affect of fear about the present and anxiety about 
the long-term implications of intersectionality’s detrimental forces. 
Rhetorically centering attention on “gender” in ways that turn focus 
away from intersectional logics, questions, and assessments, an inter-
sectional vision of a more just world transmogrifies here into an alarm-
ing threat that must be warded off or quarantined.

Notably, the role of a feminism-destroying anti-hero(ine) has, over 
time, also been attributed (variously) to postmodern, queer, and trans* 
feminisms. However, as Clare Hemmings argues, no matter what group 
or concept is characterized as the villain of the moment, the “heroine” 
of narratives about feminism (and the supposed “victim” of these harsh 
and unruly margins) has been fairly consistently cast: the proper sub-
ject of Western feminism remains Western, bourgeois, able-bodied, 
and white (Hemmings 2011, 191–193). Via reversal and transference, 
exclusions in gender-universal feminism are ignored and these more 
coherent feminisms or more usable feminist theories/methods/frames 
are rendered the casualty of intersectionality’s ruinous splinterings 
(while violations engendered by gender-universal feminisms, which 
intersectionality contests, slip from view).

How to “Cure” What Ails Intersectionality?  
Return to Single-Axis Hierarchies!

In answer to intersectionality’s ostensible fragmentation, underthe-
orization of power, and uncritical approach to categorical thinking 
and identity, many critics advocate a return to single-axis, hierar-
chical models, usually via a collective good rationale that draws on 
common-denominator gender-first or class-first logics. Against the 
threat of (an already present, but widely denied) heterogeneity, and 
to repair the harmful fissures apparently caused by an intersectional 
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focus on relational power, multiplicity, and within-group differences, 
one should batten down the hatches and mobilize the unitary!

In European debates, for example, one can readily find calls to 
depart from intersectionality’s identity-based particularism and return 
to a materialist analysis or approach. Generally, the argument goes 
as follows: social class should have priority because it ties into our 
commonalities and because other structures of social inequality are 
subordinate to material and economic forces. In contrast to the vision 
and political roadmap offered by materialist politics, intersectionality 
is perceived as deeply divisive of (more authentic/viable) progressive 
politics (“progressive” here meaning class-based thought and action) 
(Valentine 2007).

Often, this critique is fairly subtle: for instance, Grabham, Her-
man, Cooper, and Krishnadas contend that intersectionality “should 
not overwhelmingly focus on subjective experiences and questions 
of identity but should instead account for material conditions and 
social practices” (Grabham et al. 2009, 6). Similarly, Conaghan argues, 
“Intersectionality has become too bound up with notions of identity 
and identity formation.” She adds, “While identity analyses tend to 
highlight experiences of inequality and law’s characterisation of and 
response to those experiences, class discourse tends to focus on the 
structured processes and relations which produce and mediate experi-
ence” (Conaghan 2009, 29–30).

However, positing the material as the way for feminism to regain 
an ability to meaningfully address macrolevel issues essentially “evac-
uate[s] Western feminist theory of its history of critical race work” 
(Hemmings 2011, 127). As Quijano’s (2007) and Lugones’ (2007, 
2010) analyses of the coloniality of power demonstrate, modernity was 
established via a concerted project of sexual-racial exploitation and 
carefully crafted (and enforced) ontological hierarchies that explicitly 
benefited and furthered European empires. This means “any serious 
materialist critique  .  .  . [should not] bypass the colonial encounter, 
because it is constitutive of the historical development of modern 
society and of capitalism” (Grech 2012, 53).

Additionally, a class-first strategy, argues Gedalof, often “defines 
class as something we all have, while gender, race, ethnicity and sexu-
ality are reduced to ‘the politics of identity,’ a kind of special pleading.” 
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This rhetorical and political move “undoes the possibility of any kind 
of intersectional understanding of these categories of difference, by 
de-linking the socio-economic from the gendered, sexualized and 
racialized ways in which socio-economic positioning is lived, and 
situating it solely in the undifferentiated space of ‘class.’ Class then 
becomes a way of stabilizing sameness” (and sameness is then often 
linked to whiteness and to masculinity) (Gedalof 2012, 13).

Furthermore, as Linda Martín Alcoff underscores, this type of solu-
tion to the “problem” of intersectionality obscures the fact that there 
are not really any “pure” class issues or demands anyway—only from 
within (or colluding with) the logics of dominance are other identities 
seen as particularist and divisive and other systems of oppression (rac-
ism and sexism, for instance) understood as immaterial to explaining 
and addressing class inequality. She explains,

there are demands of skilled or unskilled workers, of the trades or the 
service professions, of migrant workers, of women workers, of immi-
grant workers, and so on. Sometimes these groups can make common 
cause, but the very project of doing so will require a clear understanding 
of how identities mediate class relations to produce specific workplace 
hierarchies and conflicts of interest. Class reductionists argue here that 
conflicts will dissolve if we can only wean ourselves from our identity 
attachments. It is in just this way that the left colludes with the right in 
portraying ethnic group politics today as special interest agendas with 
opportunistic leaders who never take into account the common good. 
(Alcoff 2011, 74)

Positing the material in opposition to (and as the remedy for apparent 
oversight within) intersectionality also obliterates intersectionality’s 
long-term and insistent focus upon the material and structural aspects of 
oppression and lived identity. As Coogan-Gehr persuasively demon-
strates, “critiques of capitalism and imperialism have been at the heart 
of black feminism since its beginnings, and hasty associations of black 
feminist scholarship with an unrefined U.S. multiculturalism mask 
this intricate history” (Coogan-Gehr 2011, 95).

For instance, the Combahee River Collective clearly asserts that 
capitalist exploitation is a fundamental factor, historically and pres-
ently, shaping Black women’s lives transnationally: “We realize that 
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the liberation of all oppressed peoples necessitates the destruction of 
the political-economic systems of capitalism and imperialism as well 
as patriarchy.” Furthermore, they explain, “Although we are in essential 
agreement with Marx’s theory as it applied to the very specific eco-
nomic relationships he analyzed, we know that his analysis must be 
extended further in order for us to understand our specific economic 
situation as Black women” (Combahee 1983, 279; see also Davies 2008 
on Claudia Jones, a radical Black feminist Marxist). Unfortunately, 
however, to highlight the radical nature of class-first approaches, 
many critiques offer a depoliticized portrait of intersectionality and 
overlook its long-standing critiques of material forces and structural 
power, particularly capitalist, settler colonial, and (neo)liberal forms 
of exploitation and extraction (Bilge 2013; Tomlinson 2013a, 2013b).

Correspondingly, the remedy frequently presented to mitigate 
intersectionality’s splintering of gender and/or women and/or femi-
nism is common-denominator thinking: gender is offered as a means 
of rescuing feminism from intersectionality’s failings. For example, 
Zack finds intersectionality creates an infinite number of genders, each 
more particular than the next. She writes, “In the paradigm instance 
of intersectionality, a black woman is understood to be not merely a 
woman in the white feminist sense, who is in addition black. No, a 
black woman is understood to be someone with a distinct identity of 
gender because race is supposed to be a principal determinant of gender: 
race + class = gender!” (Zack 2005, 7, italics in original). This prolifer-
ation of genders furthers incommensurability among women because 
it “precludes common goals as well as basic empathy” (7): intersection-
ality undermines feminism’s feasibility because it fractures women’s 
commonality into infinitesimal, atomized bits.

As an alternative, she advocates a “nonsubstantive” form of gender 
commonality. Zack contends, “All women share the nonsubstantive, 
relational essence of being assigned to or identifying with the histori-
cal, socially constructed, disjunctive category of female birth designees, 
biological mothers, or heterosexual choices of men—category FMP” 
(Zack 2005, 162). By “FMP” she means women’s “shared assignment 
to, or identification with, the historically defined category of human 
beings who are designated female from birth, biological mothers, or 
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primary sexual choices of men” (Zack 2005, 61, italics added). By using 
an FMP model, she argues, “specific or local women’s genders can be 
viewed as variables that are culturally contextualized” (61).

However, this “all women share” approach has several embedded 
silences and Zack does not really account for how “relations of oppres-
sion . . . mark otherwise neutral physical features as determinants of 
sex” (Hall 2005, 113). For instance, she does not adequately address 
gender variance or genders that do not readily fit this umbrella vision 
for all “real women” (such as MTF women or FTM men). Likewise, 
intersex babies are regularly “designated” female or male at birth by 
a doctor. This “designation” can entail gender violence via surgical 
enforcement of dual sex embodiment (Fausto-Sterling 2000, 2012; 
Hall 2005; Stryker and Whittle 2006). Moreover, she does not 
explain whose “genders” might turn out to be understood or catego-
rized as “variables” (versus whose will be seen as normative, neutral, or 
transparent).

As with class-primary remedies to intersectionality’s ruinous (and 
unsophisticated) fragmentation, gender-primary correctives often 
reinforce common-denominator logics and hierarchies of identity 
and oppression. These single-axis solutions forcibly break from (and 
break apart) a matrix justice orientation and suppress the multiplicity 
of lived identities. For instance, Gunnarsson advocates for the cat-
egory “women” to regain priority, as “people belonging to the group 
are intrinsically tied to a common position in a materially (and dis-
cursively) constituted gender structure” (Gunnarsson 2011, 34). In a 
rhetorical move that homogenizes and atomizes groups and disartic-
ulates vectors of power as distinct,35 she argues that “the structures of 
race, gender and class have distinct existences in so far as they exercise 
their causal force on our lives in ways relatively independent from each 
other” (Gunnarsson 2011, 32).

However, intersectionality illustrates that such causal forces inter-
depend and play out simultaneously as interwoven, such that what 
sexual harassment looks like and feels like for racially marginalized 
women, some of whom might also be queer, disabled, or noncitizens, 
is qualitatively different because such forces of power interdepend. 
Furthermore, as Cole succinctly argues, “treating race and gender as 
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independent variables suggests that these social categories are primar-
ily properties of individuals rather than reflections of macrolevel social 
practices linked to inequality” (Cole 2009, 178).

In approaching these causal forces as distinct and independent, 
Gunnarsson also asserts that gender commonality can readily be 
found in shared, everyday forms of gender performance and in wom-
en’s collective material inequity. She writes, “The position as woman 
will make its occupant apt to act in ways commonly understood as 
feminine and experience things that males do not tend to experience. 
She will tend to earn less than her male colleagues, since those who 
decide her wages are in positions motivating them to discriminate 
against women, and in order to promote her short-term interests she 
will be motivated to dress in feminine clothes” (Gunnarsson 2011, 33). 
The notion that ‘women’ experience things that ‘men’ do not requires 
that gender be understood both as fundamentally binary and as readily 
separable from (rather than inextricably entangled with) other sites of 
identity and power.

Here, Gunnarsson’s notion of intersectionality is instructive for 
understanding how a (dualistic) gender commonality is, in her view, a 
better path for feminism and for understanding how, also in her view, 
“gender” can readily be extricated from other factors. According to 
her “unusually broad sense” of the concept, intersectionality focuses 
on “the complexities stemming from women’s different positioning 
in power relations other than gender ” (Gunnarsson 2011, 25, italics 
added). In her view of intersectionality, gender is posited as operat-
ing independently, in embodied, ideological, material, and structural 
terms: this is why the “feminine” ways of acting and the forms of dis-
crimination alluded to are not understood or presented by Gunnarsson 
as always already also classed, racialized, heteronormative, able-bodied 
and tied to citizenship norms. Her gender-atomized approach also 
reinforces the norm/centrality of those “men” who are at the top of the 
earnings ladder and in positions of leadership—erasing myriad other 
factors shaping and embedded within masculinity, such as citizenship 
status, race, sexuality, disability, and social class standing.

Furthermore, as Lugones has argued persuasively, and repeat-
edly, atomized identity logics and notions of universalized gender 
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are fundamental to the colonial/modern gender system wherein the 
“light” side of modernity reserved (and continues to reserve) gender 
for itself, the human—whereas the “dark” side of modernity, and of 
the colonial/modern gender system, is understood to have biological 
(animal) “sex” characteristics, but not gender (Lugones 2007, 202–207; 
2010, 743–750):36 this is why, according to Lugones, the answer to 
Sojourner Truth’s infamous query “Aren’t I a woman?” must be under-
stood to have been, and to remain, “no,” from within the logics of 
coloniality (Lugones 2010, 745).

If, as Lugones carefully illustrates, the concept of gender has been 
“light” from its start, conceived within the structures of coloniality, 
the emergence of capitalism, and the expansion of empire and slavery, 
then to argue for a “return” to gender-as-universal, or for atomized/
separable gender, is to reiterate and reinforce the excruciating logics of 
coloniality, race and racism in the name of a viable and workable fem-
inism, rather than to take up the call to decolonize feminist projects 
and praxes. This (eugenically) improved (yet retrograde) feminism is 
one cured of attending to a matric liberation politics and absolved of 
the fundamental need to engage in sustained coalitions to eradicate 
multiple forms of structural inequality.

Attending to the Politics of Legibility and Plausibility

Critique can be a vital way to engage with and further an idea, but 
also to disengage and flatten a concept. Critique can provide a means 
by which conventional worldviews and hegemonic mindsets prevail 
because they are more familiar (and hence transparent), understand-
able (and thus persuasive), and can seem, generally, more logical, par-
ticularly when critics take on a concept, like intersectionality, that 
contests and seeks to transform conventional logics. I have suggested 
that intersectional ideas are often disciplined and dismissed by the 
terms of interpretation at hand. Many critiques are framed within 
(and reinforce) narrow ways of thinking (about gender, feminism, pol-
itics, research, policy, etc.), even when these are the very same ways 
of thinking intersectionality has challenged. Specifically, modes of 
perception identified by intersectionality theorists as fundamentally 
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violating (e.g., binary logics, falsely homogenized categories, or pri-
mary and secondary oppression frameworks) are consistently used to 
assess and characterize intersectionality.

Too often, critics adhere to entrenched rationalities and use, as their 
primary reference points or measures of political or philosophical suf-
ficiency, the very ideas and practices intersectionality has contested 
and asked us to divest from. This renders intersectionality unknowa-
ble on its own terms. That intersectionality is often read carelessly or 
reductively, or presented as a threat in need of containment, matters. 
Ironically, for instance, the forms of ideological and philosophical 
containment that Crenshaw sought to expose in “Demarginaliz-
ing” are regularly used to suppress her own arguments, in particular, 
and, more generally, to render intersectional approaches illegible or 
illogical.

Thus while reading and interpretation are usually thought of as 
practices of understanding, they are also potential sites of distor-
tion: conventional terms of analytic legibility can enforce intersec-
tionality’s illegibility. Furthermore, many critical approaches seem to 
focus only on intersectionality’s deficiencies without accounting for 
how intersectional work has exposed substantial shortcomings and 
absences in an array of established ways of knowing: the attention 
to questions of lack is unidirectional. The intersectional invitation to 
forge reflexive, dialogic solidarities and to depart from the inaccura-
cies and violating consequences of single-axis mindsets is regularly 
set aside. This presents more than a mere philosophical conundrum: 
as Tomlinson has argued, many everyday but “uninterrogated schol-
arly and social conventions and habits of argument lead to distorted 
and destructive critiques of intersectionality that are damaging to 
feminist antisubordination scholarship and activism” (Tomlinson 
2013b, 993).

Intersectionality contests the pull of prevailing mindsets, in part, by 
drawing from political expectations, lived experiences, analytic posi-
tions, and philosophical outlooks not crafted solely within the bounds 
of dominant imaginaries—often forged in resistance alongside or out-
side of them (Lugones 2005). However, when adhering to hegem-
onic epistemological assumptions in terms of the questions asked, the 
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assessments offered, and the expectations brought to bear, critique 
narratives can shore up normativity, flatten such resistance, and erase 
intersectionality’s fundamentally different approach to subjectivity, 
knowledge, and power.

Rather than seek interpretive perfection, my argument is that it 
is imperative to attend more fully to the politics of reading, inter-
pretation, and reception. Interpretive politics are not to be under-
estimated, as they are connected to larger terrains of struggle over 
political, philosophical, and ethical worldviews and practices. This is 
why we must ask which critiques (and/or uses) of intersectionality 
seem readily accepted and why this might be so. In fact, I would argue, 
a wide range of issues (many of which I take up in Chapter 5) must 
be more fully considered, including: hermeneutic marginalization and 
interpretive violence; the impact of power on the politics of writing 
and reception; and the influence of established social imaginaries on 
meaning-making.37

However, first, in the next chapter, I  show that intersectionality 
applications can also distort and even drop its key premises. When 
using or instrumentalizing the concept, researchers and policymak-
ers often slip into hegemonic logics as well. Though intersectionality 
applications often entail quite a different affective dimension (e.g., a 
more favorable rather than critical approach), a more positive take on 
intersectionality offers no guarantee of methodological, interpretive, 
political, or philosophical adequacy. As critics and practitioners, we 
must more fully consider whether the analytic expectations and inter-
pretive tools brought to interpreting and applying intersectionality are 
adequate to the alternative geographies of knowing and being it offers. 
We must aim to meet, not suppress, intersectionality’s radical multi-
plicity, justice orientations, and epistemological demands.

Notes
 1. Kristie Dotson asks whether this mode of engagement, particularly its combative 

aspects, should be primary, particularly when accounting for highly gendered and racial-
ized asymmetries of power and cognitive authority in the academy (Dotson 2011b).

 2. This is why both Lugones (2005) and Alcoff (2006a) have called for more nuanced 
readings of figures such as Gloria Anzaldúa: they seek to intervene in empty adulation 
of or passing reference to Anzaldúa’s ideas and innovations.
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 3. Carbado discusses, and succinctly responds to, six “standard criticisms of the theory: 1. 
Intersectionality is only or largely about Black women, or only about race and gender. 
2. Intersectionality is an identitarian framework. 3. Intersectionality is a static theory 
that does not capture the dynamic and contingent processes of identity formation. 4. 
Intersectionality is overly invested in subjects. 5. Intersectionality has traveled as far as 
it can go, or there is nothing more the theory can teach us. 6. Intersectionality should 
be replaced by or at least applied in conjunction with (fill in the blank)” (Carbado 
2013, 812).

 4. In brief, multidimensionality theory in critical legal studies has emerged as a way to 
more overtly account for masculinities (e.g., McGinley and Cooper 2013; Mutua 
2013) and sexualities (e.g., Hutchinson 1999, 2000, 2002)—what McGinley and 
Cooper characterize as a “new” way of conceptualizing identity (e.g., “cubed” rather 
than linear or axial, contextual, shifting, and interactive [McGinley and Cooper 2013, 
327–228; see also Kwan 1997]), extending other lenses, including intersectionality, 
which are seen to inadequately account for these qualities or for masculinities, sexual-
ities, and more. However, others (e.g., Carbado 1999b, 2013) have theorized mascu-
linities and sexualities in a multidimensional, contextual way within intersectionality 
theory. Furthermore, Cho strongly contests the distinctiveness of multidimensionality 
theory or the need to “supercede” intersectionality (Cho 2013, 386). She underscores, 
“Recognizing that both power and identity are complex and interrelated, intersection-
ality [already] offers a systemic and structural analysis of both, while recognizing the 
variability, fluidity, and contingency of specific manifestations of subordination” (385; 
see also Han 2006).

 5. See, e.g., Alcoff (2001), Alcoff and Kittay (2007), Babbitt (2001), Code (1995), Choo 
and Ferree (2010), Christian (1990), Cole (2009), Collins (1990, 1998, 2004), Frye 
(1983), Hancock (2007a), Harnois (2013), Hawkesworth (1989), Hoagland (2001), 
Jaggar (1989), Lugones (1994), Martin (1991), Narayan (1997), Pohlhaus (2012), 
Simien (2007), L. Smith (2012), Tuana (2006), Williams (1991).

 6. Arguing “stories matter” with regard to how feminist theory is narrated and its theo-
retical subjects conceived, Hemmings examines stories of progress, loss, and return and 
delineates their temporality, affective dimensions, and imagined feminist subject(s). 
Loss narratives lament feminism’s depoliticization, professionalization, and the frag-
menting of analytic categories (Hemmings 2011, 64–76); progress narratives celebrate 
shedding naïve “experience” and falsely homogenized “woman” (36–37); and return 
narratives posit materialist analysis as the way “back” to addressing macrolevel issues 
(127). Furthermore, Hemmings contends, each set of stories has its distortions and 
exacts different costs.

 7. For questioning diagnostic rhetorics, frames, and legacies from a disability studies angle, 
see, e.g., Baynton (2005), Davis (1995), Linton (1998), and Mitchell and Snyder (2000).

 8. For discussions of intersectionality’s “whitening,” see: Bilge (2013), Lewis (2009, 
2013), May (2014a), Tomlinson (2013a).

 9. See Alarcón (1990), Combahee (1983), Crenshaw (1989), Lorde (1984), Lugones (1994).
 10. E.g., see Conaghan (2009), Cooper (2009), Grabham (2009), Hunter and de Simone 

(2009).
 11. E.g., see Grabham et al. (2009) and Kwan (1997). Lykke (2010) tends toward pos-

ing a false divide between Black feminist analysis and materialist analysis (despite 
the fact that both sets of traditions center on thinking through material reality as 
a means of transforming social structures), perhaps due to a keenness to emphasize 
socialist-materialist analysis.

 12. E.g., as I shall discuss later in the chapter, Gunnarsson (2011) and Zack (2005) both 
rely on different iterations of the “parsimony objection” (see Bailey 2009; Hancock 
2007b; May 2014a) to decry intersectionality’s fragmentation of gender.
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 13. This affective implication can also emerge in critiques or discussions sympathetic to an 
intersectional approach (e.g., McCall 2005; Nash 2008a).

 14. See Nash (2010) on the issue of the “fetishization of intersectionality’s difficulty.”
 15. For more on the Alliance, see Anderson-Bricker (1999), Kelley (2002), Springer 

(2005), and Ward (2006). For photos of their newsletter Triple Jeopardy: Racism, Impe-
rialism, Sexism (published between September, 1971 and August, 1975), see www.
flickr.com/photos/27628370@N08/sets/72157605547626040/.

 16. Bhavnani and Bywater find the verb “to configure connotes more movement and flu-
idity. . . . Configuration also connotes agency, offering a way of thinking about how 
inequalities . . . work with and against each other. . . . Intersectionality is too static, too 
close to losing sight of agency” (Bhavnani and Bywater 2009, 53–54).

 17. Puar focuses primarily on “intersectional identity theory” (a condensation of inter-
sectionality as a wider orientation), which she finds “foregrounds separate analytics of 
identity” (Puar 2007, 206) thus unable to account adequately for a range of complica-
tions, including “complicities” with dominance (24) or embodiments that do not (or 
cannot, or refuse to) align with categorical identity logics or notions of the individu-
ated subject, such as the “faggot Muslim body” (96) or the “intimacy of weapon with 
body” that becomes body-weapon in the “suicide bomber,” a “newly becoming” body 
formation (217) that “scrambles” the subject/object divide (193). Importantly, Puar 
does not oppose the concepts “assemblage” and intersectionality, or necessarily suggest 
that assemblage should supercede intersectionality. Rather, she discusses how “inter-
sectional identities and assemblages must remain as interlocutors in tension” (213) and 
argues that an intersectional analysis (i.e., as a heuristic) is in fact a pivotal analytical 
tool (125).

 18. In contrast to intersectionality, “cosynthesis” is presented as a “dynamic model of the 
conditions of categorical formations whose ultimate message is that, since the multiple 
categories through which we understand ourselves are implicated in complex ways 
with the formation of categories through which others are constituted, political eman-
cipation and the achievement of justice are realizable only when we recognize that we 
all have a stake in finding ways of seizing control over the legal and cultural forces that 
shape all of the categories that are formed to maintain systems of oppression” (Kwan 
1997, 1257).

 19. Since “intersectionality” and “identity theory” lend themselves to co-optation and 
“divisive thinking,” Ehrenreich offers the metaphor of symbiosis to address missing 
but key pieces of the larger “puzzle,” i.e., to focus on the interrelationship among sys-
tems of subordination (viewed as mutually reinforcing), to urge coalition politics that 
account for a same/different analytic and vision, and to discuss simultaneous (and 
relational) privilege and oppression (Ehrenreich 2002, 251–252). As with many alter-
native lenses offered by various critics, these seem key premises of intersectionality, not 
beyond it.

 20. Davina Cooper aims to focus on “dynamic processes” of power and relational inequal-
ities in a multiscalar way rather than approach identity/power as separable or singular 
strands, which she asserts intersectionality analysis is prone to given its linear imag-
inary and spatially static or fixed focus on specific points of contact (Cooper 2004, 
2009).

 21. Rather than rely on the metaphor of “intersections,” Dhamoon has “tended to use the 
language of interactions as a way to describe, explain, and critique the ways in which 
processes of differentiation dynamically function through one another and enable each 
other; they do not exist apart from one another” (Dhamoon 2011, 232). At the same 
time, she underscores its value for studying “how various oppressions work together to 
produce something unique and distinct from any one form of discrimination standing 
alone” (231).
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 22. The intent is not to collapse these notions, many of which account for intersectionality’s 
influence in their genesis and vision (though, many authors inadequately distinguish 
the “new” frame from the “old,” rely on static or reductive notions of intersectionality, 
or are so frustrated with simplistic interpretations of intersectionality that devising a 
more adequate term is seen as requisite). While space prohibits an in-depth discus-
sion, there are extensive debates in the wider literature about these alternate frames or 
metaphors.

 23. Building on Biddy Martin’s (1996) questioning of how “femmes” get portrayed as 
duped as a means of imagining queer liberation and unfettered (and perhaps dis-
embodied) futures, May and Ferri (2005) critique the use of this rhetorical strategy, 
particularly in ableist metaphors and language, in a wide range of feminist theoreti-
cal arguments: we contend that a more adequately intersectional analytic and politic 
would not rely on ableist imaginaries to animate its premises, or on notions that pres-
ent embodiment as a “drag” on freedom to conjure a vision of liberation.

 24. See, e.g., Bhavnani and Bywater (2009), Conaghan (2009), Hunter and de Simone 
(2009), Hutchinson (2000), Kwan (1997).

 25. See Chang and Culp (2002), Carastathis (2008), Conaghan (2009), Cooper (2004, 
2009), Garry (2011), Grabham (2009), Grabham et al. (2009), Grosz (1994), Yuval- 
Davis (2006).

 26. See Choo and Ferree (2010), Hankivsky and Cormier (2011), Zambrana and Dill (2009).
 27. E.g., Chang and Culp (2002), Conaghan (2007, 2009), Grabham (2009), Hornscheidt 

et al. (2009), Hutchinson (2000), Knapp (2011), Kwan (1997), Mehrotra (2012), Stau-
naes (2003).

 28. While Conaghan traces the impact of law as a disciplinary practice and mindset, as a 
tradition and framework with discursive and political impact, this tale of intersectionali-
ty’s ‘roots’ is only partially accurate: Crenshaw’s “Demarginalizing,” while taking up anti-
discrimination legal doctrine, makes clear reference to Sojourner Truth and Anna Julia 
Cooper, neither of whom were legal scholars or practitioners (though both were subject 
to the law’s terms of property and citizenship, as they were born enslaved). She also 
references nineteenth-century civil rights and feminist movements as sites of single-axis 
distortions and oversights: law was not the sole focus of the essay by any means.

 29. See also Carastathis (2014) on the question of irreducibility.
 30. I support Carbado’s analysis but not his use of blindness. Though common legal ter-

minology, it naturalizes ableism and able-bodiedness (as, in his words, a “normative 
baseline”) to reveal other discriminatory/normative mindsets. For more on political 
and philosophical problems animated by ableist metaphors, see May and Ferri (2005) 
and Schalk (2013).

 31. See Choo and Ferree (2010), Christensen and Jensen (2012), Hearn (2011), Nash 
(2008a), Yuval-Davis (2011a).

 32. See Hemmings’ (2011) discussion of return narratives and Ahmed’s (2012) discussion 
of diversity in higher education for more analysis of rhetorics that present “difference” 
as grievous threat (to feminism and to the academy at large).

 33. See Carastathis (2013a), Cohen (1997), Cole (2008), Mingus and Talley (2013), Spade 
(2013).

 34. See Alarcón (1990), Carastathis (2013a), Cole (2008), Crenshaw (1989), Phoenix and 
Pattynama (2006), Tarver (2011), Taylor (2012)

 35. Such a move serves to “attribute false uniformity” and aligns with neoliberal state 
ideals and norms (see Butler 1993, 116).

 36. For a clear illustration of this racialized sex/gender distinction as part of the project of 
modernity, see Jennifer Morgan’s (2004) historical/archival research.

 37. See Babbitt (2001), Campbell (1999), Code (2011), Dotson (2011b), Fricker (2007), 
Mills (1997), Narayan (1997), Schutte (2000), Wylie (2011).
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4
InterseCtIonalIty—now you  

see It, now you don’t

Slippages in Intersectionality Applications

The previous chapter examined how critics often dilute intersection-
ality via interpretive motifs that flatten its complex vision, analytic 
methods that draw on the very logics it identifies as fundamentally 
distorting, and discursive tactics that circumscribe its scope. Here, 
I attend to the politics of intersectionality’s use and show that appli-
cations that drop intersectionality, even while employing it, are not 
uncommon. Practitioners can blunt its critical edge and transform-
ative aims by moving away from a multilevel approach, delimiting it 
to the descriptive, or turning it into a version of pop-bead identity 
logics or single-axis notion of oppression. While the purpose may be 
to apply intersectionality meaningfully, the outcomes can be wanting.

In fact, intersectionality’s analytical, epistemological, political, 
and normative possibilities are set aside in a variety of ways, as when 
researchers or policymakers render the concept deferential to hierar-
chy, align it with liberal individualism, or norm it to forms of reason it 
censures. For instance, applications may claim intersectionality but be 
devoid of context and structural analysis (Berger and Guidroz 2009), 
such that its call to address institutional biases and to work toward social 
transformation goes unheeded. Likewise, passing reference to intersec-
tionality to invoke an abstract notion of “difference” performs an empty 
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theatrics that do not lead to substantively changed outcomes (Gillman 
2007; Puar, Pitcher, and Gunkel 2008; Ringrose 2007). Exhortations 
to “complexity” without substantive actualization in terms of methodo-
logical design, analytic approach, or political orientation do not suffice, 
but persist (as when intersectionality is rhetorically hailed while the 
work at hand continues as usual, unmodified and untransformed).1

Also common are analytic gestures wherein scholars engage inter-
sectionality, but without much intellectual “vigor” or academic rigor 
(Bailey 2011; Bilge 2014; Bowleg 2014). Its usage also varies widely 
by discipline. For instance, it is “neglected” by philosophers overall and 
cannot be said to drive most Anglo-European philosophical inquiry, 
feminist or otherwise (Bailey 2010). It also can be “used in feminist 
educational spaces in ways that water down the approach and relativ-
ize, individualize, and liberalize issues of oppression and power” (Rin-
grose 2007, 265): this infuses intersectionality into the curriculum, but 
via principles of individualism and meritocracy (even as such notions 
run counter to its focus on institutionalized systems of oppression and 
its critique of meritocracy and individualism).

In policy contexts, intersectionality can be presented apolitically, as if 
to temper its critique of power relations or soften its social justice ori-
entation. It emerges repackaged as amenable to neoliberal governance, 
useful for managing the status quo via an assimilationist (not transforma-
tional) impulse. Institutional and governmental actors may, in the name 
of intersectional reform, steer away from structural change and, instead, 
focus on ineffective, individual-focused ‘diversity’ measures as a means 
to rhetorically recognize, but not meaningfully address, discrimination 
(Squires 2008). In research, its heuristic capacity and political aims are 
likewise downplayed: it can seem to have no apparent analytic value 
or methodological role, other than a descriptive one (Hancock 2007b; 
Shields 2008). In particular, intersectional research  studies and policy 
formulations continue to seek out “primary” sociopolitical relations or 
treat identities and forms of power as isolatable, though doing so uses 
single-axis logics and reinforces hierarchies of identity and oppression, 
ideas and values at odds with its emphasis on matrices of oppression, 
contextualization, relational power and privilege, and both/and thinking.

Operationalizing intersectionality can thus result in puzzling 
departures from its vision. It can be used without substantive focus on 
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dismantling inequality and with little attention to simultaneity, inter-
action, and context. Many examples align it with established practices, 
while others animate it in ways that render it in service to further-
ing, rather than dismantling, exploitation and harm. The means of 
its adoption or operationalization can even attempt to commoditize 
and “whiten” intersectionality and to thereby render it amenable to 
neoliberal governance or neoliberal professionalized feminisms (Bilge 
2013). Numerous intersectionality applications, in terms of processes, 
mechanisms, or outcomes, animate philosophies, politics, and strate-
gies which intersectionality contests (e.g., single-axis logics, false uni-
versals, hierarchies of oppression, or difference as mere demographic 
descriptor [not as a site of structural power, ontological meaning, or 
epistemological insight]).2

More than merely misguided, such applications “disappear” inter-
sectionality and render it unknowable (on intersectional terms). We 
must think more closely about what this “slipping” away from inter-
sectionality might mean: how it is modeled and enacted, how it is (and 
is not) applied, and the terms of its validation (and invalidation) are 
important considerations. When used in ways that contravene its cri-
tiques of social hierarchies and ignore its challenges to divest of divi-
sive logics, as when intersectionality is taken up as a means to continue 
patterns of silencing and delimiting Black women plaintiffs and rein-
force unitary categories of identity (see Carastathis 2013b),3 we must 
trace how it comes to be erroneously presented as supporting such 
outcomes. When applying intersectionality results, minimally, in its 
tokenization, or, maximally, in its antithesis, something is awry. If our 
collective goal is political, institutional and epistemological change, we 
must pinpoint how intersectionality can disappear, even when invoked 
as central, and think through how to change this dynamic. It is time to 
map out more fully how intersectionality is used in ways that, even if 
inadvertently, render it a helpmeet to dominance.

Intersectionality Is Not Fail-Safe

Intent to achieve a more inclusive account of knowledge, or determi-
nation to dismantle systemic inequality across multiple fronts at once, 
cannot guarantee transformative outcomes. Social-justice origins and 
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aims do not assure how, and in what contexts, intersectionality will 
be used. As Uma Narayan reminds us, with regard to the politics of 
knowledge and asymmetrical power relations, positive aims do not 
mean collusion with dominance is absent (Narayan 1997, 125). Cren-
shaw anticipates this early on, when discussing how antidiscrimination 
law’s successes can be fleeting.4 She describes “an ongoing ideological 
struggle in which the occasional winners harness the moral, coercive, 
and consensual power of law” and warns, “the victories it offers can 
be ephemeral and the risks of engagement substantial” (Crenshaw 
1988, 1335). Even as intersectionality is ever more widely applied and 
crosses national, disciplinary, and political borders, it can also be (mis)
used as a tool of epistemic hegemony.5

Such incongruities suggest sites of difficulty or contest: attention 
to lack of fit, and what it might signify, is pivotal to intersectionality’s 
capacity to challenge the role erasure plays in perpetuating dominance. 
Seeking intersectional purity, or requiring a political guarantee in 
advance (or finding the absence of such a guarantee to signal an inher-
ent failing), is not my point. Intersectionality is meant to be applied 
reflexively in an ongoing, contextual way, since power is elastic and 
institutions can shape-shift to incorporate, even weaken, challenges 
to their foundational premises. We must be able to discern among 
different kinds of intersectionality’s “use” (and consider whether all 
applications are equally adequate), to identify instances of co-optation 
or distortion, and to recognize modes of application that reproduce 
harm or legitimate oppression.

For instance, Dorothy Roberts (2011) illustrates how the global 
pharmaceutical industry and the field of biogenetics employ lan-
guage and concepts that seem intersectional, at least at the level 
of demographics. Yet, how they employ these notions matters. 
Quasi-intersectional ideas can be invoked to suggest meaningful 
methodological change, yet still reinforce acontexual and determinist 
arguments about health and genetic predisposition. Despite inclusive 
demographics, for instance, Roberts shows how research  methods 
and medical aims may not account for systemic, cumulative effects of 
oppression on bodies and populations. The lived body as it is impacted 
by various factors (including environmental toxins, access to food and 
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housing, impacts of stress and prejudice, and endemic violence), the 
politics and processes of different groups’ medicalization, and norms 
of medical diagnosis, intervention, and cure can still be approached 
ahistorically. Power, as it imbricates the methods and resulting data, 
the medical gaze, and the body alike, can thus once again be framed as 
having no scientific relevance.

Looking at how intersectionality is being taken up across discipli-
nary, national, and intellectual terrains helps illuminate the prevalence 
of such “slippages” or departures. That these are frequent does not 
mean we should forego using intersectionality (or proclaim its impos-
sibility, defer it to a future day, or declare it obsolete). Instead, we can 
identify how it comes to be rendered more “palatable” and then find 
ways to intervene in such distortions.

Doing Intersectional Research, but Delimiting  
Intersectionality’s Role

Intersectionality is increasingly claimed as central to research in the 
disciplines and interdisciplines, yet delimited in both scope and role.6 
Its analytical potential, coalitional justice orientation, and histori-
cal moorings are set aside in various ways. Rather than employed to 
guide research, shape theoretical questions, develop assertions, flesh 
out claims, problematize methodological norms, or interpret data, it is 
often used merely for descriptive aspects of a study or applied selec-
tively in other ways, such that the research design undercuts key inter-
sectional concepts, thwarts its analytical potential, and abandons its 
social justice orientation and roots. Intersectionality should be engaged 
at all levels of research, from initial conceptualization, through data/
textual/archival collection and analysis, to drawing conclusions: how-
ever, multilevel applications remain less common.

This may be due, in part, to the fact that intersectionality is also 
distorted by established disciplinary norms: it can be assessed via a 
discipline-specific lens, then put outside the field’s core practices 
and central parameters (leading to claims like, That’s not Psychology! 
[Shields 2008], or, That’s not Philosophy! [Bailey 2010]). Intersection-
ality may also be treated as a subspecialty, recognized but restricted. 
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Even then, it can slip away. For example, Catherine Harnois inves-
tigates “citation networks” to reveal disconnects between researchers’ 
claims of interdisciplinarity in intersectionality research  and their 
actual practices, which tend to be more bound by discipline than 
stated or intended. She contends adhering to disciplinary boundaries 
in “both methodological and theoretical approaches .  .  . limit[s] the 
possibility for a multiracial feminist approach” (Harnois 2013, 24–28). 
Intersectionality can be indirectly displaced in other ways as well, such 
as via “over-reliance on relatively homogenous [survey] samples” that 
one’s disciplinary field may see as acceptable measures of social reality 
and as methodologically necessary for any viable (and publishable) 
study (38).

How intersectionality’s history or origins are understood and 
introduced into an applied context can also be reductive, implying 
intersectionality has analytic promise, but only in certain eras or for 
certain identities, issues, or populations: moreover, its longer gene-
alogy tends to be treated cursorily.7 Timelines can present it simply 
as recent or trace its origins without meaningfully engaging Black 
and women of color feminisms. Chela Sandoval (2000) and Benita 
Roth (2004), for example, show how the “waves” motif of feminist 
historical periodization may present concepts such as intersectionality 
as “later” and primarily reactive formulations, reflecting an unstated 
white norm for mapping out feminism’s historical trajectory and iter-
ations. This erases intersectionality’s history, obscures multiple fem-
inisms, and reinforces common-denominator gender-first narratives  
of feminist thought and action (Frankenberg and Mani 1993; Ring-
rose 2007; Rowe 2000). Today, the window of relevance for inter-
sectionality is sometimes even further delimited by chronologies that 
posit it as both a “late” arrival to feminist theorizing and as already 
passé (Ahmed 2012; Hemmings 2011).

“Absorption” strategies are another practice to consider: intersec-
tionality is frequently folded into established intellectual trajectories. 
Mapping out multiple discourse communities is important: however, 
blending intersectionality into more recognized historical and intel-
lectual genealogies, as a way to legitimize it or translate it, can per-
form a kind of epistemic (and political) disappearing act. For instance, 
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McCall describes how “writings by feminists of color . . . [are] often 
assimilated into and then associated with the writings of feminist 
poststructuralists” (McCall 2005, 1776). Specifically, its history can be 
traced in ways that pivot focus away from Black feminist contributions 
and whiten the concept (Bilge 2013; Lewis 2013; Tomlinson 2013a). 
Consider Conaghan’s (2009) mapping of socialist feminism and inter-
sectionality’s origins, or Nina Lykke’s crediting Judith Butler, in a vari-
ety of ways, for the development of intersectionality theory (Lykke 
2010, 2011). Lykke (2010, 128) also names Thomas Kuhn (1962) and 
Paul Feyerabend (1975) as developing analytical premises (e.g., the 
interconnectedness of context and knower) that could as easily be 
traced to Anna Julia Cooper in the nineteenth century, for instance, or 
to Black feminist contemporaries of Kuhn and Feyerabend.8

Another means of restricting intersectionality’s role is via consign-
ment to pretheoretical realms (Dill and Zambrana 2009), mirroring 
long-standing practices of treating theorizing by women of color as 
experientially rich but philosophically meager (hooks 1989; Zinn et al. 
1986). Conceiving of intersectionality in this way cannot capture the 
qualitatively different knowledge crafted at the intersections that it 
highlights and draws from. Here, Uma Narayan’s discussion of how 
Western feminist theories are understood to have normative aims, 
whereas “third world” feminist analyses are relegated to enriching 
or contextualizing existing frames of reference, is useful. She writes, 
“The goal of a feminist politics is seldom merely to come to a refined 
and sensitive understanding of various points of view held by those 
immediately affected by an issue. In the broadest sense, feminist polit-
ical projects involve commitments to normative and political inquiry, 
which calls for questioning, assessing, analyzing, and criticizing vari-
ous points of view” (Narayan 1997, 151). Likewise, intersectionality is 
not always granted a full range of theoretical and political possibili-
ties. As Crenshaw has had to reiterate, her notion of intersectionality, 
as first discussed in 1989, “was not simply a descriptive account of 
the marginalization of certain claims but a normative argument for 
reversing the dominant conceptions of discrimination—especially the 
paradigm of sameness and difference—that underwrites them” (Cren-
shaw 2011c, 229).
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What delimitation to the descriptive looks like certainly varies by 
methodological and disciplinary standard. It can arise in distinctions 
between the experiential and analytical (e.g., by adhering to fact/value 
divides9) or in equating intersectionality with demographic diversity 
but not much more. Though intersectionality is widely “construed in 
terms of multiple group memberships,” this can also curtail its analytic 
potential, meaning “its emergent properties and processes escape atten-
tion” (Shields 2008, 304). In both policy and research, intersectionality 
can also be cordoned off from “political practice and socio-economic 
context by translating it into a merely theoretical abstraction of slip-
ping signifiers of identity” (Erel et al. 2011, 66). Restricting intersec-
tionality to description or demography is a form of epistemological 
dismissal that must be considered more fully.10

Furthermore, though frequently used in research and policy focused 
on identity, marginalization, and social inequality, intersectionality is 
usually still applied primarily to those identities “marked” as different, 
marginalized, or subordinated. Applications tend to concentrate “on 
outsider or marginalized groups without analyzing the relationship to 
and with ‘unmarked categories’ (i.e., privileged or dominant groups)” 
and with no genealogical tracing of “the power relations that create 
these processes [of inequality]” (Choo and Ferree 2010, 137). This, 
ironically, repeats several violations intersectionality contests. The rele-
vance of (and ability to analyze) simultaneous privilege and oppression 
slips away. Within-group differences are obscured. Structural privilege 
and transparency also go unremarked—though upholding transpar-
ency buttresses the systemic inequality under analysis. In short, sta-
tus quo social relations, categories, logics, and processes are not really 
questioned or challenged.

It should go without saying that inclusion of multiple demograph-
ics is not synonymous with intersectionality research. Asking “addi-
tive” questions about demographic difference is also inadequate, since 
key “dimensions of experience,” including “meaningful constructs such 
as stress, prejudice, [and] discrimination,” are ignored (Bowleg 2008, 
316): macropolitical dynamics and asymmetrical power relations 
are positioned as beyond the scope of research. Leaving out back-
ground contexts is another methodological and political problem, as 
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is portraying intersectional analysis as divorced from social transfor-
mation, despite its roots in liberation politics ( Jordan-Zachery 2007). 
Presenting intersectionality as disassociated from contesting structural 
injustice also obliterates its focus on how social location impacts one’s 
experience of the social world, shapes what is known and understood 
about inequality, and plays a role in how one’s knowledge may (or may 
not) be heard or understood.

Equating intersectionality with diversity or description is more 
than simply reductive: it can actively buttress the logics of domina-
tion. In the contexts of queer activism, for example, Kevin Duong 
describes how a “descriptive intersectionality” that only “conceptual-
izes collective identity, such as queer, as constituted [merely] on the 
basis of a [given] demographic characteristic (‘deviant’ sexual orien-
tation),” treats the normative group, its views of other groups, and the 
“representational status quo uncritically.” Furthermore, a descriptive 
approach ignores how, when “queer activists and theorists identify as 
such, they are also. . . . enacting a queer commons and public” (Duong 
2012, 378–382). Descriptive intersectionality models omit intersec-
tionality’s contestatory logics and coalition politics, rendering them 
invisible and irrelevant. Furthermore, identity categories or group 
descriptors are not just “there”: they are constructs with political, 
social, and experiential histories of lived impact and socio-political 
enforcement. They are also highly regulated and managed by the state, 
for example (Crenshaw 1989; Spade 2013).

In examining the vexed question of how to decolonize research meth-
odologies, Linda Tuhiwai Smith therefore underscores that demogra-
phy can replicate settler-colonial state logics and enact epistemological 
violence with regard to Indigenous peoples’ long contestation of 
coloniality’s “truths” and categories. Such orientations also overlook key 
issues, like sovereignty (L. Smith 2012, 209). Demographic categories, 
statistical models, and outcomes should thus be understood as rooted 
in processes of colonization.11 These insights help to illuminate the 
importance of intersectionality’s skepticism with regard to single-axis 
politics and universalized categories: uncritical acceptance of the state’s 
logics, even in seemingly innocuous sites (e.g., relying on large scale 
data sets or common demographic categories), can reinforce coloniality.
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Additionally, Liat Ben-Moshe demonstrates that entire groups 
can be wholly disregarded by relying on given demographic catego-
ries and default explanatory frames. In thinking about incarceration, 
people with disabilities, and different forms of institutionalization 
(many of which have not been categorized as imprisonment), she 
reframes what counts as incarceration and who counts as incarcer-
ated. The containment of people with disabilities (in nursing facilities 
and medical institutions) is conventionally excluded from definitions 
of incarceration: ableist norms and ideologies are also overlooked 
in many analyses of carceral rationales. The resulting data distort, as 
do the categories of prison and prisoner. People with disabilities are 
obliterated as having experienced incarceration and as having resisted 
state-sanctioned detention and containment. Such distortions have 
implications for researchers and intersectional justice movements, like 
the prison abolition movement: if we rely on given definitions of pris-
ons and available prison population data, inclusive carceral justice slips 
away (Ben-Moshe 2013, 290–293).

Policy Applications of Intersectionality:  
Dismantling or Reinforcing Inequality?

Not only has intersectionality “found a place in the intellectual toolkit 
of scholars [and activists] around the world,” it is also being “used to 
interrogate problems and policy issues” in regional, national, and trans-
national contexts (Bose 2012, 67). Yet, although it is being taken up in 
many policy applications, it is often applied in ways that reduce it to 
an anodyne notion of diversity or that downplay race and racism. For 
example, in her study of poverty and employment interventions used 
by the New Jersey Department of Labor and Workforce Development 
(NJDLWD) to address economic insecurity, Mary Gatta explores 
how “job training policy can be re-conceptualized by attending to the 
intersectionality of women’s identities in order to provide real access 
to education and training to low-wage working women” (Gatta 2009, 
101). Approaching intersectionality as a structural and experiential 
lens and as a change-oriented analytic, Gatta highlights asymmetrical 
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life chances of living in poverty (107) and underscores that these are 
structural questions that require significant social change (they are not 
accidental issues or “personal failings”) (103).

Yet in a section titled “An Important Note on Race,” she reveals 
the “intersectional approach” taken by the NJDLWD treated “race as 
a given” (Gatta 2009, 116) in part because this was a “gender-based 
intervention.” Gatta maintains “women” were not treated as a homog-
enous group (in that “gender, class, and marital status” were accounted 
for—though whether they were approached as intermeshing and 
relational is not clear): however, “race” seems to have been conflated 
with “class” as an indicator for likelihood to experience poverty, which 
means gendered and classed inequalities in the labor market and in 
educational access having to do with racism, sexuality, or citizenship 
status were not addressed by these policies (or by this study).

Using a diverse demographic is not, on its own merits, adequate—and 
intersectionality is not only about ‘identity’: what remains unasked 
(and unanswered) is, how can the goal of “real access to education and 
training” be attained if racism is left off the table in “intersectional” gen-
der policy (and in research about such policy)? Furthermore, what does 
it mean to conflate “race” with “poverty” within the category “class”—
to use “class” to make race disappear, even as gender and marital status 
come forward as salient structural and personal factors? While Gatta 
urges that future programs account for race in more meaningful ways, 
more needs to be said about how and why race was taken as a “given” 
and thus was not analyzed as meaningful or impactful, other than as 
an indictor for poverty—‘race’ here also stands in for non-whiteness, 
meaning whiteness’ transparency was also taken for granted.

Beyond U.S. contexts, intersectionality is increasingly being used in 
NGO, state, and supranational contexts to address inequality via pol-
icy formation and law reform. For instance, it served as a crucial lens 
at the 2001 World Conference against Racism (Blackwell and Naber 
2002; Falcón 2012; Yuval-Davis 2006). The South African Consti-
tution (1996) also formally recognizes an intersectional approach to 
rights and redress in its equality clause.12 Supranational organizations, 
including the United Nations (UN) and the European Union (EU), 
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have begun to understand the need to account for interlocking forms 
of oppression. The UN thus has a “Special Rapporteur on Violence 
against Women,” and some have used this position to apply intersec-
tionality contextually.13 In 2011, Rashida Manjoo issued a report on 
intersectional discrimination and violence emphasizing indivisibility 
of oppressions, within-group differences among women, and structural 
dynamics.14 A decade prior, Radhika Coomaraswamy, in preparation 
for the World Conference against Racism, employed intersectionality 
to challenge the UN’s tendency to compartmentalize forms of discrim-
ination via an either/or race versus gender lens (Coomaraswamy 2001).

In the Americas, intersectionality is also being widely applied. For 
example, Canadian human rights law references intersectionality with 
the aim of recognizing interacting forms of inequality (Aylward 2010; 
Froc 2010); it is also being used as a policy instrument, particularly to 
improve national and provincial health policies.15 In Mexico, the Zap-
atista movement’s radical advocacy for “plural paths” illustrates how 
intersectionality can offer a contextually-specific social justice meth-
odology attendant to multiplicity (Diaz, Mane, and González 2013, 
98). In Uruguay, fostering intersectional community consciousness has 
been identified as a key strategy for change (Townsend-Bell 2011), 
while in Brazil, it is being applied as a regional, cross-border advocacy 
tactic: Afro-Brazilian activists use an intersectional approach, within 
the nation-state and transnationally, to address patterns of inequality 
in health and to fight for reproductive justice (Caldwell 2009; Franklin 
2013). A report by the Central American Women’s Network (CAWN) 
on macrolevel and microlevel forms of violence likewise stresses inter-
sectionality’s value for working across national borders (Cabrera 2010) 
because “multiple macro-level structures, like economic neoliberalism, 
politics, and patriarchy, operate at a regional and national level and 
are linked to the micro-level of local economic, social, sexual, or cul-
tural forms of violence against women and women’s poverty” (Bose 
2012, 70).

Across the Americas, then, community organizers and grassroots 
activists have drawn on intersectionality in a multiscalar way in anti-
violence advocacy, Indigenous sovereignty movements, transnational 
queer justice movements, workers’ rights and immigration rights 
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organizing, disability rights, and reproductive justice struggles.16 How-
ever, to safeguard against intersectionality being imposed as a kind of 
compulsory colonialist feminist import, being accountable to the con-
cept’s social justice origins, resistant imaginary, and context-specific 
practical orientation, suggests Julia Roth, is pivotal. Intersectionality 
can continue to have radical potential by “contextualizing and decolo-
nizing the discourse on intersectionality for researching interdepend-
ent inequalities in Latin America, rather than doing away with the 
concept as ‘Eurocentric’ ” (Roth 2013, 15). Bringing decolonial and 
intersectional feminist frames and politics together is thus imper-
ative (see Lugones 2010), particularly as, from Indigenous feminist 
perspectives, intersectionality can (and has) been used to further 
settler-colonialist legacies of violence (Williams 2009).

Because of the potential to use intersectionality to further colo-
niality, we must continually examine how it is applied, and to what 
ends. In the EU, for instance, there is need for a healthy skepticism 
about state engagements with intersectionality politics. Multipronged 
approaches to addressing inequality have expanded since Article 13 
of the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam, which provides grounds to address 
six areas of discrimination (sex/gender, race/ethnicity, religion/belief, 
age, disability, and sexual orientation) individually and across catego-
ries.17 In the United Kingdom, public institutions have been charged 
(e.g., in the 2008 Single Equality Bill, granted Royal Assent in 2010) 
with devising a single equity policy that encompasses myriad forms of 
discrimination rather than separate policies for “separate” identities.18 
Given its utility for thinking across multiple categories, intersection-
ality has been lauded for its potential to reframe gender equity policies 
away from false universals that present gender in opposition to race 
or that treat gender as atomized and primary.19 Yet many European 
policies continue to be nonintersectional: some employ a “ ‘one size fits 
all’ approach” and collapse all forms of discrimination together (Verloo 
2006), while others take up, rather than contest, single-axis categorical 
logics.

For instance, Judith Squires (2008) and Leah Bassel and Akwugo 
Emejulu (2010) contend that the United Kingdom’s single equal-
ity model has further reinforced atomized, individualized modes of 
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redress rather than led to intersectional ones. In France, Bassel and 
Emejulu find a persistent “logic of separation,” wherein issues of gen-
der discrimination are separated from those of intégration in relation 
to minority groups. Thus “minority religious groups, and in particular 
Muslim women who wear the foulard (or headscarf ), are . . .  unable 
to make intersecting claims for social justice while participating in a 
republican model of citizenship that does not recognize difference” 
(Bassel and Emejulu 2010, 540). Invoking intersectionality to endorse 
assimilation is widespread, both in immigration and marriage reform. 
Analysis of recent LGBT gender and marriage laws in Spain shows 
how state-level approaches to intersectionality can “lack a multiple 
discrimination perspective” and lean toward assimilation, “intended to 
include . . . citizens previously discriminated on the basis of belonging 
to a sexual minority, rather than attempting to transform the social 
construction [and lived realities] of sexuality itself ” (Platero 2008, 48). 
Many citizenship models and equity policies thus “reinstate sameness 
as a necessary ground of belonging” or even recognition (Gedalof  
2012, 3). Though it critiques assimilative logics because they serve 
to reinforce (not contest) status quo hierarchies and exclusions,  
uses of intersectionality as amenable to assimilationist paradigms are 
common.

The affective and epistemological politics at work in state-level 
equity enterprises can therefore have a peculiar, even perverted quality, 
by rationalizing state-sanctioned racism in the name of equity, par-
ticularly in the name of gender equity (Gianettoni and Roux 2010; 
Siim 2013). In many EU member states, gender equity continues to be 
separated from (even pitted against) migrant and ethnic rights issues. 
Single-axis models of personhood and rights persist, whether by rein-
forcing competing group identities in a hierarchy via a multiple (but 
separate) oppressions approach, or by reverting to gender-primary 
models (with other factors posited as subsets of “gender”). By creat-
ing a “false dilemma” between race and gender equity (Delphy 2006), 
single-axis, gender-first feminisms replicate a political, ontological, 
and philosophical violation that intersectionality questions: that those 
who have the greatest resources within any particular group not only 
are erroneously seen to represent the group at large, but also tend to 
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speciously claim the universal and the right to set the groups’ political 
agenda (Crenshaw 1989).

This contravenes intersectional aims by replicating stratification 
processes and enforcing “secondary marginalization” (Cohen 1999), 
wherein the most elite members of a community articulate their legit-
imacy, advance their goals, and further their privileges by marginal-
izing and stigmatizing other community members. In particular, as 
Hemmings explains,

the use of gender equality as a marker of an economic and regulatory 
modernity marks the subject of gender equality as Western, capitalist, 
and democratic and the West, capitalism, and democracy themselves 
as sites that create the possibility of, and reproduce, rather than hinder, 
gender equality. Critically, they position the objects of gender equality 
as non-Western or post-socialist, . . . as creating and perpetuating tradi-
tional gender inequalities not part of the modern world. A gender agenda 
is thus consistently harnessed to cultural or economic difference from 
Western subjects and sites. (Hemmings 2011, 9)

Though at face value deployed to acknowledge multiplicity and insti-
tute equity, gender-first policy models can tie into a series of anti- 
intersectional and colonialist distinctions among women, dividing the 
modern/non-modern, Western/non-Western, White/non-White. As 
Bilge underscores, there is a “problematic persistence of a gender-first 
approach to discrimination in governance feminism . . . [that] pushes 
[single-axis] feminist agendas within states, human rights establish-
ments and supranational organisations” (Bilge 2010, 11).

Thus “governance feminism” (Bilge 2010), though invoking inter-
sectional concepts and aims, can buttress systemic racism via rhetorics 
of “extraordinary” sexism attributed to racialized communities, who 
are then posited as a threat to the nation and to gender-equity (Del-
phy 2006). In this vein, Lavinia Gianettoni and Patricia Roux analyze 
contemporary debates in Switzerland to show how such attribution of 
(greater and intrinsic) sexism to racialized/immigrant Others20 func-
tions as a rationale for “protecting” the nation and, ostensibly, “gender” 
equality therein. Sexism already operative in the nation is obscured by 
means of a pathologizing lens that treats immigrants as a menace. In 
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short, “denunciation of the sexism of the Other does not automati-
cally reflect a feminist position”: it can reinforce racist-sexist notions 
of deviance and “extraordinary” sexism and naturalize everyday “ordi-
nary” sexism (Gianettoni and Roux 2010, 283).

Furthermore, as Hege Skjeiea and Trude Langvasbråten discuss 
with regard to Norway, while cases of multiple discrimination are 
beginning to be acknowledged, an intersectional model of multiplic-
ity has not (yet) been realized. Instead, the lens being used “describes 
discrimination on the basis of several grounds that are/can be treated 
as additive” (Skjeiea and Langvasbråten 2009, 515): single-axis forms 
of antidiscrimination legislation and policy prevail (520). Likewise, in 
the United Kingdom, though “equality advocates—especially gender 
equality advocates—supported the creation of a single equality body, 
believing it to offer significant scope for institutionalizing intersec-
tionality,” Judith Squires finds “the existence of a single [equality] 
body does little to address cumulative and combined inequalities 
(while operating with separate strand anti-discrimination legislation)” 
(Squires 2009, 503, 498). Bassel and Emejulu concur: “institutional 
processes and actors characterize these multiple sources of inequality 
as independent and unconnected social phenomena, impeding policy 
that recognizes and combats the simultaneous and interacting sources 
of discrimination that shape the lives of minority women and men” 
(Bassel and Emejulu 2010, 518).

While many EU states aim to conform with Article 13 mandates, 
and while there is a push to infuse multiple discrimination and inter-
sectional approaches into the EU’s Gender Equity Index (GEI), for 
instance, many such efforts remain orientated toward pitting “diver-
sity” strategies against gender mainstreaming (Bustelo 2009), using 
gender equity both as a marker of national belonging and as an us/
them border-patrolling device (predicated on whiteness) (Siim 
2013).21 Policy formulations (e.g., for gender equity) that interpret 
intersectionality as amenable to singular (racist) logics “whiten” inter-
sectionality (Bilge 2013), willfully ignore years of scholarship about 
and activism around migrant women and migrant feminisms across 
Europe, disregard decades of work by Black feminists (Yuval-Davis 
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2006), and dismiss foundational intersectionality literatures and the 
political struggles that shaped them.

Intersectionality contests antidiscrimination practices that repro-
duce conditions of racial domination and perpetuate nationalist 
structures of inequality. However, either/or race versus gender log-
ics continue via a twin dynamic of saturation and disavowal: as Gail 
Lewis contends, “even while elite and popular discourses across 
Europe are saturated with processes of racialization, there is a disa-
vowal of the relevance and toxicity of the social relations of race as a 
pan-European phenomenon, with a corresponding displacement of 
its relevance” (Lewis 2013, 870). In other words, “hierarchical racial 
orderings continue to be reproduced, even where anti-racist feminist 
scholarship is brought in as a tool for dealing with racial inequality” 
(Gillman 2007, 136). Intersectionality is thus sometimes being used 
to reify the logics of separation, hierarchy, and false universals it con-
tests. State-level applications may apply intersectionality in ways that 
could augment rather than contest the state’s inclination for classify-
ing and categorizing citizens (and noncitizens), thereby facilitating 
population surveillance, control, and containment. In intersectional-
ity’s name, scopic regimes of state power expand via “anatomies of 
detail” that normalize the law’s disciplinary constructions of identity 
and rationalize surveillance of citizens (and noncitizens) (Grabham 
2009, 183).

Unease about state-level intersectionality applications can be found 
in the Canadian context as well. Kerri Froc finds the “failure of the 
Supreme Court of Canada to give more than lip service to ‘con-
text’ when considering claims under s. 15 of the Canadian Charter 
of Rights and Freedoms arises largely from the Court’s prevailing 
analytic framework, which resists recognizing the social relations of 
power inherent in complex cases of oppression” (Froc 2010, 48). Given 
intersectionality’s call to not misconstrue discrimination by artificially 
parsing interlocking forms of power and inequality, many advocate 
that it be further institutionalized in Canadian law, not ignored (Ayl-
ward 2010): indeed, intersectionality has begun to be overtly recog-
nized (and employed) by the courts at provincial and federal levels.22
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Yet many Indigenous feminists are wary of state-level intersection-
ality endeavors (due in part to an a priori skepticism, if not rejection, 
of the nation state in the first place). The state often implements prac-
tices that reinforce settler-colonial logics, legitimize ongoing inequal-
ity, and naturalize mistreatment and harm (INCITE 2007). Jennifer 
Hamilton analyses an array of court cases, in Canada and the United 
States, that “rely on reductive pluralist discourses of indigineity to 
continue to manage and even deny the existence of a colonial past 
and a [neocolonial] present” (Hamilton 2009, 5). Native populations 
and politics are folded into the state’s multicultural, assimilative log-
ics of ethnicity, erasing Native sovereignty struggles and centuries of 
contesting Enlightenment notions of personhood and property (Clark 
2012; Smith 2005b).

Toni Williams is thus highly skeptical of “an overly instrumental 
stream of policy research . . . which purports to use intersectionality 
strategically to change how law and social policy affect members of 
marginalized groups” (Williams 2009, 81). She has particular qualms 
about whether Canadian courts can apply intersectionality without 
turning it into a tool of settler nationalism, applied in the name of 
“protecting” Native women while strengthening carceral and colo-
nial logics. Williams examines uses of intersectionality in federal 
judicial sentencing decisions with regard to Native women (since 
1996 changes in sentencing law, including s.718.2 (e) of the Crim-
inal Code). She shows how courts have: reinforced settler colonial 
logics, relied on pathologizing discourses about Native communities 
that mask ongoing forms of coloniality and inequality structures, and 
increased Native women’s incarceration rates, though using intersec-
tionality in these decisions was supposed to address, not exacerbate, 
these issues.23

Paradoxically, applying intersectionality (in interaction with legal 
discourses on “salience of risk to penalization”) has heightened “faith 
in imprisonment as the appropriate response to offences commit-
ted by Aboriginal women” (Williams 2009, 80). Instrumentalizing 
intersectionality (in, I  would argue, a nonintersectional manner) can 
reinforce oppressive stereotypes about Indigenous women, erase the 
ongoing impact of colonial domination, and justify their incarceration 
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as salvific. Problematically, the court absents from sentencing decisions 
political and historical contexts having to do with the role the court 
has played (as an arm of the settler state) in perpetuating oppression 
of Native peoples and in buttressing white supremacy. The judiciary is 
encouraged to “contextualize” sentencing via a unidirectional, pathol-
ogizing gaze at Native culture: settler colonialism and its legacy in the 
Canadian state’s assimilationism, containment, and carceral practices 
are positioned as beyond the scope of relevance (86–94). The courts 
treat as (immaterial) background “social and economic relations and 
the legal regimes that maintain the subordination of Aboriginal Peo-
ples in Canada” (95).

By applying intersectionality unidirectionally, in ways that ignore 
coloniality and institutionalized oppression and privilege, the courts 
adhere to “a simple narrative that constructs Aboriginal families 
as incubators of risk, Aboriginal communities as containers of risk 
and the prison as a potential source of healing” (Williams 2009, 95). 
Instead, Williams advocates that intersectionality be used to advo-
cate for prison abolition and to address settler-colonialist legacies of 
harm and violence (96; see also Davis 2003, 2005; Spade 2013; Smith 
2005a, 2005b).

Intersectionality’s Institutionalization in Academia

Just as policy applications of intersectionality can become sites of its 
displacement, many scholars committed to intersectionality’s antisub-
ordination politics and practices worry about its increasing institution-
alization in the academy: is it being adopted as an empty managerial 
rhetoric to reinforce the status quo rather than contest it? Certainly, 
intersectionality can be implemented in ways that constitute a signif-
icant departure from (if not total distortion of ) its terms, intents, and 
goals, particularly its role in the entrepreneurial university, where effi-
ciency and profit are at the forefront of many discussions and decisions, 
and where the push to instrumentalize knowledge is ever stronger. At 
the same time, I do not want to engage in a tale of intersectionality’s 
inescapable devolution and dissolution, as if to suggest its growth or 
institutionalization in the academy inevitably signals “selling out.”
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Certainly, the contemporary educational climate well illustrates 
how insurgent practices can be co-opted into organizational servicing 
of the status quo (Ferguson 2012) and aligned with problematic met-
rics of “value” and “excellence.”24 Marketizing education (whether in 
K–12 schooling or in the neoliberal university) devalues students and 
educators as knowers, decontextualizes learning, draws attention away 
from exacerbated and ongoing economic inequality, and downplays 
the profit-making aspects embedded in most assessment and curricu-
lum mandates. In the U.S. context, via austerity measures and alarmist 
tales of spiraling debt, pressure to resolve the current financial crisis 
has also been placed squarely on the shoulders of public schools and 
non-profit institutions of higher education (not the for-profit finan-
cial institutions who caused, in great part, this crisis—and who were 
rescued thanks to public funds, showing the degree to which the pub-
lic good has been redefined as market-based).

Furthermore, if one’s understanding of the academy, and its role in 
producing, disseminating, and archiving knowledge, already accounts 
for the historical workings of power (e.g., colonialism, misogyny, impe-
rialism, patriarchy, and slavery, as these systems were crafted within 
and alongside capitalism), the market’s relationship to knowledge, to 
education as a practice, and to the university as an institution is noth-
ing “new.” Certainly, this may well have become more visible to a wider 
audience, as the impact of various economic forces spreads to impact 
groups who, previously, have been relatively shielded from or had the 
privilege of ignoring them. Furthermore, long-standing partnerships 
between the university and the market are taking new forms.

However, intersectionality has never presumed knowledge prac-
tices or institutions to be neutral or set apart from structural inequal-
ity. Rather, it aims to expose how power asymmetries and structural 
disparity get perpetuated, even in sites where this should not, at face 
value, be the case (e.g., antidiscrimination doctrine’s reliance on priv-
ilege and inequality). As Harnois explains, intersectionality helps 
expose how “ ‘knowledge’ is structured by inequalities of race, gender, 
and class. It is not simply that some voices are given more credibil-
ity or legitimacy than others, but that some groups have had more 
access to the resources (e.g., academic credentials, time, administrative 
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support, sabbaticals, work-related benefits, and money) required to 
produce ‘academically legitimate’ knowledge” (Harnois 2013, 21). 
Since knowledge production, dissemination, and access to education 
itself have long been tied to the making and maintenance of inequal-
ity, the academy is a necessary site of intervention. Many of us located 
in universities are not fully of their logics. We should neither devalue 
struggles in the academy to enact change nor assume that transfor-
mation is “won” and done: intersectionality insists on this both/and 
mindset—change is possible and can quickly be undermined.

It is in this vein that we can draw on the possibilities intersection-
ality offers for meaningful intervention (e.g., Spade 2012) and simul-
taneously raise concerns about the roles it is being asked to play (e.g., 
Ferguson 2012; Puar 2007, 2012b). Nelson Maldonado-Torres’ dis-
cussion of the structural containment of ethnic studies is illustrative of 
these joint considerations. Echoing facile depictions of intersectional-
ity as a naïve identity-based impetus, which dehistoricize and flatten, 
he explains how ethnic studies came to be characterized, and institu-
tionally structured, as “a matter of re-presentation within the frame-
work of area studies, not one of decolonization or epistemic justice. 
The liberal university subsumed these programs into its logic, seeing 
them as not much more than containing measures to address social 
demands having to do with diversity, and then, after defining them in 
such limited way, faulted them for allegedly being too essentialistic” 
and provincial (Maldonado-Torres 2011, 4). Likewise, there is concern 
that intersectionality is being used simply to contend with diversity in 
an ornamental way, in terms of how particular fields apply the concept 
and in how university leadership takes up intersectionality to “manage” 
sociopolitical difference, rather than enact structural change.

Sara Ahmed’s analysis of diversity initiatives in U.K. universities 
is also illuminating: she shows how documents publicly committing 
institutions to equality and diversity, which build on and are the result 
of a long history of activism and radical scholarship by people of color, 
function by “not bringing about the effects [of diversity and equal-
ity] they name” (Ahmed 2007, 105; see also Ferguson 2012). There 
is a fundamental departure from counterhegemonic practice toward 
shoring up (the same old forms of ) privilege. Whether by owning up 
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to “being racist,” or by positing the institution as an individual subject 
who “suffers from prejudice but who can be treated,” both the individ-
ual and the institution can be let off the hook (Ahmed 2007, 107).25 
“Admitting” to its racism, an institution can pronounce its non-racism; 
likewise, by individualizing the institution as the racist subject, indi-
vidual persons need not account for their privileges or address their 
own practices.

Via rhetorics of change and accountability, or via confessions of cul-
pability, conferred privilege can be reinforced. Theories and language 
from communities of struggle are thus often institutionalized in the 
service of whiteness (as well as masculinity, heteronormativity, ableism, 
and elite class interests), while the actual bodies, material conditions, 
political analyses, and theoretical insights of marginalized and subju-
gated communities are further silenced. Speech acts that appear inclu-
sive “conceal the ongoing reality of racism” (Ahmed 2007, 110). In an 
“audit culture” of performance indicators used to “measure” diversity 
and inclusion, intersectionality can be used as a form of credentialing 
to bolster an institution’s reputation such that managing perceptions of 
“good” image becomes the only tangible outcome (115). Building on 
Kelly Coogan-Gehr’s (2011) analysis of “thresholds of disappearance” 
in feminist scholarship, Mohanty thus emphasizes how intersectional-
ity can be emptied of its social transformation aims and “disconnected 
from its materialist moorings” to be made amenable to institutional 
settings, including educational ones. It can “become a commodity to be 
consumed; no longer seen as a product of activist scholarship or con-
nected to emancipatory knowledge, it can circulate as a sign of prestige 
in an elitist, neoliberal landscape” (Mohanty 2013, 971). She is also 
mindful of how intersectionality’s “epistemological and methodological 
claims” can be altered, aligned with a “privatized politics of representa-
tion, disconnected from systematic critique and materialist histories of 
colonialism, capitalism, and heteropatriarchy” (Mohanty 2013, 972).

As intersectionality becomes more widely adopted in academia, the 
risk is that its analytical and political aspects will be dropped. While 
some forms of leveraging intersectionality to maintain, rather than 
transform, social and epistemic inequalities are fairly overt, inter-
sectional work is also stymied by a host of less explicit, but no less 
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damaging, obstacles in the academy. Many established knowledge 
conventions present an impediment. Theoretical complexity and 
methodological multiplicity are still often treated with circumspec-
tion. Likewise, approaches overtly embracing the relevance of social 
location to knowledge production, both with regard to analyzing mul-
tiple systems of power and to working across disciplinary and meth-
odological bounds, continue to confront suspicion.

It thus remains relatively difficult to get intersectional stud-
ies published and funded (McCall 2005): the size and complexity 
of such work can still be perceived as excessive and unmanageable, 
even impossible or unsound (see Shields 2008). In addition, many 
large-scale data sets, widely used to measure and analyze inequality 
(e.g., in the United States, the Schedule of Sexist Events [SSE], the 
Index of Race-Related Stress [IRRS], and the General Social Survey 
[GSS]) fundamentally adhere to single-axis and homogenizing logics, 
as I discuss in more detail later (see Harnois 2013). Methodological 
norms can also run counter to intersectional aims (e.g., emphases on 
demography, variance frameworks, generalizability, testing for main 
effects, comparative analysis, and more).26 Most journals and fund-
ing agencies remain committed to traditional modes of (disciplinary) 
research, single-identity (or one factor as primary) analyses (and data), 
and thus to the kinds of incremental change, “special issue” tokenism, 
or tinkering within set patterns that do not allow for intersectionality 
to have meaningful impact.

However, there are “important historical reasons” why concepts like 
intersectionality, which “emerged from the situated, subjective experi-
ence of people who experienced multiple forms of mutually-constituting 
oppressions,” are deeply interdisciplinary (Shotwell 2010, 119). As 
Sarah Hoagland underscores, “Disciplinary structures created dur-
ing the four centuries of Ibero-Anglo-European colonization struc-
ture Western academic relationality and imagination today, including 
white and hegemonic feminism” (Hoagland 2010, 235). It is not a 
fluke, in other words, that when one looks at the longer genealogy 
of intersectional work, one can find a deep commitment not only to 
cross-categorical thinking in terms of identity and structures of power, 
but also to interdisciplinary frames and hybrid ways of knowing.
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Regrettably, disciplinarity often continues to be “a hindrance to 
the radical border-crossing thinking intersectionality requires. Crea-
tive thinking about subjectivity and inequity in an era increasingly 
marked by contingent, shifting, hybrid identities necessitates scholarly 
exchanges across the at-times heavily policed disciplinary borders that 
shape the contemporary university” (Nash 2009, 593). This can leave 
intersectionality in an epistemological and political catch-22. Cho, 
Crenshaw, and McCall explain, “The institutional gravity that pulls 
the attention of practitioners in their respective disciplines may lead 
others outside the field to misrecognize or misinterpret intersectional 
methodologies, or to infer an absence of method altogether. At the 
same time, efforts to ‘discipline’ intersectionality within established 
research practice can sometimes proceed along lines that suggest that 
its insurgent dimensions constitute an unruliness that undermines 
its utility and future development” (Cho, Crenshaw, and McCall 
2013, 793).

Intersectionality also can be “checked” or cordoned off in curricula— 
viewed as having limited relevance or framed as a narrow speciali-
zation, rather than used to problematize and transform a field’s core 
concepts, analytics, methods, and curricular aims. Alternatively, inter-
sectionality can be widely referenced, even celebrated, but engaged 
superficially. In women’s studies, for example, this can allow narratives 
of gender oppression based on patriarchy to continue.27 Many accepted 
academic practices lend themselves to using intersectionality merely as 
“a way to manage difference,” reinforce “liberal multiculturalism,” and 
reposition white women as the field’s center (Puar 2012b, 53). In addi-
tion, while transnational feminist analytics and intersectionality are 
not collapsible, they can be approached, fruitfully, as “heterogeneous, 
irreducible, and related” (Desai, Bouchard, and Detournay 2010, 49). 
Unfortunately, these epistemological/political commitments are often 
treated as opposed or in competition, creating a false divide between 
the transnational and the intersectional28 that erases longtime cri-
tiques of imperialism, capitalism, and structural underdevelopment in 
Black feminist and women of color theoretical and political traditions.

Intersectionality’s curricular delimitation and dilution is not 
unique to women’s studies, of course. Jennifer Puentes and Matthew 
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Gougherty, building on research by Myra Marx Ferree and Elaine J. 
Hall (1996), surveyed more recent introductory sociology textbooks 
and syllabi. They were interested in how Ferree and Hall had docu-
mented that “segregating gender, race, and class to different levels of 
analysis gives a distorted view of stratification processes and reduces 
gender to personality, class to structure, and race somewhere in between. 
Furthermore, this resulted in no attempts to discuss intersectional-
ity” (Puentes and Gougherty 2013, 160). A decade later, Puentes and 
Gougherty found striking similarities in how “different dimensions of 
stratification” are introduced: the “continued confinement of gender to 
socialization, race to group relations, and class to macro-level compar-
isons would suggest that distributional models are still being used to 
explain inequality across these various dimensions.” Though “discus-
sions of intersectionality would provide evidence of a more relational 
understanding of race, class, and gender, where one system of privilege 
and oppression could not be understood without the others,” inter-
sectional approaches tend to be stymied by sociology’s approaches to 
teaching and studying stratification (Puentes and Gougherty 2013, 
160). In short, while intersectionality is widely referenced, how sociol-
ogy’s basic precepts are framed in these texts continues to undermine 
intersectionality’s analytical and sociological relevance.

Persistent “Pop-Bead” Logics: Instrumentalizing  
Intersectionality as a Single-Axis Strategy

Thus far, I  have aimed to shed light on the highly variable, some-
times counterintuitive ways intersectionality is being taken up and 
the different means by which it is delimited or dropped (beyond one 
disciplinary location, discourse community, or geopolitical context). 
In rendering these patterns visible, I want to take up the question of 
how to take up intersectionality differently. But first, it is imperative to 
explore a key problem found across applications: falling into pop-bead 
logics in the name of doing intersectional work. Intersectionality is a 
heuristic aimed at intervening in exclusion by design (whether that 
design is institutional, epistemological, ontological, historical, politi-
cal, etc.). However, if, as it becomes implemented, the operative logics 
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contradict intersectionality and reinforce the enduring asymmetries it 
has contested, then we must question these emergent patterns. Since 
intersectionality is often instrumentalized as if it were a single-axis 
analytic (despite its deep critique of the ontological, epistemological, 
and political harm embedded in such thinking), the remainder of this 
chapter focuses on this confounding issue.

I begin by discussing intersectionality applications that do engage 
multiple identity factors and power formations, but in noninteractive 
ways that reinforce binary logics: they approach identity, power, ine-
quality, and knowledge as atomized. This dynamic might be named 
“X vs. Y” models of identity and inequality (e.g., gender vs. ethnicity): 
they approach group categories as analogous and parallel and tend to 
avoid ranking oppressions or identities (though atomization is a nec-
essary first step toward hierarchy), yet can still be competitive (either/
or) in orientation. While “X vs. Y” applications artificially parse inter-
connected dynamics and distort, they do not necessarily reinforce 
notions of primary and secondary marginalization or identity. The 
second set of examples, however, do take this next step: they slip into 
“X-first” (e.g., gender-first or class-first) analysis, placing identities, 
forms of power, and modes of redress in competition, but also in a 
pecking order. This more deeply reinforces the false universalization, 
ontological erasure, and epistemological violation intersectionality has 
long contested.

I then conclude with a discussion of a classic essay by Marilyn Frye 
(1983) about oppression to illustrate how quickly an analysis can slip 
from intersectional aims and to show how “X vs. Y” and “X-first” 
patterns interrelate. Frye’s essay is widely taught because she astutely 
describes oppression as a structural weave of systemic forces and prac-
tices, one that entails numerous no-win situations (see, e.g., Bailey 
1998). Furthermore, she demonstrates why micropolitical and mac-
ropolitical analyses are requisite for understanding and dismantling 
oppression. However, she also departs from the complexity she aims 
to take up in analyzing oppression’s workings. Frye is not unique in 
this regard (as the many examples already referenced illustrate), but 
looking at how she lets interactive, intersectional possibilities fall away 
is instructive. This essay can be taught in a way that asks students 
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to recognize the importance of Frye’s arguments about oppression’s 
structural aspects and nuances, and, at the same time, to recognize 
how readily, despite intent, we can fall into both formulations of the 
“pop-bead” problem, atomization and hierarchy, that undermine the 
structural, multilevel analysis Frye advocates.

Applying Intersectionality Means . . . Atomization?

To quickly reiterate, pop-bead mindsets reinforce either/or logics of 
separation and noninteraction and erroneously approach categories 
as internally coherent. This atomized approach to difference falsely 
universalizes within-group (via common-denominator thinking) and 
tends to focus on comparison between groups or bounded categories. 
Single-axis or pop-bead logics also obscure shared politics or prem-
ises, overlook simultaneous privilege and oppression, and stymie coa-
lition politics. Furthermore, they skew our understanding of how we 
all exceed the terms of single-axis categories, both those who seem to 
fit them, by virtue of transparent power and privilege, and those who, 
by virtue of being “marked” as members of multiple disenfranchised 
groups, seem not to fit (Crenshaw 1989; Lugones 1994; Spelman 
1988). While intersectionality clearly critiques pop-bead thinking, it 
continues to pervade intersectionality applications.

Despite a researcher’s commitment to intersectionality, for instance, 
atomization can still be at the heart of common research  practices, 
including “statistical models that test the separate and combined effects 
of two different social categories” (Cole 2008, 445), independent varia-
ble models that approach factors as noninteractive (Harnois 2005) and 
conceptually independent (Hancock 2007b; Jordan-Zachery 2007), 
practices of testing for difference (Shields 2008), reliance on additive 
research questions (Bowleg 2008), adding binary variables to regres-
sion models without attending to simultaneity or within-variable 
possibilities (Simien 2007), or using survey questions that push 
“individuals to attribute their mistreatment to a particular social sta-
tus,” thereby potentially distorting respondents’ multidimensional 
experiences (Harnois 2013, 49; see also Bowleg 2013). Much femi-
nist research thus continues to analyze multiple factors in simplistic, 
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sequential ways and remains acontextual and reliant on monocausal 
explanations (Zambrana and Dill 2009). Springer, Hankivsky, and 
Bates’ examination of large-scale research on gender, health and well-
ness bears out this observation: “most conventional gender and health 
research is limited to . . . looking at gender in addition to other cate-
gories . . . without fully considering and analyzing full contexts, inter-
actional effects with other social locations and influences of power 
inequities” (Springer, Hankivsky, and Bates 2012, 1663).

The prevalence of pop-bead research  models and outcomes, 
even when seeking to engage intersectionality, is partly due to an 
“over-reliance on relatively homogenous [survey data] samples” (Har-
nois 2013, 38): these data sets approach the lived experience of gen-
der, for instance, via a distorting binary (life experienced “as men” and 
“as women”) that presupposes binary gender, suppresses within-group 
differences among men and among women, and disaggregates systems 
of oppression. Harnois finds, for example, that the Schedule of Sexist 
Events (SSE) is potentially biased in that “some social-spatial contexts 
are over-represented and others are under-represented”: furthermore, 
this asymmetrical representation corresponds to various “differences 
in social status” (54). Conclusions gleaned from the General Social 
Survey (GSS) can mislead equally: its questions “encourage respond-
ents to view systems of inequality, and the discrimination that results, 
as distinct.  .  .  . [and as] based on a single characteristic—gender, 
or race, or ethnicity, or age” (57–58). Furthermore, the Index of 
Race-Related Stress (IRRS), in focusing on masculinist measures and 
models of racial discrimination, can exacerbate “intersectional invis-
ibility” (Purdie-Vaughns and Eibach 2008) by failing to “recognize 
people with multiple marginal identities (e.g., black women)” (Har-
nois 2013, 86–87).

In other words, many standard research practices and expectations 
are founded in pop-bead thinking from the start (and thus contra-
vene intersectional both/and logics from the start as well). Researchers 
may claim (and desire) an intersectional research design yet employ 
a variance framework that implicitly treats identities as constructed, 
lived, and regulated independently one from the other, such that 
within-group differences and complex interactions between social 
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identity and social institutions cannot be examined meaningfully. As 
Stephanie Shields discusses, this can lead to additive or “cumulative 
disadvantage models of oppression,” not intersectional ones. Further-
more, “conventional quantitative research designs and statistical anal-
yses are constructed to test for differences between groups,” not to 
test for differences within group. She cautions, “It is neither an auto-
matic nor easy step to go from acknowledging linkages among social 
identities to explaining those linkages or the processes through which 
intersecting identities define and shape one another” (Shields 2008, 
303–304).

Such disconnects also occur in policy, where “monofocused” appli-
cations continue to hold sway (Bustelo 2009; Platero 2008). The per-
sistence of pop-bead thinking as policy’s governing imaginary is not 
due to lack of discussion about intersectionality’s policy implications. 
Johanna Kantola succinctly summarizes the significance of intersec-
tional analyses of discrimination and power, wherein “several grounds 
operate and interact with each other,” simultaneously and insepara-
bly. Policymakers must understand that the “relationship between the 
categories is an open empirical question” and that more than individ-
ual factors, biases, and intents should be accounted for. Since “Inter-
sectionality conceptualises the categories as resulting from dynamic 
interaction between individual and institutional factors,” multilevel 
policy orientations must be enacted (Kantola 2009, 26–27).29

Rather than use an intersectional orientation to trace how “sys-
temic disparities align with identity-based modes of representation 
to channel structural vulnerabilities towards some communities and 
away from others” (Oliviero 2011, 2), many attempts to “operation-
alize intersectionality” rely on either/or thinking (a key component 
of pop-bead logics), leading to a series of avoidable (and artificial) 
methodological and policy quandaries, such as: “Should an intersec-
tional analysis focus on the micro or the macro level? On subjectivity 
or objectivity? On identities or overarching societal constellations?” 
(Urbanek 2009, 2). However, Doris Urbanek emphasizes, “intersec-
tional policy analysis does not need to choose between one and the 
other position. On the contrary, it is this dichotomous way of thinking 
that reduces possibilities” (2).
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Other forms of applying intersectionality perpetuate notions that 
“different axes of inequality are similar to one another, matter to the 
same extent and can be treated with an anti-discrimination approach” 
that conceives of discrimination occurring “on the basis of several 
grounds operating separately” (Kantola 2009, 27). This can turn into 
an “oppression Olympics” frame, where inequalities are separated, 
conceived of as in competition, not interaction, and structured/expe-
rienced in parallel ways (Hancock 2007b; Martinez 1993). This also 
transpires in “double-axis” or 2 × 2 models, wherein no more than 
two sites of structural inequality (and privilege) can be examined or 
addressed, as Angéla Kóczé demonstrates with regard to policy and 
research on Romani women’s experiences across Europe (Kóczé 2009). 
Via various nonintersectional mechanisms, “intersectional claims can 
mutate into competing claims due to ‘sorting’ or ‘separating’ influences 
of official state actors” (Bassel and Emmejulu 2010, 27).

Many equity policies thus still overlook how “forms of oppression 
shape and are shaped by one another,” treating them as self-contained 
and distinct. As Squires asserts, “a failure to recognize this results 
in both simplistic analyses and ill-conceived policy interventions” 
(Squires 2007, 514). In discussing equity initiatives and hate crime 
policies in Spain, Marta Cruells and Gerard Coll-Planas argue we 
must distinguish between “multiple discrimination” approaches (which 
rely on single-axis logics) and intersectional ones focused on strategies 
for “taking action” in a multidimensional way, with a goal of “structural 
transformation.” In contrast, the multiple approach proceeds from the 
premise that “although different forms of discrimination come under 
the same umbrella, each axis is dealt with in parallel, without taking 
into consideration how they interact. This logic generates competition 
between groups and runs the risk of overlooking those groups with 
fewer resources and less influence at an institutional level” (Cruells 
and Coll-Planas 2013, 134).

Similarly, Bassel and Emejulu find that France and the United 
Kingdom share a depoliticized, individualized policy approach, despite 
significant philosophical differences (the United Kingdom pursues 
multiculturalism, whereas France follows an integrationist republi-
can model). In both contexts, “through a process of misrecognition, 
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intersecting axes of disadvantage are separated and in some cases even 
silenced.” This is not just an epistemological blunder but a political 
error and policy distortion: “Treating these axes as independent and 
unrelated categories results in the construction of institutional spaces 
that misrecognize inequalities and limit articulation and action to 
address structural discrimination.” For example, the recent U.K. Sin-
gle Equality Bill defines antidiscrimination doctrine narrowly, as indi-
vidualized, and affords no “institutional space for understanding and 
practicing intersectionality more broadly as a fusion of social structures 
that creates specific social positions that are either privileged or deval-
ued” (Bassel and Emejulu 2010, 519, 535–538). Pop-bead thinking 
reinforces acontextual, additive mindsets that artificially disaggregate 
identities and systems of power: intersectionality becomes impossible 
to conceive or practice when atomization is the operative logic.

Though some ‘pop-bead’ applications are fairly obvious, atomiza-
tion also occurs indirectly, even when trying to make connections. 
Rhetorical devices like analogy, used to bridge differences, can ani-
mate a kind of misrecognition that undermines intersectionality. An 
emphasis on similarity can mean attention to sameness and differ-
ence drops out of the equation. Material differences and power asym-
metries can be elided on behalf of imagined similarities.30 Focusing on 
sameness, of oneself as a “co-sufferer,” for instance, may obscure what-
ever role one plays as a perpetrator of harm (Boler 1999; Code 1995, 
2001, 2011; Spelman 1998). Using analogy to identify commonality of 
oppressions has thus long been questioned by intersectionality schol-
ars, as in challenges to nineteenth-century race-sex analogies equating 
“ women’s” inequality with “slavery,” or suffrage with abolition (King 
1988; Newman 1999). Twentieth-century parallels between women’s 
rights and civil rights were likewise critiqued for erasing Black wom-
anhood and collapsing material differences,31 and Crenshaw recently 
noted the “curious resurrection” of suffrage/first wave feminism in 
twenty-first-century rhetorics (Crenshaw 2011a).

Analogies have potential to foster shared understanding but can 
also entail disaggregation and decontextualization. Despite its possi-
ble pitfalls, use of analogical thinking continues in many antidiscrimi-
nation applications, though not without debate. Some have challenged 
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the ubiquitous reliance on ableism in liberatory discourses, including 
foundational intersectional texts that “use disability to locate objects 
of remediation,” thereby reinforcing binaries intersectionality roundly 
critiques, including same/different, subject/object, and figure/ground 
divides (May and Ferri 2005; see also Schalk 2013). Carbado ques-
tions linking LGBT rights and civil rights in the United States, via 
motifs of the closet, comparisons of anti-miscegenation marriage laws 
and the Defense of Marriage Act, or parallels between Jim Crow mili-
tary practices with Don’t Ask Don’t Tell military policies. Rather than 
render visible meaningful connections or coalitional potential, he con-
tends such analogies lead to intersectional invisibility (Carbado 1999a, 
2013). Analogy may seem like an affiliative gesture, but its impetus 
toward atomization, sameness as a basis of recognition, and implicit 
assumptions of transparency, margin to margin (see Lugones 2006), 
must also be recognized. Intersectionality’s same/different thesis must 
be retained, whether in delineating differences and distinctions, or in 
identifying connections and tracing parallels.

Using Intersectionality Entails . . . Establishing Hierarchies?

In exploring how intersectionality gets turned into a hierarchical for-
mulation, it is imperative to acknowledge the degree to which pop-bead 
thinking creates fertile ground for an antagonistic framework: the shift 
from parallel, noninteractive categories to an “X-first” model takes 
these atomized practices a step further. Moving from the notion of 
competition between bounded identities or groups toward positing one 
identity or factor over others is basically a matter of degree, not kind. 
However, hierarchical (“X-first”) pop-bead models do more deeply 
depart from and violate basic intersectionality insights. Certainly, both 
models rely on either/or thinking, ignore simultaneous privilege and 
oppression, erase complex subjectivity, and set aside interaction: how-
ever, an “X-first” approach also buttresses the logic of primary and sec-
ondary marginalization (not just parallel, analogous ones). Despite the 
harm caused by ranking identities, and the distorted worldview ren-
dered by atomization and hierarchy, intersectionality applications that 
slip into ranking oppressions or identities can readily be found.
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Sometimes this “X-first” dynamic is subtle, as in practices that, in 
intersectionality’s name, treat one identity or vector of power as princi-
pal, yet still pursue intricacy. For instance, complex statistical analyses, 
such as multiple regressions, approach each variable as separate and as 
impacting a given dependent variable independently: interaction and 
simultaneity are not readily visible as relevant. Likewise, researchers 
may seek to identify a “main effect” and then incorporate other fac-
tors via comparative analysis as a means of applying intersectionality: 
however, atomized hierarchical results can still carry the day. Though 
multiplicity and complexity may be the goal, this does not mean a 
method, on its own, or as usually practiced, is necessarily amenable 
to allowing for knowledge outcomes that are intersectional in design, 
application, orientation, or outcome.

As Hae Yeon Choo and Myra Marx Ferree underscore, simply 
inserting “intersectional relations to what are typically conceptualized 
as persistent, untransformed ‘main effects’ ” cannot suffice. Though this 
approach is “explicitly comparative and contextual . . ., by connecting 
particular levels of analysis or institutions with different inequalities, 
it [still] tends toward separating primary from secondary contradic-
tions” (Choo and Ferree 2010, 135). To illustrate, they discuss Annette 
Lareau’s renowned study, Unequal Childhoods (2003). Lareau uses class 
as a main variable, adding in factors of race and gender to contex-
tualize. However, as Choo and Ferree underscore, there are “interre-
lated analytic problems that arise from treating gender, race, and class 
as separate variables and trying to find which has the ‘biggest’ effect. 
First,  .  .  . interaction among them is not apparent as a process.  .  .  . 
Second, the effects of class, race, and gender are primarily seen in 
the experiences of those in the subordinated or ‘marked’ category.” In 
other words, this approach is, at its root, “formulated to explain only 
the difference of the nondominant groups from the dominant” (Choo 
and Ferree 2010, 140–141).

Granting class relations predominant status (implicitly or explicitly, 
treating other forms of inequality as subordinate to economic rela-
tions, as Giminez (2001) argues should be the case) is not that unusual 
in intersectionality applications, particularly those attendant to struc-
tural, material inequalities. However, using one category as primary, or 
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even two as superordinate, can buttress existing social arrangements, 
reinforce sameness, and undermine intersectional politics and possi-
bilities. As Choo and Ferree illustrate, in discussing Michèle Lamont’s 
The Dignity of Working Men (2000), “nation and class are set out as the 
defining features of the study and their structural effects are explained 
first. Then all other differences are treated as extra rather than as inter-
twined, intersecting, and inflecting them. The dominant racial cate-
gory in . . . [France and the United States] is also allowed to exercise 
unexamined normative authority” (Choo and Feree 2010, 143).

In “X-first” intersectionality applications, class can be deployed as a 
form of (unstated) assurance that white privilege will not be disrupted: 
it is offered as “a reunifying ground of equality,” unlike the ostensi-
ble divisiveness of anti-racism, presented as something to move away 
from or progress beyond (Gedalof 2012, 12–13; see also Hemmings 
2011). “X-first” assuagements present class as universal, suggesting 
other factors, like race, gender, or sexuality, are secondary or particular: 
not only are identities atomized, but so are the structural and material 
processes that enforce them (Gedalof 2012, 13). Likewise, gender-first 
logics can reinforce whiteness as gender’s normative center.

Harnois, for instance, analyzes an array of studies using gender 
universalism to explore “women’s relationship with feminism” across 
racial groups (Harnois 2005, 810) and reveals how unstated but pow-
erful assumptions obscure how the methods and measures used, the 
data gathered, and the conclusions reached are all off target for Black 
women.32 She shows how lack of intersectionally-conceived measures 
leads to distorting conclusions (e.g., that Black women are “less femi-
nist”). “Self-identification,” a common measure of feminist identity for 
white women, is an unreliable “indicator of how ‘feminist’ Black women 
are” (819). Moreover, reliance on “attitudinal or ideological variables to 
measure the salience of feminism in women’s lives is also problematic,” 
since feminism does not have one meaning or history (812).

Due to the ubiquity of hierarchical, single-axis thinking, and gen-
der versus ethnicity binaries, questions about whose subjectivity or 
rights should come “first” can seem sensible. For instance, banning the 
wearing of headscarves is often made to appear rational and necessary 
via reference to gender equality “concerns”—that is, under the fear 
that “gender equality may lose out . . . [to] diversity,” as participants 
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in a 2007 Eurobarometer survey reported (Bagilhole 2009, 47). Such 
binary assessments, however, are not natural—they are created. The 
European Court of Human Rights has constructed an artificial and dis-
torting rights conflict, then ruled on (and regulated) this binary: “we 
have—or rather—we construct—two rights in conflict, and strive to 
balance these, or to prioritize them” (Skjeie and Langvasbråten 2009, 
524). In other words, using falsely universalized categories, disaggre-
gated and prioritized from the beginning, leads to a host of errors, 
both political and epistemological.

As Bilge illustrates, in discussing debates about headscarves in 
France, by approaching the symbolic meaning of wearing headscarves 
as unitary and fixed (i.e., as menacing secularism [laïcité] and as 
threatening “gender” equity), the meanings of feminism, secular (liber-
ated) gender, and national democracy also become fixed as inherently 
non-Muslim (and white). She explains, “What veiled women have to 
say about their veiling is irrelevant, and cannot change the meaning 
of the veil, since they are alienated and unwittingly adopt the views of 
their oppressors. In contrast, French feminists qua emancipated sub-
jects have access to the ‘real’ meaning of the veil: it is both a symbol 
and an instrument of women’s oppression by men” (Bilge 2010, 15).

Such frames reinforce colonial fantasies via gender norms, wherein 
gender metonymically stands in for nation. The path to moder-
nity lies in breaking radically from (marked) culture, religion, or 
“ tradition”—unveiling would then signify this rupture (Yeğenoğlu 
1998, 39–67) even though the subjectivity/citizenship promised 
remains perpetually unavailable because it is coded (and regulated) as 
Western, white, modern, and because it requires an ongoing coloniality 
of being to operate (Hoagland 2010; Lugones 2007, 2010). The polit-
ical and epistemological errors of continued reliance on, or slippage 
to, pop-bead, hierarchical thinking intertwine. Beyond constructing 
conflicting rights, relying on (and reinforcing) absolutist divides (e.g., 
between “free” and “subjugated” women), it contravenes intersectional 
thinking by hiding forms of oppression that the “free” assent to (or 
are asked to live with) and by masking our capacity to oppress oth-
ers, to participate in (and benefit from) dominance. Stark divides also 
obscure how those who are subjugated resist—domination can be 
made to appear totalizing.
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It is not a far stretch from relying on neatly bifurcated mappings of 
persons (free and unfree, agentic and dominated, knower and known) 
to participating in a series of divisions that align with social hierarchies 
and norms by distinguishing between “deserving” and undeserving 
(or less-deserving) persons, as Spade (2013) convincingly illustrates, 
violating intersectionality’s ontological, political, and epistemologi-
cal aspects all at once. Yet applications that invoke intersectionality 
to develop equity policy or rights advocacy can uphold this worthy/
unworthy division, rather than challenge it, as in LGBTQ rights dis-
courses that highlight the “good” queers whose life choices and polit-
ical goals match middle-class, heterocentric, white values (Price 2006; 
Spade 2013), or immigration reform advocacy that focuses on the  
stories and needs of deserving “dreamers” (named after the “Dream” 
immigration reform act in the United States) as distinct from other immi-
grants (implicitly undeserving, hence criminalized) (Martínez 2012), or 
the stigmatization of welfare for unemployed persons, versus the acclam-
atory rhetorics of necessity and productivity accorded corporate welfare.

Slipping into human hierarchies, via X-first notions of identities 
and rights, can be found in research contexts as well. Choo and Ferree 
highlight, for example, how Mitchell Duneier’s study, Sidewalk (1999), 
pivots on unstated “assumptions not only about the fundamental dif-
ference between the ‘normal’ members of ‘society’ and these poor black 
men, but of the resonance that readers will feel, seeing money-earning 
work as redemptive and normalizing. Duneier suggests that the side-
walk’s informal economy turns a person with an unfortunate past into 
a ‘deserving’ member of society” (Choo and Ferree 2010, 138). How-
ever, relying on notions of deserving/undeserving persons reinforces 
a hierarchical normative/deviant dualism intersectional approaches 
contest: this parsing of personhood also animates a binary sameness 
versus difference divide intersectionality thoroughly dispenses with.

Theorizing Oppression: Slipping from Matrix Thinking  
to Single-Axis Analytics

Many trained in feminist philosophy, social theory, social stratifica-
tion, and women’s studies, especially in the United States, have been 
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introduced, in part, to thinking about the workings of oppression 
via philosopher Marilyn Frye’s insightful 1983 essay “Oppression.” 
Though Frye’s stated aim is, in part, to think through systems of race, 
class, and gender inequality as a matrix (the term intersectionality was 
yet to be coined), she relies on an atomized, gender-primary lens, one 
obliquely reinforcing a white, heteronormative conceptualization of 
gender that erases within-group differences among women (and men), 
presently and historically.33

For example, Frye’s analysis of patriarchy implicitly posits the 
divide between men and women as principal. She argues that “men” 
are never denigrated or oppressed “as men” and asserts, “Whatever 
assaults and harassments [a man] is subject to, being male is not what 
selects him for victimization” (Frye 1983, 16). Masculinity is presented 
as not impacted by disability, race, sexuality, or citizenship status in an 
inextricable, dynamic way (e.g., see Carbado 1999b). Gender is also 
presented as dual and homogenous, despite the fact that a “pursuit 
of a ‘politics of unity’ solely based on gender forecloses the ‘pursuit of 
solidarity’ ” (Alarcón 1990, 364). Indirectly, Frye relies on an undiffer-
entiated, dimorphic notion of gender in delineating a key concept, the 
double bind—“situations in which options are reduced to a very few and 
all of them expose one to penalty, censure or deprivation” (Frye 1983, 2).

In discussing the politics of anger and the smile, as illustrative of 
the double bind, Frye rightly contends, “it is often a requirement upon 
oppressed people that we smile and be cheerful. If we comply, we sig-
nify our docility and our acquiescence in our situation” (Frye 1983, 2). 
Yet the potential for thinking through who is asked to bear the onus to 
smile, for what reasons and in which contexts, falls away as Frye moves 
to describe the smile as instructive with regard to “women’s” oppres-
sion. Via atomization, she relinquishes an opportunity to take up how 
systemic double binds take place within contexts of relational domi-
nance and subordination within and across multiple vectors of power 
and sites of identity. To clarify, she does allude to a wider sense in 
which various oppressed people or groups (i.e., not just “women”) are 
asked to take up the emotional duty to present a happy affect (often 
combined with gratefulness). And, though she does not specify the 
many possibilities, some can be readily identified.
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For instance, alongside the “feminist killjoy” who is maligned 
because she refuses to play along with business as usual with a smile, 
Ahmed also reminds us of “happy queers” asked to “approximate the 
straight signs of civility to be accepted into civil society” (Ahmed 
2010, 106) and “diversity workers” asked to perform solicitous grat-
itude for being “allowed” entry into institutions of higher education 
(Ahmed 2012). Then, there are the proverbial “happy cripples” who 
populate the ableist imaginary with joyful smiles and infantilized 
grins, accepted by virtue of being inspirational “supercrips” (Shapiro 
1994), from Tiny Tim, “resolutely euphoric in his impairment, illness, 
and poverty” (Wasserman 2006, 215), to sentimental telethon and 
charity figures. Certainly, there are also the purportedly joyous Black 
caricatures peopling the white social imaginary, beaming and grinning 
thanks to the ostensible beneficence of racism, as discussed by Marlon 
Riggs (1983) and Kimberly Wallace-Sanders (2008), for example.

However, now consider the possibility that these various smiling 
people, compelled to take up their requisite happy affect as part of the 
binds and constraints they experience as systemically oppressed, are 
all “women”: the meanings (and solicited or coerced performances) of 
happiness are not the same and cannot simply be boiled down to “gen-
der” alone (or gender unmodified or gender as primary) to explain the 
oppressive and relational dynamics at work. Some women and men are 
expected to show docility or compliance via smiling, or other signifiers 
of good-humored deference, to appease other women (and some men to 
other men and/or other women as well), because race, class, disability, 
gender, citizenship status, and sexuality intertwine.

Later, Frye discusses the smile’s counterpart: anger, usually per-
ceived by those with more power as groundless in nature and unwar-
ranted when expressed by those with less power: anger tends to be 
characterized as silly (foolish) or uncontrolled (threatening) when 
used by oppressed groups or persons. Furthermore, anger is an emo-
tion unduly ascribed to oppressed groups (usually in combination with 
assertions of irrationality, even danger) when they do not comply with 
the onus to perform happy affect. To explain, Frye asserts, “it is my 
being a woman that reduces the power of my anger to a proof of my 
insanity [sic]” (Frye 1983, 16). What Frye does not explain or discuss is 
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how she has such confidence that it is her “being a woman” alone that 
is causal: gender is pulled apart from race, ability, class, citizenship, and 
sexuality.

These factors become “transparent” sites of power and identity in 
such assured claims. Yet people marked as “different” by means of race, 
disability, and social class are also stereotyped as overly irrational and 
unduly “angry.” Some women are also perceived as differently “angry” 
(or inappropriately angry) in comparison to other women (consider 
the stereotypes of the angry Black woman, the vengeful woman ter-
rorist, or the predatory, man-hating lesbian). Frye’s pop-bead analysis, 
which homogenizes gender and drops opportunities to examine how 
gender interacts and intertwines with multiple other sites of power 
and identity, cannot account for these aspects of the politics of anger 
as a site of oppression.

Finally, in discussing how “women’s” dependency is derogated even 
as it is systemically reinforced (Frye 1983, 4, 7–10), Frye astutely 
attends to the hidden structural dimensions of oppression as well as its 
pervasive ideological aspects. However, she does not note that differ-
ent forms of gendered dependency are differently derogated. Some are 
relatively idealized (e.g., women’s dependence on men who are their 
fathers or husbands for protection and care) whereas other forms of 
dependency are stigmatized as dire social problems (indeed individual 
pathologies) in need of remediation (e.g., poor women’s reliance on the 
state via welfare). While both types of institutionalized dependency 
can be understood as oppressive in structural and ideological terms, 
and by means of the evidence of lived experience, the fact is that public 
patriarchy carries social stigma and contempt,34 whereas private patri-
archy garners far more social approval and reward. This was patently 
clear in the 1965 Moynihan Report, for instance (Crenshaw 1989, 
163–165), and in many policy efforts since that reward anti-natalism 
(even sterilization) and heterosexual marriage as “responsible” forms of 
citizenship for structurally marginalized and disenfranchised commu-
nities (Onwuachi-Willig 2005; Thomas 1998).

Questions of relational power, coercion, and constraint apply, via an 
intersectional approach, to “men” and to “women” (and beyond these 
normative genders/categories). Furthermore, gender (and patriarchy 
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as a form of oppression) cannot be disarticulated, and then posited as 
primary, without distortion. Acknowledging how gender imbricates 
with race, sexuality, nation, and disability changes the terms markedly 
of what constitutes gendered behavior, expectations, representations, 
and politics. Valences of sameness and difference operate simulta-
neously and interactively—but to engage this requires intersectional 
“both/and” logics.

It is this both/and thinking that slips away in Frye’s analysis, even 
as she invokes multiplicity and references forms of commonality 
across inequalities throughout. Importantly, Frye mentions (and seeks 
to recognize) differences among women as she unpacks the work-
ings of oppression. Some of her most insightful claims underscore 
how the micropolitical and macropolitical interdepend, how oppres-
sion is structural and comprises interwoven forces, and how hegem-
ony’s restraints are evident in the most intimate details of everyday 
life. However, she reverts to generalizations about women and men 
as groups and to analyses of gender processes as homogenized and 
isolatable from other factors and processes: she thereby inadvertently 
obscures many of the workings of oppression she aims to highlight 
and undermines her own insights about the interacting vectors of 
power that must be examined macroscopically.

I do not suggest Frye is unique: in countless research applications, 
theoretical analyses, and policy practices, single-axis logics continue to 
hold sway, even when intersectional goals are stated or when key inter-
sectional premises are employed. In intersectionality’s name, one can 
find myriad practices that overtly buttress oppressive structures and 
institutions or subtly slip away from intersectional logics. Intersection-
ality’s focus on disrupting hegemonic epistemic norms may be down-
played or let go of, its attention to historical context and contestatory 
memory abandoned, its clarion call for sociopolitical transformation 
muffled, or its attention to within-group differences and rejection of 
false universals discarded. Many of the intersectionality applications 
discussed aim for intersectional social justice and theoretical and insti-
tutional transformation, yet fall short. In relatively subtle ways, practi-
tioners let go of the multivalent epistemology, pluralized ontology, and 
politics of solidarity intersectionality entails.
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These “slippages” highlight a wider problem that intersectionality 
actually invites us to tackle—the influence of dominant logics. When 
we take up a contestatory imagination, begin down an interrogative 
path, and glimpse alternative worlds and selves, we may let go of these 
different possibilities, often inadvertently: Gloria Anzaldúa eloquently 
describes this on a personal level (Anzaldúa 2002; see also Lugones 
2005), but this issue equally applies to institutional and collective con-
texts. Disconnects between goals and outcomes have much to teach 
us about the pull of dominant mindsets and hegemonic imaginaries.35 
They also help illuminate how a critical, justice-oriented, and mul-
tifaceted concept can become flattened and co-opted. By dropping 
an intersectional vision of justice and liberation, some applications go 
even further: they offer a kind of “cover” for maintaining inequality 
and shoring up privilege. We must think through why intersectionality 
seems to remain “unheard” and identify some strategies for addressing 
these distortions and sites of departure.

The next chapter takes up these questions. First, I discuss the nor-
mative power exerted by dominant logics and the resulting issues 
of testimonial inequality (Fricker 2007) and asymmetrical cognitive 
authority. I then identify two key epistemological strategies needed to 
more adequately take up intersectionality: bracketing dominant logics 
and finding ways to practice active bias toward intersectionality, in line 
with intersectionality’s own bias toward marginalized lives and subju-
gated knowledges. In so doing, intersectionality’s many facets must be 
kept in mind (including its praxis and justice orientation, its call for 
macropolitical and micropolitical or multilevel analysis, its emphasis on 
epistemological and ontological multiplicity, its adherence to both/and 
thinking, its attention to relational power and privilege, its coalitional 
vision, and its interrogatory and contestatory imagination). In short, 
it is essential to begin our work (whether political, philosophical, or 
institutional) from within intersectionality’s logics. Then, to conclude, 
and given intersectionality’s focus on praxis, I identify some strategies 
for doing intersectional work: these can be thought of as orientations 
to be taken up, once active bias and “bracketing” are under way. We 
must conjure ways to recognize, and mitigate, powerful mindsets that 
can impede or undermine the very changes we seek to achieve.
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5
BeIng “BIased” toward 

InterseCtIonalIty

A Call for Epistemic Defiance

The previous chapters have journeyed across the terrain of intersec-
tionality’s historical and current iterations to illustrate what an inter-
sectional disposition entails, to delineate how deeply single-axis logics 
distort to so as to better understand why an intersectional approach 
aims to pierce and dismantle their power, and to render visible patterns 
of intersectionality’s repeated misrecognition and/or letting-go in a 
variety of contexts and practices. Here, I shift attention to several epis-
temological factors and politics that aid and abet these distortions and 
slippages. Furthermore, I call for practicing epistemic disobedience or 
defiance to more adequately take up intersectionality as a disposition.

First, I touch on recent theoretical debates about how epistemolo-
gies of ignorance function to maintain hierarchy and harm in the name 
of the common good or the social contract. These debates help to con-
textualize why an intersectional approach probes structural silences 
and takes up knowledges, lives, and forms of justice at the interstices. 
More specifically, I  contend intersectionality should be understood 
as a heuristic useful for exposing and challenging epistemologies of 
ignorance. At the same time, I maintain that an ignorance effect has 
impeded intersectionality’s uptake.
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I then take up issues of credibility deficits, asymmetrical cognitive 
authority, and the issue of knowers’ authorization (and disauthoriza-
tion) to offer insight into how established single-axis logics and norms 
continue to exert considerable force, despite ample evidence as to the 
harm and violation they both animate and support. I follow this gen-
eral discussion of how such logics continue to operate as an enduring 
social imaginary by taking up a pivotal question for feminist studies: if 
gender, as one example of the lasting power of monological/single-axis 
imaginations, can be understood to be epistemically unjust on inter-
sectional terms, should it remain the means by which feminist projects 
are, still, largely signaled or authorized?

Building on decolonial and intersectional critiques of gender that 
show how it can violate even as it may seem a recuperable category 
or workable analytic tool, I  then delve into questions of testimonial 
inequality and point to the need to reframe what “understanding” as 
an intellectual and political practice requires, from an intersectional 
orientation. Rather than presume discursive space to be equal, or pre-
suppose understanding to entail transparency and (full) translatability, 
intersectionality directs our attention to the “voids” (Crenshaw 2011c) 
where silenced speech resides, focuses on the “residues” (Schutte 2000) 
that do not translate, and calls for the need to presume the meaning-
fulness of an alternative idea or unfamiliar worldview (Babbitt 2001), 
even if one cannot understand it on conventional terms.

To illustrate how its both/and logics and same/different thesis offer 
a means to read/interpret differently, I  discuss how intersectionality 
is pivotal for perceiving the “resistant oppressed” (Lugones 2006), for 
piercing opacities, and for engaging with obscured lives and meanings, 
even as doing so can require a decentering of common feminist lenses 
and of conventional feminist subjects/protagonists. Given the consid-
erable force continually exerted by dominant logics (which is one of 
intersectionality’s central insights), I conclude by discussing the need to 
actively practice epistemic disobedience and disidentification to more 
adequately take up intersectionality as a radical political/philosophical 
disposition. Specifically, I  lay out why both “[] bracketing” (Lugones 
2010) and “bias” (Babbitt 2001) are called for to more fully inhabit an 
intersectional imagination and enact intersectional politics.
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Contesting Dominant Logics, Being Contested  
by Dominant Logics

Identifying and unpacking the relationship between epistemic asym-
metries, cognitive distortions, and structural/material inequalities is 
central to intersectional scholarship and politics. Paradoxically, these 
same factors also often combine to impede our ability to realize inter-
sectionality’s innovative politics and possibilities. As the last chapters 
have illustrated, intersectionality can be sidestepped in ways that seem 
to pass relatively unnoticed: for instance, analyses obscuring interac-
tions across systems of power, slippages to either/or hierarchical log-
ics, and depoliticized notions of intersectionality are commonplace. 
Engaging intersectionality can transmogrify into a kind of studied 
indifference to its precepts, histories, and orientations in ways that 
reinforce, rather than upset, a politics of domination. Via a host of 
mechanisms, researchers and practitioners can lay the ground for 
intersectionality’s critical lexicon, forged in political struggle, to be 
absorbed, co-opted, or diluted.

Aligning intersectionality with conventional frames or established 
methods may certainly render it more translatable or usable, but what 
does it mean if the modes by which it is understood and applied entail 
anti-intersectional thinking or violate its history, central premises, and 
commitments? As they accrue, what do such practices do to intersec-
tional ideas, politics, histories, and meanings—do they make violation 
of intersectionality routine, or render acceptable the devaluing of its 
genealogy in resistance movements, particularly in Black feminisms? 
The quotidian nature of these dynamics underscores how established 
knowledge practices can interpellate us into adhering to business as 
usual, epistemologically and politically.

It is not ideas, in isolation, that do this work, for they connect to 
larger power dynamics: epistemic practices are part of the intimate 
fabric of everyday life and tie in to macropolitical forces and systems. 
Ways of knowing have both material outcomes and normative effects 
that authorize (and also disqualify or disauthorize) knowers: they are 
pivotal to maintaining status quo social relations and are, therefore, 
key sites of political struggle. When it comes to questions of epistemic 
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distortion, as part and parcel of structural inequality, Lorraine Code 
argues that “it is not only individual acts of epistemic injustice” that 
must be addressed, but “the systemic, sedimented, interlocking char-
acter of sexist, racist, paternalistic, and other oppressive thought 
and action that makes those individual acts possible” (Code 2011, 
210–211).

Intersectionality can be considered one such orientation or dis-
position, called for by Code, to dismantle epistemic distortions and 
structural power asymmetries, because it intervenes in intermeshed 
inequalities and traces patterns of systematic, asymmetrical harm. It 
contests the epistemic distortions and the material consequences that 
result from partitioned social ontologies (e.g., hierarchies of human 
value) and categorical thinking (e.g., atomization and false univer-
sals). Intersectionality has also long demonstrated the need to actively 
resist the violence and fragmentation sustained by single-axis logics. 
As Cho, Crenshaw, and McCall assert, countering structured epis-
temic and material injustice requires an “adoption of an intersectional 
way of thinking about the problem of sameness and difference and 
its relation to power.” This, in turn, entails thinking about “categories 
[and, I would add, ontologies, temporalities, histories, affects, desires, 
embodiments, cosmologies, and epistemologies] not as distinct but as 
always permeated . . ., fluid and changing, always in the process of cre-
ating and being created by dynamics of power” (Cho, Crenshaw, and 
McCall 2013, 795, italics added).

Yet, interpretations and applications of intersectionality often deny 
this permeability, obscure power’s fluid and processual nature, and drop 
its same/different analytics: the tools used to apply or assess intersec-
tional ideas and aims are often the very ones it insists we must divest 
from to achieve a more just world. Intersectionality is thus repeat-
edly misrecognized in its own name—it is read or operationalized as 
adhering to categorical separation and as furthering atomized logics, 
rather than as rupturing these epistemes by drawing on knowledges, 
historical memories, and political desires derived from living/being/
thinking within enmeshment and resistance. That single-axis mindsets 
cannot so easily be renounced (and that intersectionality seems regu-
larly to slip away) can be explained, in part, by how we are continually 
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enlisted to sustain normative frameworks and established knowledge 
paradigms. We are regularly pressured, via epistemological and other 
means, to legitimate consensus reality (Anzaldúa 1990a, xxi; Collins 
1990, 2004).

Epistemologies of Ignorance and Intersectionality

One key means by which an intersectional approach aims to trace 
and to rupture intermingled practices of dominance is by treating 
gaps in knowledge as meaningful. Absences, anomalies, and outliers 
are understood as potentially replete with suppressed meanings—as 
repositories for unheard testimony and as archives of knowledge and 
memory gleaned from differently oriented lives and epistemes. Such 
absences or silences are not approached in an intersectional reading as 
happenstance but as deeply structured, both philosophically (because 
tied to standard ways of knowing) and politically (because tied to struc-
tural inequality). Intersectionality focuses our attention on instances 
of “selective reality” or “blank spots,” then, because such absences can 
provide evidence of a carefully structured “conditioned perception” that 
needs to be identified and challenged (Anzaldúa 1990a, xxi).

To flesh out this fundamental dimension of intersectional work, 
recent discussions about epistemologies of ignorance, or the “politics 
of unknowing” (Code 2011, 208), are invaluable. The epistemological 
norms an intersectional disposition invites us to unsettle and trans-
form are as much about not-knowing as an institutionalized practice 
as about knowing. Specifically, in contesting exclusions in categorical 
logics, or violations in single-axis liberation strategies, intersection-
ality takes on willful ignorance, which is a “determined” form of “not 
knowing, and not wanting to know” (Tuana 2006, 10), “an agreement 
to know the world wrongly that is rewarded and encouraged because it 
serves to maintain the status quo” (May 2006, 109; see also Mills 1997; 
Swan 2010; Pohlhaus 2012).

Practices of refusing to know, though often imperceptible from 
within the (tightly regulated) bounds of conventional epistemes, play 
an active role in shoring up power and privilege. An inability to under-
stand (or an ability to understand only in ways that violate or erase the 
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differences at hand) is often not accidental but, instead, a structured 
skill, a trained incapacity. Not-knowing on the part of those accorded 
more power can signal an assiduously enforced lack, an acquired 
insensitivity achieved via a thorough schooling in ignorance that 
works both to naturalize and sustain inequality. Correlatively, margin-
alized groups can also take up and practice (a different form of ) igno-
rance as a survival tactic and political technique—that is, choosing to 
not accept or fully attend to dominant logics and expectations—as 
a means of manipulating the epistemic oversights and limitations of 
those in power (Bailey 2007; Collins 1990; Lugones 2005).

As Code explains, unequal structural power and asymmetrical 
epistemic authority intertwine and serve to “inoculate” (privileged) 
knowers from perceiving the narrowness of their views (Code 2011, 
213): they gain an “immunity” to stories and evidence not correspond-
ing to established ideas (Code 2006, 110). Code’s inoculation met-
aphor suggests a set of procedures instituted to protect (normative) 
citizen-subjects, and their privileges, from contest and harm. Fur-
thermore, the benefits of epistemic inoculation (i.e., who in the body 
politic receives antigenic care and is protected by it) are differentially 
distributed: this is just one among an array of means of reinforcing 
discursive, structural, and material power asymmetries. In addition, 
the inoculation effect, or ignorance effect, is not merely individual, but 
naturalized by, and within, wider structures and practices.

Charles W. Mills (1997) describes how such agreements to engage 
in ignorance operate as part of the social contract that is in fact a 
“racial contract.”1 While I find his conception of the racial contract 
insufficiently intersectional, as his operative notion of Blackness is 
fairly homogenous and atomized (Black women as a population and 
as a group of knowers are nearly invisible in his formulation and cita-
tional practices, for instance), his keen observations offer important 
insight as to why taking up intersectionality requires questioning and 
intervening in socially sanctioned forms of cognitive opaqueness or 
not-knowing.2

Mills demonstrates that we are all (differently) invited to operate 
within the confines of “an invented delusional world, a racial fantasy-
land” characterized by myriad forms of cognitive “opacity” necessary to 
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maintain and unify a “white polity” (Mills 1997, 18–19). At the same 
time, norms of transparency are instituted and enforced, as Cren-
shaw (1989) argues in “Demarginalizing.” Likewise, as Sara Ahmed 
explains, “it has become commonplace for whiteness to be represented 
as invisible, as the unseen or the unmarked, as a noncolour, the absent 
presence or hidden referent, against which all other colours are meas-
ured as forms of deviance. . . . But of course whiteness is only invisible 
for those who inhabit it. For those who don’t, it is hard not to see 
whiteness; it even seems everywhere” (Ahmed 2004, 1).

An epistemology of ignorance is thus core to regulating a (widely 
sanctioned but just as widely denied) human hierarchy, a “partitioned 
social ontology” of persons and subpersons accorded disproportion-
ate privileges and patently unequal life chances. To rationalize these 
inequities, those categorized as “subpersons” (in Mills, those marked as 
raced, though an intersectional approach would focus on overlapping, 
intermingled, and relational ontological hierarchies) are characterized 
as, and considered to be, inherently inferior in terms of moral, polit-
ical, and cognitive status and authority. This stratification of human 
value and capacity becomes institutionalized (in legal, political, reli-
gious, educational, cultural, and familial institutions), as does an asym-
metrical distribution of privilege and power, and harm and suffering 
(Mills 1997, 11–16, 59–60).

Importantly, once this distinction and hierarchy have been estab-
lished, instilled, and naturalized, claims about universal personhood 
and rights within the social polity are widely understood as relevant 
only to those considered full persons. Simultaneously, however, this 
narrowness is vigorously denied. Furthermore, the exclusions and era-
sures embedded in the universal are obscured by an array of knowl-
edge conventions, state practices, and political norms that mask or 
render illegible these bald-faced contradictions (hence intersectionali-
ty’s sustained attention to opacities as meaningful structured absences, 
as I  shall discuss shortly). Cultural and political ideals of “univer-
sal” equality, sameness, and fairness prevail even as it is evident that 
these (false) universals were never designed to be all-inclusive and are 
demonstrably and consistently applied (because conceived) in system-
ically unequal ways (Mills 1997, 12, 53–60).
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Though Crenshaw’s contributions generally have been underappre-
ciated in the philosophical literatures on ignorance, it is these patterns 
of patently false universality, of an overt (but disavowed) exclusion by 
design, and of a narrow sense of representative personhood that she 
pinpoints and critiques across her body of work. Early on, in “Demar-
ginalizing,” for instance, Crenshaw (1989) shows how antidiscrimina-
tion doctrine, feminist praxis, and anti-racist action, when conceived 
in an atomized way, cannot lead to meaningful forms of justice, as 
single-axis logics rely on, condone, and require systemic privilege, 
ontological partitions (personhood/subpersonhood), and systematized 
obliviousness. She also illustrates how such epistemic practices uphold 
entrenched patterns of differentially distributed harm and violation.

In other words, that unknowing or willful ignorance emerges as 
fundamental to Enlightenment knowledge ideals, and to the various 
systems (e.g., the law) that stem from this legacy, is no accident. The 
social contract is declared to be universal and inclusive, but it is insti-
tuted (and conceived from the start) in circumscribed, biased, and vio-
lent ways. For example, social contract theory, a central component of 
a “colonizer imagination,” endeavored to render Indigenous popula-
tions across the globe as background figures (as not-persons) in “the 
fiction of the state of nature,” thereby laying the epistemic ground for 
conquest, slavery, and empire (Hoagland 2010, 229).

Thus, the social contract presents, facially, as neutral and equitable 
but is conceived, instituted, and practiced in biased and asymmetrical 
ways. Furthermore, a wide range of normative conventions have been 
set in place to reinforce this effect, to make it appear as if the social 
contract is, axiomatically, not just an inclusive ideal, but one that is 
enacted objectively and in the best interests of (all) the people. By 
approaching ignorance politics from an intersectional and decolonial 
orientation, however, we can begin to see more fully how the episte-
mological force and violation of modernity and capitalism intimately 
intertwine, historically and presently, with forms of conquest, con-
tainment, exploitation, and genocide that are deeply marked by (and, 
in turn, fundamentally shape) race, gender, sexuality, and disability: 
moreover, these violations are embedded in the terms and norms of 
the social contract itself.3
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What ignorance politics also pinpoint is how, when those with 
material and political power are invested in maintaining dominion, 
they can, without penalty (and, frankly, often with significant reward), 
use their epistemic privilege of not-knowing to refuse to acknowledge 
and to actively undermine “any newly generated epistemic resource 
that attends to those parts of the world that they are vested in ignor-
ing” (Pohlhaus 2012, 728). As Gaile Pohlhaus, Jr. illustrates, this dis-
missal usually occurs by refusing to engage “resources that would call 
their attention to those aspects of the world to which they do not 
attend.” Furthermore, the epistemic resources that would aid in shift-
ing mindsets usually are “the very ones under contestation”—that is, 
the ones refused/not-seen/not-known are often the exact concepts 
and skills being introduced from the epistemic margins (728).

This dynamic—of reinforcing and reasserting the very ways of 
knowing being contested while ignoring, circumventing, or actively 
disparaging alternative epistemic tools or orientations—is clear in 
how single-axis norms are employed in intersectionality critiques and 
applications alike. By recognizing how knowledge practices are social 
and political, but also tied to material factors and historical forces, it 
becomes easier to understand how and why hegemonic ideas cannot 
simply be dismissed as false or proven wrong solely by rendering the 
perfect counterargument or providing the right data or information. 
Dominant views come to have a kind of protective coating or armor 
which provides them with a form of unassailability: in addition, asym-
metrical power relations, past and present, shape what facts are availa-
ble, what counts as factual, or even what premises are understandable 
(Narayan 1997).

From an epistemologies of ignorance approach, then, it is not 
necessarily surprising that the very knowledge norms and systemic 
exclusions that intersectionality contests also turn out to be the means 
and mechanisms of its undoing. Single-axis logics are at the heart of 
many of the structural, material, and philosophical inequities inter-
sectionality objects to and aims to transform: at the same time, they 
help to render intersectional ideas illogical or illegible. Epistemologies 
of ignorance are thus instructive for illuminating how it comes to be 
that knowers committed to transforming and decolonizing knowledge 
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practices and politics often unconsciously participate in forms of epis-
temic recalcitrance, even opposition or backlash.

Since intersectionality’s focus, in great part, is on contesting (more 
than just identifying) unexpected sites of complicity with domination 
(whether in terms of political organizing or epistemological habits and 
practices), it is essential to take up the question of how to turn from 
such unwitting collusion and means of not-knowing when interpret-
ing and applying intersectionality itself. A key step in this direction 
requires taking more seriously how knowledge practices enact power 
and have normative effects.

Intelligibility Gaps4 and the Normative Power  
of Single-Axis Logics

To begin to illustrate the degree to which established frameworks or 
ideas can uphold unequal social relations, significantly impede cogni-
tion, and undermine knowledge, discussions of ignorance politics at 
work in scientific knowledge communities can be useful. For instance, 
Barbara Whitten analyzes how physicist Michael Faraday’s discovery 
of “lines of force” (magnetic fields) and electromagnetic induction was 
both discounted and dismissed in his day (though later it would be 
understood that he had anticipated key elements of Einstein’s theory 
of relativity) (Whitten 2001). The Faraday example shows how think-
ing against the grain, and drawing on knowledge honed in the mar-
gins, is more than merely difficult: it is a “project” or achieved mindset, 
not just a natural outcome of one’s social location or identity (Whitten 
2001, 368; see also Alcoff 2012; Sandoval 2000).

The prevailing logics and epistemic norms of one’s time (in Far-
aday’s case, both Newton’s hypothesis of gravitational force at a dis-
tance and the penchant for mathematical explanations and language 
as ostensibly superior means of proof, both of which ruled the day) 
can be so instilled, and we can be so inculcated into them, so as to 
render new ideas implausible. This ignorance effect is even more pow-
erful as a normative force when new ideas or analyses are generated 
and introduced by those with less material, epistemic, and political 
power and when arrived at (and presented or proven) via practices and 
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genres that do not have the same kind of cultural capital or epistemic 
weight. Whitten clarifies that Faraday’s “ ‘humble origins’ [did] not 
guarantee a working-class standpoint” (Whitten 2001, 367), though 
they certainly impacted his point of entry into science and shaped his 
approach as an experimentalist.

In retrospect, we can see how three interlocking factors made his 
ideas seem implausible, even ridiculous, at the time: biases against ways 
and means of knowing more likely to be practiced by a working-class 
man like Faraday, trained via apprenticeship (e.g., hands-on experi-
mentation), combined with the academy’s inclination to find mathe-
matical theorems (presented by scientists considered to be epistemic 
and social class peers, not underlings or assistants) more plausible, in 
conjunction with the epistemological influence exerted by the reigning 
theory of the time (Newton’s theory of action at a distance) (Whitten 
2001, 371–375).5

Though interested in and professionally committed to pursuing the 
unknown and the not-yet-understood, much of the scientific commu-
nity nevertheless adhered to more familiar frameworks and to ways of 
knowing that held more cultural capital (and thus greater validity) for 
those inside the relatively elite community of scientific knowers. The 
upper-class underpinnings of scientific training, knowledge exchange, 
and practice meant that elite knowers and their explanations were 
more likely to be engaged with (even if, in the end, they were off 
course): scientific knowledge conventions rendered some new knowl-
edge or discoveries, like Faraday’s, less plausible and also, if indirectly, 
functioned as a means to maintain class privilege and power.

Whitten offers a tangible instance of how interpretation is a key 
means by which social hierarchies are maintained (and, therefore, 
also potentially interrupted or unsettled): philosophical standards 
and expectations have discursive effects that must be taken seriously 
because they set the parameters of “legitimation” by which knowers 
are both authorized and disauthorized (Alcoff 2011; Alcoff and Kit-
tay 2007). Everyday beliefs and established norms can significantly 
impede an idea’s uptake: in addition, problems of epistemic intran-
sigence are only amplified by power disparities (i.e., when the new 
concepts at hand are ones that have been generated by marginalized 
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knowers and that substantially contest prevailing worldviews and 
established ways of knowing). In other words, in a “socially stratified 
society, some persons are situated in positions that allow their experi-
ences to count more in the development and circulation of epistemic 
resources” (Pohlhaus 2012, 718).

A similar lesson has been articulated by Collins, in delineating the 
contours of Black feminist theorizing more broadly: “An oppressed 
group’s experiences may put its members in a position to see things 
differently, but their lack of control over the ideological apparatuses 
of society makes expressing a self-defined standpoint more difficult” 
(Collins 1990, 26). Barbara Christian named this circumstance as 
one of belonging to a “folk who speak in muted tongues” (Christian 
1990, 13). A century prior, Anna Julia Cooper described herself as one 
among many “hitherto voiceless” Black women who had been forced 
to be “one mute and voiceless note”: collectively, they comprise an 
“uncomprehended cadenza,” a “muffled strain” struggling to be heard 
(Cooper 1988, i–ii). This same problem is also, in part, what Crenshaw 
would allude to when asserting that Black women occupy “a location 
that resists telling” (Crenshaw 1991, 1242).

Drawing on this long-standing Black feminist intellectual and 
political legacy, intersectionality challenges a host of everyday logics 
that uphold inequality and reinforce silences, some of which are tied to 
institutionalized patterns of unequal cognitive authority and system-
atic ignorance. At the same time, the politics of reception constitute 
a significant impediment to engaging intersectional ideas once they 
have been articulated. In other words, in addition to dominant views 
having a kind of protective shield, insurgent ideas and politics con-
front a credibility deficit (Wylie 2011) that facilitates their dismissal 
or distortion.

Consider some of artist Renée Cox’s photographic self-portraits in 
which she claims her aesthetic and political authority both to contest 
racist-sexist visual ideologies and to represent and embody the sacred 
(e.g., in “Yo Mama’s Pietà” as the Virgin Mary holding Jesus [who, 
likewise, is Black], or in “Yo Mama’s Last Supper” as a nude, Black 
female Jesus figure at the last supper [where the only white male is 
Judas]).6 Cox’s visual affirmation of Black women’s embodiment as 
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sacred was read by many (most notably by Rudolph Guiliani, mayor of 
New York at the time) as irrefutably profane and repulsive. The patently 
racist-sexist logics underlying established sacred/profane binaries ren-
dered her ideas implausible: her aesthetic intervention became legi-
ble (and thus dismissable) as an affront to (ostensibly universal) faith, 
beauty, civility, and human decency.

Similarly, though they tried to mock and disrupt the colonial gaze 
of human display and to expose the violence of Columbus’ “discovery” 
via their performance art, Coco Fusco and Guillermo Gomez-Peña 
found many audiences could not perceive beyond the frame of 
settler-colonial imperial logics and thus were unable to engage with 
their critiques. Instead of recognizing their work as an ironic perfor-
mance, one of talking back to coloniality, many audiences just saw 
Fusco and Gomez-Peña as “authentic” specimens of caged difference 
on display for the audience’s edification (or sexual needs, or cultural 
curiosity). Alternatively, others (particularly elite viewers) indignantly 
charged Fusco and Gomez-Peña with being unscrupulous and decep-
tive (Fusco 1995, 52–59). Either way, most could not perceive their 
performative challenge to five hundred years of violence and genocide 
in the name of (ostensibly universal values of ) modernity, progress, 
art/culture, civilization, and knowledge.

With regard to the politics of interpreting and applying intersec-
tionality, it is imperative to understand this twinned epistemic dynamic, 
wherein consensus reality and dominant logics are granted epistemic 
safeguarding (akin to an impervious protective coating) and a surfeit of 
cognitive authority, while insurgent ideas and resistance politics face 
a significant credibility deficit and can be treated as wholly illegible or 
illogical. These linked epistemic circumstances help explain, in part, 
how single-axis norms continue to preside in ways that render matrix 
orientations implausible or unintelligible (and how intersectionality’s 
roots and origins in Black and women of color feminisms continue to 
get treated cursorily or even discarded).

Here, Code’s notion of a “social imaginary” (which I contend single-axis 
logics should be understood to constitute), and how it helps to sustain 
status quo relations, is useful. As she explains it, a social imaginary “is 
a loosely integrated system of metaphors, images, assumptions, ways of 
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thinking, with powerful if tacit features that generate and underwrite pos-
sibilities of knowledge production, interpretation, uptake, and implemen-
tation.” A social imaginary thus serves to render “some ideas, practices, 
and projects plausible, intelligible, and others not” (Code 2011, 210). In 
other words, to better understand the intransigence of single-axis mind-
sets, it is useful to approach them as akin to “settled expectations” (Camp-
bell 1999).

Like alluvial deposits that accumulate and harden over time, 
single-axis logics become “sedimented” (Code 2006) and hard to shake 
because they are intimately connected to wider social norms, struc-
tural asymmetries, historical forces, and material practices. They are 
also often hidden: like a substratum, single-axis mindsets constitute 
the invisible basis upon which are built a host of violating practices. 
Susan Campbell explains how established beliefs “settle” or solidify 
into sets of expectations that actively structure our attention and shape 
our responses. They have a “normative force” and impose epistemo-
logical obligations—on self and others—in ways that buttress power 
inequity and bolster dominant identities (Campbell 1999, 224–225). 
To counter this force, intersectionality offers tools for denaturalizing 
and piercing dominant logics (via its same/different thesis, antisubor-
dination roots, and attention to enmeshment).

For instance, consider Fiona Campbell’s questioning of how Disa-
bility Studies is named as a field—she argues for a shift to Studies in 
Ableism (SiA). Using a same/different reading (of the self, the other, 
and the social world as permeable) that attends to power’s multiple 
forces, Campbell argues that ableism’s bodily and intellectual norms 
should be understood as central to the logics of oneness and, hence, 
fundamental to dominion. These corporeal and cognitive standards 
have an “aspirational benchmark” that values and reinforces sameness. 
This benchmark pivots on a “hermeneutics of the desirable and the 
disgusting,” or a hierarchy of the worthy versus the unworthy: how-
ever, it is usually presented as a utopian narrative of medical promise 
and progressive development (not as a murderous tale of disappear-
ance or as a eugenic nightmare) (Campbell 2012, 214). The aspira-
tional, of course, is simultaneously encoded by myriad other signs or 
markers used to map out worthy citizen-subjects: whiteness/lightness, 
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normative sexual practices/identities/positionalities (heteronorma-
tive and, increasingly, homonormative), privileged class positions, and 
dominant gender norms/roles.

Campbell calls for a dual accounting, one that focuses on epistemic 
and embodied defiance against normative (and normalizing) forces 
while also attending to the “production of ableism” as a systematic pro-
cess inculcating us into hegemonic body logics and, likewise, into what 
Puar describes as global economies of productivity versus “debility” 
(Puar 2012a). This, in turn, offers ways to challenge widespread notions 
of pathology, reasonableness, productivity, deficiency, healthiness, and 
well-being that are both specific to ableism and part of the shared logics 
used to animate and justify myriad ontological hierarchies (Campbell 
2012, 218). In attending to ableism’s permeability with/in other sys-
tems of oppression, Campbell also rejects the common impetus to cre-
ate universalizable knowledge about disability (as an obverse of narrow 
norms of wellness and corporeal uniformity) because such knowledge 
could readily align with ableist Western/modern/colonial epistemic 
practices, forms of governance, and systems of economic expropriation 
(Campbell 2012, 222–223; see also Grech 2012).

In other words, part of what an intersectional approach emphasizes 
is how established beliefs exert considerable power by obscuring (as 
meaningful or relevant), or by eradicating (as unworthy or lesser), the 
different subjectivities, knowledges, bodies, cosmologies, memories, 
histories, or worldviews being presented (and that have long been pres-
ent, even if denied or suppressed). Attending to structured absences 
and epistemic opacities is therefore imperative because they impact 
knowledge dynamics and political possibilities not only with regard 
to margin/center power relations but also within-group relations and 
margin-to-margin knowledge dynamics and political possibilities.

In other words, intersectionality’s focus on simultaneous privilege 
and oppression, combined with its attention to multiplicity (in terms 
of subjectivity and power relations) via a same/different, both/and lens, 
means that epistemic relations among (and within) differently margin-
alized communities can also be fraught: marginalized spaces, bodies, 
and knowledges are not free from relations of dominance. As Lugones 
explains, “Since our journeys to the limen are different, often at odds, 
often in great tension given that we are among each other’s oppressors, the 
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freeing spaces where we attempt to chisel our own faces are not readily 
accessible to each other” (Lugones 2006, 77, italics added). Single-axis 
logics can thus lead to cognitive or political outcomes that are more 
than just partial or incomplete: they render intersectional worldviews 
unintelligible and serve as an obstacle to understanding and to enact-
ing intersectional ways of knowing and being.

Given the range of harms and violations incited and sustained 
by pop-bead, hierarchical mindsets, why is it that single-axis gender 
frameworks endure within feminist projects at large and in debates 
about and uses of intersectionality in particular? Certainly, on one 
hand, as a means to understand bodies, map power, unpack social 
relations, and historicize ideas, gender, taken up within critical fem-
inist contexts, seems a potentially expansive (or at least salvageable) 
category. On the other hand, it can be profoundly narrow, not only 
in terms of its historical uses, but also its current deployments. For 
instance, an “ongoing myopia of hegemonic concepts of gender” 
continues to occlude and to discount the “cross-border dimensions 
of gender dynamics, and the continued power of the geographies of 
colonial modernity” (Patil 2013, 848).

Despite repeated evidence of their fundamental distortions, dia-
chronically and presently, common-denominator gender logics 
continue to exert a considerable political and philosophical force. 
Even when used in the name of radical critique and resistance, 
gender-primary logics continue to “govern” (regulate and rule) many 
feminist practices in ways that carry on hegemony and replicate nor-
mative/deviant hierarchies. Gender, then, might well need to be under-
stood as a remarkably persistent example of the single-axis logics and 
practices intersectionality contests and, equally, a powerful factor in 
keeping intersectional ideas and worldviews contained, sidelined, or 
just out of reach.

How Might Gender Be Epistemically Unjust  
on Intersectional Terms?7

From its earliest formations, intersectionality has underscored the 
inadequacy of seeking recognition (from the state, the law, one’s allies 
in resistance movements, or within one’s “home” communities) via 
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categorical terms, knowledge norms, or political practices that deny 
multiplicity, disarticulate enmeshed identities and systems, and artifi-
cially parse vectors of power and pathways to meaningful social change. 
Reflecting back on her earlier writings, Crenshaw has explained how 
“Demarginalizing” was, in great part, about revealing and critiquing 
how U.S. antidiscrimination law, civil rights activism, and feminist 
politics required certain categories and frameworks for claims to be 
legible, even if these, in turn, violated complexity, denied multiplicity, 
and undermined justice. The law established “interpretive templates 
that any discrimination claim needed to engage in order to be cog-
nizable” (Crenshaw 2011c, 228): however, these single-axis terms of 
recognition repeatedly (and variously) violated Black women’s claims.

In the context of feminism, intersectionality has shown how 
(common-denominator) gender, though used to render sexism “cog-
nizable” as a (fluid, constructed, lived) process and system, neverthe-
less operates as an inadequate, even violating “interpretive template,” 
because gender (in its Western, modern, dimorphic iterations) con-
tinues to be a key means by which modernity’s singular logics and 
divisive practices live on.8 Gender remains central to identifying and 
facilitating feminist projects even as it also has been a fundamental 
means by which inequalities among women have been created and 
reinforced. It may, therefore, be integral to the patterns of imaginative 
intransigence vis-à-vis intersectionality mapped out herein and piv-
otal to the persistent (and peculiar) dismissal and distortion of inter-
sectional logics and practices.

Code outlines how “governing imaginaries” (here, with regard to 
the fields of law and medicine) reinforce a philosophical order and 
also sustain the larger social order. The figure  of the “reasonable 
man” offers a condensation of the law’s imaginary, while for medi-
cine it is the “science-obedient diagnostician” (Code 2006, 106). 
Code does not discuss the implications of gender as a “governing 
imaginary” for women’s and gender studies. However, if we consider 
gender-primary logics, or the collective figure “women,” to be, in fact, 
akin to a governing imaginary, then we must consider the coercive 
force exerted by gender upon intersectional logics and politics. In 
turn, since “Western gender discourse embeds us in and is embedded 
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in colonial formations” (Hoagland 2010, 227) that are saturated by 
Western “body logics” (Oyěwùmí 1997), by heteronormative somat-
ics and reproductive frames (Hall 2005; Lugones 2007, 2010), and by 
ableist fantasies of productivity and capacity (Campbell 2012; Good-
ley 2014; Puar 2012a), this should lead to questioning whether gender 
should remain feminism’s primary “legitimating discursive structure” 
(Gedalof 2012, 3).

As Hoagland argues, gender actively “enters us into a cognitive 
framework,” one that “permeate[s] our thinking” (Hoagland 2010, 
237) in ways that distort, even as it has been used to shed light on 
unequal social relations, exclusionary philosophical norms, and harm-
ful power structures, presently and historically. In the end, then, how 
illuminating is gender for analyzing and/or contesting existing ine-
qualities and oppressive social relations, and what are its costs or era-
sures if one accounts for gender intersectionally, transnationally, and 
also decolonially?

The “flattening effect” of gender on feminist theory (Alarcón 1990, 
361) comes even more sharply into focus via a decolonial lens that 
accounts for what Lugones (2007) describes as the “light” side of 
modernity as well as the “dark” side—the Enlightenment’s underside 
(i.e., coloniality, slavery, and conquest). Western modernity’s binary 
gender system was devised and instituted as an exclusive set of catego-
ries and processes, carefully reserved in the social contract’s partitioned 
social ontology only for those considered full persons (not subper-
sons). Modernity’s logics understand male/female binaries (sexual 
dimorphism) as relevant to all beings (human and animal), but simul-
taneously degender or deny gender to all but those males and females 
understood (and designated) as human in the social contract—that is, 
reserved only for those most privileged within modernity’s “light” side 
(Lugones 2007, 2010).

Within modernity’s “light” side, there are also hierarchical ontolo-
gies and declensions of personhood—if one’s white/light racial status 
is intertwined with poverty, non-normative sexuality, or bodily differ-
ence or disability, for instance, one is placed lower on the established 
human hierarchy. One’s gendered status is likewise also mitigated: 
one can be degendered or categorized as outside of or as deviating 
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from gender by myriad factors. For modernity’s “dark” side, and for 
the light side’s shadows, so to speak, “sex was made to stand alone.” 
Modernity’s dark side was understood to be without gender yet still 
sexed (male and female) (Lugones 2007; see also Morgan 2004; 
Taylor-García 2008).

This Western modern gender-race-ability logic also generated 
classifications for a wide range of what appear as/get constructed as 
anomalies: notions of the monstrous or animal-like body, for instance, 
were used to mark deviance and ascribe depravity. Though at times 
“the colonial gaze gender[ed] Indigenous people as hermaphrodites or 
intersexed” (Bailey 2010, 66), peculiar or abnormal genders are under-
stood to not correspond to being gendered in the dual/light/modern/
human sense. Rather, as the outer limits of gender, or as beyond gen-
der, anomalies and abnormalities buttress normative bourgeois, civi-
lized, human gender. Ostensible lack of gender, or aberrant or deviant 
gender, is then used to rationalize ungendered/degendered bodies 
being brutalized (as hypersexual or animal flesh), caged or incarcer-
ated, exploited as surplus labor, or destroyed because expendable.

Across time and place, gender has functioned as a category or means 
of understanding that, minimally, flattens and distorts and, maximally, 
erases and violates: it was conceived and devised, in the context of 
coloniality, slavery, and empire, to “facilitate the destruction of frame-
works, epistemes, economies and cosmologies of conquered cultures” 
(Hoagland 2010, 228). Furthermore, once one takes up an interpretive 
frame shaped by decolonial and intersectional feminist commitments, 
the ostensible historical break from coloniality (the “post” colonial)—a 
declared fiction which is part of the social contract’s epistemology of 
ignorance—comes to be understood as definitively not “over” but still 
happening. As Hoagland explains, “This is the coloniality of power. . . . 
[T]he ‘after’ of ‘post-colonialism’ is an aftermath that includes virtu-
ally seamless continuations of colonial reorderings: identity formation, 
economic exploitation, epistemic ordering, and patterns of violence. 
This aftermath informs U.S. academic institutions, including its intel-
lectual canons, and even thrives in progressive intellectual productions” 
(Hoagland 2010, 228).
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Thinking diachronically, via a heterogeneous temporality that “sup-
plants the claims of a singular history” tied to linear/colonial/modern 
time (Alcoff 2004a, 111), creates room to document how coloniality 
endures (and, likewise, how departures from or resistances alongside 
coloniality are also ongoing). For instance, Barbara Heron (2007) 
maps out continuities between Victorian colonial gender discourses 
of feminine virtue (ideologies/norms meant for the elite, “light” side 
of modernity—for the gendered) and contemporary ideas about the 
moral goodness of NGO development and women’s organizations 
from the Global North. Heron unpacks “constructions of gender, 
which position white middle-class women as simultaneously subjects 
and non-subjects who may enhance their hold on bourgeois subjectiv-
ity through the performance of ‘goodness’ ” (Heron 2007, 7). Women 
from the Global North, working in feminized and racialized NGO 
and development contexts, often reanimate colonial logics (of time, 
productivity, capital, embodiment, gender, and race) in the name of 
ostensibly universal forms of gender progress that privilege moderni-
ty’s “light”/bourgeois subjectivities.

Legacies of (modern Western) gender processes and ideologies 
thus play out in new ways that may appear, on the surface, discon-
nected from (or wholly discontinuous from) colonial/modern gender. 
At present, for instance, gender, as an oppressive tool of the state’s 
practices, has clear ties to the logics of coloniality, though at face value, 
contemporary rationales for regulating genders, or current sites of 
policing gender, may not seem linked to these legacies and histories. 
To illustrate, Dean Spade delineates how, in the U.S. context, dimor-
phic gender norms used today by the criminal justice system (and the 
medical establishment) to police trans* bodies can be traced to the 
history of prisons and to carceral logics that emerged after slavery. 
He asserts that from the nation’s founding, “the legal rules governing 
Indigenous and enslaved people articulated their subjection through 
the imposition of violent racialized gender norms.  .  .  . [T]he laws 
governing slavery, land ownership, labor, health, mobility, punishment, 
and family create very specific statuses and norms according to specific 
race/gender positions” (Spade 2012, 189; see also Davis 2003, 2005).
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Likewise, gender, coloniality, and conquest can be read, retroactively, 
in ways that expose sites of contestation and historical discontinu-
ity that have been smoothed over or ignored. In this vein, C. Ale-
jandra Elenes uses a decolonial, intersectional approach to examine 
the historical emergence and current practices of Mexican national-
ism. Specifically focusing on the figure of Malintzin, in combination 
with powerful romantic myths of Mexico’s Indigenous “past,” Elenes 
traces how the Western/modern colonial gender logics of the mis-
sionary priests and the conquistadores continue in current Mexican 
national imaginaries and state ideologies and practices. A masculinist, 
settler-colonial nationalism and teleology artificially parse time and 
treat identities as atomized: this impedes meaningful acknowledg-
ment of the ongoing exploitation of Indigenous communities in the 
present and, at the same time, forecloses historical consideration of 
Malintzin’s struggle and survival as an enslaved Indigenous woman 
(Elenes 2011, 150–155).

Refusing to separate the workings of race, gender, and colonial-
ity, Elenes contends that “to reduce Malintzin’s gender as the primary 
source that marks her as a traitor is . . . reductive” (156), even though 
this is the conventional reading of/story about her legacy. In other 
words, “Mexican nationalism and patriarchy do not forgive her, not 
because she was a woman, but because she was a woman who acted 
outside the narrow confines of gender ideology through her sexuality 
and the possession of knowledge held only by a few” (157). However, 
warns Elenes, conventional ideas about gender, agency, and resist-
ance also may not hold here, as a means of reclaiming “Malintzin as 
a decolonial figure,” since she “made choices under untenable con-
ditions” (161): attending to structural constraints and processes, in 
terms of state ideology, but also in terms of Malintzin’s lived realities 
as an enslaved woman, means a “both/and” accounting of her life and 
actions is requisite (162).9

From an intersectional disposition, more adequately and mean-
ingfully considering how gender can operate as a kind of constrain-
ing, even violent imaginary for feminist theory, politics, research, and 
activism (and for many other intellectual/political movements for 
social change more broadly) would require granting more than just 
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nominal plausibility to the fact that gender has long been a highly 
delimited, narrowly conceived, racialized, ableist, bourgeois concept 
and thus equally long attached to multiple, intermingled systems of 
dominance. In other words, just as “the colonial move interpellates 
others into a Western discourse” (Hoagland 2010, 235), gender may 
well interpellate us deep into these colonial legacies.

As Lugones explains, “historicizing gender and heterosexualism is 
thus an attempt to move, dislodge, complicate what has faced me and 
others engaged in liberatory/decolonial projects as hard barriers that are 
both conceptual and political. . . . Liberatory possibilities that empha-
size the light side of the colonial/modern gender system affirm rather 
than reject an oppressive organization of life” (Lugones 2007, 187). 
Approaching gender as an interpretive template derived from lenses 
shaped by decolonial, intersectional, anti-ableist, queer dispositions, it 
is clear that gender needs to be still more “troubled,” further unsettled, 
and more fully disarticulated from dominant sensibilities and histories.

Epistemic Injustice, Testimonial Voids, and Intersectionality

Despite myths of equal (and equally accessed) “rhetorical space,” where 
everyone can have a voice, speak up, be heard, and be understood, cog-
nitive authority, as a form of social and political power, is unequal 
and disproportionately distributed (Code 1995). Crenshaw thus maps 
out how Black women are silenced (in that their testimony or claims 
are refused) by the courts, by civil rights paradigms, and by feminist 
politics (Crenshaw 1989). Power asymmetries shape perception and 
impact assessments of the reasonableness of claims (Narayan 1997; 
Schutte 2000): as a consequence, resistant ways of knowing repeatedly 
encounter a highly structured and carefully maintained “intelligibility 
gap” (Alcoff 2012, 27). Credibility among and between knowers is also 
differential, not uniform. Some groups have been systematically ren-
dered unrecognizable as knowers: in turn, alternative ways of knowing 
engaged in by such groups are frequently disregarded or, if noted, tend 
to be viewed, from within dominant frames, as proof of deficiency, 
as evidence of epistemic disqualification and incapacity, not as viable 
knowledge practices (Heldke 2006).
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As Miranda Fricker (2007) illustrates, inequality narrows the 
domain of socially available meanings and negatively impacts the 
interpretation, reception, and overall perception of knowledges gen-
erated by disenfranchised groups: those who are marginalized do not 
participate equally in the construction or definition of what counts as 
meaningful. In other words, hermeneutic inequality and marginali-
zation are epistemological effects of structural and political inequal-
ity. Furthermore, Fricker underscores that “testimonial injustice” and 
“hermeneutic marginalization” are intertwined factors—one is una-
ble to render one’s experience/knowledge legible to those with more 
power, and those with more power are unable to read/interpret beyond 
the frameworks they have created (Fricker 2007). Though not spe-
cifically named in Fricker’s discussion, I would argue intersectional-
ity should more explicitly be taken up in philosophical analyses of 
epistemic injustice and testimonial inequality. Crenshaw, for instance, 
clearly accentuates how hermeneutic bias and interpretive injustice 
intertwine when describing how, like numerous Black feminists before 
her, she still finds herself “speaking into the void” decades after first 
delineating intersectional analyses (Crenshaw 2011c, 228).

To illustrate this dynamic, consider Elena Marchetti’s (2008) anal-
ysis of the Australian Royal Commission into Aboriginal Death in 
Custody (RCIADIC). Marchetti highlights how a predisposition 
toward a facially neutral (but fundamentally biased) liberal legal ide-
ology skewed the commission’s findings: their approach did not take 
up an intersectional and decolonial orientation toward community, 
testimony, sovereignty, or justice. Adhering to liberal legal frames led 
to a systemic inability to recognize complex within-group differences, 
cultural hegemony, and violence at work in the commission’s prac-
tices and in Australia’s history. Instead, the commission reinforced the 
state’s settler colonial foundations.

While their approach appeared inclusive, since “Indigenous people 
were employed to ensure that an Indigenous voice was included in 
the RCIADIC’s investigations,” the commission did not adequately 
account for power—i.e., systematic subjugation, institutionalized 
harm, and testimonial injustice. They also failed to recognize, in con-
texts of trauma, that the usual measures of knowledge may not suffice 
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and that not everything can be articulated: there may be no language 
or framework adequate to name the historical experience, cultural 
knowledge, or collective memory at hand (Simon and Eppert 1997). 
The Commission engaged in a demographic modification to systematic 
exclusion but without meaningful epistemological transformation or 
historical accounting: their method was inadequately intersectional 
and decolonial in its orientation toward testimony, power, and tem-
porality. Though included, Indigenous participants’ “lack of power to 
direct and influence the research  and recommendations ultimately 
inhibited the nature of the data collected.” Furthermore, Marchetti 
found, “Only voices that imitated non-Indigenous cultural norms and 
that fell within liberal legal understandings” emerged in the data and 
were included in reports (Marchetti 2008, 167).

In contexts of structural inequality, then, some limited recognition 
may occasionally be granted or some degree of cognitive authority 
“conferred” (e.g., if one is willing to take up the speaking position of a 
native informant or cultural insider, or to mimic hegemonic norms of 
knowledge and testimony). However, bestowed authority is precarious 
and usually still functions as a place of unhearability, since one is asked 
to speak in ways that align with (and fortify) dominant explanations or 
established assumptions (Narayan 1997). As Alcoff elucidates, while 
assimilation in all its guises (political, linguistic, ontological, episte-
mological) may offer the “promise of intelligibility,” this promise is 
contingent upon adhering to majority ways of thinking/being/speak-
ing. Furthermore, adopting majority logics and vocabularies usually 
results in a one-way accommodation or absorption—an enfolding 
into a “monotopic horizon” (Alcoff 2012, 27). Nevertheless, the desire 
for recognition, the yearning to be heard, can lead one to align with 
dominance, even as one aims to contest it. In fact, Lugones describes 
this dynamic as a major aspect of the “the resisting ↔ oppressing rela-
tion.” She asserts, “As subjected, we fear standing outside the bounds 
of the ordinary even though the ordinary oppresses us into servility” 
(Lugones 2005, 94–95).

Of course, feminist knowledge practices are not exempt from ques-
tions of testimonial injustice or from the normative force of presup-
positions. For instance, in terms of transnational feminist politics, 
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much of “western feminism still harbors the hope that its own views 
of emancipation are universally valid for all the world’s women, if only 
because western thought generally does not mark itself as culturally 
specific. Instead, it engages in the discursive mode of a universal logos, 
which it takes to be applicable to all rational speakers” (Schutte 2000, 
59). To a large extent, what Alarcón pinpointed decades ago holds: the 
“linguistic status” of feminist subjectivity, rationality, and recognition 
remains bound to monological Enlightenment norms (Alarcón 1990, 
363–365). This is, in part, why Lee Maracle (1994) connects language 
to a means of force and why Anzaldúa describes, metaphorically, hav-
ing her (multilingual, carnal, borderland) tongue cut out (Anzaldúa 
1999, 75–86). Rejecting purity and the logics of oneness, at the level of 
language and subjectivity, Trinh T. Minh-ha advocates, instead, “say-
ing at least two, three things at a time,” as it is “vital to assume one’s 
radical ‘impurity’ and to recognize the necessity of speaking from a 
hybrid place” (Minh-ha 1992, 140).

However, in ways overt and subtle, many aspects of feminist cog-
nitive authority continue to be wedded to discourses, worldviews, and 
assumptions tied to legacies of conquest and coloniality: as a result, 
different orientations and contesting claims often cannot be per-
ceived, much less heard or supported (Narayan 1997, 144–145). Ofe-
lia Schutte describes how being understood or recognized as a Latina 
feminist philosopher (even in limited ways) requires her to take up 
knowledge norms and forms of language that, before she even begins, 
already mark her as a less capable knower. She explains, to claim “my 
position as a cultural agent in terms recognized by the dominant cul-
tural group . . ., I need to be knowledgeable in the language and epis-
temic maneuvers of the dominant culture.” However, this is “the same 
culture that in its everyday practice marks me as culturally ‘other’ than 
itself ” (Schutte 2000, 53–54).

When using alternative lenses, memories, experiences, and pre-
suppositions, liminal speakers often have normative logics imposed 
that flatten or silence significant differences in meanings, goals, or 
worldviews. As a consequence, marginalized subjects may seek recog-
nition on conventional terms, even as such paths to communication 
and understanding can violate by requiring the adoption of processes, 
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expectations, and lenses that distort. Being understood or becoming 
legible can entail being “hermeneutically marginalized, systemically 
and systematically” (Code 2011, 209). Intersectionality thus calls for 
reading conventional frameworks or approaches against the grain and, 
simultaneously, for thinking in more than one register and attending 
to more than one world of meaning/being at once.

Developing, interpreting, and applying intersectional knowl-
edge, derived from and crafted in marginalized locations, requires 
recognizing this many-sided struggle. First is the sustained effort 
to articulate what cannot readily be conveyed (if at all) in conven-
tional terms. Second is the attempt to navigate interpretive distor-
tion and bias—to be understood without being (mis)translated into 
dominant logics that obstruct and block out the meanings being pre-
sented. Third is the endeavor not to slide into hegemonic knowledge 
practices, margin-to-margin or within-group, thereby replicating the 
normative force and violation of hierarchical and divisive knowledge 
practices. Acknowledging these narrative/interpretive politics is req-
uisite for understanding the material, ontological, and epistemological 
asymmetries of power which have shaped intersectionality’s historical 
emergence, which it has continually sought to name and transform, 
and which continue to impact its reception and use.

Grounded in and derived from knowledge gained living at the 
crossroads of multiple identities and in the crosshairs of power and 
privilege, intersectionality names and seeks to address the conundrum 
of having inadequate frames for expressing or representing compound 
subjectivity, knowledge, experience, and political orientations—or of 
being read into or assimilated into frameworks that occlude and discount 
the complexities at hand. Yet (differently) privileged knowers regularly 
treat as immaterial or extraneous many of the factors intersectional-
ity insists are deeply relevant, including the contexts of knowledge 
production, the impact of structural power upon knowers and knowl-
edges, and knowers’ social locations. In other words, commonplace 
beliefs about understanding in general, and many approaches to read-
ing/interpreting intersectional knowledge in particular, are unable to 
meet the multiplicity that informs intersectionality’s overall analytical 
orientation and political commitments. We need more adequate forms 
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of interpretation that can better account for its critical and reflexive 
stance toward dominant sensibilities and established categories.

Intersectionality and the Politics of Understanding

When it comes to intersectionality, as a disposition or orientation, 
two issues must be thought through more fully: how it is understood 
and how it is misunderstood or thought of as implausible both need 
consideration. Sometimes, people seem to have understood intersec-
tionality but then use it in anti-intersectional or assimilative ways, 
folding it into conventional frameworks: intersectionality’s different 
meanings, politics, assumptions, and aims disappear. Alternatively, 
intersectional mindsets can be written off simply as illogical. Either 
way, “dominant expectations”—about rationality, subjectivity, or 
narrative style—tend to “rule out the meaningfulness of important 
struggles” from marginalized locations and communities and thus 
significantly impede their ability to be heard and understood (Bab-
bitt 2001, 298).

Susan Babbitt suggests ideas, lives, and stories which diverge from 
dominant expectations (about what reason looks like, about what a 
life trajectory should entail, or what an adequate narrative or storyline 
offers) often are just “not able to be heard” (Babbitt 2001, 300). For 
instance, as Sandoval argues, women of color feminist theorizing tends 
to operate at the level of the implausible, such that its “kinetic motion” 
does not register whatsoever (Sandoval 2000, 44). In other words, 
due to institutionalized power asymmetries and systematic injustices, 
some lives and stories unfold so far outside the bounds of dominant 
narrative frameworks and life trajectories they are, from conventional 
mindsets, fundamentally unimaginable (Babbitt 2001, 308). Further-
more, there tends to be little to no curiosity, from dominant locations, 
about the inconceivable: this implausibility is rarely questioned or 
contested—it just “is.”

At the same time, epistemological and political erasure can also 
unfold in seeming to be heard or “understood”: however, the means of 
understanding distort by erasing divergences from prevailing norms 
(and ignoring challenges to established worldviews). Understanding 
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can enact a kind of assimilationist cognitive move—as in “boomerang 
perception” (Spelman 1988, 12) and other forms of recognition that 
are demonstrably “weighted toward the dominant culture” (Alcoff 
2012, 32). This absorption (that erases while enfolding) derives in 
part from the fact that “those of us educated in Western traditions are 
taught, when we wish to explore something new, to translate it into 
something we know and understand” (Hoagland 2010, 237). In such 
circumstances, “people think they have understood . . . when they have 
not” (Babbitt 2001, 303).

Differences between epistemological frames thus tend to be treated 
as irrelevant, insignificant, or just nonexistent. That there are “resi-
dues” that do not (and cannot) readily translate (Schutte 2000, 49; 
see also Alcoff 2004b), or key ideas and insights at hand that remain 
not yet understood (and which require different forms of perception, 
knowing, and interpretation even to be perceived, much less under-
stood), falls away. In thinking about understanding more complexly, 
and about asymmetrical cognitive authority and structural power 
more adequately, Code contends we must repudiate Enlightenment 
assumptions about “human sameness, about a matter-of-course ease 
of ‘putting oneself in someone else’s shoes’ and knowing his/her/their 
circumstances accordingly. Such assumptions impede possibilities of 
knowing people and their situations well enough to recognize when 
and how sameness can in fact not be assumed: they make it difficult to 
see how differences make a difference” (Code 2011, 208).

In other words, many Enlightenment norms of understanding 
or knowing suppress the differences present (and being presented). 
Any epistemological departure or political struggle required to com-
prehend the world from alternative or contestatory views is also 
foreclosed—whether something is not understood (because illegible, 
irrational, inconceivable) or whether it is understood (but in ways that 
absorb it into the already-known, enfold it into dominant epistemes). 
A lack of comprehension, or an inadequate understanding arrived at 
by adhering to established explanations or imaginaries, is not seen as 
epistemologically significant: there is a fundamental “failure to explain 
what ought to be explained,” which means that “expectations that 
ought to be questioned cannot be questioned” (Babbitt 2005, 9).
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Whether by taking difference into the fold, by treating it as insig-
nificant, or by ignoring the residues of lives or ideas that do not trans-
late across boundaries, many commonplace means of interpreting and 
narrating experience (and the parameters for defining what constitutes 
experience in the first place) constrain (or even foreclose) perception 
of divergent worlds, imaginaries, or life trajectories. Privileged know-
ers may thus believe they have understood marginalized lives, stories, 
and ideas by incorporating them into dominant frames of rationality 
or, alternatively, by categorizing what they don’t understand merely 
as odd, esoteric, or even irrational—and thus as not worth knowing 
because outside of reason or so “different” they cannot be absorbed 
into the logic of the same. This ensures established worldviews and 
privileged subjectivities remain one and whole—not fragmented, split, 
or contested. Understanding, paradoxically, becomes an exercise in 
willful ignorance, enforcing the silences and asymmetries of power 
that marginalized groups aim to render visible and transform.

Thinking from within multiplicity, though it can entail engaging 
with frames and norms that are conflicting, or with ideas and lives 
not fully comprehensible within the usual terms, is fundamental to 
intersectional forms of understanding (and to understanding inter-
sectionality). As Code explains, “fostering an imaginative openness” 
entails more than “receptivity”: it requires “a willingness to grant con-
ceivability to the seemingly implausible. It also involves attention to 
perceptual habits and peripheries” (Code 2006, 112–125). It is thus 
important to allow for the fact that what one does not (and maybe 
cannot) understand, via established frameworks or by conventional 
logics, still can have meaningfulness and importance, particularly as 
we reside in different “worlds” (see Lugones 1987, 2005, 2010) that 
do not necessarily align in terms of basic presuppositions about time, 
space, and reality, for instance.

Intersectionality and the “Resistant Oppressed”10

For marginalized and resistant knowers, being subjected to monologi-
cal, nonintersectional ways of knowing can lead to a splitting. Schutte, 
for instance, explains that, as a Latina, she has “become a split subject. 
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Even when ‘recognized,’ it’s still a misrecognition. . . . What remains 
to be understood in the statements of the culturally differentiated 
other—that is, the incommensurable something not subject to perfect 
cultural translation—may actually be the most important part” of 
what she has to say (Schutte 2000, 54–55, italics added). The “incom-
mensurable something” is fundamental: to overlook it or to categorize 
it as inconsequential is to deny Schutte’s personhood and ideas.

Furthermore, while dominant groups may inaccurately view the 
“incommensurable” as insignificant, or erroneously equate split subjec-
tivity and consciousness with a kind of fragmentation-as-brokenness, 
Lugones contends that the complex subject’s splintered perception 
and split existence should be understood not as fragmented (or frag-
mentable) but as “curdled.” Curdled subjects and curdled logics indi-
cate resistance and resilience at the level of the individual (that is, 
curdling evinces a refusal to let go of the “incommensurable some-
thing,” an insistence on its meaningfulness and relevance): they also 
signal that alternative worlds, ways of being, and mindsets have long 
existed, thanks to collective efforts, and these, too, live on alongside 
hegemony (Lugones 1994).11 She explains, “as we exercise double 
vision, it is clear that this gives us a way of rejecting the reality of the 
oppressor as true even when we recognize that it rules our lives, even 
from the inside” (Lugones 2006, 79). Building on Lugones, Alison 
Bailey argues that curdled/resisting subjects “take hold of the double 
meaning” of their actions, selves, and ideas: reality is not unified, but is 
comprised of multiple worlds—and within each, “both dominant and 
resistant logics are present” (Bailey 2007, 84–90).

In this vein, Alcoff discusses the merits of thinking about time 
against the linearity of colonial chronology and asserts that a peo-
ple’s history and lived experience simply cannot be “captured by the 
colonial narrative” (Alcoff 2004a, 109). Furthermore, the violence 
exerted by coloniality’s dimorphic gender norms (Lugones 2007, 
2010) and by what Elizabeth Freeman (2010) might call its “chron-
onormativity,” cannot be accounted for in the colonial episteme. In 
discussing queer temporalities, Freeman explains that the chronon-
ormative is a key “technique by which institutional forces come to 
seem like somatic facts. Schedules, calendars, time zones, and even 
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wristwatches inculcate  .  .  . forms of temporal experience that seem 
natural. . . . Manipulations of time convert historically specific regimes 
of asymmetrical power into seemingly ordinary bodily tempos and 
routines, which in turn organize the value and meaning of time” (Free-
man 2010, 3). Freeman’s discussion thus further illuminates Lugones’ 
emphasis on the decolonial (as persistent, ongoing), and her rejection 
of frames such as the post- and/or pre-colonial which align with colo-
niality’s temporal mappings (Lugones 2007, 2010).

To illustrate, consider Hoagland’s discussion of Sylvia Marcos’ 
(2006) research  with contemporary curanderas, midwives, and sha-
mans. Marcos, “drawing on primary sources, colonial documents and 
ethnographies,” contests long-standing distortions and mistransla-
tions of Indigenous concepts of eros and gender and renders visible 
“a precolonial cosmology,” built on a porous “Nahua worldview [that] 
involves duality, fluidity, and balance” which is still practiced. More 
than simply trace this cosmology and recognize this continuous prac-
tice (which is discontinuous with dominant historical narratives and 
logics), Hoagland contends it is imperative to recognize that what 
Marcos delineates “is not translatable into Western cosmology” and that 
the gender roles and experiences presented are “not commensurable 
with Western gender” (Hoagland 2010, 238, italics added). Thus, while 
prevailing logics exert considerable political and epistemological force 
that must be acknowledged, at the same time, it is equally vital to 
recognize that governing imaginaries are rarely completely success-
ful. Resistant, incommensurable bodies, lives, ideas, and practices exist 
alongside and against these forces.

Since resistance to dominance is, obviously, possible, learning to 
perceive this potential (in oneself and in others), and to engage with 
this lived (historical and ongoing) complexity, is imperative. Maria 
Jastrzębska’s poem about lying in a hospital bed in a pink robe, seem-
ingly inert and inactive, is illustrative: the protagonist is perceived by 
others, particularly by medical staff and hospital managers, as passive, 
weak, and still, not as a “warrior.” However, she states, “I have never 
been / as slow / or as deadly.” Imperceptible to the dominant eye is the 
fact that she is “watching / with the stillness / of a lizard or snake” and 
is “lying in wait / ready to pounce” ( Jastrzębska 1996, 189–191). Like-
wise, in discussing Anzaldúa’s writings, and particularly the notion of 
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“conocimiento” (Anzaldúa 1999), Lugones analogizes Anzaldúa’s state 
of thinking/being as like that of a “serpent coiled” (Lugones 2005, 
90), that is, taking an internal journey, recoiling from dominant logics. 
Extending this analogy, Lugones asserts we must always presume that 
“the subjected form intentions against the grain,” even if we have been 
carefully taught not to see this fact readily (or at all) (86).

In reading Anzaldúa as akin to a coiled serpent, Lugones illustrates 
that, while she may be unable to act in ways that align with conven-
tional ideas about agency, since those norms can require the subjugated 
to perform kinds of action that are merely “oppressed activity carry-
ing out servile intentions,” Anzaldúa is, nonetheless, working to “con-
coct sense away from dominant sense.” Actively “coiled,” she should 
be understood to be in a state of “germinative stasis” (Lugones 2005, 
95–96). To clarify, Lugones does not ignore the onus or cost of having 
to navigate incommensurable worlds. However, she emphasizes that it 
is a mistake to assume hegemonic interpretations and systems are so 
powerful as to hold us all “captive” all of the time, in every way (90). 
Here, the value of intersectionality’s capacity to attend to relational 
power and privilege, across and within intermingled systems, comes 
to the fore: via its same/different thesis and both/and logics, an inter-
sectional disposition does not see notions of “germinative stasis” or 
categories such as “the resistant oppressed” as illogical contradictions.

Intersectionality acknowledges that lived complexity is often not 
representable or visible in standard terms: to meet (rather than sup-
press or ignore) multiplicity, it is vital to develop both a desire and a 
capacity to understand each other otherwise and to read texts, archives, 
social reality, life stories, institutions, and systems of power on different 
terms. Concerted efforts to read against the grain are pivotal for tak-
ing up intersectionality’s “matric” thinking against “single-axis” forces. 
Intersectional oppositional epistemic/political approaches derive from, 
and build upon, resistant cognitive skills forged in the perceptual and 
embodied horizons of marginalization (Lugones 1994, 2005; Hoag-
land 2001; Sandoval 2000) and are not meant to be extracted from 
their communities/histories/contexts of origin, then commoditized 
and traded.

Unfortunately, matrix mindsets often are not pursued but dropped: 
in turn, opportunities to understand the world and each other 
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differently fall away. bell hooks contends, for instance, that “resistant” 
Black feminist ideas and forms of speech, especially ones that cannot 
be readily appropriated or effortlessly understood, are often ignored: 
assessed via same/different binary frames, if noted, they tend to be 
categorized simply as unusual (and their difference is not taken to be 
meaningful) (hooks 1990, 147). In other words, argues Lugones, the 
“monologism of the colonizer” exerts an ongoing interpretive/political 
force that has a “way of silencing all contestatory interlocution. There 
is no place for conversation that includes the colonized tongue—the 
one you and I hold in our mouths—as a centrifugal force altering the 
society’s language and its map of reality” (Lugones 2006, 81–82).

Yet, and still, the “resistant oppressed” exist and continue to defy 
the singular (Lugones 2006), though often in alternative forms, voices, 
genres, or locations. Such non-cooperation requires developing an 
“epistemology of resistance” in the face of systematic ignorance (Bailey 
2007, 87), which I would argue intersectionality should be understood 
to constitute. It also necessitates taking up different reading practices 
and requirements, for which Lugones stipulates a key proviso: “Recog-
nition of another as liminal, as standing in a borderlands, is a necessary 
condition for reading their words and gestures differently. If I think 
you are in a limen, I will know that, at least some of the time, you do 
not mean what you say but something else” (Lugones 2006, 79).

This means, for example, that “the language of writers from 
oppressed groups, for whom forthrightness is a dangerous luxury, is 
rarely literal, and is generally multi-layered,” as Kristin Waters deline-
ates in the history of Black women writers (Waters 2007, 368). Like-
wise, Lugones contends, “the Chicana’s resistance is exercised from 
outside a shared linguistic domain. . . . As colonized subjects are ren-
dered alien and contained both spatially and linguistically in barrios 
and on reservations, these become liminal sites for the fashioning of 
intensely contestatory speech” (Lugones 2006, 82).

Intersectionality and Opacity

As with intersectional political orientations, intersectional approaches 
to understanding or perception are not based on a presupposition 
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of transparency and underlying sameness, particularly as monologi-
cal models impede meaningful coalitions and undermine coalitional 
knowing by setting aside difference. Intersectionality underscores that 
a many-horizoned way of perceiving and a multifaceted, complex 
form of being is necessary: such a “pluritopic” approach emphasizes 
that “other truths” exist, and always have, “but their visibility is reduced 
by the continuing power asymmetry, which is based on the coloniality 
of knowledge, power, being, and gender” (Tlostanova and Mignolo 
2009, 18).

Moreover, an intersectional disposition entails acknowledging and 
learning to read both multiplicity and opacity, but “not through assim-
ilating the text of others to our own” (Lugones 2006, 84). Rather than 
offering intelligibility via transparency, the knowledges and stories 
that we share (or attempt to share with one another) can be under-
stood to “remind us of ‘our’ (whoever we are) relative opacity to one 
another” (Code 2011, 271). Opaqueness and incomprehensibility are 
thus not to be ignored or eradicated but followed. Given intersec-
tionality’s emphasis on multiplicity, not only in terms of subjectivity 
and knowledge but also domains of power and relational privilege and 
oppression, this lesson about opacity—as something to learn to read, 
and to pursue as meaningful, is key. Furthermore, attending to and 
inhabiting/entering opacity is necessary not only between center(s) 
and margin(s) but also within-group and margin-to-margin (Lugones 
2006). An active commitment to potential meaningfulness, even if 
well beyond the bounds of what one knows, or on terms far different 
from what one understands as logical, is essential from an intersec-
tional approach.

This interrogative, open orientation toward opacities and absences 
creates space for lives, meanings, histories, memories, and knowledges 
to surface and be engaged with, but not via assimilative gestures. The 
intersectional question becomes, then, how to perceive each other, and 
each other’s ideas/lives/histories, as complex, even as resistant or dis-
ruptive, without resorting to sameness or transparency as the primary 
path to understanding: an assimilative enfolding or a boomerang logic 
that erases difference can also happen in margin-to-margin relations. 
In other words, “we know that liminal lives are led and created against 
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the grain of dominating power. If we know that about each other, we 
have good reason not to assimilate what we hear and see to the oppressor’s 
meaning or to our own” (Lugones 2006, 84, italics added).

To clarify, the interpretive demands that stem from intersec-
tional orientations are not merely about an “empathetic recognition” 
that “manages rather than transforms the subject/object distinction” 
(Hemmings 2011, 204, 196–197). Intersectionality entails forms of 
perception, and relations of reading, that do not aim to comprehend 
“the other [only] through sympathy and fancy” (Boler 1999, 156). In 
fact, “passive empathy” breaches intersectional dispositions because it 
“produces no action towards justice but situates the powerful West-
ern eye/I as the judging subject, never called upon to cast her gaze at 
her own reflection” (Boler 1999, 161). In addition, as Hemmings sug-
gests, more adequate forms of (feminist) thinking “may also require an 
acknowledgment that one is already in the history of the other-subject 
and not in ways that fit with the desire for heroism,” which can func-
tion as another iteration of a desire for sameness in terms of the agen-
tic/feminist subject (Hemmings 2011, 224).

For example, in discussing recent debates about the foulard or veil 
in France, Bilge analyses how Western feminist conceptions of agency, 
though offering “an essential antidote to previous hegemonic accounts 
obliterating subjectivities and experiences of subordinated groups,” 
can, nevertheless, “significantly impoverish the analysis of power” 
by denying agency in subjectivities/lives that are simplistically read 
as compliant with the status quo (because not resistant in recogniza-
ble ways): any “social action” tagged as complicit becomes illegible as 
agentic (Bilge 2010, 19). By finding complicity, or a “lack” of agency, 
to be (the only) viable explanation (from a Western/modern femi-
nist perspective or measure), such models recenter Western feminist 
subjects as agential and, simultaneously, erase or discount rationales 
offered by the women themselves about religion, piety, etc.—in fact, 
religious motivations in particular are often excluded from Western 
feminist notions of the rational and the agential (22). Though aimed at 
unearthing resistance to dominance, such narrow notions of feminist 
agency do not adequately depart from dominant epistemes and the 
workings of power embedded therein; rather, they bolster a Eurocen-
tric (light/bourgeois) notion of gendered subjectivity and citizenship.
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Rather than engage in assimilative logics or resort to monological 
sameness, two epistemological strategies are key to pursuing an inter-
sectional model of understanding. One must continually endeavor to 
“bracket” governing imaginaries or cordon off dominant logics. Addi-
tionally, and simultaneously, one must actively pursue intersectional 
meanings, or be “biased” toward intersectional logics and orientations, 
even if doing so disorients and unsettles. In other words, to adequately 
note and engage opacity, and to “develop commitments” toward its 
potential meaningfulness, requires, in part, actively excluding or turn-
ing away from conventional mindsets (Babbitt 2001, 305–309).

Engaging Intersectionality Requires Both  
“Bracketing” and “Bias”

Gaile Pohlhaus Jr. explores what is required to actively follow another’s 
reasoning, particularly across asymmetries of power or incommensura-
ble worlds. The kind of understanding she has in mind entails far more 
than being open-minded: it requires both substantial “re-orientation” 
and considerable “rehabituation” (Pohlhaus 2012, 237). She explains, 
“understanding another’s reasoning requires one to do more than hold 
a particular set of claims in mind. It requires one to follow the sense 
of those claims. . . . To follow the sense of a claim is to comport one-
self toward the world in particular ways and to participate within the 
‘grammar’ which structures the sense of the claim” (225, italics added). 
Sarah Hoagland, too, has underscored that adequate feminist knowing 
needs to actively pursue decolonial and intersectional mindsets, which 
requires “working to enter a distinct conceptual framework, a different 
cosmology, rather than [merely] working to inhabit and move among 
disparate logics” (Hoagland 2010, 237).

Rather than simply urge open-mindedness, in the usual sense, 
toward intersectionality’s alternative logics and political commit-
ments, I suggest, instead, that what may be requisite is a twofold prac-
tice: actively bracketing conventional ways of knowing and, at the same 
time, engaging in focused bias toward intersectionality in ways that 
do not seek to “understand” it simply by folding it into conventional 
logics, since this is a violation, a means of refusing or not-knowing 
intersectionality. In other words, to practice intersectional orientations 
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requires in many ways that we practice “epistemic disobedience” (Ros-
hanraven 2014) and engage in “[] bracketing.” As Lugones explains, 
“only in [] bracketing can we appreciate the different logic that organ-
izes the social in the resistant response.” Ideas, persons, cosmologies, 
and actions that are defiant to the logics of oneness, she contends, are 
simply not perceptible without “[] bracketing” (Lugones 2010, 749).

I would argue, then, that understanding, via an intersectional dis-
position or orientation, calls for an active “refusal of dominant worlds 
of sense” (Pohlhaus 2012, 238): it requires a vigorous (and ongoing) 
rejection of hegemonic rationality. Understanding across epistemolog-
ical, political, and structural forms (and structured asymmetries) of 
power requires “explicitly refusing to think within certain structural 
contexts” (226) so that the different logics, the contours of another’s 
reasoning, have a chance to come to the fore (and not just in familiar/
translatable/comfortable terms). In fact, one can find a near chorus of 
voices underscoring how practicing active refusal is vital for more ade-
quate feminist (and, I would argue, intersectional) knowledge prac-
tices and politics.

Schutte, for instance, stipulates that “deactivation” of hegemonic 
logics is imperative (Schutte 2000, 61). To better to address the nor-
mative force of invisible frames of reference, and to allow for resistant 
ideas/lives to flourish, Anzaldúa contends status quo frameworks must 
not just be stretched but may need rupturing or breaking (Anzaldúa 
1990b). Heldke advocates “traitorous” ways of thinking and being so as 
to more effectively defy dominance, since “overprivilege and ignorance 
combine” in pernicious ways to impede transformation and change 
(Heldke 2006, 159). Lugones likewise asserts it is necessary to learn to 
separate or isolate one’s self from the “pulls toward normalcy” and sub-
ordination: this happens in part by learning “to block the effectiveness 
of oppressive meanings and logics” (Lugones 2005, 85).

Alarcón (1990) thus calls for practicing “disidentification,” rather 
than identification and commonality, as a path to understanding and 
affiliation, while José Esteban Muñoz examines queer-of-color “disi-
dentifications” as a means of negotiating and resisting via performances 
that “scramble” and “recircuit” dominant cultural norms and expecta-
tions (Muñoz 1999, 31). Hoagland advocates engaging in “refusal and 
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disruption,” practicing “disloyalty” to dominance via “conceptual sepa-
ratism,” and actively departing from cognitive norms (Hoagland 2001, 
129). These tactics, she explains, arise out of her political interests and 
intents as a lesbian philosopher: from her lived experiences, she knows 
of the capacity for and need to think against the grain when one is a 
member of a disenfranchised group. She thus became “interested in 
strategies of resisting rationality both in the sense of resisting (dom-
inant) rationality and also of finding nondominant resisting rational-
ities” (140).

It is this double pursuit (of disturbing and resisting hegemonic 
rationalities while also noting and fostering resisting rationalities) that 
is at the heart of intersectional orientations. We must both depart from 
(or “[] bracket”) default frameworks and hegemonic imaginaries and 
take up “bias” toward intersectional logics. To explain the kind of bias 
I mean, Babbitt’s discussion of how knowers dedicated to eradicating 
inequality can practice politically committed interpretive “bias” when 
reading across power asymmetries (e.g., from positions of privilege or 
geopolitical dominance) is useful.

By “relevantly” biased, Babbitt means taking up bias away from 
dominant mindsets and toward outlooks one may not fully (or even 
ever) understand. This is not the same as simply “appreciating dif-
ference” (Babbitt 2001, 305), or pluralizing perspectives, since these 
approaches, grounded in monological premises, tend to obscure any 
challenge to dominant views. Rather, Babbitt describes a contextu-
ally situated and politically and epistemically committed bias toward 
persons/stories/places/practices that, normatively, would be denied 
meaningfulness. This requires shutting out the dominant story while 
also disrupting and departing from established ideas about rationality, 
understanding, and objectivity (Babbitt 2001).

Likewise, Hoagland discusses how only going so far as “develop-
ing critical discourse within Western ideology,” but still foreclosing or 
refusing “ways of thinking and engaging that might leave our world-
views and our place in them scathed,” is not enough (Hoagland 2010, 
236). It is in this vein that Hemmings calls for “a consideration of how 
one might figure in another’s history” (and not just how another does 
or does not figure in one’s own worldview and sense of self/history/
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reality). Provocatively, she queries, “What about those practices that 
cannot be recognized as part of agency . . . without the concomitant 
demise of the status of the one who recognizes?” The Western feminist 
subject, then, may well need “to encounter a history in which she is 
not recognized or not recognized in ways that she may be content to 
rest with”; furthermore, “she may not be the subject of history” (Hem-
mings 2011, 214) and thus also not the definitive/emblematic protag-
onist of feminism.

Intersectionality helps illuminate how instilled notions of rational-
ity, time, subjectivity, agency, and reality, grounded in Enlightenment 
ideals, are, more often that not, ill-considered in contexts of asym-
metrical cognitive authority, geopolitical inequalities, and partitioned 
social ontologies. Nevertheless, these established ideas inculcate us 
as knowers. Babbitt’s urging to engage in forms of “relevant” bias, as 
both an interpretive and applied tactic, necessitates being committed 
to the possibility of meaningfulness, even if one cannot fully grasp it 
or readily perceive it by the usual terms of knowing. An intersectional 
disposition thus requires confronting more than the incompleteness of 
one’s worldview: it can also mean encountering the peripheral nature, 
if not the irrelevance, of one’s episteme and sense of self, in an/other’s 
view. Intersectionality can be considered to be both incommensurable 
with and resistant to dominant logics: however, these dual aspects of 
its disposition are generally not perceptible within conventional inter-
pretive, policy, research, or theoretical strategies.

Intersectional pursuits, therefore, are not necessarily achievable within 
hegemonic spaces/practices without actively engaging in “[] bracket-
ing” and “bias”: both are needed to animate intersectionality’s different 
analytical dispositions and political commitments. First, we must meet 
rather than suppress intersectionality’s multidimensional analytics, poli-
tics, and insights: then, we must take up intersectionality, as a sensibility 
or disposition, in ways that do not blunt heterogeneity, contestation, and 
difference. So, what might be some strategies for disrupting the recur-
ring epistemic misrecognition (or backlash) that both distorts intersec-
tionality and impedes its application? The concluding chapter  offers 
some tactics for engaging in the “[] bracketing” and “bias” needed to 
inhabit an intersectional disposition and to more adequately pursue and 
practice intersectionality as a critical orientation.
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Notes
 1. Mills’ discussion of the racial contract engages with Carole Pateman’s idea of a “sexual 

contract” (Pateman 1988). Both authors’ formulations, however, are fairly “pop-bead” 
in approach, rather than intersectional, even in their later collaborative work (e.g., 
Pateman and Mills 2007).

 2. To clarify, I am not suggesting there is no racial contract. If the idea of an asymmet-
rical racial contract, as central to the social contract, seems implausible or overstated, 
the dynamics surrounding Trayvon Martin’s death, George Zimmerman’s acquittal for 
Martin’s murder, and the discounting of Rachel Jeantel as a witness during the 2013 
trial, surely suggest otherwise. However, the structural inequalities at work cannot be 
explained adequately without attending to the politics of class, gender, and sexuality 
operative within race and also infusing the asymmetries of harm sanctioned and prac-
ticed by the state.

 3. See Hoagland (2010), Lugones (2007), Mignolo (2003), Morgan (2004), Quijano 
(2000), Smith (2003, 2008).

 4. Alcoff describes an intelligibility gap facing Latino/as as knowers, in terms of content 
and style: Latino/as are both “alien” and “alienated” and thus often unable to name 
ideas or describe the world in ways that will be understood or taken seriously (Alcoff 
2012, 27).

 5. For more recent examples of science being hindered by powerful cultural norms and 
dominant epistemic frames, Emily Martin (1991) examines how sexist ideas about 
sperm and eggs (e.g., anthropomorphizing heteronormative romance plots [with 
princes/sperm pursuing and rescuing princesses/eggs] or sexist imagery of vengeful 
and retaliatory femme-fatale eggs) skew and even undermine new research  in cell 
biology and human reproduction. Keely Savoie (2006) also offers a brief discussion 
of how evolutionary biology, as a default framework, prevents new facts about animal 
sexuality (that do not fit within a heteronormative, reproductive frame) from being 
engaged with, published, or understood.

 6. For high-resolution images of Cox’s work, see http://reneecox.org/. See also www.
brooklynmuseum.org/eascfa/feminist_art_base/gallery/renee_cox.php

 7. I began to explore this question to some degree in May (2014a).
 8. Many categories operate/turn on exclusionary logics, in overlapping and divergent 

ways: in other words, “gender” is not alone in terms of its historical moorings or its cat-
egorical practices and processes tied to dominance. I focus on it here in the interests of 
thinking through what a more adequately intersectional imaginary might be for femi-
nist work at large because gender (in its single-axis formulation) seems to continue to 
govern much of our political, ontological, and epistemological capacities/orientations.

 9. For a classic first-person account of what it means to make choices in untenable and 
violating conditions, see Jacobs’ Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl ( Jacobs 1987) and 
Spelman’s insightful discussion of Jacobs’ textual and ethical strategies (Spelman 
1998).

 10. Lugones 2006, 78.
 11. Lugones’ concept of curdling, as it relates to intersectional ideas about subjectivity and 

complex ontology, is discussed more fully in Chapter 1.
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6
fosterIng an InterseCtIonal 

dIsPosItIon

Strategies for Pursuing and Practicing Intersectionality

In accord with intersectionality’s both/and thinking and matrix orien-
tation, we need to understand it as malleable and broadly applicable, be 
accountable to its political and intellectual genealogies, and not presume 
its radical origins guarantee liberatory outcomes (or ensure that there 
are no elisions in its legacy to address). It is imperative to understand 
intersectionality in this threefold way (as grounded in a particular intel-
lectual/political history and set of commitments, not bound to specific 
groups yet oriented toward dismantling oppression and seeking justice 
on multiple fronts, and as flexible and open to critique). Otherwise, we 
risk reducing it to a descriptor of intricacies, a demographic factor, or a 
depoliticized matrix device with no commitment to eradicating injus-
tice or to transforming ways of being and knowing.

Doing intersectional work, then, is not about performing a theat-
rics of inclusion, wherein intersectionality is employed chiefly as an 
ornamental device or as an empty gesture. Symbolic uses or perfunc-
tory readings of intersectionality flatten its complexity and ignore the 
interpretive and political demands it places on us as knowers (e.g., to 
unsettle governing imaginaries, cut across boundaries, attend to gaps 
and silences, and create links): they also depoliticize intersectionality 
by overlooking its goals of forging radical justice and crafting a world 
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in which all can flourish (i.e., to achieve more than just the capacity 
to exist or survive, though this baseline criterion is important as it 
remains not equally available to all).

An intersectional disposition requires actively orienting ourselves, 
and expressly developing interpretive inclinations, modes of being, and 
political commitments in ways that disrupt, trouble, and fundamen-
tally depart from mainstream logics, ontological habits, and perceptual 
practices. Intersectionality’s both/and orientation encourages develop-
ing and honing the capacity to exercise ruptures with hegemony and 
to embark on (coalitional) journeys toward each other’s worlds/selves/
histories/meanings/imaginaries. At the same time, we must attend to 
significant structural disparities within and between group and con-
sider the impact (and import) of our different positionings in multiple 
and relational systems of power.

Importantly, each of us, from our divergent positionalities, has 
the capacity to reorient, to “concoct sense” away from dominance 
(Lugones 2005). As Alcoff underscores, because “perceptual practices 
are dynamic even when congealed into habit,” epistemic departures 
can be initiated and political/coalitional “dynamism can be activated,” 
even in seemingly intransigent circumstances, fixed social relations, or 
sedimented practices (Alcoff 2006b, 189). In this vein, intersectional 
praxis invites us to strive to relinquish atomization and to forswear 
hierarchical mindsets: furthermore, its matrix, multidimensional, 
antisubordination orientation (and history) is not optional.

To lay the ground for realizing intersectional social change, then, it 
is imperative to develop “a disposition to read each other away from 
structural, dominant meaning.” As Lugones contends, we need “both 
to be able to recognize liminality and to go from recognition to a 
deciphering of resistant codes” (Lugones 2006, 79). As a critical heu-
ristic, intersectionality offers many valuable tools and skills in this 
regard. For instance, in the interests of “deciphering” power, it directs 
our attention to gaps, inconsistencies, opacities, and discontinuities 
and insists that such omissions or silences be treated as (potentially) 
meaningful and significant, not just as obstacles to work around or 
anomalies to set aside.
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Drawing from diverse interdisciplinary literatures, this concluding 
chapter offers some strategies for pursuing intersectionality as a mat-
ric, justice-oriented “disposition” (Bowleg 2013; Cho, Crenshaw, and 
McCall 2013). Gleaned from myriad examples and genres of intersec-
tional thought and action, these tactics are not offered as guarantees or 
as some kind of fail-safe formula for practicing intersectionality: they 
are more akin to brushstrokes in an in-process, many-layered portrait of 
intersectional orientations and politics. Intersectional practices, in other 
words, are both recursive and flexible, rather than fixed or set in stone.

Furthermore, several of the suggestions condensed below delineate 
what practicing/inhabiting intersectionality is not about, but my method 
here is intended as more than simply negative: it is more akin to what 
in drawing is understood as a “negative space” approach. In a positive 
space/object-oriented way of observing and drawing, one delineates 
the outer boundaries (or outline) of something to render its likeness 
or image. A negative space approach focuses on the interrelationships 
and dynamism between different objects and placements in space and 
approaches the edges of something from its peripheries and beyond. 
A focus on the interstices, on context, and on interacting forces ren-
ders meaning and crafts renderings at the boundaries where (supposed) 
opposites meet: it also requires that the background (which the eye/I 
is often trained not to note or attend to) be brought to the foreground.

Remember What Intersectionality Entails . . .  
and Does Not Entail

Intersectionality is a justice-oriented approach to be taken up for social 
analysis and critique, for political strategizing and organizing, for gen-
erating new ideas, and for excavating suppressed ones, all with an eye 
toward disrupting dominance and challenging systematic inequality. This 
entails actively finding ways to perceive/interpret/act against the pull of 
established, single-axis imaginaries and to engage in an ongoing effort 
to realize meaningful, collective justice via epistemic, ontological, eco-
nomic, and structural change. There is also, therefore, a need to be wary 
of overly instrumental models of intersectionality and/or depoliticized 
applications that negate its political history and subversive potential.
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As a critical heuristic, intersectionality is far more than a com-
plexity device, a key word, a demographic factor, a dummy variable, 
a descriptive tool, a pluralizing impetus, a multicultural/(neo)liberal 
gesture, or a means to highlight (but not contest) how oppressive 
power works. Such simplistic notions or uses of intersectionality 
violate its radical politics, flout its historical roots, flatten its episte-
mological interventions, and ignore its ontological complexities. Fur-
thermore, these are key means by which intersectionality is not only 
depoliticized but also repackaged, made ready to be absorbed into 
empiricism as usual, taken up as a means of extending state surveil-
lance, adopted as an essentialist, categorical logic, used as an insipid 
managerial rhetoric, or deployed as a cosmetic discourse to mask 
ongoing inequalities.1

In the interests of pursuing and practicing an intersectional dispo-
sition, and being “relevantly biased” (Babbitt 2001) toward intersec-
tionality’s alternative methods and orientations, it is necessary to shift 
one’s energies, imagination, and practices toward four interrelated 
commitments:

1. Honor and foster intersectionality’s antisubordination orientation;
2. Draw on intersectionality’s matrix approach to meaningfully 

engage with heterogeneity, enmeshment, and divergence;
3. Take up intersectionality’s invitation to follow opacities and to 

read against the grain;
4. Set aside norm emulation as a philosophical/political/research/

policy strategy.

Honor and Foster Intersectionality’s  
Antisubordination Orientation

Opportunities to meaningfully apply an intersectional disposition 
are all around us. Since dominant logics exert considerable norma-
tive force (but are also often relatively invisible), expect to find them 
at work in unexpected places. Both ongoing and new forms of harm 
and erasure connected to single-axis legacies may well be operative, 
despite assertions and commitments otherwise, including in feminist 
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work and in other justice-oriented contexts (including intersectional 
ones, as well). A historicized, contextual approach is thus imperative to 
understanding how intersectionality’s antisubordination impetus has 
been forged (and, in turn, also continually resisted). Use its both/and 
logics to ferret out, examine, and contest the various, sometimes hid-
den workings of power and to unsettle the either/or imaginaries that 
help to rationalize and reinforce systemic domination.

• Established and accepted social roles, analytic tools, research norms, 
public discourses, market rationales, representations, political goals, 
historical frames, affective states, and philosophical presupposi-
tions can all, in different ways, collude with single-axis, hierarchical 
practices or reinforce systematic, asymmetrical patterns of harm, 
violation, and inequality. Unmarked logics and transparent catego-
ries therefore need to be interrogated, as do conventional frames of 
legibility and legitimacy. This often requires, for example, “eliciting 
counterfactual questions that disturb the naturalness of existing 
arrangements” (Choo and Ferree 2010, 139–142). Ask what the 
underlying “legitimating discursive structure” is, in a policy, a study, 
a philosophical frame, a disciplinary model, or an activist strategy, 
because “discursive underpinnings structure what questions can be 
asked, and what answers are looked for” (Gedalof 2012, 2–3).

• Question progress narratives and declared breaks from past vio-
lences or from historical instances of inequality that have ostensibly 
been transcended or transformed (Spade 2013). Angela Davis’ and 
Juan Cartenega’s analyses of the normalization of mass incarcera-
tion and resultant forms of civil death, whereby convicted felons 
are not allowed to vote (felon disenfranchisement), for instance, 
show how seemingly antiquated classifications of personhood/
nonpersonhood, with regard to citizenship and the social contract, 
continue in new iterations that many do not notice, or, alterna-
tively, find wholly acceptable (Cartagena 2009; Davis 2005; Ewald, 
2002). Likewise, Sherene Razack’s extensive analysis of the politics 
of “states of exception” and “camps of abandoned or ‘rightless’ peo-
ple” illustrates how seemingly old global racial orders are presently 
operating to contain Muslims in the West (Razack 2008).
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• Though some have used or understood intersectionality in ways 
that align with liberal multiculturalism, reinforce and rational-
ize state surveillance, further settler colonial logics, or ignore the 
coloniality of gender, doing so undermines its antisubordination 
impetus and ignores its long-standing focus on the (settler) state’s 
founding brutalities and ongoing abuses. Instead, intersectionality 
can be taken up in ways that align with (and ally with) decolo-
nial feminisms—and thus “unsettle” its practices from those of set-
tler colonialism (Dhamoon 2014; Egan 2014; Smith 2005b). For 
instance, it is possible to refuse linear historical frames that treat 
Indigeneity as “disappeared” or as past/gone (Hoagland 2010). From 
an intersectional disposition, it is also possible to engage with and 
think through Native ideas, identities, and histories without assim-
ilating them to settler logics of race, gender, sexuality, citizenship, 
and the state that erase sovereignty issues and deny ongoing deco-
lonial resistances and realities (Barker 2006; Smith 2005b, 2010).

Picking up one pathologizing lens or objectifying mindset to 
explain or dismantle another is not intersectional and undermines its 
antisubordination philosophy. Doing so not only falsely disaggregates 
and obscures enmeshment but reinforces atomization and false uni-
versals, impedes coalition, and animates the hierarchical logics that 
cut across intermingled systems of harm and inequality, diachronically 
and presently, thereby buttressing (not contesting) subordination.

• For instance, avoid relying on homophobia to forge racial solidari-
ties or to advocate for civil rights (Collins 2004). Likewise, do not 
adhere to homonationalism or pinkwashing2 as avenues to queer 
recognition or rights, as these tactics rationalize state violence, jus-
tify harm, and retain (or simply shift) the normative/deviant binary 
(Puar 2006, 2007, 2011). Whether one is talking about activism or 
research, intersectional dispositions are not about seeking visibil-
ity/legibility, or rights and recognition, via terms that pathologize 
others and leave intact a worthy/unworthy human hierarchy or 
partitioned social ontology. Since, for instance, “disabled people 
have not yet established their entitlement to exist uncondition-
ally as disabled people” (Campbell 2012, 215), an intersectional 
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approach to disability analysis and rights would not emphasize 
add-and-stir inclusion. Instead, for example, one might ask: does 
the work attend to (and encourage valuing, engaging, and also 
inhabiting) what Fiona Campbell (2012) calls “anti-social” bod-
ies (228), rather than merely seek to integrate disability into the 
existing social imaginary or body politic?

• Beware of analogical limits: early intersectionality scholars and 
activists underscored how nineteenth-century race-sex analogies 
(in the abolition and suffrage movements) required a series of era-
sures and silences to function—they also retained masculinity as 
the normative center of “blackness” and whiteness at the heart 
of gender. Contemporary usage of ableist metaphors to deline-
ate the contours of anti-racist feminisms is, likewise, insufficiently 
intersectional (May and Ferri 2005; Shalk 2013), as is analogizing 
homophobia to racism to advocate for gay rights (Carbado 2013).

• Disparaging disability to promote reproductive rights, or ignoring 
forced sterilization of Native, poor, disabled, and/or incarcerated 
women, while fighting for (narrowly defined parameters of ) bod-
ily autonomy or choice, is both common and highly problematic. 
An intersectional approach to reproductive justice shifts to an 
orientation that allows for “movement intersectionality” (Roberts 
and Jesudason 2013), values heterogeneous embodiment, accounts 
for systematic, state-sanctioned anti-natalism (Mingus and Talley 
2013; Spade 2013), and recognizes “outlaw” ontologies (Campbell 
2012), not just “normate” bodies and lives.

Keep an antisubordination impetus front and center by aligning 
form, content, and outcome (i.e., intersectional approaches emphasize 
that form/content correspondence is fundamentally a political ques-
tion, not just a formal one). The meanings and consequences of the 
categories, methods, and interpretive approaches used all need to be 
considered: furthermore, each of these aspects must be taken up in 
ways that attend to broad structural patterns and to various dimen-
sions of power. To whom is the project accountable, and how? What is 
intersectionality doing (and not doing) in the work—for whom/with 
whom, by what means or methods, and to what end(s)? If the inter-
pretive tools or modes of applying intersectionality are reliant on ideas, 
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values, methods, or logics that have been identified as fundamentally 
violent by intersectionality scholars/activists, this should give pause 
and not be brushed aside as inevitable or acceptable (May 2014a).

• When operationalizing intersectionality, it is imperative not 
to facilitate “the spread of a depoliticized intersectionality.” It is 
equally crucial to assess the contexts of use: “ask what the intro-
duction of this particular tool does for . . . subordinated groups in 
the local context of its introduction” (Bilge 2013, 410–411). Recog-
nize that many established and commonly used categories, aims, or 
frames may not be relevant to, or may even violate, majority world 
experiences and issues (Grech [2012], for example, questions pre-
vailing disability studies lenses in this regard).

• Unwittingly, many of us rely on categories, logics, social imagi-
naries, timelines, or modes of understanding that “presuppose the 
continued imposition of Western ontology, episteme, economics, 
politics, and cosmology” (Hoagland 2010, 235). Use intersection-
ality to generate new insights and to push “against hegemonic 
disciplinary, epistemological, theoretical, and conceptual bounda-
ries” (Dhamoon 2011, 230). When applying an intersectional lens, 
it is important, for instance, to actively work against norms and 
values that (re)enact (Western) “rescue feminism” (Bilge 2014), 
whereby gender “operates as a kind of technology of empire” 
that demarcates the modern/free Western gendered subject from 
non-modern/not-free others (Razack 2008).

• It is possible, in some measure, to deactivate legacies of dominance 
in our work. This requires an interrogative, reflexive assessment of 
intersectional projects. Ask, for instance, does the approach, analy-
sis, or outcome “destabilize and displace the subject of modernity”? 
(Schutte 2000, 64). Are the citational practices, research  meth-
ods, political strategies, or policy aims “absorptive,” superficial, 
or assimilative (Bilge 2014; Tomlinson 2013a)? How are the 
relationships among different identity categories and systems of 
power modeled and conceived (Harnois 2005)? How/Does the 
project disrupt the status quo (Collins 2014)? How/Does it lay 
the ground for furthering oppression or reinscribing the settler 
state (Williams 2009)?
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Draw on Intersectionality’s “Matrix” Approach to Meaningfully  
Engage with Heterogeneity, Enmeshment, and Divergence

From an intersectional lens, heterogeneity is not just a pluralization 
of the singular, or a diversification of sameness: via both/and logics, 
intersectionality attends to selves/worlds/embodiments/imaginaries 
that are understood to be inextricably intermingled and divergent. 
Intersectionality entails learning both to recognize enmeshment and 
to refrain from atomizing multiplicity. When using its multidimen-
sional, matrix approach, do not artificially parse complexity, fragment 
compoundedness, or treat multifacetedness as a hindrance or problem. 
Turn from either/or logics and single-axis explanations: presume that 
heterogeneity and incommensurability are present (even if not appar-
ent or understandable on conventional terms) and pursue multiplicity/
compoundedness as having significance and meaning.

• Break open categorical seamlessness and trace how systems of 
power “secure one another,” such that “women” can be understood 
to have been “produced into positions that exist symbiotically but 
hierarchically” (Razack 1998, 13; see also Alarcón 1990; Crenshaw 
1989). Rather than enforce rigid boundaries between resistant log-
ics (as if their histories and goals are wholly unrelated), or collapse 
them as undifferentiated, transnational, decolonial, and intersec-
tional orientations to questions of race, gender, nation, and power 
can be taken up relationally, for instance.

• Focus on the forces and implications of within-group differ-
ences is requisite. Harnois, for instance, offers some formulas to 
measure within- and between-imputation variances (Harnois 
2005, 826–827, n6). In addition, Bowleg describes transcription 
and coding strategies which allow for multiplicity and interac-
tion, recognize identities as social processes, account for commu-
nity contexts, explore unstated/implicit factors, and acknowledge 
variable and contextual forms of micro-aggressions and stere-
otyping negotiated by the Black gay men in her study (Bowleg 
2013). Since attention to historical context, structural processes, 
and local dynamics is pivotal to thinking about within-group 
and between-group differences simultaneously, Dhamoon also 
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encourages using “situated comparisons” to account for intersec-
tional processes, interactions, and relational power (Dhamoon 
2011).

• Many existing data sets and conventional methods are mired in 
additive, sequential norms that neither attend to contexts of power 
and inequality sufficiently nor meaningfully engage with hetero-
geneity (within or between group). As a consequence, noting and 
interpreting “the seemingly un-measurable and unanalyzable . . . 
becomes one of the most substantial tools of the intersectional-
ity researcher (Bowleg 2008, 322). In addition to asking what is 
“noted but not explained?” it is also imperative to focus on what is 
“not linked to . . . processes” and structural dynamics (Clarke and 
McCall 2013, 354). Examine what definitions and examples of, 
say, gender and sexism are included in the data, findings, or policy 
frame, but also those that are not present or accounted for (Cole 
2009; Harnois 2005, 2013; Springer, Hankivsky, and Bates 2012).

Pry open structured occlusions—whether in institutional prac-
tices, in the architecture of an argument, or in liberation politics. Use 
intersectionality’s both/and same/different approach to render visible 
complex heterogeneities that may have been overlooked or suppressed. 
Find shared logics and trace continuities across contexts and practices 
where, from single-axis mindsets, we have been taught not to notice 
meaningful connections. At the same time, avoid homogenizing dif-
ferences and collapsing divergences.

• Using intersectionality as an interpretive lens, look for evidence 
of “layers of suppressed meaning” and unpack the workings of 
taken-for-granted epistemological assumptions, conventional 
turns of phrase, or dominant explanations (Code 2011, 206). In 
other words, identify (and ask) unasked questions: unsettle every-
day logics and conventional expectations (Dhamoon 2014) and 
ask unsettling questions about established ideas and practices 
that seem wholly unproblematic or even laudatory. For example, 
Mieke Verloo finds intersectional approaches useful for ferretting 
out undemocratic principles and harmful practices embedded 
in Western democracies (Verloo 2014). Try to name problems 
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without a name (Narayan 1997): measure the unmeasurable, ana-
lyze the seemingly un-analyzable (Bowleg 2008), and pinpoint 
critical but overlooked insights by bringing contextual dynamics 
and backgrounds into focus (Pohlhaus 2012).

• Pivot the usual lenses or expected methods to account for intersec-
tional complexities and avoid relying on readily available frames 
without question. As Kathy Ferguson explains, “when we are busy 
arguing about the questions that appear within a certain frame, 
the frame itself becomes invisible; we become enframed within 
it” (Ferguson 1993, 7). For example, do not impose or presume 
a single historical time—note, instead, discrepancies in concepts 
of time (without mapping them back into a singular frame—that 
is, as ‘backward’ or ‘primitive’/prior ideas about time explained 
within modernity’s linear trajectory and logics). As Alcoff deline-
ates, thinking through Panamanian history, “the West imposed a 
‘single’ historical time through which the experience in the colo-
nies would be viewed from the perspective of the colonial centers. 
This means that, for example, Panamanian history is marked as 
beginning with the U.S. intervention to build the canal in the early 
twentieth century, in which Panama was broken from Colombia 
to form an independent nation” (Alcoff 2004a, 109). On the flip 
side, this also means that “divergences in periodization” should be 
recognized as a key “form of resistance” and not just as happen-
stance or curious (110).

• Read histories and practices alongside each other, in relation, even 
if they are usually conceived of as unrelated. Ben-Moshe, for exam-
ple, shows how “using combined data on containment to include 
medical/psychiatric institutions . . . reveals that incarceration rates 
in the US have long been extremely high—but with shifting loca-
tions.” This, in turn, pinpoints “the need to reconceptualize institu-
tionalization and imprisonment as not merely analogues but as in 
fact interconnected, in their logic, historical enactment and social 
effects” (Ben-Moshe 2013, 390). She then disrupts conventional 
logics once more, by mapping out the interconnections between 
capitalism, the prison, and the medical establishment. Ben-Moshe 
argues, “the forces of incarceration of disabled people should be 
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understood under the growth of both the prison industry and the 
institution-industrial complex, in the form of a growing private 
industry of nursing homes, boarding homes, for-profit psychiatric 
hospitals and group homes” (393).

Intersectionality understands oppression and resistance to be ongo-
ing, relational processes: this offers possibilities for reading resistance, 
reconceptualizing agency, and working around (rather than accepting) 
structural, epistemic, and ontological obstacles that impede coalitions. 
Although power asymmetries reduce opposition’s discernibility, inter-
sectional dispositions presume the possibility for dissent even if it has 
not been noted, seems unwarranted, or looks to be structurally/histor-
ically impossible. Look for departures from dominance and identify 
sites of resistance, alternative knowledges, and different histories that 
may be imperceptible from within the usual frames. Gain fluency in 
resistant logics and develop the skills to engage intricacy.

• Approaching heterogeneity as meaningful, from an intersectional 
position, entails perceiving multiply and engaging with multidi-
mensionality. For instance, consider Lugones’ reading of Anza-
ldúa’s “germinative stasis”—a state of being undertaken on her 
intellectual/political journey to conocimiento. This active state does 
not necessarily entail action in a conventional sense: it may, in fact, 
be (mis)interpreted as one of lack, passivity, or inaction. Yet, her 
active subjectivity is understandable and logical from within both/
and borderland logics and worlds, even if illogical or illegible oth-
erwise. Anzaldúa is “both the one oppressed and the one resisting” 
(i.e., she is ontologically plural and engaged in a dynamic relation). 
Furthermore, “both of these selves exist in different worlds of sense, 
meaning, logics” (Lugones 2005, 90) (i.e., worlds, imaginaries, cos-
mologies, space, time, and place are also plural and not necessarily 
aligned). In short, taking up an intersectional disposition means one 
commits to pursuing and perceiving incommensurable pluralities.

• Shift foci so that oppressive forms of power can be rendered visible 
and understood as existing in tension with dissent, not just as unidi-
rectional, totalizing forces. In this vein, Anzaldúa invites readers to 
perceive multiply as she traverses and mines historical memory: she 
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highlights, for instance, how Indigenous women across the Americas 
continue to “tend the flame” despite having been “silenced, gagged, 
caged . . . bludgeoned for 300 years” (Anzaldúa 1999, 44–45). This 
is resistance, ongoing—an unsettling of “settled”/settler-colonial 
questions of nation, time, place, memory, race, and gender.

• Consider how Kristie Dotson’s metaphor of “concrete flowers” 
pivots debates in philosophy to ask, from a Black feminist posi-
tion, what counts as philosophy, who counts as a knower, and 
what minimal conditions are required (though mainly still absent) 
for mere survival when it comes to “diverse philosophers.” Like 
weeds growing in the cracks of concrete sidewalks, Black feminist 
philosophers should not be understood as accepting these harsh 
environs but as surviving in a context “that was never meant to 
sustain” or even acknowledge their existence (Dotson 2011b, 408). 
Furthermore, Dotson does not romanticize this resilience. “Con-
crete flowers” are “malnourished”: when they manage to sprout 
forth, they exist in the barest sense, on “grisly ground” (408). Her 
metaphor offers a both/and portrait of the “oppressing ↔ resist-
ing relation,” highlighted by Lugones (2005, 90), and focuses 
attention on the field’s absences and failures, including the regular 
exodus of “diverse philosophers” from philosophy itself (Dotson 
2011b).

• To understand the relational nature of power and privilege, and 
the enmeshed complexities of lived subjectivity, an intersectional 
disposition recognizes the value of engaging different forms of 
knowing: a wide range of epistemic/political resources have value 
and can offer key lessons in learning to perceive/think otherwise. 
As Nikol Alexander-Floyd has observed, for example, use of “non-
traditional writing genres has been a primary strategy for critical 
race theorists in general, and black feminist critical race theorists 
in particular, in developing their analyses and challenging legal 
methodology. Many critical race theorists, for instance, employ irony, 
storytelling, and the relaying of personal experiences in an effort 
to affront and expose the law’s false presentation of itself as linear, 
objective, unyielding, and timeless” (Alexander-Floyd 2012, 812).

• Lived experience can thus offer insights needed to think/act at 
variance, and both fiction and narrative can provide lessons in 
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reading/taking up resilience. For instance, echoing Dotson, and 
her metaphor of devalued weeds as overlooked evidence of splen-
dor, resilience, and persistence (but also of structural harm and 
systematic neglect), consider the scraggy trees that reach toward 
the sky from the barrio sidewalks in Sandra Cisneros’ (1984) novel 
The House on Mango Street, despite inhospitable conditions, or the 
bright yellow dandelions that sprout up in Gwendolyn Brooks’ 
Bronzeville yards (in her 1953 novella Maud Martha). Both 
authors craft complex views of subjectivity, power, and place from 
within spaces of urban containment.

Take Up Intersectionality’s Invitation to Follow Opacities  
and to Read Against the Grain

Intersectionality directs our attention to referents/lives/worlds that 
may not be understandable or perceivable within the bounds of usual 
cognition. Following opacities requires noting signs, even seemingly 
insignificant ones, of lives lived “nonmonologically” (Lugones 2006, 
82). Intersectional orientations to understanding, therefore, are not 
about expecting, or enforcing, transparency or full translatability, 
whereby intelligibility, rationality, and meaning are measured only (or 
primarily) in relationship to dominant norms, hegemonic categories, 
or singular logics. An intersectional interpretive method needs to be 
flexible and destabilizing, capable of engaging concurrent, simultane-
ous factors by reading in an athwart or transverse manner, whether one 
is reading texts, each other, and/or the political landscape. Identifying 
and addressing epistemological injustice, testimonial inequality, and 
asymmetries in intelligibility are also paramount to an intersectional 
approach, which treats opacities and silences as meaningful: engaging 
the limits of what can be said and understood in conventional/norma-
tive terms is therefore also requisite.

• By using a “doubled attentiveness” (Simon and Eppert 1997, 
6), and presuming from the start that “ ‘It’s not everything you 
can talk, . . . but . . .’ ” (Davies 1994, 339, ellipses in original), an 
intersectional disposition attends to small signs of withholding, 
untellability, or unheardness. In this vein, I have found Anna Julia 
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Cooper’s liberal use of ellipses in her nineteenth-century writing 
a significant aspect of her delineation of Black feminist subjectiv-
ity, voice, and systemic silencing/erasure (see May 2007, 2009 ). 
In other words, look for signs within syntax or genre that “mark 
liminality” (Lugones 2006, 82) and note performances of “disi-
dentification” within the bounds of everyday life (Muñoz 1999).

• By acknowledging “incommensurability” between speaking posi-
tions or worldviews, an intersectional approach requires attend-
ing to “residues” that do not travel or translate across contexts. 
An intersectional disposition aims “not to foreclose the meanings 
of statements only to those meanings that are readily available” 
(Schutte 2000, 57) or that are easily expressible/explainable with 
the usual communicative/knowledge tools.

• Recognize residues and treat them as meaningful: do not dis-
miss the meanings at hand as irrelevant or insignificant if they 
do not mesh with what is readily known or already understood. If 
something is not apparent or explainable on conventional terms, 
develop an openness toward the opaque possibilities (Code 2011; 
Smith 1994)—pursue being “relevantly biased” toward meanings/
lives/stories that cannot be made familiar via established lenses or 
explanations (Babbitt 2005, 2001).

• Break open, investigate, and work the opacities from an intersec-
tional, matrix disposition (rather than accept them as inevitable 
or unworkable). For instance, in the interests of trying to think 
comparatively and transnationally about domestic violence, and 
in particular the question of death by domestic violence in the 
United States and in India, Uma Narayan uncovered important 
statistical and structural absences in both countries. In the United 
States, she found there are no data aggregated to reveal numbers 
of deaths by domestic violence—there are data accounting for 
domestic violence rates across a spectrum and for conviction rates 
for murder, but these are not cross-fertilized or thought through 
together. In both India and the United States, Narayan found that 
the politics of nation impacted the information gathered (and the 
political organizing strategies developed) to such a degree that 
trying to think comparatively, via the usual mechanisms, was akin 
to comparing “apples and oranges.” However, rather than give up, 
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she underscored the merits of continuing her analysis by using an 
intersectional method of “comparing fruit” (Narayan 1997, 99).

Reading history, via an intersectional approach, requires enter-
ing archives with a healthy skepticism and working to render visible 
worlds/selves that exist or persist alongside and against dominance 
(Lugones 2005; Taylor-García 2008; Walker 1983). Listen to utter-
ances that contest “annihilating silence” (Morris 2006, 146): at the 
same time, listen to silences as expressive as well (Kadi 2003; Kogawa 
1994). An intersectional archival strategy, then, exposes both the pro-
cesses of dominance, and the challenges to dominance, embedded in 
the historical record’s own presences and absences.

• Intersectionality calls for reworking established methods or rein-
terpreting sedimented stories from different angles of vision: this 
can involve rereading the already “known” and/or unpacking an 
author’s overlooked textual strategies pedagogies. Saavedra and 
Nymark, for instance, discuss how Chicana feminists and writ-
ers reframe the history, narrative, and meanings of Malintzin/
La Malinche away from simplistic traitor/whore nationalist (and 
settler-colonial) frames and toward understandings of Malintzin 
as a historical figure who negotiated specific forms of power and 
who worked the constrained possibilities available in the contexts 
of conquest and enslavement (Saavedra and Nymark 2008, 259; 
see also Townsend 2006).

• Consider also Elizabeth Spelman’s reading of Harriet Jacobs’ 1861 
Incidents in the Life of a Slave Girl (see Jacobs 1987). Spelman treats 
Jacobs as a knower in her own right and treats her autobiography 
as artful, not as formulaic or mimetic. She thus identifies rhetori-
cal strategies used by Jacobs to act upon readers’ imaginations and 
to negotiate the raced, classed, and gendered minefields of reader 
reception. Spelman underscores how Jacobs presents herself and 
seeks to be understood as a complex subject, directs her white 
reading audience to understand slavery as a system in a particular 
way and to see their complicity in its violence and exploitation, 
and, simultaneously, aims to have her readers understand them-
selves as capable of change and, thus, capable of working to erad-
icate the slave system (Spelman 1998, 59–89).
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• Intersectionality’s attention to what gets dismissed or left out 
means that one’s historical/textual focus may need to shift. In 
terms of queer histories and memories, Ann Cvetkovich advises 
attending to miscellany and marginalia, or “ephemera, the term 
used by archivists and librarians to describe occasional publica-
tions and paper documents, material objects, and items that fall 
into the miscellaneous category when being catalogued” (Cvetk-
ovich 2003, 243). Judith Halberstam, writing about transgender 
archives, asks us to actively engage, and not just accept, the archive. 
In other words, attend to the fact that “the archive is not simply a 
repository; it is also a theory of cultural relevance, a construction 
of collective memory, and a complex record of queer activity. In 
order for the archive to function, it requires users, interpreters, 
and cultural historians to wade through the material and piece 
together the jigsaw puzzle of queer history in the making” (Hal-
berstam 2005, 169–70).

• Intersectionality’s matrix lens is thus imperative for plumbing the 
historical record because it helps render a more complex portrait of 
power and subjectivity from the traces left behind. Barbara Bush’s 
(2000) reading of Thomas Thistlewood’s eighteenth-century 
Jamaica diaries is illustrative of how a both/and reading produc-
tively blurs and refuses Thistlewood’s reliance on dichotomous and 
dehumanizing stereotypes of Black/African womanhood, specif-
ically that of the monstrous “ ‘She Devil’ ” versus the “eroticised 
‘Sable Venus.’ ” Bush’s approach to Thistlewood’s writings (and to 
British colonial/patriarchal imagination) renders visible this “con-
temporary racist discourse” from the time period and also ample 
evidence of dissent, of the means by which enslaved women devel-
oped relationships beyond the parameters of slavery and “asserted 
their ‘personhood’ through a complex interplay between ‘collab-
oration,’ survival strategies, an African-derived women’s culture, 
and active resistance” (Bush 2000, 764).

Instead of adhering to established frameworks that have been sys-
tematized and elevated to “the status of arbiter of truth and reality” 
(Lugones 2006, 81), intersectionality reminds us that the demand for 
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simplicity, for example, is often a hegemonic move. Intersectionality 
thus invites us to pursue the incommensurable, the eclipsed, and the 
untranslatable as sites of political meaning, ontological possibility, and 
rich epistemic potential. This, in turn, often requires broadening the 
scope of what counts as an epistemic or political resource, devising 
new materials, and (re)working genres to accommodate multiple/
moving selves and narrative forms of knowing.

• If the available data or archives are insufficient, try looking 
elsewhere—or, following Alice Walker’s lead, start writing the his-
tories, the stories, or the policies that you should be able to find 
or that need to exist (see Walker 1983, 13). In addition, since “key 
insights into the social world are not found only in peer-reviewed 
journal articles and monographs” (Harnois 2013, 21), look to other 
expressive/knowledge genres, including art, orature, performance, 
music, and narrative. Fiction, for instance, can encapsulate a both/
and intersectional worldview and offer nuanced ways of thinking 
about relational power, complex subjectivity, and structural ine-
quality: it can sometimes offer what traditional empirical or phil-
osophical work may not (as the discussion above of Cisneros’ and 
Brooks’ novels suggests).

• Entering the gaps or interstices of dominant logics from an inter-
sectional approach can require interpretive methods like “poetic 
association” rather than dominant norms of rationality (Anzaldúa 
1990a, xvii). Code, for instance, advocates a “scavenger approach” 
as a philosophical/political orientation to epistemic resources, 
including novels and narratives, rather than empiricism as usual, 
which is ill-equipped in terms of many of its cognitive assump-
tions and foundational premises. Code explains that “diverse 
textual resources [can] point toward an epistemic stance from 
which to think away from the taken-for-granted structural ine-
qualities, whose lived meanings a viable politics of difference and 
post-colonial resistance has to understand better than ready-made 
formulas or accumulations of information—of facts—can allow” 
(Code 2011, 218–219).
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• Develop genres and/or methods that can draw upon the plurilog-
ical, engage self and other in ways that take up different imagi-
naries, and that can enter/inhabit counternarratives. Reworking 
genre, specifically, is a strategy Anzaldúa identifies for productively 
“exploding” neat boundaries and categories (Anzaldúa 1990a, xvi). 
She urges use of “montage,” “fragmented discourse,” and anthol-
ogizing to account for “cacophony” (multiple voices that do not 
necessarily adhere to the harmonious or singular) (xvii). Likewise, 
Barbara Christian (1990) points to the productive ambiguities 
opened up by using and reading riddles, proverbs, and hieroglyphs: 
narrative can be written and read in ways that disrupt the theory/
story divide (Maracle 1994) that intersectionality rejects.

An intersectional interpretive strategy engages the untranslatable 
or incommensurable without necessarily trying to render it under-
standable or legible on familiar terms. This also means, however, that 
seemingly positive approaches or lenses may need to be re-evaluated, 
reworked, or even abandoned—there may be significant violations or 
occlusions which the usual frames enforce that need to be challenged.

• Intersectionality’s both/and approach helps expose how frame-
works used to unearth resistance can also distort. For example, 
“agency” as a concept can reinscribe, rather than contest or unset-
tle, narrowly conceived notions of gender, resistance, and subjectiv-
ity (masquerading as universal concepts).3 Calling for alternative 
feminist reading strategies that do not reinforce racist and civili-
zationist thinking, Kathleen Zane (1998) and Sirma Bilge (2010) 
pinpoint different forms of subtle arrogance embedded in trans-
national feminist analyses which rely on definitions of agency that 
dismiss women on their own terms and which presume oppres-
sion to be “totalizing” if the subjectivity at hand is “hybrid” (Zane 
1998) or is not recognizable as agential in ways that align with 
Western/modern gendered subjectivity.

• An intersectional approach also underscores how focusing on an 
individual’s capacity to resist, without attending to systematic 
harm and institutionalized oppression, obscures that to “act,” in the 
conventional sense, may not be possible or desirable: the terms of 
agency (conventionally conceived) deny, from the start, different/
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divergent subjectivities and undertheorize enmeshed, structural 
relations of power (Frye 1983; Lugones 2005). For instance, 
Anneliese Singh’s research on resilience among transgender youth 
of color fills in gaps left by conventional resilience frames which 
have not necessarily accounted for both transprejudice and racism 
simultaneously, and thus obscure contextually-specific resiliency 
tactics, important questions of school intolerance and community 
dynamics, and subtle uses of social media that an intersectional 
model can reveal (Singh 2013).

• When it comes to iconic historical figures, justifiably celebrated 
for resisting multiple systems of oppression—such as Harriet 
Tubman in the U.S. context, an intersectional reading can help 
illustrate how such figures are often (paradoxically and problem-
atically) memorialized in ways that distort, curtail, or flatten. For 
example, while “Tubman’s resilience frequently is hailed and even 
celebrated,” it is often done so via the lens of “an exceptional but 
lone figure” that relies on “stereotypes of Black women’s unparal-
leled strength.” In addition, by means of other seemingly positive 
lenses (e.g., maternal or salvific frameworks), the multidimen-
sional aspects of Tubman’s life can be flattened: furthermore, her 
“militancy is often made over or made ready to be embraced into 
the folds of the nation’s progress narrative, a triumphal tale . . . that 
erases the ongoing, tenacious nature of many forms of systemic 
oppression Tubman fought against and sought to transform” 
(May 2014b, 32).

Set Aside Norm Emulation as a Philosophical/Political/ 
Research/Policy Strategy

Taking up intersectional orientations can require one to question, 
problematize, and even dispense with widely accepted (and regularly 
rewarded) disciplinary parameters, research  norms, and methodo-
logical practices. Outwardly inclusive approaches, neutral categories, 
or objective methods can introduce ideological assumptions and can 
import or institute hierarchical imaginaries that intersectionality con-
tests. In short, the operative mindsets at work in an array of common 
practices can naturalize inequality and animate hierarchy.
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• Immersing in an intersectional approach can lead to questioning 
ubiquitous research  standards of generalizability (Singh 2013). 
Furthermore, typical descriptors or categories may come to be 
understood as inadequate, or inadequately conceived, for the 
particular contexts and situational dynamics under examination 
(Cole 2008; Harnois 2013; Warner 2008). Likewise, norms of 
parsimony can come to seem highly problematic, because dispar-
aging of heterogeneity (Bailey 2009; Hancock 2007b). The way 
research  questions are developed may thus need reformulating 
(Bowleg 2008), or the usual scales intervened in, to account for 
heterogeneity and variance in meaningful ways, not just nominal 
or demographic ones (Harnois 2013).

• To illustrate how single-axis logics can creep into research mod-
eling and findings, Harnois shows how an independent variable 
model can significantly impede the research process and distort 
the findings. For example, race is often merely a “dummy variable” 
in much gender research, and a host of studies on feminist identity 
formation “assume that the independent variables (e.g., genera-
tion, marital status, parental status, employment status, income) 
affect (or do not affect) feminist identity in exactly the same way” 
for all women (Harnois 2005, 810). She draws on intersection-
ality to devise a different portrait, to ask different questions, and 
to introduce doubt as to the veracity of widely accepted frames, 
thereby rejecting explanations that “make the assumption that the 
meaning of feminist identity and feminism is identical for women 
of different racial and ethnic groups” (810).

• Expectations to pinpoint causality, or to search for the greatest sin-
gle variable or main effect, “sometimes imposed through method-
ological means, such as use of covariates” (Artiles 2013, 337), may 
well come (and need) to be doubted from an intersectional dispo-
sition (Choo and Ferree 2010). For example, in discussing racial 
disproportionality in special education (high numbers of minor-
ity students placed in special education), Alfredo Artiles argues 
that searching for “the one variable that has the greatest explan-
atory power in predicting special education placement” tends to 
uphold a deficit-based “medical model of disability” and ignores 
how numerous “structural conditions in the special education 
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field offer incentives for a unitary approach,” one that “naturalizes 
the racialization of disabilities” (Artiles 2013, 337–338). This also 
cuts questions of socioeconomic difference, cultural context, and 
gender dynamics out of the picture (Ferri and Connor 2014): the 
quest to tease out a main effect can naturalize inequality and even 
block “intersectional analyses of disabilities with other markers 
of difference” that are not understood as racial signifiers (Artiles 
2013, 338).

• Intersectionality requires focusing on the contexts of knowledge 
production and reception and also bringing background forces or 
dynamics to the fore. It should be used to read texts, perceive each 
other’s possibilities, interpret data, and formulate methods, but also 
to attend to the contexts of discovery and develop more adequate 
theorizing. For instance, using intersectionality as a research ana-
lytic and epistemic frame demands more than “critical reinterpre-
tation of statistical ‘evidence.’ ” An intersectional approach requires 
“rethinking our basic approach to doing statistical research . . . but 
also how these statistics are produced” (Harnois 2013, 103).

• Critical interdisciplinarity is another means of animating inter-
sectionality’s cross-cutting analytics and of disrupting the epis-
temologies, ontologies, and ideological values that disciplinary 
norms can uphold. Intersectional interdisciplinarity entails more 
than rendering disciplinary bounds permeable—though this is 
important: it also means refusing disciplinary divides that falsely 
atomize linked struggles, histories, and knowledges (Maldonado- 
Torres 2012). For instance, critical interdisciplinarity can create 
room for disengaging from “disciplinary demarcations of Europe/
EuroAmerica as the site of knowledge-production”: it generates 
opportunities “to disobey exclusionary disciplinary boundaries 
that separate, insulate, and universalize singular (white/Anglo) 
ways of knowing” (Roshanravan 2014, 14).

Single-axis logics have a long history and continue to exert a con-
siderable force: they constitute a naturalized social imaginary that 
“governs” everyday practices, processes, and possibilities. At the same 
time, an intersectional disposition reveals how they have also long 
been contested. We need not be bound by monological mindsets: it is 
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important to recognize their normative force, yet not give single-axis 
logics too much power. Certainly, it also is not easy to come to see 
the foundations of one’s practice (as a researcher, policy worker, or 
activist), or of one’s sense of self/personhood, as grounded in violent 
logics and anti-intersectional premises: it can be even harder to begin 
to practice one’s craft against the grain, since established norms of 
thinking and being tend to be rewarded. Nevertheless, it is possible 
to use intersectionality’s same/different orientation as an analytical or 
political means to refuse atomization, reject false universals, and for-
swear hierarchical practices.

• Taking intersectionality’s matrix politics and interrogative orien-
tation seriously requires careful consideration of potential biases, 
distortions, and erasures built into commonly used measurement 
tools, research  models, or interpretive lenses. Ask how a study, 
policy, or advocacy plan is framed and implemented: what does 
the model account for, from an intersectional approach, and what 
does it exclude or excise? Does it atomize or rank forms of power? 
Which categories and what explanations does it take as givens? 
Does the model presume internal coherence or falsely universalize 
identities (e.g., homogenize gendered experience)?

• Intersectionality requires reflexivity about citational practices and 
the knowledge resources one draws on (and does not draw on). Try 
to reference literatures, use research  materials and methods, and 
devise political strategies that do not presuppose single-axis think-
ing. If one must rely on single-axis materials (or if others do so), 
work to render visible their limits (do not just accept them at face value 
and without question). Ange-Marie Hancock, for example, chal-
lenges Derrick Bell (2004) not only for “depending on two discrete 
literatures” (on gender and violence and on race and violence) but 
also for accepting and reinforcing their atomized logics. Hancock 
argues that his approach is additive in nature and erroneously in 
search of a singular policy solution: it also furthers a “deeply patri-
archal view of heterosexual relationships” (Hancock 2007b, 70), 
reinforces, rather than contests, a competitive distributive model of 
rights, and erases as meaningful any lived differences for those who 
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fall between or are erased by the additive/sequential formulations 
(70). In other words, Bell unnecessarily forecloses intersectional 
analytic possibilities in terms of race, class, and gender in debates 
about school reform because his analytic lenses and research frames 
treat the categories, lived experiences, and the historical origins/
foundations for each lived/structural category as separate.

• Assess whether the form or syntax aligns with intersectionality’s 
valuing of heterogeneity and enmeshed multiplicities: avoid atom-
ization or hierarchy as formal principles or analytic lenses. Bowleg 
cautions, for example, if you “ask an additive question,” you are 
more likely to “get an additive answer,” meaning participants may 
well take up the invitation, embedded in a hierarchical question, 
to rank identities or separate out systems of oppressive power 
(Bowleg 2008, 314). She explains, “if I were to ask a question about 
day-to-day challenges today, . . . I would not use a phrase such as 
‘race, gender and/or sexual orientation’ in which the presence of 
the conjunctions and/or could imply that I wanted the experience 
recounted serially (race, then gender, then sexual orientation) or 
that these identities could or should be separated” (316, italics in 
original). At the same time, it is essential to note, and analyze, 
when participants deviate from the researcher’s lead and redirect 
the operative assumptions. To illustrate, Bowleg describes one 
interviewee who rejected her either/or logics and replied: “ ‘there is 
no higher political repression. So I personally don’t ascribe to that 
I’m Black first, lesbian second, woman third. I’m all those’ ” (314).

Intersectionality attends to existing interstices, gaps, and omissions 
in dominant logics, yet is equally focused on finding ways to create 
(new) fissures in sedimented imaginaries, ones that can be “worked” 
toward an intersectional, both/and sense of collective possibilities and 
justice. If the available resources or usual methods are problematical 
(e.g., single-axis and hierarchical), an intersectional disposition looks 
for ways to, nevertheless, break from the singular. In other words, 
one may well be confronted with (single-axis) constraints or asked 
to engage with anti-intersectional materials: however, full compli-
ance and/or total resignation are not the only responses available. An 
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intersectional approach can be used to contest and to reformulate 
dominant imaginaries. Furthermore, its both/and frame allows for the 
possibility that what may appear to be full acceptance of or compli-
ance with single-axis norms might well be sites where these imaginar-
ies are being reworked or resignified from within.

• Intersectionality invites us to find ways to draw on matrix thinking 
so as to attend to and intervene in normative logics and forces. 
Harnois, for instance, discusses how a widely used data set, like the 
Schedule of Sexist Events (SSE), can be rooted in single-axis, uni-
versalizing approaches to “gender” and “sexism.” More than sim-
ply limiting, the embedded assumptions, measurement tools, and 
resultant data can be anti-intersectional and thus mask how peo-
ple experience and navigate both privilege and discrimination as 
simultaneous, relational dynamics (Harnois 2013, 53–55). Yet since 
many researchers must still engage with this data, Harnois iden-
tifies some modes of intervening: disaggregating data to uncover 
difference, particularity, and complexity within-group (64–79); 
creating “multiplex” models to reflect compound experiences and 
enmeshed power dynamics (e.g., split samples [93–97]), use of 
interaction terms (97–101), and multinomial logistics regressions 
(117–123); and situating forms of inequality and aspects of iden-
tity not only as (overtly and indirectly) interactive but also as tied 
to wider social contexts and structures (75–79, 82–85).

• An intersectional disposition invites us to find ways to break sin-
gular logics and foster both/and solidarities, even if outwardly 
adhering to single-axis rules and principles. Consider Suzanne 
Goldberg’s analysis of the use of amicus briefs in U.S. courts. 
When studying identity-based law reform organizations in the 
United States, she noted something especially interesting, from 
an intersectional perspective, about the practice of cross-category 
amicus briefs. Despite an established social movement orientation 
and “organizational landscape” still characterized predominantly 
by “single identity-based advocacy,” and notwithstanding antidis-
crimination law’s single-axis norms for litigation, Goldberg found 
that amicus brief participation is one strategy used to create col-
lective and coalitional dynamics by traversing (and thus in some 
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ways refusing) single-axis frames. She explains, “By virtue of their 
participation, amici signal that the identity group members whose 
rights are at issue in the case before the court are not alone in their 
quest for justice.” In other words, despite “instrumental concerns 
that shape participation in both litigation and social movements, 
identity groups have broad expressive leeway for achieving their 
strategic aims through amicus briefs” (Goldberg 2009, 128–135).

An Open-Ended Ending

In closing, it is important to note that pursuing an intersectional 
disposition entails, fundamentally, a recursive intellectual/political 
commitment. Rather than a fixed method or a predetermined set of 
principles, an intersectional approach is open-ended, dynamic, and 
“biased” toward realizing collective justice. Pursuing and practicing 
intersectionality is not about norm emulation or alignment but unset-
tling and contesting norms: it is not about add and stir inclusion, or 
assimilation into status quo (hierarchical, asymmetrical, monological) 
socialities, embodiments, epistemes, affects, and structures, but about 
interrupting, unsettling, reworking, and transforming them.

Given intersectionality’s Black feminist and women of color his-
torical roots, and owing to its ongoing intellectual/political/struc-
tural commitments and practices, an intersectional disposition is, in 
essence, oriented toward radical social change. However, it does not 
come with any political or epistemological guarantees. Intersection-
ality is not a “one-off ” political tactic or research  strategy, a magic 
wand for eliminating willful ignorance and epistemic inequality, or a 
cure-all for eradicating dominance. Intersectional approaches do not 
(and cannot) provide a magic bullet, or offer a “panacea” (Bailey 2010, 
53), methodologically or politically.

Pursuing intersectionality entails committing to a transform-
ative collective vision and finding ways to confound and dismantle 
dominance by drawing on same/different logics, focusing on mul-
tiple domains of power, and attending to enmeshed identities and 
systems. It requires pivoting critical energies and political efforts 
toward unearthing suppressed complexities, contesting hidden norms 
and exclusions, tracing shared logics across disparate domains, and 
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pinpointing unexpected sites of complicity or unwitting forms of col-
lusion with dominance.

Going about doing intersectional work can therefore be “unset-
tling,” not just in an intellectual way, or in an abstract sense, but also 
disquieting on a personal level. And yet, inhabiting and engaging an 
intersectional disposition can nonetheless serve as an essential driving 
force, can impel us, collectively, to find ways to realize a more just 
world. Given ongoing systemic inequalities and persistent and wide-
spread violence, there is much work to be done: intersectionality not 
only has continued relevance but also has an important role to play in 
fostering the many possibilities that lie before us.

Notes
 1. See Bailey (2007), Bilge (2013), Brah and Phoenix (2004), Carbado (2013), Cho, 

Crenshaw, and McCall (2013), Cole (2008, 2009), Collins (2014), Crenshaw (2011c), 
Dhamoon (2011), Hancock (2007a, 2007b, 2014), Harnois (2005, 2013), Lewis 
(2013), Phoenix and Pattynama (2006), Puar et al. (2008), Shields  (2008), Smooth 
(2013), Warner and Shields (2013), Yuval-Davis (2012).

 2. Katherine Franke, discussing Israel’s marketing of its gay-friendly governmental 
ethos, offers a succinct explanation of “pinkwashing.” She writes, “A  state’s posture 
with respect to the rights of “its” homosexuals has become an effective foreign pol-
icy tool .  .  . to portray a progressive reputation when their other policies relating to 
national security, immigration, income inequality, and militarism are anything but pro-
gressive.” Pinkwashing’s rhetorics of persuasion and management of image go as fol-
lows: “Modern states recognize a sexual minority within the national body and grant 
that minority rights-based protections. Pre-modern states do not. Once recognized 
as modern, the state’s treatment of homosexuals offers cover for other sorts of human 
rights shortcomings. So long as a state treats its homosexuals well, the international 
community will look the other way when it comes to a range of other human rights 
abuses” (Franke 2012, 3).

 3. See Bilge (2010), Elenes (2011), Hemmings (2011), Lugones (2005), Mahmood 
(2005), Zane (1998).
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